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FOREWORD

The International Centre for Theoretical Physics has maintained an

interdisciplinary character in its research and training programmes in differ-

ent branches of theoretical physics. In pursuance of this objective, the

Centre has organized extended research courses and workshops, including topical

conferences, with a comprehensive and synoptic coverage in varying disciplines.

The first of these - on Plasma Physics - was held in 196k and then repeated

in 1977; the second, in 1965, was concerned with the Physics of Particles.

Between then and now, the following courses were organized: five on Nuclear

Theory (1966, 1969, 1971, 1973, 1978), six on the Physics of Condensed Matter

(1967, 1970, 197a, 197^, 1976, 1978), two on Atomic Physics (1973, 1977), two

on Geophysics (1975, 1977), one on Control Theory and Functional Analysis (197*0,

one on Complex Analysis (1975 )> one on Applications of Analysis to Mechanics

(1976),two on Teaching of Physics at tertiary level (in English in 1976, in

French in 1977), one on Solar Energy (1977) and one on Reactor Theory and

Power Reactors (1978). Most of the Proceedings of these courses have been

published by the International Atomic Energy Agency (Vienna, Austria). The

present volume records the Proceedings of the workshop on Few-Body Problems in

Nuclear Physics, held from 13 to 16 March 1978.

The programme of lectures was organized by Professors G. Pisent (istitu-

to Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Padova, Italy), V. Vanzani (Laboratori Nazionali

di Legnaro, Padova, Italy) and L. Fonda (ICTP, Trieste, Italy).

We are glad to acknowledge the support and sponsorship of the Italian

Nuclear Physics Institute (INFN) and the National Research Council (CNR).

Abdus Salam



PREFACE

This volume contains the proceedings of the Workshop on "Few-Body

Problems in Wuclear Physics", held at the International Centre for Theoret-

ical Physics, Miramare-Trieste, Italy, from 13 to 16 March 1978. The

Workshop wasi organized by the International Centre for Theoretical Physics

and the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare.

Few-body physics has reached by now a mature stage of development,

so that it was thought particularly appropriate to provide with this work-

shop an intensive and critical examination of the most important areas of

current research in this field.

The contributions cover the following topics:

Part I contains the fundamental aspects of the multi-channel many-body

dynamics and the general study of the basic equations.

Part II deals with comprehensive reviews on the nucleon-nucleon interaction

and the 3-nucleon problem. Some specific calculations are also presented.

Part III gives a set-up of present status of the Coulomb problem in the few-

body physics.

The possibility of an effective treatment of some kinds of nuclear reactions

in a few-body context is the subject of Part IV.

Finally, some relevant connections between the above-mentioned topics and

some open problems in experimental physics are given in Part V.

We are grateful to many people for helping to make the workshop

a success. We mention in particular the invited speakers, the Chairmen and

the organizing staff of the ICTP for their helpful and most efficient work

on the occasion of the workshop.

G. PISEHT

INFN
Padova

V. VANZANI

INFN
Legnaro

L. FONDA

ICTP
Trieste
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PART I

FUNDAMENTALS OF MULTI-CHANNEL MANY-BODY DYNAMICS

A





GENERAL CONCEPTS OF MULTICHANNEL COLLISION THEORY

AND THEIR TRANSLATION INTO THE

MATRIX FORMULATION OF FEW-BODY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

by

Werner Sandhas

Physikalisches Institut der Universitat Bonn, Bonn, W.-Germany

Abstract: In the N-body problem mappings between channel states

and scattering states are studied. It is shown in particular

that the (2 -1) two-fragment M0LLER operators introduced on

the whole Hilbert space are sufficient to provide all multi-

fragment scattering states. Hence, each of these states is

uniquely determined by (2 ~ -1) Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equa-

tions. Rewriting every set of LS equations as one matrix equa-

tion, current few-body approaches are incorporated in a rather

natural way. The typical uniqueness questions of. such coupled

systems are discussed, and it is shown that Faddeev-type

couplings lead to unique equations for arbitrary N.



1. INTRODUCTION

The definition of scattering states as time limits in Hilbert

space represents the physically most appropriate basis of multi-

channel collision theory [1,2], leading moreover to rigorous

proofs of existence [3]. General aspects of the problem are

usually studied by introducing M0LLER operators which associate

scattering states with multifragment channel states.

To set up adequate integral equations for the scattering

states represents a second decisive problem in collision theory.

For, in this manner the rigorous but rather formal original

definitions are replaced by manageable relations which yield

the scattering states as their solutions.

In the two-body case the transition from the defining re-

lations to the conventional Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equations

can be performed rather directly [4]. Their general structure,

in particular, is closely related to the mapping properties of

the relevant M0LLER operators. For arbitrary particle numbers

N, the derivation of integral equations is usually based on

operator identities obtained by means of algebraic manipulations.

In such an approach the relationship between general structures

of collision theory, and ihe various types of N-body integral

equations proposed is,of course, much less evident.

Introducing an adequate matrix notation, we have emphasized

previously that the fundamental relations of the three-body

Faddeev theory [5,6] show a striking similarity with the two-

body Lippmann-Schwinger equations [7,8,9]. Moreover, repeating

step by step the algebra which leads from the two-body theory

to the three-body matrix formulation, matrix integral equations

for arbitrary particle numbers could be derived in a structur-

ally equivalent way [10,11]. Thus, they also show the LS form of

the two-body case.

According to this observation, we may suppose that these

matrix equations (and related formulations), similarly to the

situation in the two-body case, are most naturally understood

as realizations of characteristic mapping properties of the

N-body M0LLER operators. It is the aim of the present investi-
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gation to study the N-body theory along these lines. Questions

of uniqueness become particularly transparent in this way.

For our purpose it is essential to introduce the channel

M0LLEJI operators on the whole Hilbert space without projecting

them onto the corresponding subspaces of channel states, as done

in conventional approaches. Then it turns out that all multi-

fragment scattering states are obtained by applying the (2 ~ -1)

two-fragment M0LLER operators onto adequate states. Studying these

mappings and in particular the back-mappings by means of the

adjoint M0LLER operators, we find that each multifragment
N—1

scattering states is uniquely determined by (2 -1) integral

equations. With the explicit representations of the adjoint

M0LLER operators, these relations take the form of LS equations.

For different scattering states they differ in the inhomogeneous

terms only, a result evident in view of the general mapping

properties exhibited.

The transition to recent few-body formulations is then most
N—1

naturally performed by writing these (2 -1) equations as one

matrix equation of two-body LS structure. The channel potentials

and Green's functions of the original equations are replaced

in such an approach by a "potential matrix" and a "free matrix

Green's function". The solution of the LS matrix equation is a

column matrix built up by the corresponding scattering state.

It is just this step which leads to the characteristic

uniqueness problems of coupled N-body equations. In fact, with

an inadequate choice of the potential matrix and of the free

matrix Green's function, additional contributions to the compo-

nents of the column matrix are immediately picked up. Purely

algebraic considerations show [12] that this is not the case for

the Faddeev choice of the potential matrix and for its N-body

generalization proposed in [10,13].

With this choice the defining relations therefore are replaced

by an equivalent matrix formulation of LS structure which fully

preserves the original information. It is well known that this

replacement is of great practical advantage. Moreover, from the

general point of view it looks particularly appropriate. Let us

recall in this context that, due to the non-orthogonality of

channel states belonging to different channels, no single



interaction picture exists in the original formulation. This

suggests, a priori, the introduction of an adequate matrix

formalism [[14] .

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we recall some

aspects of two-body collision theory. This allows us not only to

explain our concept for a simple example, but moreover, to short-

cut analogous considerations of the general case. A detailed

investigation of the mapping properties of three-body M0LLER

operators and their translation into unique sets of LS equations

is given in Sec. 3. The extension of these investigations to

arbitrary particle numbers is performed in Sec. 4. The three-

and four-body matrix equations equivalent to the basic relations

are presented in Sees. 5 and 6. The transition to the general

N-body matrix formalism is performed in Sec. 7. Modifications of

the formalism, which lead to equations particularly suited for

successive pole approximations in the subsystems, are described

in Sec. 8.

2. TWO-BODY COLLISIONS

In order to illustrate the general idea of our approach, we

first recall the basic concepts of single channel scattering

theory in an appropriate manner. This allows us to handle the

multichannel situation in close analogy to the simple, well known

two-body formalism. The additional complications for particle

numbers N ^ 3 are easily demonstrated in this way.

Let the Hamiltonian be split into a potential V, and a kinetic
2

energy part H Q acting on the momentum eigenstates <)>-»• as p /2\i,

H = H Q + V . (2.1)

Scattering states tf> , asymptotically characterised by free

are then defined according towave packets

n -iHt ,

(2.2)

For any Hilbert vector $ the requirement (2.2) is meaningful if

V is a short range potential [j 5]. M0LLER operators

lnt ^ ltirtt= s-lim e 1 (2.3)



consequently, exist as strong limits on the whole Hilbert space.

Appyling them onto plane waves <(>:•, non-normalizable scattering

states are introduced,

The momentum state <&-»• is, of course, eigenfunction of H o belong-
2 (+)

ing to the energy E = p /2y, while ^ s a t i s f i e s
E\b± = Ei|)-»- , (2.5)

a property following immediately from the intertwining relation

ail — il a • \ c*. o)

Eq. (2.5) implies that the space 3f , spanned by the

scattering states, is contained in the subspace 36 corresponding

to the continuous spectrum of H. Throughout the following we

assume completeness of the scattering states in 3u , i.e,

36 = 3C • This assumption can be justified under suitable

conditions on the potential [16] .

The bound states i(i , belonging to the discrete energies E n,

are orthogonal to all ty . The whole Hilbert space is, therefore,

mapped by the M0LLER operators (2.3) onto the subspace 3t , as

demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Action of the M0LLER
operators, and of their
adjoints.

exists on the whole Hilbert

space, since S5V~' is bounded. From the well known relation

fl(±)t fi(±) = 1 (2.7)

now follows that the mapping (2.4) is inverted by the adjoint

operator ,+.,

P
i.e., 3L is mapped onto the whole Hilbert space by fl

Consequently, the orthogonal complement of Uu , spanned by the

bound states *n, must be projected onto zero (see Fig. 1),

o<±>+.,. =

(2.8)

+<|in = 0 .

We indeed immediately obtain for any

o.

(2.9)

(2.10)



Applied onto given plane waves, the

M0LLER operators define the scattering states (2,4). According

to (2.8), these states can be as well determined with the

help of the adjoint operators; now, however, as the solutions

of integral equations. This becomes particularly transparent

when writing (2.8) and (2.9) as

d -

(2.11)

(2.12)

i.e., in the form of homogeneous and inhomogeneous Lippmann-

Schwinger (LS) equations.

In order to show that (2.11) and (2.12) really represent

the conventional LS equations we have to have in mind that

from

<«!±)txU> = <x|e
i H t e- !•> , (2.13)

the explicit representation for the adjoint M0LLER operator

follows by a weak limit

= w-lim (2.14)

This can be replaced by the strong Abel limit

1 - a(±)t = s-lim i f dt e ± e t e 1 ^ v e"iHt

e-»-+o o

(2.15)

which, when inserted into (2.11) and (2.12), yields indeed

the usual LS equations

V

(2.16)

(2.17)



Comments.. We recall that these equations can also be derived

rather directly from the relation

G(z) = GQ(z) GQ(z) VG(z)

for the full resolvent G(z) and the free resolvent

Go(z) = (Z -

(2.18)

(2.19)

Our derivation, however, shows more clearly the relation-

ship of (2.16) and (2.17) with general structures of the

basic definitions. The homogeneous equation (2.17), e.g.,

originates immediately from the projection property (2.9).

Inhomogeneous equations are non-unique if solutions of

the corresponding homogeneous equations exist. No problems

arise from the existence of (2.17) if E < o, since then

the kernels of (2.16) and (2.17) differ. In the multichannel

case, however, with its overlapping spectra, homogeneous

equations in general hold besides the inhomogeneous equations.

Their occurrance, crucial for questions of uniqueness, is

easily and most transparently studied by generalizing the

method explained above, i.e., by studying the mapping

properties of channel M0LLER operators.

To proceed in this way is, moreover, advantageous from

the mathematical point of view. For, all basic relations

are first rigorously derived in Hilbert space. Only the

final application onto improper states requires some

additional care. In the above treatment, this mainly

concerns the transition from (2.11) via (2.15) to (2.16).

However, when applying (2.15) onto $•*• , these improper

scattering states are multiplied by V, and under the

usual assumptions on the potential [6] , V*-* represents

not only a Hilbert state but a sufficiently smooth function.

The existence of the limit (2.15), originally defined in

Hilbert space, therefore is guaranteed on i|»+ , too.



r
It is, of course, the general N-body case where all these

aspects become particularly relevant.

3. BASIC CONCEPTS OF THREE-BODY THEORY

The generalization of the above two-body approach to higher

particle numbers will be explained in this section for the

special example of three (distinguishable) pa'rticles. Most

of the typical aspects of the general problem can be made

transparent in this way.

Let the full Hamiltonian be given by

Here, H is the kinetic energy operator of the three

particles. The two-body potentials are denoted, as usual,

Oy V , VD, V where, e. g., V = V,. = V., with a+ i,j.
a p Y <* *-j J3-

Assuming translation invariance, the momentum conservation

S-function is factored out in all subsequent relations.

This, in particular, means that (3.1) acts on the plane
waves '$.

and •qct'
corresponding to the relative momenta

p and g of particles i, j =j= a and of particle a relative

to the (ij)-subsystem, respectively. For further details

of our notation see [8].

, from a bound state ty n of

T22zlEi95>SSS_S}iSSSfi§i W e first study the scattering of

particle a, with momentum q

particles i, j + a. (In momentum space

the index n collectively denotes all quantum number of

this two-body state.) The appropriate "free" Hamiltonian is

(i depends on p ,

10



now the channel Hamiltonian

H + V
O a

(3.2)

The ("free") channel states * , replacing the momentum
states <)>-• of the two-body problem, are defined as eigen-
states of II ,

H * = E $
a an an an

2Ma
an' an

(3.3)

They are given as products of the bound states <f> and of

the plane waves describing the relative motion of

particle a,

an
(3.4)

The full Hamiltonian can be split according to

H = H + V , (3.5)

into the channel Hamiltonian and the (external) channel
interaction

V = I V (3.6)

operating between the colliding fragments.

Since Ha now plays the role of the free Hamiltonian, the
natural generalization of (2.3) is the channel H0LLER
operator

s-lim e
t •*+ «>

iHfc e- (3.7)

11



By analogy with (2.4), channel scattering states are

associated with the channel states (3.4),

an an (3.8)

For locally square integrable potentials V , decreasing in

position space more rapidly than the Coulomb potential, the

existence of the limit (3.7) has been proved originally on

the subspace of channel states [3]. The definition (3.8) of

two-fragment scattering states is therefore meaningful.

They are of course eigenfunctions of H belonging to the

energy E „.3J an

2b£§SlfE§9S}§D£_£llSSS§i • Three asymptotically free particles

are considered in break-up processes. The channel Hamiltonian

corresponding to this situation is the kinetic energy

operator H of (3.1). Its eigenfunctions,viz. the

solutions of

H o * o 2M 2u
(3.9)

are of course products of plane waves

(3.10)

With the assumptions on the two-body potentials leading to

the definitions (2.3) or (3.7), the existence of the three-

fragment M0LLER operator

a™ = s-lim eiHt e- (3.11)

12



is guaranteed as well. The scattering states describing the

collision of three asymptotically free particles are then

introduced by analogy with (2.4) and (3.8) as

1'- •**'
(3.12)

It should be mentioned that the three-body Hilbert space,

after splitting off the total momentum states, is built

up by the product of plane waves (3.10). The existence of

(3.12) on all states « therefore means that ft^ is

defined on the whole Hilbert space.

definition of V _ and v_ by means of M0LLER operators

fl^' and ST , respectively, is motivated by physically

intuitive arguments. From this point of view it seems

to be natural to study the two-fragment M0LLER operators

n ^ o n l y on the subspace 3C , spanned by the channel states

$ . This is the reason why in many publications they are

multiplied with the projection IP onto

Plrct (3.13)

How. -er, when going over from the basic definitions to integral

equations the occurrance of such projections is rather

inconvenient. In our context it is therefore essential

to consider the two-fragment M0LLER operators (3.11) on

the whole Hilbert space (see also the discussion of this

question in [8] ).

13



For this purpose we write the three-fragment operators (3.11)

in the form

s-lim ei H t e" «

where

ao
= s-lim

(3.14)

(3.15)

represents a M0LLER operator essentially acting in the (ij)-

subsystem,

(3.16)ao O ao ypa yga
.<*>, = #<*>

Inserting (3.14) in (3.12), we see that the three-fragment

scattering states, originally defined via n Q , are as well

given by applying the two-fragment M0LLER operators n

onto appropriate states,

iii'*' = 0 ' * ' * ' * ' ( 3 1 7 1

Let us add a comment on the derivation of (3.14). In order

to get the product of M0LLER operators on the right-hand

side of this representation, the limits in the first and in

the last two time dependent factors had to be performed in-

dependently. This is justified if the limits (3.11) and (3.15),

defining Q**' and a^t , exist. For, then the right-hand side

of the estimate

ao '•o"

- e
i H t e ^

—'""O " " o " " * ao o"

(3.18)

tends towards zero for t-»-+<». The existence of af , however,
( + )

and of fi^" which is essentially a two-body M0LLER operator,

is guaranteed under the above assumptions on the potentials.

^SEEiSSSi Comparison of the states (3.4) and (3.16) shows that
in both cases the plane waves <(>->• occur, which are complete

•a



with respect to the relative motion of the fragments. The

bound states <l> in (3.4) are replaced by the scattering

states *:• in (3.16). According to the propositions made

in Sec. 2, bound states and scattering states in two-body

subsystems are complete. This, however-, means that the states

an
Henc •

and *^ form a complete set in the three-body space.

Eqs. (3.8) and (3.17) define the two-fragment M0LLER

operators on the whole Hilbert space 3£ JJ7].

Further two-fragment channels, characterized by 6 and y,

exist in the three-body case. It is well known that the

corresponding scattering states are orthogonal to vl~' [4/18],

(3.19)

, and all

'Bn 'on uBa mn *

Moreover, all three-fragment scattering states f

three-body bound states ¥_ are orthogonal to the two-fragment

states. 8 , therefore, maps the whole Hilbert space onto

the subspace 3f spanned by V and onto 3 C Q spanned by ¥_

This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

an

,(±)t
(*)

,(±)
Bin

fM
an

Fig. 2. Action of the two-fragment M0LLER operator fi ,

and of its adjoint.

15



The Hilbert space 36 may also be spanned by either *„ and

ft I or by » and *(±). Thus we conclude that application

of tie onto 3£ yields the scattering states vi~ orthogonal

to ¥ , and again the three-fragment states f(-). Analogously,

and 'VJl~ . I. e., there are two diagramsprovides VK~' g
similar to Fig. 2 which demonstrate the mappings fl0 and

r<~ . Of course, now the range (indicated by solid line

arrows) is given by viz) or ¥* , respectively, instead of

n ' w h i l e t h a t part of the 'ange indicated by dashed arrows

is unchanged.

As in the two-body case, we assume the scattering states to

be complete in the subspace 36 belonging to "-he continuous

spectrum of H. The above considerations then show that

nothing but the two-fragment M0LLER operator a , f l | [ , n

are needed to construct the whole subspace 3L .
6

Adi2iS£_fw2l££§9JD§S£_{J2l;i!§5_2ESES£2£§i Generalizing the

considerations of Sec. 2, we see that tr» mappings (3.8)

and (3.17) are inverted by £2 ; i. e., we have

,(±)+ v(±)
a ¥an

(±)t „,(!)

an
(3.20)

(3.21)

Since v and $ span the whole Hilbert space, the scattering
a (+) a (+1

states f. 'orthogonal to ¥v must be projected onto zero
< + )t a

n
(±)t for B + a . (3.22)

Indeed, for any state $ we have

|n^±)*> = o ,

since ilQ * belongs to the subspace 36 '

(3.23)

36̂ '- > orthogonal

This, however, means that (V j*' + X f^*5)
an tsm

well, in order to avoid such admixtures to

three equacions have to be required

solves (3.20) as

f(-' the following
an

16



( + ) t ( + )
B0 an 6Ba an'

with g running over all (three) subsystems.

(3.24)

Inserting + A in this set we indeed obtain

W = 0 (3.25)

and consequently

(3.26)

which implies X = 0 for
Bm o.

The same reasoning shows that three equations of the form

(3.24), namely

a. (*) = #(*)

are needed to avoid admixtures of

states t^K
Bm

(3.27)

to the three-fragment

From the intertwining relation

„ o(±)t = o<±)+H, (3.28)

it follows that the solutions of (3.24) or (3.27) have to be

eigenfunctions of H. The only possible admixtures to ¥ n

thus are further scattering states which, however, cannot

contribute according to the above considerations. This

completes the proof of uniqueness for the sets (3.24) and

(3.27).

Note that the three-body bound states ¥_ satisfy three

homogeneous equations

rB
(3.29)

But these states do not violate the uniqueness of (3.24) or

(3.27) if the corresponding binding energies lie below the

continuous spectrum (compare the analogous discussion in

Sec. 2),

17
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tiBES>3SDl§£^in9i£_§2S§^i2D§ • I n fcne two-body case the mappings

(2.8) and (2.9) could be interpreted as integral equations. In

the same sense (3.23), (3.27), and (3.29) are sets of integral

equations for the three-body scattering and bound states.

Proceeding in analogy to (2.11) and (2.12), these equations

may be written in the LS form

an 8a an 6 an

( ± ) = * n
( ± ) • (1 -

d -

<*'

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

Inserting here the explicit representation

1 - = lim i dt e
e-H-o '

± e t
Vo e

-iHt (3.33)

corresponding to (2.15), we obtain the usual sets of (in-)

homogeneous LS equations which according to the above

considerations uniquely determine the three-body scattering

and bound states

i o )
V y (-)
6 an

(3.34)

(3.35)

WVB
Here

GB(z) = (z - Hg)
-1

(3.36)

(3.37)

is the channel resolvent and V. the channel interaction
P

defined in (3.6). The occurrance of the same kernel in all

three sets of equations is, from our point of view, a

consequence of the fact that the two-fragment M0LLER operators

are sufficient to determine all scattering states.

We finally mention that no solutions of (3.34) and (3.36)

exist when going over to complex values of z in G.(z).
P

Because then the solution would be eigenfunction of H be-

longing to the complex eigenvalue z, which contradicts the
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self-adjointness of the Hamiltonian H.

sA Let us make some further remarks.

(i) The Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equations (3.34)-(3.36)

can of course be derived rather directly Q19] with the help

of the resolvent equations

G = GB + Gg Vg G . (3.38)

However, as emphasized in Sec. 2, the present approach more

clearly exhibits the relationship between the general mapping

properties of the M0LLER operators and the corresponding LS

equations. The occurrance of the homogeneous equations, e.g.,

appears as an immediate consequence of the mapping into sub-

spaces. Our procedure, in particular, represents the adequate

tool for studying the general N-body case in a transparent

way. (Compare also the comments oh mathematical accuracy at

the end of Sec. 2.)

(ii) The states ¥**' are originally defined by (3.12).

Considerations similar to the ones presented above yield

and

an
= 0

(3.39)

(3.40)

The latter relation implies that any two-fragment state

*6_ can be added to <? in (3.39). I. e., this equation

is highly non-unique. In order to avoid such admixtures,

all equations (3.31) or (3.35) are needed. Eq. (3.39) or

the related integral equation

tKX> = * + G (E + io) I V VKZI , (3.41)

therefore represents only an additional, sometimes useful

relation unnecessary for determining V . The integral

equations corresponding to (3.40) read

*6m ^o L vy *Bm ' K"m }

Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42) explicitly show that the scattering

states are eigenfunctions of H.
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(iii) In the above considerations we have assumed that at

least one bound state exists in any two-body subsystem. If

this is not the case, the corresponding two-fragment

scattering states do not occur. Hence, there is no need to

rule out admixtures of such states by requiring the full

sets of equations (3.34) and (3.35)= If, e. g., no two-

body bound state exists in channel y, these equations are

unique, independently of whether 6 stands for all a,£,Y

or a,8 only. If V = 0 , as assumed in some model calculations

only the latter choice is possible; i. e., the systems

(3.34) or (3.35) trivially reduce to two unique equations

with 8 denoting o or 6.

We have added this remark, since it is sometimes conjectured

that switching off part of the interaction, or excluding the

existence of bound states in certain subsystems, leads to

additional problems. Our procedure, which is not based on

purely algebraic manipulations with operators identities,

shows that in such situations no problems occur. On the

contrary, as expected intuitively, the basic set of equa-

tions is even simplified. We should mention that in situa-

tions where no bound states exist in the 8- and in the y-

subsystem, one equation of the form (3.34) or (3.35), with

6 = a, is sufficient to guarantee uniqueness.

However, as long as all V differ from zero, all three

equations are valid and can therefore be taken into account

as additional information in any further consideration,

even if a lower number of equations is sufficient to

guarantee uniqueness.
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1. THE N-BODY PROBLEM

We are now going to extend the approach presented in the

preceding sections to arbitrary particle numbers N. Let us

assume that the total Hamiltonian is given by

H = H +
o

N

2i < j
(4.1)

i.e., as the kinetic energy H of the N particles, and a sum

of N(N-1)/2 two-body potentials *t - Proposing again

translation invariance, H can be restricted onto the relative

momentum states (cf. also the corresponding discussion in Sec.3).

In general, two colliding composite particles go over into

k outgoing fragments, 2 _< k _< N. Hence we need an appropriate

labelling of the corresponding k-fragment scattering states.

Following Yakubovsky [13] we denote partitions of the N bodies

into k fragments by a k, bfc or & . If each fragment consists

of one elementary particle only, we especially have

a N = (1,2, ..., i, j, ..., N ) . (4.2)

Another example is the partition with one two-body fragment,

say (ij), the other fragments being elementary,

«_.. , *.., i D, •••, (4.3)

Denoting then V.. by V

the form

this allows us to write (4.1) in

•• T V, . (4.4)

The asymptotically free configuration of k fragments a. is

described, by analogy with (3.2), by the channel Hamiltonian

ak
Ho Va (4.5)

Here V consists of the internal interactions within the

fragments, responsible for their binding,

V
a

I V
aN-1<=ak

(4.6)
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This allows us to split the total Hamiltonian (4.4) into the

channel Hamiltonian and the channel interaction V_ actingak
between the colliding fragments (compare (3.5)),

H = H + V. (4.7)

u Channel M0LLER operators can now be

introduced analogously to (3.7) by

~(i) IJ iHt —iH t tM Qx

SI' = s-lim e e a. (4.8)

They exist for short-range potentials (cf. Sees. 2 and 3)

at least on the eigenfunctions of H , i.e., on the channel
kstates * . The corresponding k-fragment scattering states

kare thus defined as

(4.10)

<i)->= a K - ' « a . (4.9)
ak ak %.

The two-fragment M0LLER operators

a = s-lim
a2 t++»

play again an exceptional role. Applied onto the two-

fragment channel states * they yield, according to (4.9),
2the corresponding scattering states

(±) = n ( ± )* (4 1i)
a2 a2 a2

is a product of two bound sta'es, denoted by

representing the free

v

In general, #
(1) (2) 2<i> and i(i , and a plane wave cj>
2 2 2 *

motion of trie two fragments with relative momentum q

*, *
(2)

J2

(4.12)

If only one of the colliding particles is composite, the

right-hand side of (4.12) simplifies to I)Î 1' $ a . This is,

of course, the case in the two-fragment channels of the

three-body problem (compare Eq. (3.4)).
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Multi^fragment_scattering_states. In the three-body case we

have shown that the two-fragment M0LLER operators yield all

scattering states when applied onto appropriate states. We

want to show that this property remains valid for arbitrary

particle numbers [20]. For a,(k > 2) several partitions a- exist

with the property a. c a_, which * n turn means that a^ can

be assumed to originate from breaking up the two-fragments

of one such a-. With this in mind, a generalization of (3.14)

for the operators (4.8) yields the representation

„ , . iHt -iH t iH t -iH t
s-lim e e aj e aj e a^

•&++«
a2 a2 ak

for ak c (4.13)

From a relation analogous to (3.18) we immediately infer

that this representation is valid if fi, and
ak

"a a = s"llm e a2 e ak (4.14)

exist on * . According to the discussion following (4.8)
k ( + )

this is the case for the k-fragment operators B* . It
k

remains to show the existence of (4.14) on $
ak

In the case a.ca-, the states *

up the composite particles i|i

k fragments, viz.

(1) and

(1)

'ak

originate from breaking

fif2) of (4.12) into

ak

(1+1) ,(k)
ak

* ( 1 )

a2 ak a2ak
(4.15)

Here, (1)
are the bound states representing the k

k k
composite particles in the partition a. , while the (k-1) plane

waves (j)
"ak

describe their relative motion.
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Since H contains only the internal interactions of the
a2 (±)partition ao, the operator &1 ' acts on « like2 a2ak ak

a2ak ak a2 a2ak *a2i>a2ak

a2ak
„<*) (2) _
a 2 a k " 2ak*

(4.16)

I. e., the subsystem channel states ** ' and «* obtained
(11 2 k (21 2 »by breaking up the bound states <P and ty are replaced
2 2 ( + )(1)

by the corresponding subsystem scattering states **"' and
(+\(21 2 k (+)

r " n '. Their existence follows from the fact that flala.
2 kacts in these subsystems as the usual i-fragment and (k-i) -

fragment M0LLER operators, respectively.
Inserting (4.13) and (4.16) in (4.9), we get

W (4.17)

All k-fragment scattering states with a. c a_ are therefore

obtained by applying the two-fragment M0LLER operator a*
2

onto appropriate states.

,n>
Let us study this mapping in more detail. The bound states
and <p ' of (4.12) are replaced in (4.16) by all possible

(±)(Dscattering states y*-1'*" and fl"'1". I. e., * is orthogonal
/ + ) 2 k 2 k 2

to •* i and moreover, for anotner partition c.Ca, we have
a2ak 3 2

<«^±' 1*'*̂  > = 6 . (4.18)
a2ak a2cj akcj

According to our assumptions, the bound states together with

all scattering states in the subsystems of a- are complete.

Since in addition # is complete with respect to the relative

motion of the fragments, the states (4.12) and (4.16) represent

a complete orthonormal set in the N-body Hilbert space.But this means that the two-fragment M0LLER operator

"maps the whole Hilbert space onto all k-fragment scattering
±J all
2

* + \

states *"'a"' with afcc a2. In other words, besides
k



scattering states are obtained which originate by breaking up

the fragments in a- into sub-fragments.

£§32iQ£_£X2:!£59m§££_$K£!y§iL2B§E§£2E§' In general, several
k-fragment partitions a. , b. , Cj. ... are contained in a2.

Let us emphasize this fact by writing (4.17) in the form

a2bk '

C a_, and

(4.19)

is givenwhere bfc stands for a. , b. , ĉ

by (4.16) with a. replaced by

Clearly, the mapping (4.19) is inverted by the adjoint

operator
<*> =

*2bk
(4.20)

(Compare (2.8), (3.20) and (3.21)). From the considerations above

we know that k-fragment scattering states fy~ are not achieved

by I2_ if b. is not contained in a2. Applying the adjoint

operators onto such states consequently projects them onto

zero (a detailed proof easily follows by generalizing (3.23)).

With the notation

= 0 , for b k (4.21)a2bk ' k 2'

this case is also contained in (4.20).

For k = 2, the right-hand side of (4.20) differs from

zero only if b 2 = a,, whence

fl(±)t ¥(±) = 6 4 (4.22)
a2 b2 a2b2 a2

This relation can be considered as a special ease of (4.20),

too, if we define

4>a2b2 " a2b2 a2

All N-body bound states are mapped onto zero by ft

(4.23)

U)t

Denoting these one-fragment states by «i they are

then included as well in (4.20). We only have to have in

mind that according to (4.21) all states * 1 vanish due
a2b1
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to b ^ a ~ . As in Sees. 2 and 3, we assume throughout the

following that the corresponding binding energies lie be-

low the continuous spectrum. Hence, no uniqueness problems

arise from these homogeneous equations comprised within

(4.20).

N—1
£§_iS£§a£§i_S3ys£i2D§i According to (4.22) all (2 -1)
two-fragment states vi , with the only exception of ¥ ,

2 (+)t 2
are projected onto zero by a'"' . In order to avoid

2 ( + 1
their admixture to the solution r " of (4.20) we have to

k
consider the action of all adjoint two-fragment M0LLER

operators simultaneously, i.e., we require all (2 ~ -1)

equations

bo a. k?ak ' (4.24)

with aj_ fixed and b» running through all possible two-fragment

partitions. The validity of this set follows from (4.20) and

its uniqueness, almost evident in view of the mapping properties

discussed, is easily demonstrated by generalizing the con-

siderations leading from (3.24) to (3.26).

Rewriting the requirements (4.24) analogously to (3.30)

and (3.31), they take the LS form

(4.25)

" i H t

a. ^b2ak " "b, " a k

Inserting here the explicit representation

-±et iH,.(1 - a ^ ) = lim i J dt e±
2 e-H-o o

(4.26)

corresponding to (2.15) and (3.33), we indeed obtain the

LS equations

^i** = *YTI + Gv, (Ea
 + io> Vh V^

±] , (4.27)ak °2ak b2 ak b2 ak

which are necessary and sufficient to determine V^*' uniquely

(compare Eqs. (3.30)-(3.32)). We recall that bo stands for
N—1

all (2 -1) two-fragment partitions. The channel Green's
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function is given by

G. (z) = (z - H K )
-1 (4.28)

For the two-fragment states, the set (4.27) reads (see (4.23))

6b a *a + Gb ( Eat>2a2 a 2 b 2 a 2
V b (4.29)

ŝ  The three-body theory explained in Sec. 3

is of course contained in the general formalism. Denoting

the two-fragment partitions (ij.k) by o,6,y and the three-

fragment partitions (i,j,k) by the index zero, this is

easily demonstrated.

As a further illustration we shall consider the case

N = 4 in some detail. Here, seven two-fragment partitions

of the form (ijk,l) or (ij,kl), the so-called (3+1)- and

(2+2)-channels, are possible. In the special partition

a 2 = (123,4) three partitions a 3 = (12,3,4), b 3 =(13,2,4)

and c, = (23,1,4) are contained. The four-fragment partition

a. = (1,2,3,4) of course is contained in any a,.

For this special choice of a- the channel states * are
B 2

given by the bound states f,..,. of particles 1,2,3 ana
the plane waves $« of particle 4,

(4.30)

with b,ca_ the bound states are
.3 Ct

In the three states

replaced by the two-fragment scattering states of the three-

body problem

(23,1) (4.31)

The three-fragment scattering state, introduced in Sec. 3,

is given by ,+. .+.

*a2b4 = *o *4 • ( 4' 3 2 )

Evidently, the states (4.30)-(4.32) are complete in the four-

body space. According to (4.19), they are mapped by R**'
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onto the correp^onding subspaces of four-body scattering

states, as depicted in Fig. 3.

This figure makes particularly transparent that the
,(±)t

adjoint operator projects six of the seven two-fragment

scattering states onto zero. And thus only one of the seven

LS equations (4.29) is inhomogeneous. Three partitions b-

exist in which a given a, is contained, implying that three
/ +\

of the seven LS equations (4.27) for f are inhomogeneous.
3

The partition a- is contained in any b» which means that all
( + )

seven LS equations for V*" are inhomogeneous.

1,2,3,4 *£*>

24,1,3

14,2,3

23,1,4

13,2,4

14,23
13,24
12,34
234,1
134,2
124,3
123,4

(1234)

(*)

• ' •• ( 1 2 3 ) * 4

Fig.3. Mappings of the two-fragment M0LLER operator for the

partition a- = (123,4)

Properties of ft* Generalizing (4.13) we obtain

1
iak

for ak c (4.33)

Breaking up in *_ all j fragments such that the partition a.
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is achieved and applying (4.33) we get, analogously to (4.17),

Ti±} = nl±] *!*! • (4'34)
a. a. a^ai.

The whole Hilbert space therefore is mapped via a*~ onto
( + ) i

scattering states V " belonging to partitions contained in
ak

For 1 < j we have a, <£. a., which means that no S"̂ ~ is

obtained with a number of fragments smaller than j.

Consequently we get

n(±)t y(±) =
bj al

, for 1 < j, (4.35)

i.e., all corresponding LS equations are homogeneous,

io) V.

This implies that the LS equations

bj

ak
= *h a + Gb (Eabjak bj ak j ak

(4.36)

, (4.37)

followinq from (3.34), are non-unique if j > 2 (compare

comment (ii) at the end of Sec. 3 which is generalized by

the present consideration).

For j = 2 we have a., i a . . The one-fragment (bound state)

partition a. is indeed the only one not contained in any

partition a-. But, according to the discussion following (4.23),

this causes no uniqueness problems. And hence, among all

the operators fl ~ , those with j = 2 are the only ones

leading to unique LS integral equations.

5. THREE-BODY MATRIX EQUATIONS

As shown in the preceding sections, each N-body scattering
N—1

state is determined by (2 -1) LS equations. Recent few-

body theories are most naturally understood as replacements

of these equations by equivalent matrix relations [12]•
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Let us demonstrate this transition in detail for N = 3.

Here we have thrse LS equations (3.34) for any two-fragment

scattering state H1 (to simplify our notation the index n is

suppressed). Column - actors IĴ  and ([> , with elements

(5.1)

and »6a = 6Ba»a , (5.2)

- f < ± >
6 a a

(5.3)

are now introduced. We furthermore define a "free matrix Green's

function"
<P = 6 G
g-o,Ba 6a a

and a potential matrix \T, its elements L?l beiny restricted

by

lV6a = Vg . (5.4)
a

This allows us to write the set (3.34) as one matrix equation

of two-body LS structure (see (2.16))

% -
i.e., in explicit notation

x

• v + .

(5.5)

(5.6)

When studying (5.6), we have to have in mind that according

to (5.1) all elements Y. of llf are identical. In other words
pa ^a

the index B has been introduced artificially in (5.1) to allow

V to be considered as column matrix. This, however, means

that (5.6) has to be solved under the additional condition
w _ (5.7)

Eq. (5.6) then does go over into the LS equations (3.34)

eta get a B 8 an
(5.8)

(a fixed,6 arbitrary) which uniquely determine v , and

sonsequently
1 = 4-(±)

ao a (5.9)

In other words, the set (3.34) and the matrix equation (5.5)

represent only different notations of the same mathematical

content.
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Algebraic manipulations where condition (5.7) can easily be

taken into account are simplified by writing (3.34) in the

condensed form (5.5). Its similarity with the LS equation

(2.16), in particular, allows us to take over directly certain

two-body relations to the three-body theory.

In general, however, it is rather inconvenient to incorpo-

rate (5.7) in all considerations as an additional condition.

The real advantage of the matrix formulation, therefore, lies

in the fact that for an adequate choice of \TEq. (5.5) yields

a unique solution lpa without any further requirement. In

other words, condition (5.7) should be guaranteed by the set

of coupled equations (5.6) itself.

For potential matrices restricted only by (5.4), this is

usually not the case, the choice

8a a (5.10)

= sn *

e.g., while consistent with (5.4), leads to a complete

decoupling of the system (5.6),

(5.11)

, satisfies one

separate LS equation only, which according to the considerations

of Sec. 3 does not suffice to determine them uniquely.

+ G V 1

Ye
Here, each component 'i'aa''

1'g0,'
Vi'Ya

 o f

In order to preserve the coupling of the

equations (5.6) originally guaranteed by condition (5.7), we

have to introduce at least non-diagonal elements in \T. A

particularly symmetric choice which complies with (5.4) and

the latter requirement is given by the Faddeev type potential

matrix [" 5 ]

"\y = (1-6 )v = I V
Eq. (5.6) then takes the special form

(5.12)

?
'6a

6 $
°6a a (5.13)
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we obtain

Multiplying (5.13) from the left, with

'Ba
= G 5V ¥o^ Y

ya

(5.14)

In contrast to (5.13), the sum now runs over all values of

V . This, however, means that the right-hand side of (5.14),

and therefore f. , is indepedent of B. I. e., condition (5.7)

which guarantees uniqueness is automatically satisfied for all

solutions of (5.13) [12].

Indeed, summing over y we explicitly see that (5.13) goes

over into the set (3.34) of three equations for one state
( ) the

OtCt pCfc

( ± )
• Since (3.34) uniquely determines *

y Ct Ot

only solution of (5.5) therefore is the column matrix \JJ

with elements given by (5.1).

Let us add some comments on our treatment. It is well

known that, appropriately restricting the two-body potentials,

a rather sophisticated direct proof of uniqueness has been

given by Faddeev for'equations of the structure (5.13) [ 6 ] .

The simplicity of our proof is, of course, due to the fact

that we take the uniqueness of the original LS equations

(3.34) for granted, which essentially means that the scattering

states are assumed to be complete in 36 (see the considerations

in Sec. 3). As compared to [6] the proof given above is

therefore less general. However, to study only the equivalence

of the LS equations (3.34) and the matrix equation (5.13)

splits off the typical uniqueness problem of multibody theories

(immediately occurring If inadequate coupling matrices 3re

chosen) from those uniqueness (completeness) problems which

exist already in the two-body case for pathological potentials

[21].

§£§§!Ŝ Ii£_£i}532§ii F o r three-fragment states the LS equations
(3.35) can be replaced as well by a matrix equation of the
form (5.5)

\y 1L« (5.15)

Instead of (5.1) and (5.2) we now have to introduce the

column vectors
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Bo

*Bo

(5.16)

(5.17)

With the Faddeev choice (5.12) we then obtain the coupled

set of integral equations

Bo B
+ G V V (5.18)

Y+B
differing from (5.13) in the inhomogeneous term only. As

in the foregoing proof of uniqueness, multiplying with

from the left yields
o p

Bo
3_ )V V
O *• Y YO

(5.19)

which again shows that ¥. is independent of 6. Summing over

Y, (5.18) goes over into the unique set (3.35) and consequently

(5.16) is the only solution of (5.19).

Cur proofs show that the content of the basic definitions

(3.7) and (3.12), or of the related LS equations (3.34) and

(3.35), is fully preserved in the matrix formulations (5.11)

and (5.18). This content is taken into account, however, in

a mathematically completely different way, as demonstrated

most easily by iterating the original and the final LS-type

equations.

S2SEirl!§YiSzS2fe2£m22_£li2iS§i Ifc * s a n essential aspect of

the present procedure and of previous related approaches

[ 7, 8, 9l that valid sets of equations are combined and

re-interpreted as matrix relations. Proceeding in this way

allows us, in particular, to study in a rather natural way,

as exemplified above, whether the original information is

preserved in the new formulation.

Another treatment [^2,23]leading to coupled equations,

too, is provided by multiplying the LS equations, or

corresponding resolvent equations, first by channel coupling

matrices W , and afterwards by channel potentials V.. From

our point of view, this procedure can be understood as a

different way of introducing potential matrices In (5.6).
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The most promising choice achieved along these lines is

given by

V3

f ° r

for 6 = 3 .
(5.20)

This potential matrix evidently satisfies the requirement

(5.4). As non-diagonal matrix it, moreover, preserves the

coupling of the system (5.6). However, no uniqueness proof

of the type given above for (5.13) has been found. Recently

it even could be shown that, beside (5.1), further spurious

solutions oi" the matrix equation (5.6) exist for the choice

(5.20)L24J. Whether any problems arise in practice from this

fact may be doubted. It, however, shows that the information

contained in the basic definitions is not completely translated

into sn equivalent matrix formulation.

Let us mention, however, that the following mixture of

the choices (5.12) and (5.20) [12J

[ (1"6B«)Vo for 6 = 1'2
6 a " 1 - , * _ _ „ _ , (5.21)

1a for 6 = 3

provides unique matrix equations, as follows easily by

adapting the above proof of uniqueness to this choice.

Ogerator_identitiesi Applying the resolvent equation (2.18),

multiplied by (ie), onto plane waves and bound states, we

obtain in the limit e •+ 0 the two-body LS equations (2.16)

and (2.17) [4]. The operator identity (2.18) therefore can

be considered as off-shell continuation of the LS equation.

The same holds, of course, for the three-body LS equations

(3.3O)-(3.32) and the resolvent equations (3.38).

We are now going to introduce an operator identity which

is associated with the matrix LS equation (5.13) in an

analogous way. As a first attempt we may label the full

resolvent G, similarly to (5.1), by artificial indices 6,a.

i.e., G

form
"Ba" This allows us to write (3.38) in matrix

Go E V G (5.22)



Multiplying by (ie) and applied onto * this relation indeed

goes over into (5.13) in the limit e * 0. Note that the

Kronecker symbol, characteristically occurring in the in-

homogeneous term of (5.13) is obtained only after performing

this limit. Moreover, due to the missing Kronecker symbol,

the inhomogeneous term in (5.21) cannot be identified with

the free matrix Green function *€. defined in J5.3).

We therefore introduce instead of Gga the matrix Green

operator

- 58aGO G Va Go'

which now really depends on B and a. Application onto 4>

yields in the on-shell limit again the column state (5.1)

with its artificial 8-dependence. Now Eqs. (3.38) or (5.22)

go over into

$Ba - 6
B<x

Ga + Ge I J B Y V Y & « ' (5'24)

i.e., into a coupled system which in matrix notation shows

the structure of the two-body resolvent equation,

C5.25)

("V̂ being the potential matrix (5.12)). After multiplication

by (ie) and application onto the column vector <$> , the matrix

LS equation (5.5) is reproduced. The operator identiy (5.25)

thus represents an adequate off-shell extension of (5.5) in

the sense discussed above for N = 2.

An essential property of *6,, decisive for the four-body

formulation given in Sec. 6, should be mentioned. From the

definition (5.23) follows immediately

Sot
(5.26)

The same result is obtained by summing in Eq. (5.24) over

a, and multiplying this relation with (1-GQVB) from the

left. Then, as in the uniqueness proofs given above, we obtain,

(5.27)
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which shows that £ u> is independent of B. Summing Eg.(5.24)

over a then yields

" GB G»?B
(5.28)

a" a

and consequently, by comparison with (3.38), the result (5.26).

T.n other words, (5.25) determines the resolvent G(z) for any

value of z, and hence also the off-shell continuation of

(5.15) is unique.

Interaction_gicture. In contrast to the scattering states

¥l_{ channel states * belonging to different channels are

not orthogonal to each other. Three M0LLER operators are,

therefore, needed for the transition from the Heisenberg

picture, represented by V , to the "interaction picture"

given by the channel states. Consequently, any operator

sandwiched between Heisenberg states, goes over into an

operator valued matrix, and any Heisenberg operator equation

into a corresponding matrix relation in the "interaction

picture". In view of this general property, the above matrix

formulation looks rather natural [14,25].

We, in particular, see that now both sets of column vectors

tfj and <J> consist of orthogonal states

= 3 6, (5.29)

($el <&o> = «„„.. (5.30)
This means that our matrix approach can also be interpreted

as formulation of the problem in a single interaction picture,

based on a set of orthogonal channel states <J> [26] .

The different normalization in (5.29) and (5.30), however,

should be realized. When going over to arbitrary particle

numbers, the factor occurring in the analogue of (5.29)

increases with N. This means that the present interaction

picture formulation cannot be extended trivially to N •+ •»

[27].
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6. FOUR-BODY EQUATIONS

The scattering states of the four-body problem are uniquely

determined by seven LS equations, as discussed in detail at

the end of Sec. 4. In order to simplify our notation, we now

label two-fragment partitions by P,C,T instead of a2,b2,c2.

The corresponding states ¥ then satisfy

s $
Op p

G V ¥*
O O p

(6.1)

Generalizing the definitions (5.1)-(5.4) 'jolumn vectors

!{» and <p , consisting of seven elements

¥ = ¥ ( ± ) ,
op p

* = 6 * ,
op up p

(6.2)

(6.3)

are introduced. The free matrix Green's function is defined

«opGp

and the elements

by

fo,cP

O'rln of potential matrices

V

are restricted

(6.5)

Then, completely analogous to (5.5), the set (5.1) can be

written as a 7 x 7 LS-type matrix equation

\T «L (6.6)

(6.7)

which, in explixit notation, reads

Op p ~0 «• ~ OT^Tp

It is a typical advantage of the Kouri-Levin-Tobocman

choice (5.21) that it is immediately generalizable to

arbitrary particle numbers [23] . In the present case we

have

1
1p

for a 4= 7

for o = 7 , (6.8)
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where, for the moment, the seven two-fragment channels are

denoted by 1 to 7.

If all elements of l[f are identical, Eqs. (6.6) and (6.1)

are completely equivalent. Dropping this additional requirement,

the coupled system (6.7) itself should assure this property.

As mentioned in Sec. 5, this is not fully guaranteed for

above choice. Another 7 x 7 coupling scheme introduced by

Sloan [28] and extended to arbitrary particle numbers by

Bencze and Redish [29] can lead to spurious solutions as well

[24].

As emphasized in the preceding section, no problems may

arise in practice from such solutions, in particular, if the

usual pole approximations leading to manageable equations

are employed [30].

§A A completely accurate translation

of (6.1) into an equivalent matrix formulation is achieved

by generalizing the three-body Faddeev choice in a systematical

way.

The relevant features of this approach can be paraphrased

as follows. Starting from the two-body potential V and

from the free Green's function G , the full two-body resolvent

is given by

G, + G V Go o a a (6.9)

Here, the index a denotes the two-body subsystem where V

and G act. According to (5.12) and (5.3), the latter operators

provide the "potential"
pot

and the "free Green's function"

,a in the LS matrix formulation (5.5) of the three-body
pot *

problem.

The two-body structure of this relation allows us to

proceed a step further. I. e.f starting from "& and

instead of V and G , four-body "potentials" and "free

Green's functions" are introduced in an algebraically

equivalent way.

For this purpose we have, of course, to label tf and

%Q by an index p denoting the subsystems in which they act.

The definitions (5.12) and (5.3) are correspondingly modified:
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• «!« V«' (6.10)

(6.11)

where S& is the Kronecker symbol if acp, zero otherwise, and

analogously
I «».. if B,a c p

(6.12)Ba
o otherwise

The full matrix Green's function associated with \?"p and

is given by (see (5.24) and (5.25))

or explicitly

P
Bo mBY V Y

P

Yd
(6.14)

Repeating the algebra leading from V a and Ga to the

three-body entities (5.12) and (5.13), starting now however

with \f pand %ep • four-body potentials and free Green's

functions are defined by [12]

But

~6oP'
Sl Va If B c a

otherwise

op

(6.15)

(6.16)

Since a can be contained in three different ways in the

four partitions p = (ijk,l) and in two different ways in

the three partitions p = (ij,kl), the potential (6.15) and

the free Green's function (6.16) are 18 x 18 matrices.

For the transition to matrix equations described in

Sec. 5 it was essential that summation over the column

indices of the potential matrices reproduces the channel

potentials. The analogous property holds for (6.15),

u Ba
(6.17)

p,a
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Taking over the proof leading from (5=27) to (5.26) we,

moreover, see that

G
(6.18)

This allows us to replace the seven relations (6.1) by one

1 8 x 1 8 matrix equation. Introducing column matrices (with

6 C a)

Y°p = 4-(±) (6.19)

and " Vp '
Eq. (6.1) can thus be written in the form

+ *• g-o,e« v sy *i
K , T , 6 , Y

(6.20)

(6.21)

In matrix notation the LS structure of this formulation is

most clearly demonstrated

A) ^ ( 4 ) * (P 4 > ' ( 6' 2 2 )

Suppressing in (6.21) the subindices, and taking into

account (6.15) and (6.16), it reads

I T P
(6.23)

which makes the analogy with the Faddeev-type equations (5.13)

particularly evident.

§5§2S• Solving (6.21) under the additional condition

that Vgp does not depend on a and 8, its only solution is

(6.19). For, summing over T,y and 6, Eq. (6.21) goes over

into the unique original relation (6.1). It is a characteristic

property of the choices (6.15) and (6.16) that this condition,

guaranteeing uniqueness, is automatically satisfied. The

present formulation therefore is the correct generalization of

the Faddeev approach also from this point of view.

Our statement follows immediately by generalizing the

related proof given in Sec. 5. Multiplying (6.23) by



) we obtain (see (6.13))

Tp (6.24)

which, indeed, demonstrates that \jfap is independent of a.

Similarly, multiplication of (6.21) by (1-GoVg) allows us

to conclude that all solutions taa
p of (6.21) are independent

P
as well of 6. This completes the proof of uniqueness.

Exchange_ggtentials_. The Faddeev-type matrices (5.12) evidently

represent exchar.ge potentials £ 9 ] .

6a

Inspection of the corresponding four-body expressions (6.15)

shows that they can be interpreted as exchange potentials,

too. Now however, beside elementary particles, two-body

clusters @ can be exchanged [12] , as demonstrated in Fig.4.

Fig. 4 Four-body exchange potentials

Four-body exchange potentials of the structure (6.15)

have been defined originally in the framework of the quasi-

particle formalism po]. Here, the basic four-body equations

are (rigorously) replaced with effective three-body relations

by introducing two-body clusters (separable terms) in

their kernels.. Proceeding then as in the genuine three-body

case, exchange potentials of the form shown in Fig. 4 occur

automatically. The above procedure, like previous ones D i ] ,

presents this concept as a purely algebraic coupling scheme.

Separable expansion of the kernel reproduces, of course, the



quasiparticle formulation developed in [16].

Comparison with the Yakubovsky equations [13] shows

that their underlying algebraic structure is identical to the

one above. This has been proved explicitly for N = 4 in [11 ]

and for arbitrary N in [31 ] .A simple consequence of these

proofs of equivalence is that separable (pole) approximations

in the Yakubovsky theory, proposed more recently [32,33],

lead to effective two-body equations contained in the general

quasiparticle formalism of [70 ] ; a fact following also

directly by comparing the final effective two-body equations.

2EeE2£2E_id§ntities_. T h e matrix resolvent equation (5.25)

has been associated with the matrix LS equation (5.5) in

the three-body case. In the same way we introduce

,4,
(6.25)

which corresponds to (6.22). With the definitions (6.15) and

(6.16) of ̂ ( 4 ) and «§ (Q
4)

this relation reads

ft pa °P ̂ +1 a
B6 ya (6.26)

The 18 x 18 operator valued matrix "6.°p is defined as

solution of (6.26). Proceeding as in the two-body case, an

explicit representation analogous to (5.23) can be found.

To this end we first define matrices

G Va GO

"6 and "£ by

O,Ba

(6.27)

(6.28)

In contrast to (5.23), G is now the four-body resolvent,

and the two-body indices 6, o assume six values. The four-

body resolvent equation

G = G + G V G
a a a

then goes over into

(6.29)

(6.30)
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Repeating the procedure which leads from G to the matrix

i. e.,

J)
6 6n G +
op Ba a

+ So G )6
P V

BY O ya a
(6.32)

is introduced. Inserting this definition in (6.29) we obtain

(6.26), which means that (6.32) solves this equation.

Summing over p in (6.31), we obtain the matrix "€• defined

in (6.27) which after summation over a provides the full

four-body resolvent. Thus, we have the important property

P,a

op
6a

(6.33)

generalizing (5.26). By applying the algebra used in the

proof of uniqueness, this result can be derived, as in the

three-body case, directly from the matrix resolvent equation

(6.26). Summing there over p and a and multiplying by

(1 - and (1 - G Q V B ) , we see that the left-hand side

of (6.33) is independent of a and 0. With the help of (6.17)

and (6.18) we then see that T ^£,a.p satisfies (6.29), hence

coinciding with G. P'a u

The four-body matrix formalism described here consequently

is completely equivalent to the LS equations (6.1) or to

the corresponding resolvent equations (6.29).

7. N-BODY MATRIX LIPPMANNTSCHWINGER EQUATIONS

The transition from the two-body theory to the matrix

formulation of the three-body problem, and from there to

the four-body matrix equations, based on the definition of

Dotential matrices, has been performed in Sees.5 and 6 in an

algebraically equivalent manner. Starting from the two-body

potential the Faddeev-type potential matrix was given by

(5.12). Using this definition, with the only difference that

the two-body indices 6,a now run over six values, the four-

1*3



body potential (6.15) has been introduced in a structurally

identical way.

This procedure evidently represents the starting point of

an inductive scheme, and is therefore easily generalizable.

An essential aspect of the definition (6.15) is that sub-

indices have to be contained in partitions with a lower

number of fragments. Taking over Yakubovsky's notation [13"]

used already in Sec. 4, this is dealt with by calling

<x± = (a^, ai+1 , ..., aN-1) (7.1)

a chain of partitions, if a.+1c afc holds for all partitions

ak' ak+1 o c c u r r i n 9 i n a i #

The three-body choice (5.12) is then denoted by

V b2 a2

and for N = 4 Eq. (6.15) reads (bjC b2)

a-

(7.2)

(7.3)

Extencting this definition to N > 5, we introduce for i^M - 3

1 ^ i + 1 * (7'4)

(7.5)

and for i = N - 2

B aBN-1'aN-1
a

N-1'aN-1

In (7.4) the partition b.+, has to be contained in b. + 1,

otherwise this expression is defined to be zero. We

furthermore have taken over the notation (6.12)

\

1 - 6,. if

otherwise.

a.,.ca.

(7.6)

Two-fragment potential matrices are then defined analogously

to (7.3) by
'\9'b2a2 = (7.7)

kU

r



As follows by repeated application of (7.5), we therefore have

6b2a26b3a3 "" V i ' V i V i ' (7'8)
b2a2

with the indices b. belonging to one chain 62 = ^
b2'63' =

(b,,b,, ...,bN , ) . For such potentials the generalization of

the decisive property (5.4) or (6.33) holds (compare also

(7.9)

2 3

Summation over a, means, of course, summing over all partitions

in the chain a,.

Similarly to (6.26), resolvent matrices are introduced by

£bi
. 0 ei+i' 5ii+rYi+i

Here, is the solution
3i+2'ai+2

(7.10)

of the same

equation, but for an index (i+1) instead of i. The

additional label a. means that
1

has to be put to

zero if the partitions of the chains B-+1 and
 a-+-i

 a r e

contained in a^. In this way a "free Green's function"

b2 a2
= St (7.11)

is given. Generalizing the proofs leading from (5.24) via

(5.27) to (5.26), or from (6.26) to (6.33), we obtain

IL %• *
a3W

= GL (7.12)

This result and the important property (7.9) allow us

immediately to replace the set of LS equations (4.29) by one

matrix equation. Proceeding along the lines explained in



Sees. 5 and 6, we only have to denote the two-fragment

^ ) 2 2b2a2
Yo and similarly 6h *

a2 3 2 2 2
Eqs. (4.29) then taKe the matrix form

scattering state by

,b2a2
63S3

which is evidently of the LS structure

N) . NZ> (N) Q,

, + l o ^
( N ) =

*a2

(N) , (N)

a2

by $b2a2.

(7.13)

(7.14)

Note that for the k~fragment states similar matrix equations,

differing in the inhomogeneous terms only, are easily

obtained (compare (5.5) and (5.15)).

Generalizing the proofs of uniqueness given in the three-

and four-body cases, i. e., multiplying (7.14) successively

by operators of the form (1- y&o \S" ) , we see that all

solutions of (7.13) are independent of a» and 6,. This allows

us to perform the summations on the right-hand side of (7.13),

reproducing in this way (with the help of (7.9) and (7.12)) the

set of LS equations (4.25). In other words, (7.13) and the

original unique LS equations are equivalent.

Again a matrix resolvent equation of the form

r -1 (7.15)

can be associated with (7.13)

v£b2a2 =fte3a3 ^ 2 a 2

\ • (7.16)

Considerations similar to the ones providing (7.12) yield

I If-a a = G • (7'17)
a2'a3 3 3

The full resolvent consequently is represented as an
expansion of the full matrix resolvents given as solutions

of (7.16). This result in particular means that summing over



a, and a, the original resolvent equations

G = G= + Ga V G
a2 a2 a2

(7.18)

are reproduced.

Let us mention that generalizing (5.23) and (6.31), an

explicit representation of the matrix resolvents is given

by means of the recurrence relation (Y« + 1

bi ai _ " "

f.19)

We finally emphasize that (7.16) with (7.7) could have been

used as a purely formal definition of matrix resolvent operators

[34]• Applying this relation onto channel states and performing

the e-limits, the LS equations (4.29) are then obtained. In

our present investigation, as in £ 12 ] , we proceeded just

in the opposite way. This has the advantage that, starting

from the physically relevant definitions, the final equations

appear very naturally as re-formulation and off-shell continuation

of the basic LS relations.

T.ransition_amp.litudes • Multiplying in the two-body case the

LS equations (2.16) by V, the usual integral equation for

the scattering amplitudes V<(> = T<f> is obtained,

T<t> = V4> + VG T<t> . ( 7 . 2 o )

Proceeding analogoulsy in the structurally identical N-body

matrix formulation (7.14), we get [35]

T *a2
 = "V? *a2

It is easy to see that the transition operator T intro-

duced in this way is really related to the physical, transition

amplitudes. Indeed, having in mind the property (7.9) and the

fact that the elements V. of III are labelled only
B, r a_



artifically by b, and 63, we find

?
c2 a2

c2,v3
83Y3

(7.22)

Thus, the transition amplitudes are given by the matrix

elements
(N) ^(N) (N) _ ( ± )

(7.23)

The resolvent equation (7.16) was associated with (7.13). In

the same sense the transition operator LS equation

„ boc_ c_ c~a,

V D * \s J (7.24)
(Y3 Y3«3

j b2 a2 = a.b

corresponds to (7.13). According to (7.22) and (7.23) its

solutions yield the transition amplitudes.

The formulation presented above, therefore, represents a

unique description of the N-body problem by means of matrix

equations structurally completely equivalent to the basic

two-body integral equations for scattering states, resolvents

or transition operators.

8. MODIFICATIONS

It is a characteristic aspect of the formalism presected

above that the column vectors, solving the matrix LS equation

(7.14), are built up just by the scattering states. Following

Faddeev, modified column matrices 111 , with elements

*6a = GoVB¥ea = W a ' (8'1)

may be introduced in the three-body case. Then, multiplying

(5.11) from the left by G VQ, the original Faddeev equations

15]
~>
v =

are obtained [36]. Of course, these relations can be written



again in matrix LS form

(8.3)

However, instead of (5.12) and (5.3), we now have the

potential matrix

-1
'pa

S3«Go

and the free matrix Green's function

Jo,6o
fiBaGoVo

(8.4)

(8.5)

The "resolvent equation" (5.25) is, consequently, replaced

by

G = Go + GOV G (8.6)
and the transition operator relation (7.24), written down

for N = 3, goes over into

T = V + V Go T • (8.7)

In explicit notation the resolvent equation (8.6) reads

BY O Y O
( 8 # 8 )

From (8.1), or by comparison of (5.24) and (8.8), we conclude

G VO)GO = GO GO

(8.9)

The present resolvent matrices thus are the Faddeev operators

M. (apart from two unessential factors G ) well known to
pOt O

satisfy the operator identity (8.8).

With the definitions (8.4) and (8.5) we see that the

transition operator relation (8.7) is just the set of

equations introduced by Alt, Grassberger and Sandhas [_7 ~]

U = S G g 1 + I 6 T G 0 . (8.10)

Y

The three-body transition operators T D defined by (7.24)
pCt

are related to the solutions of (8.10) according to

XBet Va Go (8.11)

Inserted into (7.23) both operators evidently coincide on

the energy shell.



The algebraically transparent structure of our H-bcdy formu-

lation, in which step by step the 1-body potential and the corres-

ponding free Green's function is constructed by the potentials

and full Green's functions of the (i-1)-particle level, immedia-

tely allows us to generalize the above modification.

When going over to (8.2), the three-body equations have been

multiplied by the two-body entity G V . Proceeding in an analo-

gous way we therefore have to multiply the four-body equations

(6.21) or (6.23) first by the three-body expressions \L° and l^a,

given in (5.3) and (5.12), and afterwards again by G Vg>

i.e. altogether by [12]

rot = G V G 6° V . (8.12)

Extending this prescription, Eq. (7.13) is multiplied by

the matrix (matrix multiplication means summation over a3)

?bN-2 ^ b N " 2 ... ^ 2 •^°2

(8.13)
K3'X3

providing

b_c,

y 2 2
c,a_
j 2 2 (8.14)

which in matrix notation shows again the LS structure [37]

i(N) _ IN) (N) (8.15)

An explicit definition of the potentials and free Green functions

occuring here of course is easily obtained with the help

of (8.13).

The resolvent equation associated with (8.14) has now the

form

= 6 (N) V(N) G(N), (8.16)

and the N-body transition operator equation is given by

(8.17)•J-(N) = y(N) + y(N)g(N)j(N)
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Labelling the oecuring matrix operators as in (8.14), the explicit

representation of these relations is immediately found.

Let us emphasize that the above results could have been derived

also directly along the lines explained in Sees 6 and 7. We only

have to replace the potential (5.12) and the free Green's function

(5.3), representing the starting point of the relevant recurrence

relations, by the present expressions (8.4) and (8-5).

The typical aspects of the modified formalism given in this

section are easily explained for N=4 by explicitly writing down

the transition operator relation (8.17) [n]

T Y *

The occurrance of the two-body transition operators in the

Faddeev kernel is well known to be rather important for sepa-

rable (pole) approximations. The kernel of (8.18) is built up

by the two- and three-body transition operators. This property

is of similar importance when generalizing the three-body appro-

ximation techniques in a straightforward manner. In fact, ex-

panding T into separable terms

I Ivr > t
r '

(8.19)

the operators u o in (8.10) and the corresponding three-body
T

transition operators U„ in (8.18) are sandwiched between
pot

form factors. I.e., we have in the kernel of (8.18) the effec-

tive transition operators

1 6m, an Bin I G UBa Go an >. (8.2O)

Expanding them like T into separable terms, too, Eq.(8.18) is

reduced in a second step to effective two-body equations [10] ,

similar to the ones obtained in the case N=3 already after the

first step [ 9 ] .

According to

T(3)G(3) .= v ( 3 )G ( 3 )
(8.21)
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the kernel of (8.18) can be written as

Go Ta Go
(8.22)

i.e., It takes the form given in the four-body Yakubovsky

equations [28] . Thus, approximating these equations in the way

sketched above [32,33], effective two-body equations are obtained

which are equivalent to the ones given in [10]•

These considerations show that the N-body formalism given in

the preceding sections represents not only a unique and algebra-

ically transparent description of N-body systems, but allows

moreover in its modified form (8.13) - (8.18) the application

of efficient approximation techniques.
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Abstract

A general and systematical way of splitting N-body

scattering wave functions into m-cluster components (m=2,

,...,N-1) or into components labelled by chains of parti-

tions, is presented and discussed. Our procedure is based

upon the use of proper distribution properties for the chan-

nel external interactions. The relationships between diffe-

rent types of components are obtained from their very defi-

nitions. Simple direct methods for deriving integral equa-

tions are presented. Different sets of integral ecpiations

for wave-function components are discussed and compared.

The asymptotic behaviour in configuration space and the

singularity structure in momentum space cf specific types

of components are examined. In our singularity analysis

considerable simplifications are introduced by the syste-

matic employment of a general reversion property of linked-

-cluster strings of resolvents and interactions. This pro-

perty allows us to derive a new and simple relation bet-

ween wave-function components and half-on-shell transition

amplitudes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The success of Faddeev's theory for the three-body

problem stimulated a variety of attempts to formulate its

extension to the N-body problem. Owing to the intrinsic

complexity and variety of aspects of the N-body problem,

several generalizations are in principle possible. Indeed

various formulations of the N-body problem by means of in-

tegral equations have been proposed [1-34]. Several of them

differ considerably in the way of treating the underlying

N-body dynamics. Different techniques are employed in der-

iving the dynamical equations and different mathematical

structures of their kernel are obtained.

While the three-body problem has now reached a stage

of intensive application of the theory to a variety of pro-

blems in nuclear and particle physics, the main interest in

the N-body problem is yet centred on theoretical techniques.

In Most of the proposed approaches integral equations

are written down for transition operators or some related op-

erators. Recently there has been an increased interest in for-

mulating the N-body scattering problem in terms of wave func-

tions [27-30]. Wave-function formulations provide different

perspectives on the problem and may give new insights into the

general questions on the N-body dynamics [28] .

In this work we present a general and systematical way

of splitting N-body scattering wave functions into m-cluster

components (m=2,...,N-1) or into components labelled by chains

of partitions (sequential fragmentation components, in our Ian

guage). Components of m-cluster type are defined by applying

onto the full wave function appropriate linked-cluster strings

of channel resolvents and generalized residual interactions and

by summing both ov3r all the partitions contained in a fixed

partition into m clusters and over all the ones containing this

same partition. If no sum is performed we have sequential frag-

mentation components of the type defined in [21,29,35]. Two-

-cluster components have been already introduced in [27,28,35]
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and studied in detail in [27,28];for three-cluster components

see also [9,27]. Our general formalism, which coincides with

the one of refs. [28] in the special case of the two-cluster

components, allows us to establish the connections between

different wave-function approaches existing in the literature.

In our context the relationships between different ty-

pes of components follow at once from their very definitions.

Furthermore, starting from whichever type of components (as

defined by us), we build the full wave function by means of a

very simple procedure, based on the use of proper distribution

properties of the channel external interactions.

The linked-cluster strings of resolvents and interactions

occurring in the definition of components act as asymptotic fil-

ter operators in the asymptotic region: there, they select de-

finite types of outgoing waves among all the possible ones con-

tained in the full wave function. A detailed investigation of

these asymptotic filtering effects as well as a general outline

of the wave-function asymptotic behaviour in configuration spa-

ce will be presented. In this study the dynamical equations

written directly in the coordinate space representation will be

used.

Starting from the Lippmann-Schwinger-Glockle-Tofoocman

(LS-GT) [22,29,36] set of 2N~1-1 simultaneous equations for

the same full wave function, we derive integral equations for

several types of components by means of a simple and direct me-

thod. Integral equations for two-cluster components are imme-

diately derived from their definitions. The structural aspects

of various sets of integral equations are explicitly exhibited.

We present some general procedures which allow us to pass from

one to another set of equations for different types of compo-

nents and from equations for (N-1)-cluster components to equa-

tions for half-on-shell transition operators. Thus relationships

between several different approaches to the N-body problem are

established on a firm basis. The so-called channel coupling ar-

ray method is not discussed here; it has been extensively stu-

died in refs. [22,23,30,31].
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Starting again from the basic set of LS-GT equations

we develop a straightforward procedure for analysing the sin-

gularity structure of the two-cluster components for the three-

and four-body problems(which can be generalized to an arbitra-

ry number of particles [37]). In our analysis considerable

simplifications are introduced by the systematic employment

of a general reversion property of appropriate linked-cluster

strings of resolvents and interactions. The same property al-

lows us to derive a new and simple relation between wave-func-

tion components and half-on-shell transition amplitudes. The

close analogy of this relation with the corresponding two-body

one can be exhibited in the very explicit representation, with-

out resorting to any matrix notation.

In Sect.£ we define our notation and introduce a number

of basic relations for the N-body problem. In Sect.2 we present

the general structure of the linked-cluster formalism, we intro-

duce different types of wave-function components and derive and

compare various sets of integral equations. The asymptotic be-

haviour and the singularity structure of specific types of com-

ponents are examined in Sect.£.

2. GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RELATIONS

2.1 Partitions. Interactions. Distribution properties for the

interactions.

Partitions. — We consider a system of N distinguishable par-

ticles interacting by two-body potentials and use the concept

of partition or arrangement to indicate a division of the N

particles into groups (clusters or fragments). By a± we denote

a partition of the N particles into i clusters (i=1,...,N), by
ai_l a partition obtained from a± (i5*"!) by composing two of

its clusters (a i _ 1 3 a i ) , by ai + 1 a partition obtained from a±

(i<N) by breaking one of its clusters into two parts (ai+1caL)

and so on [6].

By at we denote a set of N-i partitions aifai+1,...f
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aN_1, namely

with a i=>a i+1 (2.1)

and we refer to it as a chain or sequence of partitions [6].

Partitions into different numbers of clusters denoted by the

same latin letter should always be regarded as elements of the

same chain, namely subjected to conditions of the type (2.1).

For typographical simplicity we also use the labels

0,a,a',...,in place of aN,aN-1,aN_2,•••,respectively. (2.2)

Thus in the three-body case we put a2
=a; in the four-body

case a3=a, a2=a' and introduce the chains a'=(a',a). In any

case the label 0 denotes the partition with all the particles

separate. Since a partition into N-1 clusters consists of N-2

separate particles plus a pair of particles, the label a^-aN_1
=

=a ,) will be also used to indicate a pair of particles. As a

rule the index a! will be omitted.

Each possible partition defines a particular disconnect-

ed N-body problem, in which only the interactions between the

particles within the clusters are taken into account. For sim-

plicity, we will use the label a± also to denote an asymptotic

configuration (channel) with i noninteracting clusters, each

in a definite bound state, omitting all the quantum numbers as-

sociated with the particular bound states of the clusters.

Note, however, that the channel interactions as well as the

channel Hamiltonians and channel resolvents, defined below, de-

pend on the partition associated with the channel and not on

the specific states of the clusters.

Interactions. - The channel internal interaction Va. is defined

as the sum of all the two-body potentials acting within the clus-

ters of aif the channel external interaction (or residual inter-

action) V a i as the sum of all the potentials between particles

belonging to different clusters of a , the interaction VS 5 as

the sum of all the two-body potentials which are both internal
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to a. and external to b.. In formulae

v (2.3)

where Vc is the potential between the two particles paired in

c(=cN_j). In particular Vai=V =V, the sum of all the interact

tions: vai=V0=C, V° =Va.

follows

V'*i=Vai. From the definitions it
al

V a j=Va j + k+V a j
,aJ+k v=v. +vai.

ai

(2.4)

In the linked-cluster approach to the N-body problem we are

presenting here, we shall very frequently encounter interac-
ai + l

tions of the type V a i =Va.-Vai+.; this interaction can be

regarded as a generalized residual interaction for the dis-

connected N-body problem represented by ai and it has the

function of linking together the two clusters which appear

separate in ai+j but joined (to form a unique cluster) in a^.

Distribution properties for the interactions. — There exist

several entire classes of distribution properties for the

channel (internal or external) interactions and for the gene-

ralized residual interactions. Each distribution represents a

particular way of dividing a given channel or generalized re-

sidual interaction among a certain number of partitions or

chains of partitions [25,38-40]. In our formulation we are

particularly interested to the distributions in which all the

coefficients are unity. Such distributions will be referred to

as natural distributions. In the following, in constructing

wave-function components and deriving integral equations, a

very large use will be made of the distribution properties

vb
)

(2.5)

where i<j and j=2,...,N-1. In the chain coupling (or sequential
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fragmentation) formalism we shall also use the distributions

(2.6)
b-i ^-^

-j+2~'Cj+l( b ^ , c ) C j l , (cjib..) (b.

(2.7)

The distributions(2.5 II) and (2.6 II) have been first intro-

duced by the author in [25] . As for (2.7) see also [21,29].

Note that (2.5 II) generalizes the three-body distribution

V b= ,£A,V° , namely V=E. V^. The proof of these distributions as

well as of many others is given in ref. [39]. (See also [21] for

a proof of (2.7)). Other distributions with coefficients dif-

ferent from unity are considered in [40].

Among the many advantages coming from the employment

of natural distribution properties we mention the following

ones: these properties, together with the use of Lippmann-

-Schwinger-type equations, allow us

1) to prove in a simple algebraic way the Narodetskii-

-Yakubovskii (NY) cluster expansion [15];

2) to yield a new direct proof of the Sloan-Bencze-Redish

(SBR) equations [17,18,20];

3) to easily write down Faddeev-Yakubovskii (FY)-type

equations with artificial indices in the unknowns [25,29];

4) to decompose in a natural way the full wave function

into m-cluster components or into sequential fragmentation com-

ponents ;

5) to derive a general reversion property for linked-

-cluster strings of resolvents and interactions.

Only a few of the above applications will be consider-

ed here; for others see [25,38,39].
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2.2. Hamiltonians and Resolvents

The disconnected N-body problem associated with the

partition a. is governed by the channel Hamiltonian (or par-

tition Hamiltonian) H a i

(2.8)

where H is the total kinetic energy operator. From (2.4 II)

it follows that, in correspondence to each partition a , the

full Hamiltonian H=H. can be split into the channel Hamilto-

nian Ha and the residual interaction V x, namely

H=H +V
ai

(2.9)

Both (2.8) and (2.9) are particular cases of the general re-

lation

H =H +V Ja . a. , a.
3 j +k j

(2.10)

Associated with the Hamiltonians HA, H . , H are the

free, a^channel and full Green's or resolvent operators, re-

spectively, :

l, G=(E+-H)"1 (2.11)

where E =E+ie and E is the total energy. The second definition

in (2.11) includes the first and the last as particular cases

(a =a =0 and a =a.(G =G)),

The operators G, G and G,_ are related by the resolvent

a u
ecruations

G= =G-+GnV= Ga , G=Gn+G.VG, G=G +Ga Va iG ;

Ga =G0+Ga Va V G = G
O
+ G V Go' G=G

a *<**\ '
i i i i i

Taking account of (2.10) we get the general equations

(2.12)
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+ G a ^aj+k
 aj

+G
j

V
a. a.

(2.14)

All the eqs. (2.12), (2.13) are particular cases of (2.14).

2.3. Scattering wave functions

Incoming asymptotic configurations in scattering proces

ses are described by the channel wave functions <J)a., which are

eigenfunctions of the channel Hamiltonians, namely

(E-H )<h =0
i i

(2.15)

This Schr6dinger equations governing the channel dynamics can

be recaso into the forms

being
i+k

G-1=G-1
ai ai+k ai

(2.16)

(2.17)

In (2.16) the resolvents are evaluated in correspondence to

the energy of the states. In the configuration described by $

each cluster of a± is in a bound state and <)>a. is the product

of the bound states of the clusters with the plane wave states

for their relative motions.

Scattering wave functions for the full N-body problem. — The

scattering wave function for the full N-body problem ij>a. corre-

sponding to the initial wave function <j>a. is defined by

* =ieG<j> =GG V
ai ai ai ai

(2.18)

where G and Ga. are evaluated at E+ and the l imi t for e+0+ i s
understood. The l a t t e r equality in (2.18) follows from Gai<t>a =
= (E-Hai)<t>ai+ie<|>ai and (2.15); ie<|>a remains f i n i t e for e-fO



when multiplied by G, which is singular as E + 0 .

Scattering wave functions for disconnected N-body problems. -

Scattering wave functions can be also introduced for the discon-

nected N-body problems represented by the various partitions,

through the general relations [41,42]

ieG. <j> =G.
bj ai b *i ai

a.cb.
(2.19)

These include several relevant cases:

1) For a.cb. we may write i=j+k (k=1,...,N-j) and put

b =a.; then eqs. (2.19) define scattering wave functions for

the disconnected N-body problem a. (j=2,...,N), namely the wave

functions

|>+ , ,=ieG
aj(aj+k} a

=G G"1 <ji
j a j + k a j a

j + k a j + k
(2.20)

which are eigenfunctions of Ha. (as <j>a.) and describe configu-

rations with scattering within the clusters of a . The index k

specifies the initial asymptotic configuration for the problem

represented by a. (k=N-i corresponds to the configuration ty =

=(j) with all the particles free) .

2) For b.=a. the eq.(2.19) is a trivial identity and

namely we have the channel wave functions.

3) For j=i (b H a ^ the eq. (2.19) gives

(a/
(2.22)

namely the total scattering wave-functions asymptotic to 4>a..

We reserve the symbol ij> for wave functions describing the full

N-body problem a!.

4) For a.cjib (with the case a.?*b. included) one has

--1, (2.23)
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In fact ijiai is not an eigenfunction of Hb. and Gb. is not sin-

gular for e-*0 when applied to <\>a , being b.^>a.. For a proper

handling of the limit for e+0 when the left member of (2.23)

occurs in a nonisolated context see the discussion after (2.34)

and [28,40].

2.4. Basis-wave-function sets.

As well-known the channel states <f>ai do not form a com-

plete set of states in the whole N-body Hilbert space, but the

• ai's together with the i(iai (ai+k) 's constructed in corresponden-

ce to all the possible initial configurations belonging to the

ai+k'
£ixe<a' k=1,...,N-i) do form it. For aA=a (=0)

there is no a i + k contained in a^, and, in this exceptional case,

the channel states <j>0' s form a complete set (the set of the plane-

-wave states for the free relative motions of the N particles).

In general for a fixed partition a. there are many subpartitions
ai+l'*••'aN-i contained in ai (and a unique aN) and all these

have to be taken into account.

The set of all the eigenstates of any partition Hamilto-

nian form a basis. There are N different types of bases corre-

sponding to the N different types of partition Hamiltonians Ho,

H =, H . ... H . H. Schematically we have

4n (2.24)

pa(0)

, +
''a1 (0)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

as possible types of eigenstates of H., H H
U 3 * 3

Ha 2
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spectively. In (2.26)-(2.28) {4>ti(ai+k)} means all the •aiCai+k) 's

with ai+k<=ajL (both i and k fixed: there are many different a.

with k fixed contained in the same a.) and {lfe.} means all the
+

i|>a's (corresponding to all the partitions into i clusters).

The number of different complete sets of the type <J>ai#{4>ai(ai+1)}»

i • • • F<(>ai (0) is equal to the number of partitions into i clusters.

Thus we have (") different bases of the type (2.25) and 2N~1-1

of the type (2.27). The existence of this multitude of complete

sets is strictly related to the fact that spectra of different

partition Hamiltonians overlap.

There is a single basis of the type (2.24) (the simplest

basis) and a single basis of the type (2.28) too (the most com-

plicated one). The latter consists of the N-body bound states

\\>a plus the scattering states for the full N-body problem in-

itiated by all the possible incoming two-cluster, three-cluster,

,..., (N-1)- cluster and N-cluster channel states. In other words

the complete set is formed by all distinct states that are physi-

cally possible. While the channel states pa.
for different are

not orthogonal to each other (being eigenstates of different par-

0 spans the whole Hilbert space,tition Hamiltonians) and while

jthe scattering states ij>a, for different a± are mutually ortho-

gonal and each of them spans only a subspace.

Standard formulations of few-body scattering theories use

the plane-wave representation (j>0. Only recently the bases of the

eigenstates of the two-cluster-channel Hamiltonians have been em-

ployed. These representations led to considerably simplified for-

mulations [34,43-46]. In particular the singularity analysis of

wave functions can be carried out in a straightforward way [34,

43,46; see Sects.4.2 and 4.3].

2.5. Lippmann-Schwinger equations.

..

Inserting the resolvent equation (2.12 III) written for

into the definition (2.18) of ij,^ and taking account of (2.19)

we obtain the general formula and b. arbitrary)

K. (2.29)
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which includes all the possible types of Lippmann-Schwinger

(LS) equations (in the four-body case 196 different LS equa-

tions J).

In the following we will be particularly interested in

the following sets of LS equations:

1) The Lippmann-Schwinger-Glo'ckle-Tobocman (LS-GT) set

of 2N~1-1 simultaneous equations for y

fa -4 3b,a + Gh
b

(2.30)

Here a2 is fixed while b2 runs over all the two-cluster par-

titions. Eqs.(2.30) follow from (2.29) with (2.21). They are

formed by the single inhomogeneous equation

<*a =<t)a + Ga v'^a ' (2.31)

which alone does not suffice to specify the solution uniquely,

and by all the homogeneous equations which are necessary to ex-

clude in the solution of (2.31) admixtures of the 2N"1-2 scat-

tering wave functions \\>b (b2^a2) [22,29,36,47], The latter ones

satisfy

(2.32)

namely the homogeneous form of (2.31). Uniqueness will be dis-

cussed in Sect. 3_-1 (see also [29,36,48,49]). For a rigorous

and detailed proof see [42].

2) The homogeneous LS equations for \ba whose kernels
* z

are labelled by partitions into more than two clusters, namely

2+k.+ (2.33)

These equations enter as one of the essential ingredients in

the method we develop in order to decompose the full wave func-

tion.
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In writing (2.30) and (2.33) the contributions

"2 D2 a2 a2
(2.34)

vrhich vanish in the limit e-*0 have been omitted, namely eq.

(2.23) has been taken into account. However this does not ne-

cessarily hold when egs. (2.34) are multiplied from the left

by other operators, because these operators could produce sin-

gularities as e-*0 . For instance singular multiplicative oper-

ators were present in the problem studied by us in [50] and in

that case contributions to the inhomogeneous terms in LS equa-

tions were taken into account (see also [51]). In the present

work we shall encounter operators multiplying (2.34) from the

left, but they do not have the appropriate singularity to can-

cel the zero in (2.34). So the standard forms (2.30) and (2.33)

for the LS equations can be used. These subtle limiting proce-

dures are discussed in detail in [28,40].

2.6. Transition amplitudes.

As well-known the physical transition amplitude T

from the initial configuration described by (Ji=J to the final

one described by <(>b

=«t»v

3j

b

IV ji (2.35)

can be expressed as the on-shell matrix element between the

channel states <j)a. and cj>b. of appropriate transition ope*.?-ors.

Insertion of (2.18 II) into (2.35) (and of an equivalent ex-

pression for ij>b.) leads to the following forms for the transi-

tion operators for the full N-body problem

b.a.
3 i

b. i -ii=Gb
1GV (2.36)

which are asymmetric with respect to the channel indices and

are usually referred to as post and prior representations, re-

spectively . A more symmetric form can be defined as [7,13,25,52-54]
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b.a
3

61.
i bjai

+V
. a

i b
3

(2.37)

where 6b .a^i-fib^a^*
 T n e forms (2.36) and (2.37), suggested

here by considerations made on-the-energy-shell, can be extend-

ed off-shell. Off-shell they give three different continuations

of the physical transition rperators. Using the resolvent eqs.

(2.12 II) and (2.13 III) the transition operators can be recast

in the more usual form

b.a.
'•sV 3+V 3GV

b a
3 XU

b b.
+V 3+V >

a. ,_ a.
V -G? 6. +V

bj bjai

b a.
V 3GV x

b.ab.a
There is a simple relation between G and U J :

V i3 ̂G=G 6^
ai bjai

U

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)
j

which follows from the resolvent equations and from (2.37). For

all the three types of transition operators we have

3 i

j

6

D i "j "i "j ~i

because V 3-V i=Ha.-Hb. and G a^ b.a- or Gb*'6b.ai give vanishing

contributions. The transition operators (as well as the resolv-

ents) in (2.36)-(2.40) depend on the complex energy parameter

z. In (2.41) the total energy of the channel states (the same

for both) matches the energy of the transition operators, name-

ly we are on-shell.

Applying (2.36 I) and (2.37 I) to (j) one gets
a

b. . b a
V 3,j, =U~3 x

ai

b a
3

a.
(2.42)

on-shell, in virtue of (2.18). In deriving the second equality

in (2.42) the term -G *<f>"6 which vanishes as e-»-0 , hasGa<f>a."6b.a , which vanishes as e-»-0 ,

been omitted. In the following we shall see that terms of this

type appear multiplied from the left by operators which do not

produce singularities as e-»-0+. This will allow us to use (2.42IX)
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in a nonisolated context too (see also Sect.2.5).

Starting from the LS-GT set (2.30) with G
b2 + b a b

place of A 6.. and replacing V <l> by U 2 2<S>va 2 b2a2
 p yai * ¥a

we obtain the exact representation

L <Sh . +G U*
a2 D2i2 D 2 a2

G"1*

-G
*Ta2 -

in
-
6
b2a2

(2.43)

In this derivation neither the term (2.34 I) nor -G. G~l$ S
t>2 a 2 a 2

have been omitted. These terms cancel each other, and, there-

fore, eq. (2.43) also follows immediately from (2.30) and (2.43)

as they stand. In a similar way, starting from (2.33) with

(2.34 II) as inhomogeneous term we arrive at

•"•
a2

U >2+kc

2+k a2
(2.44)

which is an exact form too. Note that (2.43) and (2.44) follow

also immediately from (2.40) inserted on-shell into (2.18).

Transition operators can be also introduced for the dis-

connected N-body problems represented by the various partitions.

For instance we may define the transition operators U a
s r

(a .a ca..)

-1- as as ar3 6 +V +V G Va a a a. a. a. a.r s r i x i i
(2.45)

between the configurations a and a,3. Use has been made of

(2.14 II) in deriving the second equality in (2.45). For as=ar

(r=i+k) we define the T-operators

ai ai ai ax+k
(2.46)

In particular for ai+]C
=aN=" w e n a v e

Ta E Ta = Va + Va Ga Va = Va Ga £ai ai ai ai ai ai ai ai
(2.47)

and, furthermore, for ai=aN_J=a
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T =V +V G V =V G G'
a a a a a a a O

Vaa (2.48)

namely the two-body transition operators in the N-body space.

The latter ones are connected to the a-channel resolvents also

by the relations

G =G.+GnT G.; G V =G.Ta 0 0 a 0 aa Qa V G =T Gn

a a a 0

From (2.14 II) and (2.46) it follows

a.
G =G +G T i + kG
ai ai+k ai+k ai ai+k

(2.49)

(2.50)

Insertion of this result into the definition (2.20) of the scat-

tering states for disconnected problems leads immediately to

+G T
ai+k ai

i+k, (2.51)
xi+k

which is a relation strictly analogous to (2.43).

The general definition (2.45) can be extended to include

the full N-body case a -a . Then (2.45) reproduces (2.37) and

(2.39). For a =a, and a =a =a =0 one gets the N-particle tran-

sition operator T

T=U°0=V+VGV=VGGQ
 X =G~1GV (2.52)

between configurations with all the particles separate. If in

(2.49) we drop the label a , we have the relations connecting the

full N-body transition operator T with the full resolvent G.

3. DECOMPOSITIONS OF THE SCATTERING WAVE FUNCTION AND INTEGRAL

EQUATIONS

3.1. Uniqueness. Connectedness. Asymptotic behaviour.

A basic feature of the N-body scattering problem is the

existence of many possible partitions or arrangements of the N
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particles. Spectra of different partition Hamiltonians overlap

and channel states relative to different partitions are not or-

thogonal (they overlap at finite distances; see Sect. 2^.4). Tran-

sition between channel characterized by different arrangements

are possible. Therefore the physical asymptotic form of the full

N-body wave function ^a , initiated by an incoming wave of two

bound clusters $ , will consist of this incoming wave plus out-

going waves in each open arrangement channel (elastic, rearrange-

ment, and breakup waves in the general case).

The single inhomogeneous LS integral equation (2.31) is

inadequate to describe this situation. It does not define ijja

completely. In fact the homogeneous form of (2.31), namely (2.32)

has solutions too, precisely the 2 N -2 wave functions i|)b (b25<a2)
2

at the same energy as in (2.31) (due to the overlapping of the

spectra of different two-cluster Hamiltonians (Sect.2.4)). This

means that we can add arbitrary amounts of the i|>b 's (b2^a2) to

any particular solution t|<a of the inhomogeneous equation. This

implies also that incoming waves <j>. in the rearrangement channels

with b2?*a2 would appear according to (2.32) [55]. (Owing to the

existence of different complete sets of partition Hamiltonian

eigenstates, incoming channel states ^ b (b2^a2) could be con-

structed superposing states of the type (2.27)). Obviously the

proper physical boundary conditions on ** cannot include eigen-
a2

functions of Hb as incoming waves.

In order to get unique solutions one has to introduce ad-

ditional conditions which exclude in the solution of the single

LS eq. (2.31) the admixture of the ty? 's (b2?*a2). These condi-
M 1

t i o n s a r e r e p r e s e n t e d b y t h e 2 - 2 h o m o g e n e o u s e q u a t i o n s i n -
cluded in (2.30), which satisfies as well as (2.31). Thus

2

we are left with the LS-GT set of simultaneous equations (2.30)

as the basic set correctly defining \bt • The other Ui+ 's (c2^a2)

do not satisfy the whole set (2.30), but only 2N~1-3 homogeneous

equations of the set (2.30), since for them the inhomogeneous

terms occur for b2=c2 and not for b2=a2 (b2 is the running index).

Practically the LS-GT sets for two different t? differ in two
°2

equations (the equation which is homogeneous in one set becomes

u



V-

inhomogeneous in the other). Three-aud more-cluster scattering

states 4>* (k=1,...,N-2) do not satisfy the LS-GT set (2.30)
2+k

but set of equations with the same kernels of (2.30) and with

different inhomogeneous terms (the nonvanishing inhomogeneous

terms are of the type <j>b ,c . with C2+kcb2[se& (2.29)]).

General uniqueness questions are also discussed in [29,36,48,49].

In [42] the problem is examined in detail and, by extending

Glttckle's proof for the three-body problem [36], it is demon-

strated that the homogeneous system corresponding to (2.30) has

no nontrivial solution above the lowest threshold.

The LS-GT 2N-1-1 simultaneous equations (2.30) for a

unique unknown (the full wave function i(ia ) can be replaced by
2

more appropriate integral equations in which the number of un-

knowns equals the number of equations. This can be accomplished

by splitting the full wave function into appropriate components

and by setting up integral equations for these components. The

alternative procedure based on a direct transformation of (2.30)

in matrix equations and on the use of artificial indices (which

serve to distinguish different mathematical unknowns, all phy-

sically coincident) will not be discussed here. We only mention

that this alternative formulation has been independently intro-

duced by Sandhas in ref. [29] in the language of scattering

states (see also [49] for details) and by the author in ref. [25]

in the language of transition operators.

In the three-body case we have the well-known Faddeev de-

composition of the full three-body wave functions. In the four-

-or more-body cases several different types of decompositions

are possible. In all the cases we obtain integral equations for

the components with connected (iterated) kernel. So standard

methods of solutions of integral equation theory can be applied.

There is another interesting conceptual problem which

can be investigated within the formulation in terms of wave-

-function components. As already outlined, the full wave func-

tion i|ia has a complicated asymptotic behaviour (i.e. outgoing

waves in all the open two and more ^luster channels). A natu-

ral question is then whether one can separate i|>* in various

partitions, each containing a determinated type of outgoing

I ,
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waves only. This question has an interesting answer: the same

decompositions, which allows us to reformulate the LS-GT equa-

tions in a connected (iterated) kernel language with as many

unknowns as equations, also realize effective separations of the

various types of outgoing waves in the asymptotic region. (Out-

going waves are intended to be associated with flux-conserving

terms in the asymptotic expressions (see Sect.4_. 1)). Thus the

various components will be characterized by simple asymptotic

behaviour. In correspondence to different decompositions of the

same wave function we will have (for N>3) different separations

of the outgoing waves. The decomposition into two-cluster compo-

nents and the associate separation of the outgoing waves in the

asymptotic region has been discussed in [28]; there it is shown

also that the connectivity condition translates into confine-

ment of the source terms in the differential dynamical equations.

Our general investigation will be concerned in three and more

cluster components too. Decompositions different from the gene-

ralized Faddeev decompositions (as the ones considered by us)

can be also introduced, for instance in the general context of

the channel coupling array method? an example is the decomposi-

tion obtained in correspondence to the so-called channel-per-

muting array choice [30].

3.2. The three-body case.

The three Faddeev components of the three-body scatter-

ing wave function \\> were originally defined as \p =ieGT( 'GQ<j> ,

with T(b)=Vb+VbGV [55,56]. In virtue of (2.12 II)'and (2.18) we

obtain [36,54,571

rb;a
(3.1)

an expression which is well suited for successive considerations

and which- Will suggest how to proceed in the four and more body

cases. The total wave function \ji satisfies the homogeneous LS

eq. (2.33) (k=1, Va3=V)

Y-



vr

= G0V*+a
(3.2)

where V can be distributed over the two-cluster partitions

[(2.5 II) for j=2]. Thus the components ij*b.asum up to

give the full ip+:

\h = ) ill. .
y a '•b r b j a

The three-body LS-G set

(3.3)

(3.4)

can be directly translated into the well-known Faddeev

equations

a

by multiplying it by

(3.5)

(seeQ\ t taking account of GQVa<t>a <fa

(2.16 I)) and distributing V b in the way I % V,. Eqs.(3.5)

characterized by an (iterated) connected kernel can be also

derived starting from (3.1) (written for a limite e ) , adding

on the right C|-G
o
v
b)

(()
a
6
ba > inserting (3.3), bringing t|£.a

to the left and multiplying by GjGg . Multiplying (3.5) by

G" and taking account of (2.15) for <j> we have the integro-

-differential form for the Faddeev equations

= V Lb 4-?, c; a
(3.6)

These equations follow also immediately from (3.1) multi-

plied by G"1. (Note that G^1 G0Vb=Vb(1-G0Vb)) .

Recent investigations of the three-body scattering

problem in configuration space [58,59] prove that the three

types of two-cluster channel outgoing waves occur separately

in the asymptotic form of the three components of the Faddeev

decomposition (3.3) (while the three-cluster channel (break-
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up) contributions add up coherently from all three components)

[28,35]. (For details see Sect.4^) . The fact that $* has

outgoing waves in a unique type of two-cluster channels (those

of the partition b) implies that the operator

Fb = G0 Vb (3.7)

acts as an asymptotic filter operator in the asymptotic region;

there, it selects that part of the full scattered wave which

has outgoing waves only in the channel of the two-cluster par-

tition b (plus waves in the three-cluster channel coming from

breakup of b). Note that the filtering of (outgoing) waves

occurs only asymptotically.

The selection operated asymptotically by G V acting on
4. i 0 b

\p can be understood in these terms: \p contains singularities

in momentum space associated with all the pos ible types of

channel asymptotic states. The presence of ' ssumed to be

a short range potential) implies an interme^ _e integration

which weakens the singularities associated to the channels of

the two partitions c^b so thay outgoing waves in these channels

will not appear asymptotically as flux-conserving waves (see

Sect. 4_.1). On the contrary the singularities of ty generating
*"" Si

outgoing waves in b remain unaltered after application of V .
b

This follows from the fact that V , being internal to b (and
b

external to c^b), is active in the asymptotic region where the

two paired particles in b are close (and is not active in c^b).

It is interesting to observe that the same reasoning when

applied to the LS eqs. (3.4) leads to the result that the op-

erator G Vb = G Z V acting onto ty does not eliminate any
singularity of ty+ ,because G, contains the singularities asso-

ciated to the channels with the pair b in a bound state (plus

breakup contributions) while the two V "s (c^b) allow the sin-

gularities associated to the other two channels with composite

particles to pass through. There is no asymptotic filtering,

as well as in the two-body LS equation



^

Gov (3.8)

where the scattering singularity of \p is regenerated by G .

Note that the multiplication by G in (3.1) does not regene-

rate the singularities weakened by V (the latter ones would

require G (c^b) to arise again). On the other hand the results

of [58,59] (see also Sect.£.1) confirm that G in (3.1) is not

sufficient to regenerate the singularities associate to the

composite particle channels in c-̂ b, because flux-conserving

outgoing waves in c^b (falling off like R"1) do not appear
+ c

in the asymptotic form of ty . Obviously G regenerates the
D f SL U

breakup singularity.

Since (3.1) contains V which links the paired particles
b ' +

in b, the connectivity of the graphs contributing to * is

b (=6) [11,13,60], Therefore the $-connectivity of lp implies

outgoing waves only in 6. (It is understood that the chain ^ in-

cludes the unique three-cluster partition 0 too). From (2.18)

it follows that the Faddeev components could be interpreted

as partial scattering states generated by the wave operators

n = G V GG . In the asymptotic region these operators produce

separately different types of outgoing waves.

3.3. Four-body scattering wave-function components.

The four-body problem already shows the typical diffi-

culties of the general case. While the number 3 is a "magic"

number in the three-body problem (3 particles, 3 two-body in-

teractions, 3 two-cluster partitions, 3 chains of partitions)

in the four-body problem all the characteristic numbers are

different (4 particles, 6 two-body interactions or three-

cluster partitions, 7 two-cluster partitions, 18 chains of

partitions). Furthermore we have two different types of two-

-cluster partitions: 4 of the type (3+1), a cluster of three

particles and one particle separate, and 3 of the type (2+2),

two clusters both of two particles. So, differently from the

19



1
three-body case, both cluf:ters may now be composite.

Owing to these complications the transition from the

three-body to the N-body theory is not straightforward. In

contrast to the three-body case, in which a unique type of

wave-function components was introduced (in correspondence

to the unique type of partitions a=a (=a2=a ,) contained

and containing the unique a }, in the four-in the unique

-body case we may introduce three different types of compo-

nents.

Decompositions of the four-body wave function. — The full

f^ur-body scattering wave function ty , can be split or into

the 18 components:

•bb'.a- (3.9)

we will refer to as sequential fragmentation components, or

into the 7 two-cluster components:

(3.10)

or into the 6 three-cluster components

(3.11)

All the components of a given type sum up to give the full

< £•*•.«• •
(3.12)

rbb. ;a. Z_- vb, ;a,

in virtue of the natural distribution properties (2.5 II) and

of the homogeneous LS eqs. (2.33) (k=1,2). In detail we have

(see also [35.1 )

Ec
b

being

b1 (ob)
(3.14)
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1
and

(3.15)

Note that, due to (3.14 I) and (3.15 I) the three-cluster com-

ponents (3.11) take also the Faddeev form (3.1), namely

Govb<- (3.16)

Clearly a similar simplification is not possible for the two-

-cluster components.

The definitions(3.7), (3.6) and (3.9) turn out to be

three different generalizations of the three-body one (3.1).

The effects produced in the asymptotic region by the operators

V = Pbb- = GoVbGbVb-bb oVbGbVb-

F,. =
b • (ab)

acting on the full state iji
3

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

are strictly similar to the ones

due to GQV in the three-body case. In fact both the internal

interactions V. and

V,. (3.20)

necessary to bind the clusters of b and b', respectively, occur

in (3.17) and in each term of (3.18) and (3.19). This implies

that the singularities of ty , responsible for outgoing waves in

channels of b 1, b and 0 (b' and b fixed) remain primary singu-

larities after application of the operator Fo . On the contrary

the singularities of I|J , responsible for outgoing waves in all

the other channels are weakened by V^ and V, , so that no flux-
fa b'

-conserving outgoing waves in these channels appear in the

asymptotic region. In other words in this region Fgl selects



. J

outgoing waves in the channels belonging to the partitions

of the chain 6'=(b',b,0). (The non physical amplitude intro-

duced in [34,46] is a. ociated to a spurious singularity of

full breakup type end does not imply a mixing of channels of

different b1 or b ) .

The operator F. constructed as the sum of F over
bb'

outgoing waves
b {ah'), extracts, in the asymptotic region,

in the channels belonging to the partitions of all 3' with

b1 fixed (namely belonging to b 1, to any beb' and to 0). The

operator F (sum of F over b1 (=>b)) selects outgoing waves

in the channels belonging to the partitions of all g• v/ith b

fixed (namely to b, to any b' C=b) and to 0). At the same re-

sult one arrives by starting from the expression F =G V .be-

cause V. does not block the singularities associated to asymp-

totic configurations of all the b' (=>b). Thus in the asymptotic

region the F-operators can be interpreted as asymptotic filter

operators.

The connectivities of the graphs contributing to F (,

and F. are
b

b1 and b .respectively; note that (3.18) [(3.19)]

does not have a definite three-cluster [(two-cluster)] connect-

ivity. So we see that the connectivity of these operators de-

termines the types of outgoing waves in the asymptotic region

in a simple way.(This heuristic method for determining the types

of outgoing waves slightly differs from the one proposed in [28];

however the two methods can be easily related).

Relationships between different types of components.— One eas-

ily recognizes that the components ty0, , coincide with the

Faddeev-Yakubovskii (FY) components introduced by Karlsson and

•zciger [21] and by Sandhas [29] . The two-cluster components

ty , coincide with the ones introduced by Sasakawa (SII) in

[ 27], by Schwager [35] and by L'Huillier, Redish and Tandy

(LRT) in [28]. It can be easily shown that the three-cluster

components (3.11) or (3.16) correspond to the ones introduced

by Sasakawa (SI) in [9].



The relationships between these types of components,

which in some cases look rather different in the literature,

can be immediately established from the very definitions (3.9)-

(3.11):

; a' 2-
• (CD )

hh'-a- *h.a-
= 2- *hh..a. • (3.21)

The connection between i|»hh,. , and i|i , can be also read by-K b b • ; a • ' b j a 1

comparing the relations

...+ _. J2
i \ c, a

(3 .22)

(3.23)

which follow from (3.9), and from (3.16) and (3.15 I).respec-

tively. Furthermore, multiplying the seven four-body LS-GT basic

equations

<|i , = <fr ,6., , + G.,V t|/ , (3.24)

by G0VbGbVb, .using (2.16 II) and distributing V
b' over c (4b1)

we have immediately

-l V^ +
F ,G ,G l_ \\> ,.(3.25)

c (ctb ') '

Summing (3.25) over b and resorting to (2.16 I) we get

(3.26)

Finally, replacing Z_r GnV i//+, by G11 v y c^br 0 c f a ' •* 7 . v .̂  , (see

(2.6 I)) and reverting the order of operators according to

(4.38) , we obtain

(3.27)

In integro-differential form the egs. (3.27) become [35]
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(3.28)

This relation will turn out to be useful for the study of the

asymptotic behaviour of l , , (see Sect.4.1). In formulating

our approach (e..g. (3.21)) we have taken account of suggestions

coming from several sources [27,29,35,61].

3.4. Four-body integral equations.

Equations for sequential fragmentation components.— In analogy

to the three-body case we may derive integral equations for

^bb1- ' Parting from the LS-GT eqs. (3.24) and multiplying them

by the operators FKK,. After distributing V
b' over c1(/b') ac-

cording to [25]
bb

V L (3.29)
(?<b'

where ceo1 [see (2.6 II)] we obtain, with the help of (2.16 I)

G0Va' 6b-a' + F
bb•

c1 (/b1 toe))
V?.t' (3.30)

The string of operators F...G,, can be rewritten in terms of

the transition operators for the disconnected four-body

problem represented by b' (see (2.45)) or in terms of the Ya-

kubovskii operators ^hd.b, as follows

c(cb') c(<=b" )
V b G b U b- G c V e G 0=

= E E i
c(cb') (cjOdfcb1)

T b G 0 U b ' G 0 T c G 0

3d;b'G0VeGc

Eq. (3.31) follows from

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)



and eq.(3.32) from (b.dcb1)

Mb«a,b- = V b d + vbGb-v

U

V b d + vbGb-va

M

''bb'.-a1 GOvb(">a' b'a

Go L L
c(cb") (c/faicb1) • a'

' a

(3.34)

Thus the integral equations for the components 'I'bb'-a' c a n be

written in the equivalent forms

•bb'sa- = G o V a ' V a ' + G0TbG0o ̂ . ^ , £,, /cc • ,a • (3-35>

(3.36)

These are the FY equations for the four-body chain components

*bb,;a, defined by (3.9). After two iterations the kernel of

(3.35), (3.36) becomes connected.

Equations for three-cluster components.- As above we start

from the LS-GT set to obtain eqs. (3,25). Summing over b 1(

we arrive at the six equations

l\ £ G0VbGbVb • Gb • G 0 '
b1 (3b) c

(3'37)

or

d«=b->. c(fb') ' ( 3 > 3 8 )

in virtue of (3.31). One can easily show that eqs. (3.37) coin-

cie with the SI equations (eqs.2.17) in [9] or (2?>\ in the first

paper of [27]).

By rewriting eqs. (3.37) in terms of the six unknowns

VJ^Q in place of G0Vb^a, we reobtain the equations derived in-

dependently by Rosenberg (R) [2], by Mitra, Gillespie, Sugar

and Panchapakesan (MGSP), by Takahashi and Mishisna (TM), by

Alessandrini (ft) [3] by means of different techniques. Although
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the R, MGSP, TM and A equations have been written in different

forms, they coincide with each other and with (3.37) rewritten

in terms of Vbi|<0.

Finally, writing (3.37) in the unknowns V ty , and summing
C cl

over c(<£b') we find, in virtue of (2.42), the set of seven equa-

tions

which are the half-on-shell form of the Sloan (S) equations.

and V G V ,G , is equal to
c c c ' c '

"b'O

>', because (c'=>)

of [17]). ' ccrbl

Both (3.37) or (3.38), and (3.39) have an iterated con-

nected kernel. It should be pointed out that summing the FY

eqs. (3.35) over b'(=>b) and taking account of (3.22) we imme-

diately obtain the SI equations (R-MGSP-TM-A-like equations).

This alternative derivation makes explicit the relationship

between the FY equations and the latter class of equations.

Equations for two-cluster components.— Integral equations for

two-cluster components can be easily derived from their defini-

tion (3.10) rewritten in the form

*ti i = (1 ~ Fv.i)<)> i^t i + F. ,7p+, . (3.40)

On the right of eq. (3.40) the term (1 - F.,)<(> ,6. , ,

which gives a vanishing contribution, because

appears.

Eq. (3.41) can be regarded as a combination of the SchrOdinger

eqs.(2.16). It shows that j> , does not change under application

o f F Splitting ji* into * and & ** a n d t r a n sof_Fb,

ferring

(1 - Fĵ

and ,*• sa'
a n d t r a n s "Splitting iji*, into * b, ; a, and oi

iK on the right, we get, after multiplication by
1 the seven equations
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if , = q> , o. , ,+ (1—F,,) E , ^_ ij; , , (3.42)

Prom G. , = G n + G.V. ,G, , and G. , = G, + G.V^.G. , it followso 0 b D' b b b b b1 b

This allows us to write down the factorization property

(CD ) b (CD )

and, consequently, to put in evidence G , in the leftmost posi-

tion in the kernel of (3.42). Thus eqs. (3.42) can be recast

into the form

b (cb1) b(cb') ,a
(3.45)

The iterated kernel of (3.42) or (3.43) is connected. Eqs. (3.42)

coincide with the LRT equations [28] specified for the four-body

problem. Eqs. (3.45) coincide with the SII equations (with the

inhomogeneous term included), being

Pb,Gb,G"
l(1+ Y- (

b (cb' )

, -1
( 3- 4 6 )

because of (3.43). This proves that the LRT formalism, specified

to the four-body case, and the SII formalism, which look at

first sight rather different, are practically the same.

3.5. N-body scattering wave-function components.

The non-trivial steps in the inductive construction of

a rigorous many-body theory are the transitions from the two-

to the three-body problem and from the three- to the four-body

problem. Afterwards the generalization to an arbitrary number

of particles is straightforward.

N-body wave-function components labelled by chains of



partitions ijig . a are constructed by applying to tya the oper-

ator

= GnVh G. V '0 Vl Vl bN-2
G (3.47)

defined as products of all the factors Gb.Vj3._1
ls in the order

j=3,...,N from the right. All the interactions internal to b 2

are included in (3.47):

"N-l ~N-2 "2 "*

So we define as sequential fragmentation components

, + ~ „ r, Tr^" 1 o b3 +
r32'a2 0 b b b b3 b ^ a 2

(3.48}

(3.49)

and define the m-cluster components (m=2,...,N-1) as sums of

the <J>Q _ 's over all the partitions of the chains B2 having
P2 ' a2

the same b m (namely there is no sum over b ):

(3.50)

N-l

with, obviousvly, b cb t=...cb2. In particular the two-cluster

components are given by

(3.51)
V l

being 62 and B3 related by 62=^2,63). For instance in the

five-body case we have four different types of components, pre-

cisely

«V;a" V = (3.52)

and

b1 (cb")

E Pe"*a»
b (cb') P

b 1 (=>b)
b"

(3.53)



All the components of a given type sum up to give the
full £. :

- L ; a 2bm

b G b V b
M " 1 . . . G V b 3 t |bN-l bN-l bN-2 b3 b 2

(3.54)

(3.55)

In fact all the sums in (3.55) can be immediately performed by

repeated applications of the natural distribution property

(2.5 II) and of the homogeneous LS eqs. (2.33):

1

G V G V b . . . G
O b b b i bb b ' . . . l

L

G0Vb...GbVb3iit =
O b b3 a *

G 0 V b . . . G 0 V b . . .G
b b ' . - . b ^ " " " x l b e a ^ ) " s T 2 b b ' . - . b ^ u " "»

, b H-GovbGbV 4 = G 0 ! V b ^+
a2 b

(3.56)

Here the homogeneous eqs. (2.33) can be used without the addi-

tional vanishing terms of the type (2.34 II), because the op-
b

erators G V h •••G. V K
r (r=4,...,N-1), which would multiply

0 "N-l "r "r-1

these terms, are insufficient to produce the appropriate singu-

larities to cancel the zero in the vanishing terms (see the dis_

cussion in Sect. £.5). The various equalities in (3.56) allow us

to write down the following simplified forms for the n-cluster

components (n=N-1,...,3):

*
Vl'a2

G V ^
0 b M , a

N - 1 2

N-1 ,+

Vi
G°ViVrv2

a- l

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)

Applications of the distribution property (2.5 I) and

of the Schrodinger equation for* in the forms (2.16) lead
b 2

to

jb!,— Tit) 3 , — A
7 b 3

G b 3 V b 2 * b 2 - * b 2
(3.60)
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This result, which represents the generalization of the re-

lation for the three-body case and of (3.41)

for the four-body one, shows that J> is not transformed by

the operator F. (while & is transformed into the two-cluster
£ — b 2

 ra 2

component \JJ, _ (3.51)). Eq. (3.6) will be used to derive

integral equations for two-cluster components.

One can show that the components ty* _ coincide with

the Yakubovskii components introduced in matrix form in [21] .

On the other hand the tii, ' s are identical with the LRT two-
rb2;a2 +

-cluster components [28]and the A. 's are related to the
(b) b;a2 .

T operators introduced by Rosenberg in [2] (K ''

'T in the lan-

guage of [2]) by i|/!_. = 1 E G Q T ^G.0 . We see that the LRT and

the Yakubovskix components are related by

+
b 2 ; a 2

*$2 ;a2
(3.61)

The characteristic features of the LRT decomposition are pre-

sented in [28] .

Our previous considerations about the asymptotic fil-

tering function of the F operators in the three- and four-body

cases can be now easily generalized. Owing to the particular

structure of (3.47), in which the various interactions

N-l
bN-l

1- V.
b

+ v.
N-2 N-l

'N-l,
DN-2

Vbl1
b3

V.
b3

(3.62)

and Vfc (see (3.48)) necessary to bind the clusters of b ,

bN_2,...,b2 are present, the singularities of ij> responsible

for outgoing waves in the channels of the partitions b , b ,

,..., b2 pass from the right to the left in (3.49). The other

singularities are weakened by the intermediate integrations in-

volving the interactions (3.48) and (3.62) so that the corres-

ponding waves do not reach the asymptotic region as flux-con-

serving waves. Thus in the asymptotic region the operator Fg

selects (partial) outgoing waves in the channels relative to

the partitions of the chain 82 only. Consequently the operators
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F b (defined by means of (3.50) and (3.49)) asymptotically

select outgoing waves in the channels of the partitions of

all the $2's with b fixed. In particular F selects out-
m b2

going waves in the channels of b 2 plus partial outgoing waves
in all the channels of the partitions b3,...,b (=0), which

N
can be obtained by breaking the clusters of b 2. Outgoing waves
in a fixed b« . are present in all the components \t

c2;a2

of

2+k
for which c2=>b_ , . Thus the connectivity g2 of F. and b2. +k p 2 m

F b determines the types of outgoing waves (see the analogous

considerations in the four-body case and see refs. [28]) .

3.6. N-body integral equations.

Equations for sequential fragmentations components.— Starting

from the LS-GT (2.30), multiplying by F. , distributing V b z

P2

according to (2.6 II) and resorting to (1.14) of [11,1] we

find the following set of FY-like integral equations for

*B2;a2= G 0 V b G b V b"- - G b> V b>bA 2 a 2
+ %)-

(3.63)

being Gb Vb
3<j>b = <j>b (see (2.16 II)). In (3.63) yz ,I3 are the

chain symbols y2,63 with the conditions c^d,... ,c3j*d3; ccd
1,

,..., Ci,cd3; c2?
!b2 , (c3,d3)c:b2. The kernel contains the Yaku-

bovskii operators M_ - , which are defined recursively

(starting fromM 0 0 - b= Tfa and (3.34 I)) by [6]

M,
I \+lYk+l'bk\ck\-lck-l

M. (3.64)

where s k + 1»« k are the
 (S

k+1»«k'
s with the conditions dj<a,...,d

^ ak +l
; ak^bkJ a c d > ak+2

cdk + l
; 3k C bk-l ; dk + 1'

 ak+l
cbk- T h S

kernel of (3.63) could be expressed in terms of appropriate op-

erators (labelled by chain indices) related to the transition
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operators [16,25] (see eqs. (3.38) in the simple four-body

case). The kernel of (3.63) becomes connected after (N-2) iter-

ations .

Equations for (N-1)-cluster components.— Multiplying the LS-GT

set (2.30) by Pfa (see eqs. (3.50) and (3.49)), distributing

V 2 over c (<fb2) and taking account of (3.57), we obtain the

equations

*b,«" :;a2

(3.65)

where the inhomogeneous term has been written in a simplified

form, due to

L G^V
b b b2 b 2

(3.66)

,-1(compare 3.60). Multiplying eqs. (3.65) by G~ we obtain equations

Of the Rosenberg type [2].

It is important to observe that, rewriting eqs. (3.65) in

the unknowns V ii (in place of A
cra2 c;

= G.V * ) and summing over
2 0 craz

c(<£b2) we get, in virtue of (2.42) the 2
N-1-1 equations

TJ3**^ =Vb2<() +V V X I V G V C , . . . G V ^ G UC232(j) (3 .67)
a2 a2 a2 *•— I .*—' c c c c% c2l c2 a2

c2 I c e " . . .C3 J
(ccj:b2)

namely the half-on-shell form of the Bencze-Redish (BR) equations.

The explicitly exhibited structure of the kernel in (3.65) and

(3.66) shows that the kernel becomes connected after one iter-

ation.

Equations for two-cluster components.— Since the channel state

A is not transformed by F (see (3.60)) we can rev/rite the
a 2 a2

d e f i n i t i o n (3.51) i n t o t h e form

<lv = ( 1 - P k )<t> 6, . + )* i|)+ . (3.68)
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Splitting 41 into t plus the remaining part, transferring
_|. 92 "2 i 32

on the right and multiplying by (1 - F^ )
b2

-1 one obtains
M N-1

the 2 -1 integral equations

(3.69)
c2

namely the LRT equations [28]. As in the previous case the

kernel becomes connected after one iteration. Equations for

two-cluster components in the five-body case have been also

obtained by Sasakawa in [27].

4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR, SINGULARITY STRUCTURE AND TRANSITION

AMPLITUDES

4.1. Asymptotic behaviour.

General considerations.— The asymptotic behaviour of three-and

more-body scattering wave functions in configuration space is

much more complicated than the well-known asymptotic behaviour

of the two-body scattering wave function. It should be mention-

ed that the difficulty in formulating the asymptotic conditions

on the solutions of the differential equations (either SchrOdin-

ger or Faddeev) represented the real difficulty of the three-

-body problem in configuration space and led Faddeev to intro-

duce the momentum space representation [59,62].

Up to now only the three-body scattering problem has been

studied in configuration space and the corresponding asymptotic

conditions have been established in detail. In the literature

the asymptotic behaviour of three-body scattering wave functions

is usually derived starting from LS or Faddeev momentum-space

formalisms and transforming the various singular terms of the

wave function [59,63-67] by means of the Fourier method. A dif-

ferent procedure is the one developed by Glflckle [58]. It is

based on the employment of the Faddeeev equations (in both the

integro-differential form and the integral form) directly in
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the coordinate-space representation. Here we prefer this second

alternative. We shall work in configuration space, similarly to

[58], and we shall briefly consider the four-body case too.

The most relevant terms in the asymptotic behaviour of

the wave function are, obviously, the flux-conserving terms.

They describe outgoing waves, intended in the usual sense; name-

ly an outgoing wave in an m-cluster channel is intended to be-

have as

(R(n) * R
(n)

(4.1)

for R
(n)

°>. In (4.1) n=m-1; 3n-1 is the number of angular vari

ables which, together with the hyperradius R ., are necessary

to describe the relative motions of the m clusters (in a hyper-

spherical coordinate frame); P. . is the hypermomentum conju-

gate to R-,,1. Since the surface area of the hypersphere of
(n) 3n-lradius R, . is proportional to R. , eq. (4.1) shows that

there is a nonvanishing current crossing such a surface at

infinity. In the following, for m=N we will put R ( N_ n = P •

It is well-known that the asymptotic form

ik-r .•e + (4.2)

of the two-body scattering wave function ty(r) is not a solution

of the free-motion SchrOdinger equation. The plane wave part is

such a solution, but the outgoing wave is indeed only an asymp-

totic solution. This is however sufficient to say that the pro-

pagation in the asymptotic region is governed by the free Green's

function GQ.

As explicitly seen in previous Sections, in the three-or

more-body cases several different channel Hamiltonians and cor-

responding channel resolvents exist. It is expected that the

propagation of the full scattering wave function is governed by

different channel resolvents in different asymptotic regions.

The wave-function decomposition into two-cluster components, in-
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troduced in Sect.3_r has the characteristic feature that the

separate components are propagated in the asymptotic region

by their own channel resolvents, namely the asymptotic be-

haviour of these components is well determined by those of the

corresponding Hreen's functions.

The three-body case.- In the three-body case we take a pair

of rationalized Jacobi coordinates as independent variables

in the center-of-mass system

+ m, r
(4.3)

k'k

. -'I
where i, j, k is a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3 (the three

particles assumed spinless and with finite masses ltij, m2, m 3 ) ;

IF? are the particle positions; p. and v. are the reduced

masses associated to the relative motions between j and k, and

between i and the center-of-mass of j and k. Two different pairs

of rationalised coordinated are linearly related by

ri = ajiri bjiRi

with

= - (-,

(4.4)

(4.5)

We use the variables k., p. conjugate to r±, R., respectively,

as: independent momenta in the center-of-mass system. In virtue

of the above definitions the hyperradius p (length of the six-

-dimensional vector {r.,R.}) and the full kinetic energy E are

given by

p2 = (4.6)

namely E is the length of [k.,p.}.

Let us now expand the Faddeev components on the basis
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formed by the total angular momentum Y " (r ,R ) according
AJt. A, D D

to b b

b b

u. „ , (r ,R )
b b (r (4 7)( 4' 7 )

*.X

Here JL denotes the relative angular momentum for the j-k
D

subsystem and X. the relative angular momentum of i vrith re-

spect to the center-of-mass of the j-k pair; A is the total

angular momentum. Then from the Faddeev egs. (3.6) one gets

the set of partial integro-differential equations for the

radial unknowns u „ . :
) X. (X.+1)

(4.8)

,(bc)

c c c c

(4.9)

~1

where x =r. »R. and the matrix elements K are combinations of
O D D

the Y functions [68]. In (4.9) r , R can be expressed in terms
c c

of r,_, R and x. by means of (4.4).
(

Let us now distinguish the asymptotic region fl.; of the

six-dimensional configuration space in which R+°° and r is bound-

ed (r. <c, , with c. a constant specifying the range of V ) from
(asi b

the asymptotic region ft,* ,„> where rb̂ °°»
 Rb̂ "°°* (Note that the

limit r -•<», R finite individuates configurations with all three

particles far away from each ether (the masses are assumed to

be finite)).

In the asymptotic region fi/^f>» the eg. (4.8) simplifiesbecause the potential V is assumed to vanish rapidly at infinity.

It is convenient to introduce the polar coordinates p and cp through

r = pcosip, R = ps<"Vo (0<q>< -) (4.10)

and separate the variable p ...••( <SJ in the asymptotic form of (4.S)
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for r^00* ^̂ K"*00' rewritten in terms of p and q> [69] .One finds that
+

the hyperradial part of the wave function, we denote by

satisfies the equation

(4.11)

Solutions of (4.11) having an outgoing-wave behaviour are the

Hankel functions of the first kind HJ^(^Ep). Therefore x^

for p-*» behaves as p~2exp(i^Ep) and consequently

r

[Ap* •- "b b

Owing to (4.7) and (4.10) one gets

It can be shown that

(4.12)

^

(4.13)

is the partial breakup amplitude due

to the V.-contribution only ([58,59], compare Sect.4_.2), precise-

ly

T*b) = <(j, |Vb|*
+> • (4.14)

The physical full breakup amplitude is constructed by summing

over b

= T 0a
(4.15)

(see (2.35) withb.=0, a±=a).

It should be mentioned that by using the method of hyper-

spherical Harmonics [70] one can straightforwardly derive the

asymptotic form (4.13). In fact, starting from the asymptotic

equation obtained from (3.6) in the limit r ,R+«>

(V2 + v* + E)\\i
rb Rb

= (V* + b;a
= 0 , (4.16)

with boundary conditions for outgoing waves, and separating

the five angular variables from the hyperradius,we are left
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with the hyperradial equation

(4.17)

x — 2 +

where F«(p) = P X « ( P ) ' Assuming a functional form of the type

F*(p)=p""aexp(0p), deriving and substituting into (4.17), and

equating to zero the coefficients of the two leading powers

namely
p~a and D"01" we get g= and a= ^

(4.18)

Thus, by means of a simple argument we have derived the charac-
-5/2

p dependence of the breakup outgoing waves
teristic It should

finite for c^b, corresx nds,be noted that the limit R -*•<»,

in virtue of (4.4), to directions with r+<*>, R+°°. In this case

(non-flux-conserving) waves falling off like R ' appear in the

asymptotic form of ty for R •+<», r finite (namely in the three

-dimensional asymptotic regions for two-cluster channels with

Here the flux-conserving outgoing waves in c arising from

"1 and, therefore, they\p* a (c?*b) (see below) fall off like R
c i a. c

are dominant.

It should be stressed that (as well-known also from two-

-body scattering theory) the centrifugal potential does not af-

fect the functional asymptotic form of the outgoing waves (the
-5/2

p dependence), because the corresponding term in (4.17) be-

haves like p~a" for p-«° (see the above trial asymptotic form

for i-\(p)) and this power law does not contribute to the deter-
'v 5

minatior of a=2- •
-tie knowledge of the asymptotic behaviour for r •+<*>, R •+«>

+ c c
(c^b) of ij> is of great help in the derivation of the asymptotic

,c; a

form of ij> for R ->

limit R. -«°

r.<c, . Let us consider eq. (4.9). In the
DO

V rb<cb, both r and R (c^b) tend towards infinity

with (r /R )-constant, in virtue of the linear relations (4.4).
C C T ,

Consequently u (r ,R ) behaves as p"s or R~2 (r. <c. ). Thus,
C C C O D D

being the angular factors in (4.9) of order unity, the source

term Sb falls off like K^
3''2. In an equivalent way one sees that,
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for Rb
+co»

off l ike
in v 3 • o)r b <c , , the source term V • / \j>

due to (4.13) wri t ten for the to"1" components
c; a

Specifying (4.8) for a fixed r (<c ) and R •»» one may
b b b ,.„

see that the presence of S. with its characteristic R~J/* depen-
b b

dence does not alter the leading outgoing-wave behaviour

exp(ip R ) in the variable R of the solution of eg. (4.8) without

the source term (and with outgoing-wave conditions). The situ-

ation is similar (although not identical) to the one encountered

in dealing with the effects of the centrifugal potential in the

asymptotic region. Other terms which fall off faster than the

leading one are introduced by S , but they give a vanishing cur-

rent crossing the surface at infinity. A detailed study should

be performed by means of the integral form of the Faddeev equa-

tions. Several details about the various terms obtained from the

study of the integral form of (4.8) for R.-"0, r <c are given
b b b

in [58] for s-wave scattering. The leading outgoing-wave term for
R*°°, r <c, contains the two-body bound-state \j> (r ) , solution
O D D b b

of the separated equation in r, which can be obtained fron (4.8)
b

without the source term. (For simplicity, here and in the follow-

ing we consider only one bound state in each b ) . One has

rb< cb

(4.19)

where p = E + Y^ and -Y is the binding energy associated with
b b b

ty . Eqs. (4.13) and (4.19) provide the outgoing-wave behaviour

of I|J

In accordance with the above considerations, if we restrict

ourselves to the asymptotic behaviour of the flux conserving terms

only, we can drop S in (4.8). Consequently, under this condition,

in the asymptotic regions

(E - H ) ty+ = 0
D D ; a

(4.20)

namely the component \ji is asymptotically propagated by the
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corresponding resolvent G . Note that in Qas ,
b b (0)

where both r

and e<I* (4.20) reduces to (4.16). There, the propagation

is governed by G . In the regions where V becomes ineffective
0 b

the asymptotic behaviour of G reduces to the one of G (see

[59]). The results presented in [59] about the asymptotic form

of the channel resolvents G^ and of the Faddeev components con-
+

firm that G and ty -<j> 6 are characterized by the same type

of asymptotic behaviour. (In ref. [59], to prove uniqueness,

one introduces a region where the asymptotic behaviours (4.13)

and (4.19) match; it is also proved that, in practical calcula-

tions, is not necessary to maintain this region).

Generalizations.- The above procedures for the three-body case

can be generalized to the four-body case. With reference to the

two-cluster partitions b1 of the type (3+1) [Sect. 3_.3] we in-

troduce the renormalized Jacobi coordinates r , E » !? and
_ _ b b b'

conjugate momenta k". , p, , q. , so that
b b b

pz= r2 + R2 + S2 , E = k2 + p2 + q* (4.21)
D D o b b b

for any b1 and for any bcb1. For r , R, , Ŝ ,-«° (for any b=b';
as

region ^fi/0)) every term on the right of (3.28) vanishes and

H , on the left reduces to H . Thus we get

I d2 .8 <a A(A+7)
P2

+ E) F
(4.22)

with boundary conditions for outgoing waves. With the same

procedure followed in the three-body case one can easily prove

that

i/Ep

^ A A
(4.23)

This is the appropriate behaviour for the full breakup outgoing

waves in the four-body problem.

Similarly, the study of (3.28) for r, <c » R -*•<», S, ,-*<»
b b b b
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{region il" ) with appropriate asymptotic conditions and its

translation in inteyral form allows us to extract partial break-

up outgoing waves in the channels of b(cb') which fall off like

XbMb) (where xb'(b)
 = KbMb)

K b , for rfa<cb, Rb<cb, ,

S.,-«° one finds that ty*, falls off like S") ,a behaviour which

S b ' V "
, falls off like S )

is characteristic of the outgoing waves in the two-cluster chan-

nels of b'. As in the three-body case, if we take account of

flux-conserving terms only in the asymptotic form for \j> ,

we obtain from (3.28)

(4.24)

This means that the propagation in the asymptotic region is

governed by Gb,. In particular, since in the region &?^f(n

Hb,, reduces to H and in the region ^h^(b) Hb' r e d u c e s t o

H b in thess regions the propagation is governed by G and G

respectively. We remember that, as in the three-body case, it

is expected that G. , behaves as its subresolvents in some asymp-

totic regions. This expectation follows from the spectral de-

composition of Gfa,.

For a complete study of the asymptotic behaviour of N-

-body wave function it is useful to take account of the gene-

ral expression for the free N-body Green's function [71]

(4.25)

where t= -|-(3n-2) and n N-1. It goes to zero as p - * 3 1 1 " 1 ) / 2 for

p-*-"". If we interpret the Green's function which propagates th3

wave function in an asymptotic region with m clusters each in

a bound state as a "free" Green's functions for m "effective

particles" we see that the dependence p'^3""1'/2 (with n=m-1

in this case) practically includes all the possible types of

asymptotic behaviours for outgoing waves (see (4.1)).
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4.2. Singularity analysis for the three-body wave-function

components.

In order to analyze the singularity structure of the

Faddeev components I/J. _ we start from the basic LS-G set

(3.4) or from the exact representation (2.43) and multiply

it by GQVb. We get

GOVbGbuba<*'a
(4.26)

To facilitate the singularity analysis it is convenient to

transfer the resolvent G in the leftmost position on the

right of (4.26).This is accomplished by the use of the rever-

sion property

G0 Vb Gb = Gb Vb G0

b aDefining the new operators T as

(4.27)

(4.28)

we have

5 + G.Tba<j>
a ba b v (4.29)

Now we insert the complete set of the eigenstates (2.25) of the

two-cluster partition Hamiltonian H

'V = ( 4- 3 0 )

or, equivalently, we use the spectral decomposition of G

b •V (4.31)

Thus in momentum space one gets
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(4.32)

Here the elastic (b=a) or rearrangement (b^a) pole at p'2~x2=E

and the breakup pole at pb
2+k'2=E explicitly occur in separate

terms. They produce the outgoing waves (4.13) and (4.19) (last

term), respectively. The residues of <|*b.a at the elastic/rear-

rangement and breakup poles (or the coefficients of the asso-

ciated outgoing waves) are essentially the on-shell valuer of
-ba U > and <#;. p7|Tba. >, respectively. These on-shell

values coincide with the physical elastic/rearrangement amplitude

and the partial breakup amplitude (4.14). In fact for

equal to the total initial energy E=p=p2~x2 the state

<i|)bP^|VbG0 coincides with <<))bPb| in virtue of (2.16 I). Thus

on-shell we have

ba|> = «0h|U
ba|<!, > = T (4.33)

For pb
2+kfa

2= E one gets

«!£. Pbl =
 < K

bP bl
Go 1 ( E + ) Gb ( E + )

b

by definition of <j>b(0) (2.20). Replacing GbU
ba|((>a> by

(4.34)

obtain on-shell

(4.35)

-1being <4>Q\ vj <(>a>=<(() 0|G~ | <ji >=0. Thus, we see a close correspon-

dence between the results obtained in configuration space and

the ones obtained in momentum space (see also [43,46,67]).

4.3. Singularity analysis for the four-body two-cluster components.

By analogy with the three-body case we multiply the basic

LS-GT set (3.24) or eqs. (2.43) by Fb, (3.18). We get
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*£.,„. = •„.«„.„. +F h,G V i lU
b' a','b ' ; a ' •a'^b'a1 Fb'Gb'

(4.36)

in virtue of (3.41). From the comparison between (3.43) and

the dual identity

Gb' 3° +b (cb.)
G^ G° b,cb.>£ . Gb'vb.GbvbGo (4.37)

it follows the reversion property

b (cb • ) - ( 4- 3 8 )

b (cb • )

which allows us to transfer G. , in the leftmost position on

the right of (4.36). Thus we have

• b ' . a - = * a ' 6 b ' a ' + %.^'*'< (4.39)

with

nb'a1

b(cb") i ' G b V b G 0 l
' a ' (4.40)

Now we introduce the spectral representation of G , or

equivalently, we insert the complete set of the eigenstates

(2.26) of the two cluster partition Hamiltonian H .namely

ctcb1

= 1 (4.41)

with selfexplanatory notation. We obtain

' a '

^ \ I b' Pc
> a ' cfch'l *E+-(n2-a l2-

f yki
J E + - I

(4.42)
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with

nb'a' nb'a"

nb'a1 (4.43)

We have elastic/rearrangement, three-cluster breakup and full

breakup poles. The residues at these poles are simply related

to the on-shell values of the amplitudes (4.43) [28,34,37,46].

In fact, owing to (4.40) and (3.41) we have on-shell

b'a1 .> = T b - a '
(4.44)

Let us now consider eq.(4.43 II) on shell; replacing <<T,- <tb,

=<<!>",,. | by its definition (2.20), namely by <*cl
G~lG

bi »°

using (4.38), (3.24) and <<j> |G~ | <j> , >=0 we get on-shell

A. , , , ,=<d> | V? I i> , > = T . . (4.45)

Summing over b'(=>c) and taking account of (3.14) we get the to-

tal amplitude for the (partial) breakup into the channel c,

namely

E T(b1,' = «(, |Vc|<i,+ ,> = T ,
b' b e ! c a c a ca

(4.46)

Similarly, starting from (4.43 III) on-shell and replacing

<*ip^b1 l=<*b'(0) I b y i t s d e f i n i t i o n <<{>0 I
 GolGb« • u s i n 9 (4.38)

and (4.40), summing over b1 (=sb) and resorting to the three-body

connected kernel equations

(4.47)

we obtain

namely the complete amplitude for the full breakup.

(4.48)
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4.4. A simple relation between wave-function components and

half-on-shell transition amplitudes.

In virtue of the reversion properties (4.27) and (4.38) we

have been able to introduce the simple relations (4.29) and (4.39)

between the three- and four-body two-cluster components and the

half-on-shell quantities Tba<j> and Tb'a<<(> , , respectively,(which

provide (on-shell) the physical total or partial transition am-

plitudes).It should be stressed that, owing to the characteristic

asymptotic selection properties of the operators occurring in

(4.28) and (4.40), on the left of u b a and Ub'a', respectively,

the half-on-shell matrix elements of T b a and Tb'a' appearing in

(4.32) and (4.42) are free from (primary) singularities [34,43].

The relations (4.29) and (4.39) can be easily extended

to the general N-body case. Starting from the basic LS-GT set

(2.30) or from (2.43) and multiplying by F. we get
D2

;a2 i> b
(4.49)

in virtue of (3.60). Now, by repeated applications of (2.5 I)

and (2.14), we arrive at the general cluster expansions for

G,_ (k=1,... ,N)

N

L _ F G + 2_ FR G
'k m=k+l B 3m m B~^. 3k bk

M m k+1

= Y Gv F, + G,. Wo
bk

where b c b for m>k and in general

FR = G.V. G. V. "-*
Pm ° bN-l bN-l bN-2

V.m + 1

m+l

G.
m bm+l

^ G . V.
N-2 bN-l bN~l

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.53)

with F =Fb =F =1. Repeated comparison of (4.50) with (4.51) for

k=N-1,...,1 leads to the general reversion property
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3k bk
(4.54)

By using this property for k=2 and taking account of the defini-
tion of F. we arrive at

b2

where

b2;a2 a2

63

b 2
C.55)

b3 # G nU
b 2 a 2 . (4.56)

b2 b3 b N_ t 0

Similarly starting from the homogeneous LS equations (2.33) or

from (2.44), multiplying by Fbv+o ^ s e e a l s o (3-5°) and (3.57)-

(3.59)) and taking account of (4.54) we arrive at

where

k+2 2 a 2

, (k=1,...,N-1) (4.57)

(4.58)

The eqs. (4.55) and (4.57) establish a general simple relation

between wave-function components and the half-on-shell quanti-
bia!>

ties T J <)> (j=2,...,N). These quantities provide (on-shell)
a2

the physical (total or partial) transition amplitudes. The re-

lations (4.55) and (4.57) substantially differ from (2.43) and

(2.44): the latter ones refer to the full wave function \|>
bia a2

and the occurring matrix elements of U J possess primary sin-

gularities. On the contrary the former ones relate the wave-func-

tion, components directly to the half-on-shell (total or partial)

transition amplitudes (which are free from primary singularities).

It should be emphasized that the general relations (4.55)

and (4.57) are direct consequences of the basic LS-GT equations

multiplied by the operators Pfa which enter in the general defini

tion of the wave-function components. Our natural distribution

properties and the general reversion property for linked-cluster

strings of resolvents and interactions were essential ingredients

in deriving such relations.
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1/ Introduction

Two particles are identical if their physical properties are

exactly the same, so that no observation can distinguish between

them. In quantum mechanics the indistinguishability may give rise

to the so called exchange degeneracy, unless the symmetrisation

postulate is introduced ' : the states of a system containing N

identical particles are necessarily either all symmetrical or all

antisymmetrical with respect to permutations of the particles.

Whether symmetry or antisymmetry is realised depends on the nature

/spin/ of the particles. Particles with symmetric states are called

bosons, those with antisymmetrical states are fermions. Of course in

any case the Hamiltonian H and all the physical observables of the

system of identical particles are symmetrical with respect to all

the permutations of the particles. The above well known facts are

elaborated in the textbooks and the results are usually expressed

in the language of group theory: the physical states of a system

of N identical particles must transform according to a one dimensional

irreducible representation of the symmetric group S^, symmetrical

representation for bosons and antisymmetrical for fermions. It is

straightforward to generalise these results to systems which contain

several kinds of identical particles.

The treatment of particle identity in the bound state problem

of M particles is generally considered a technical problem. Since

the Hamiltonian of the system is symmetric with respect to the

permutations of identical particles, the Schrb'dinger eigenvalue

ill*



problem has to be solved only in the subspace of proper symmetry

of the N-particle Hilbert space. Such problems can be typically

2/handled by the elaborate mathematical machinery of the shell model

or with the hyperspherical functions '. Both methods rely heavily on

the theory of the symmetric group.

On the other hand the inclusion of exchange symmetry in

scattering problems is far from trivial. The reason is that the

asymptotic form of the scattering wave function /boundary conditions/

is not symmetric in the variables of the identical particles. In

other words there is no longer a single channel Hamiltonian which

describes the asymptotic waves so that all the well known problems

connected with rearrangement arise. The conventional procedure is

simply to solve the problem for distinguishable particles and after-

wards sum up the contributions of the physically indistinguishable

channels to the various cross sections. It is clear, however, that

such a procedure does not provide solution to the physical problem

and is highly impractical except for Born-type approximations.

In some of the exact formulations of few-particle scattering

the exchange symmetry can be directly incorporated into the

scattering integral equations. As a result the number of coupled

equations, i.e. the number of quantities needed for the physical

description of the process is decreased. If the number of particles

For the sake of simplicity from now on the term symmetry will be
used to mean symmetry for bosons and antisymmetry for fermions
unless otherwise stated.
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is small the symmetrisation of the equations can be performed by

4/
brute force. Such a procedure has been used by Lovelace for the

three-bocJ.y problem and by Kharchenko and Kuzmichev for the four-

-body problem in the frame of the Yakubovskii-theory ' . The first

explicit treatment of the scattering of an arbitrary number of

identical particles using abstract group theoretic methods has been

carried out by Redish and the author . The treatment of ref. 7. was

based on the specific properties of the BR-equations for N-particle

8/
scattering '. However, since the permutation /exchange/ symmetry of

the N-particle system is not of dynamical nature, its explicit

treatment should be independent to a large extent of the structure

of the dynamical scattering equations. This expectation is indeed

justified and in the present locture a generaJ algebraic theory of
n/

identical particle scattering developed by Redish and the author '

will be described. The theory can be applied to a large variety of

N-particle scattering equations and allows for the treatment of

several kinds of identical particles which may be bosons or fermions.

Specifically two important classes of N-particle equations will

be considered, the channel coupling class of equations which are

written in terms of transition operators, and the chain coupling

class which are written for components of the N-particle T-operator.

8/
The former class includes the BR-equations ' , the set of equations

described by Bencze and Tandy

• inel

Narodetskii-Yakubovskii1^'

10/ and the equations of Chandler and

Gibson . The latter include the Rosenberg ', Yakubovskii ' and

equations. It has to be mentioned that

there exist also exact N-particle formalisms, like that of Sandhas

Karlsson and Zeiger and Vanzani , which are of chain coupling
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type but determine components of the various transition operators.

While it is straightforward to apply the general theory for these

formulations for the simplicity of discussion we shall restrict our-

selves to tli.? above mentioned two general classes of equations.

2/ Algebra of Permutation Operators

In the following use will be made of the properties of the

permutations as well as the symmetric group. It is therefore

convenient to present a brief collection of the basic properties

and some of the less well known but important results concerning

permutation groups.

Let us consider a system of N particles /objects/ which we

may label with the integers 1,2, ... N. The permutations of these

particles /objects/ form a group' '' , the so called symmetric group

S^, whose order, i.e. the nu.nber of its elements is I SjJ = N!. In

quantum mechanics it is convenient to associate with each permuta-

tion P <= S^ of the N-particle system a linear operator P acting in

the Hilbert space of N-particle states. In the following we shall

denote both the permutation and its operator representative with

the same symbol since it cannot cause confusion. It can be shown

that a linear operator representation of

v/hich is also unitary, so that

can always be constructed1/

*/Vl
(2.1)

where J denotes the unit operator representing the unit element

of the symmetric group. The effect of a permutation operator P on
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a i'unction of the N particles is siiiply the permutation of the

dynamical variables of the corresponding particles. For example,

if P.. is a transposition of particles i and k, one has

xt-t,
t 2- 2 )

where X. denote all the variables, including spin, of the i-th

particle.

If all the particles are identical, the physical properties

of the system will not be changed by the permutation of the particles.

Correspondingly all the permutation operators will commute with the

Hamiltonian of the system,

[P,H] - 0 VPeS'M
C2.3)

This property is usually expressed as S^ is the symmetry group of

the Hamiltonian, or in symbolic notation

[SM, - 0 (2.4)

The symmetrisation postulate requires that all the physical states

of the system of identical particles should be either all symmetric

or all antisymmetric with respect to che exchange of any two particles.

As is well known , the symmetric group S^ has the remarkable

property that it has only two one-dimensional irreducible representa-

tions, a fully symmetric and a fully antisymmetric, respectively.
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Thus the above requirement is equivalent to stating that the

physical states of the system should tranform according to one of

the one dimensional irreducible representations of the group Sj..

Let us define the folLowing linear operators, which are

17—18/
elements of the group algebra of the symmetric group '

_ A

,p .
where the phase factor (-1) is +1 if P is even permutation and

-1 is P is odd. By making use of the group property of the permuta-

tions it is easy to show

PS-SP-P , . C2.6)

Due to /2.3/ it follows immediately

[S,H] - [_A,H] - 0 (2-7J

Simple algebraic manipulations lead to the result that S and A

are orthogonal projection operators /idempotent elements of the

group algebra/

- A ; AS - (2.8)
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It follows from the unitarity of the permutations and the group

property that S and A are Hermitean

+ - s A"*"- A (2.9)

Those operators project to the subspace of one dimensional

irreducible representations and correspondingly they are referred

to as symmetriser or antisymmetriser, respectively. In terms of

these projectors solutions of proper symmetry to the Sehrodinger

equation can be easily constructed. Indeed, it "Xjj is a solution of

the SchrOdinger equation

HUT « (2.10)

obtained by treating the particles as distinguishable, due to

(2.7) either ̂  = 3 ^ o r ^t\,= A" ±? provides the proper solution

after normalisation to the problem of N identical particles.

In the following for the sake of simplicity we shall treat

bosons and fermions in a unified manner and introduce the following

"symmetriser"

(2c11)

where the phase X- is defined as

bosons

fermions

(2.12)
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From (2.6)-(2.9) trivially follows that B is hermitean, R+=R and

also the following properties can be immediately derived

C2.13)

The symmetriser R has quite remarkable factorisation properties

which are of basic importance in deriving dynamical equations for

identical particle scattering. These factorisation properties are

the consequences of a special representation of the symmetric group

18/
on its own cosets, the so-called permutational representation '.

Let G be a subgroup of S-^, GCS^, and let us denote its order

by | G | . According to Lagrange's theorem the number of different

right /left/ cosets of G, i.e. the index of G in SN is given l->y
ly'

IGI \&\
It is also well known that tha right /left/ cosets are mutually

disjoint and form a partition of the group SN» Let GP., i=l,2,...k,

P,=l the different right cosets of the subgroup G, then

|GP C2.15)

Similar statements can be made for the left cosets. While the right

/left/ cosets of G are uniqe, their representation as GP, where

P € S«, P ^ G is not, A particular choice 7?-^ of K elements (with

PjslWot in G is called a right transversal if (2.15) holds. The

left transversal is defined in a similar way. Now, if one makes use
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of the unique splitting of the group S N into its cosets and the

summation in (_2.1l) is performed over the cosets one obtains

R= 4 x 2. 1

where ' an<*

(2.16)

'. subgroup G,

PeG

(2.17)

and the number of elements in the sum K = (_SJJ:GJ is the index of

the subgroup. By taking the adjoint of (2.16) and taking into account

the hermiticity of the symmetrisers one obtains the factorisation

(2.18)

from which it also follows that if |Pt 7 is a right transversal,

then |P (is a left transversal of the same subgroup. If G is a

subgroup of S N and P<£ G PGP" is also a subgroup, conjugate to G.

Accordingly one obtains by a transformation a different factorisa-

tion of the type (2.16^ or (2.18) . Thus to any P^-S^i one can

associate a transformation of the subgroup G and its right /left/

18/
transversal. As it is shown in the textbooks these two together

form the permutation representation of S., on its cosets generated

by the subgroup G.

As an illustration of the above important properties, let us

divide particles 1,2, ... N into two clusters

(2.19)
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Those permutations of S., which do not affect particle N form the

symmetric groups S^ . which is a subgroup of SJJ. Clearly ISW_J -(K

and \_5.i • ?>ii_i~\ - N) • Identifying G with S N , and choosing as a

right transversal the set of transpositions 1p"«,\ with Pj^= 1

one obtains immediately the factorisation of the symmetriser

iki
(2.20)

Expression [2.19) is recognised as the symmetriser of the product

state of N-l identical particles bound together and an extra

free particle, well known in the formal theory of the nucleon-nucleus

elastic scattering.

5/ Permutation Symmetry in N-Particle Systems

There exist several formulations of N-particle scattering

theory based on integral equations. Although they all are exact in

principle, the N-particle dynamics is treated in different ways in

different theories. A common feature of these exact theories is,

however, that the quantities determined by coupled integral equations

are labelled by partitions or chains of partitions of the N-particle

system.

A partition of the N-particle system /or in general a set of

N objects/ is a decomposition of the set J^\, = jl,2, ... N( into

disjoint subsets >!„, such that

U H (3.1)
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The subsets of the decomposition in physical applications are

called "clusters" or "fragments" of the partition. In the usual

notation the elements of the clusters are placed in common

parentheses, e.g. a partition of the five particle system into

three clusters can be written as

(3.2)

In the definition of the partitions the order of the particles

inside t1- • clusters as well as that of the clusters is immaterial.

In the following we shall deal with the partitions of the N-particle

system thus N will not be displayed in notation for the sake of

simplicity.

If a partition v can be obtained by breaking up one or more

clusters of partititon CL , this property is expressed by the

notation Q D C , and it is said "partition 0 is contained in Q. ".

The binary relation ^= /''equal or contained in"/ is easily seen

to be refJexive, antisymmetric and transitive, i.e. an ordering

relation. Thus the set drC of the partitions of the N-partiele system

is partly ordered by the relation . If for two elements <3( 6 of

the set of partitions none of the relations Q £ t> , Q 2 f c holds,

the partitions Q and 0 are incomparable, in notation #.(1©

Since the set a\, is finite it always has maximal and minimal

elements which can be conveniently denoted by X and 0 ,

respectively. It can be immediately seen that

0 - (3.3)
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Hi* m

since for any partition C one has

c ^ 0 T => c t?*<0
*— —— W . J_ -^_ V—

If in a subset of i£. there are no incomparable elements it is

called a chain, i.e. a chain is always a fully ordered set. In

the N-part iolo scattering formalisms a set of partitions \_ojo ,C

is cf^led chain if one has the relations Q D ( ) 3 C . If Q C

there is no element X t ^ w i t h the property Q c x c j j , this

property is denoted by (\—< V and it is said " b covers (\ ". Again

it is easy to see that if partitions Cl^ and £?g.«contain K a n* ̂-f

clusters, respectively, moreover Ct<,./-3Qi, then necessarily Ck^ .^—Qt,

From this property it follows that the Yakubovskii-type chains of

partitions \Ck^f\<i) • Q^\ are maximal in 3"£, /no element can foe

added to it/ since

a, (3.5)

For any two partitions <̂  and o infimum and supremuti can be

defined with the properties

c <=

£ d
C3.6)

Both constructions can be used to define binary operations in

and it is usual to introduce the notations

a e* (\lo C/6

and the corresponding operations, which are called meet and join,

are both idempotent, commutative and associative
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f\a f\ a ~ a aUa = ex

(3.8)

- ^O(bUc)
From the definitions (3.6) follows that if ct^bthen aC\b-Q.

Similarly, if <3 £: b , CiUb-u . By combining these properties one

arrives at the "absorption identities"

- a

The properties (3.8) and (j>-9) can be recognised as the axioms of

an abstract algebraic structure with two binary operations, a lattice.

Thus the finite set of partitions of the system of N particles forms

a lattice, the so-called partition lattice y/ . For the sake of

completeness one should mention that the partition lattice possesses

special properties, i.e. it is semimodular, relatively complemented

and atomistic. For the mathematical deteils and the precise meaning

of the above properties ref. 19 should be consulted. Actually these

properties imply all the basic relations of partitions and their

chains^ usually made use of in formal manipulations . The lattice

property of the partitions makes also possible to solve several

combinatorial problems in N-particle scattering theories in closed

form20/.

If an operator characterising a multiparticle system is uniquely

labeled by a partition or a chain of partitions of the system,

usually a prescription is also given for the construction of that
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particular operator. As an example let us take a partition of the

five-bodv system a = (l23)(ii5) and define the internal interaction

\fa to partition Q , as the sum of two-body interactions between

particles contained in identical clusters,

The external interaction V is defined as the sum of all two-body

interactions between particles belonging to different clusters.

Clearly \la + \l - V , where V denotes the full infraction of the

N-body system, provided only two-body interactions are present. For

-rab

a transition operator \ between asymptotic channels of the

system labeled by partitions a and b, the simplest prescription
is

C3.ll)

where GCz} - Cz -H) is the resolvent of the full Hamiltonian.

In case of a complicated labeling also the prescriptions become

more complicated, nevertheless uniquely define operators built up

of the interactions and subsystem operators of the system.

If the particles of the N-particle system are permuted by

any permutation r6"S>,j > * n e labels of the system will in general

also be affected. For the sake of simplicity from now on we shall

denote the labels by greek letters, wM^h could be single partitions

or chains of partitions. Symbolically therefore we can write

Pe-S. C3.12)
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As a specific example let p= f̂ , , o(=(ti\)0i5), then

(3.13)

Similar considerations apply to the case when Oi is a chain of

partitions. Depending on the way of labeling, certain permutations

will leave a given label unchanged. For example, if <X is a single

partition, any permutation of the particles inside the clusters will

produce no new partition by definition. It is easy to see that for

a given label (X the set of permutations

(3.14)

forms a subgroup of the symmetric group S^ .

Let us now turn to the question how the quantities labeled by

partitions or chains of partitions transform when the particles of

the system are permuted. The construction of operators (3.10) and

(3.1l) and other quantities typical to N-particle scattering theories

is uniquely determined by giving the partitions, or in general the

labels of the system. If any permutation of the particles changes

the labels, according to the prescriptions, the corresponding

operators will change as well. Thus we are naturally led to the

transformation properties

_ "T (3.15)
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Where T and T°M denote arbitrary operators depending on one

or two labels. In the following, if an operator transforms according

to (3.1S) , it will be referred to, as "label transforming". It is

trivial to check that the operators defined by (3.10)and (3.1l)

aru label transforming.

If the N-particle system contains identical particles, their

permutations form a finite symmetry group of the system, sometimes

referred to as the "permutation group" of the system. In case all

the N particles are identical, the symmetry group is the symmetric

group SJJ. In the general case when there are k. different kinds of

identical particles with f)^ particles of the i-th type,

N =• > n.

the symmetry group of the N-particle system will be /isomorphic to/

the direct product of tli» symmetric groups £3 , viz.

(3.20;

k
with the order IS/— Til,'.' . In the following we shall always

consider this most general case. It is straightforward to generalise

all the results of sect. 2 to this case. Let PcrS a n arbitrary

element of the symmetry group. Its phase fy> can be defined to be

± \ depending on whether P when written as a product of trans-

positions of identical particles, contains even or odd number of

fermion transpositions. For convenience let us introduce the nota-

tion P - ( p P , so that the symmetriser for the most general

symmetry group £ is given as
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R - (3.21)

The following properties follow immediately

VQc-S (3.22)

For a given label cA. , again the set of permutations

(3.23)

form a subgroup or the symmetry group o . Let us denote the set

of labels by^^ . Since the permutation of identical particles,

even if it changes the labels, does not change any physical

property of the system« consequently two quantities labeled by

C< and o( such that o( = pfa , p£-£> , are physically equivalent.

We can therefore introduce the binary relation Q^ iti /"

(3.24)

It is easy to see that this relation is reflexive, symmetric and

transitive, i.e. an equivalence relation. As is well known the

equivalence relation (<x. splits up the label set <A_ into disjoint

equivalence classes. Prom the above considerations it is clear that

the physically relevant information will be carried by quantities

which depend only on Wie equivalence classes, i.e. they a. •» some

kind of class functions of operators. Let a label the equivalence
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class (_<X$ , then by Lagrange's theorem the number of elements

of the equivalence class is given by

K * Is
(3.25)

where Sw is the subgroup defined by (3-23) . The label ^ can

be arbitrarily chosen since if 0( , the corresponding sub-

groups 5 / > a n d Sv a r e conjugate, i.e.

(3.26J

Applying the results of sect. 2 to the subgroup o^v we can

immediately write down the important factorisation properties

(3.27)

. -A- s7 D p
(3.28)

where 1^^ denotes the permutation which maps o( into o(

and the symmetrise*- K J is defined as

According to sect. 2. the choice of M ^ elements

a transversal belorging to the subgroup S^ .

(3.29)

forms
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Finally we observe the useful result for an arbitrary label

transforming operator

- A* ft. (3.30)

which will be made use of in deriving equations for identical

particle scattering.

hi Dynamical Equations for Identical Particle Scattering

As it has been mentioned in sect.l. in the present lecture

two important classes of N-particle equations will be considered.

Equations of the channel coupling class are writ rm for the

transition operators, e.g.

\T + NTGV1

where c\ and b denote partitions of the system labeling asymptotic

channels. Actually, in the various formulations in order to

introduce simplifications off-shell transformations are used so

that instead of (ji.l ) other on-shell equivalent expressions may

be defined as transition operators.

Equations of the chain coupling class are written for various

components T of the N-particle T-operator, which is also the

N to N transition operator,

= V+ \IG\J =
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where 0 denotes the N-cluster partition and V is the total

interaction of the system. The labels A may be single partitions

or sets of partitions subject to certain /chain/ conditions. In

the following according to the notation of sect. 3. the general

labels will be denoted by Greek letters.

The most general form of an N-particle scattering integral

equation can be written as

T | b

where, as before, denotes the set of labels. If eqs.

refer to the channel coupling class, \ and X will also carry

a second label Y referring to the initial state of the scattering

process, i.e. Y* ~» T**" , I* -* ft.

For the sake of simplicity we shall supress this label unless it

is relevant. Since the permutation symmetry of the system is

independent of the dynamics, the detailed properties of the kernel

and the inhomogeneous term of eq. (4.3) need not be specified. The

only assumptions we make are that X a n* k/̂ - are label trans-

forming and eq. (.4.3) is of connected kernel type, i.e. the kernel

can be made fully connected in a finite number of iterations. This

latter requirement is of basic importance in any reasonable N-

particle scattering theory.

In deriving dynamical equations for identical particle

scattering the first step will be to construct operators labeled

by the equivalence classes of the label set j[_ under the symmetry

group of the system. These operators will then carry the complete
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content of the permutation symmetry of the N-particle system. In

the following the equivalence classes of the label set J C will be

denoted by a, b, c. The property that label cK, belongs to

equivalence class a will be denoted by the symbol o(6- (\ .In each

equivalence class we shall select an arbitrary, but fixed

representative Cxoi Pc , etc. which we shall refer to as canonical

labels.

The class functions we construct are

r - (-••>)

for the chain coupling class and the channel coupling class,

respectively. The class function (4.5) actually depends on fcha

canonical label p o , since the symmetrisation is performed on the

left. This is sufficient, however, since (4.5) appears only in

matrix elements, where it is not necessary to symmetrise both

sides. Thus the dependence on P o is inessential, it merely fixes

the representation to be used for evaluating the matrix elements.

For the details we refer to ref. 7.

It is easy to show that the following properties hold
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where in the latter case the inessential dependence on the

canonical label has been taken into account. In the following

for the channel coupling case we take the initial label as T o

and supress it until the discussion of the matrix elements.

Multiplying eQ. (4.3) by Q P . and summing over o(

gives

where the following shorthand notations have been introduced

r = > 0. P

P

The appropriate permutation operators must then be extracted
\zOth _£.(,

from X I on the right in order to introduce \ . This is made

possible by the property

IT
(4.10)

which together with (*».6) is the consequence of the label trans

forming property. It follows immediately from (4.10)

(4.11)
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By making use of (A.lO) and (4.1l) eq. (4.7^ can be rewritten as

fa. ifa. ('1.12)

Finally, breaking up the summation /b>€rjC over the equivalence

classes gives the result

. 0-13)

where the symmetrised kernel is defined as

'\

Eq. (4.13) is a set of equations for the class operators, as

required. The number of coupled equations is that of the equivalence

classes of the label set X. , and is therefore considerably reduced

compared to the number of coupled equations of eq. (4.3)

Let us now consider tlio relation of the class operators

determined by eqs. (4.13) to "physical operators", i.e. those used

to obtain physical T-matrix elements or other relevant quantities

to the physical scattering processes. As it is shown in ref. 1. the

physical T-matrix element of a transition between physical channel

labeled by the equivalence classes c\ and b is the matrix element

of the Ekstein transition operator
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where

(J =.

and CJ? and Q B L denote fully symmetrised physical channel

states, e.g.

It can then be shown that a "physical transition operator" of

the form

can be introduced, whose matrix elements have to be taken between

channel states ? ^ o and Qfo o to obtain the physical T--matrix

element (4.15)

The channel states f̂c£/o and ^ & o are symmetrised only inside

the clusters. However, there is a very important special case,

when two or more clusters are identical. In this case the permuta-

tions of the identical clusters are included in the symmetriser

K ^ o , therefore the channel states y?<<o
 a r e also symmetrised

with respect to the exchange of identical clusters /as structureless

entities/.
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Comparing (ft. 5) and (jt.is) one obtains the required relation

between class operators and physical quantities. Due to this simple

relationship if the following quantities are introduced

(f«.2O)

eq. (4.13) can rewritten directly in terms of the physical transi-

tion operators (4.18) as

-r
A—>

where the summation is to be performed over the equivalence classes

/physical channels/. Eq. (ji,22) is the most general form of the

dynamical equation for identical particle scattering in the channel

coupling class. It is quite remarkable, that though for identical

particle scattering do not exist channels and channel Hamiltonians

in the usual sense, the equivalence classes defined above actually

play the role of physical channels, as it is also shown by the

definition of the transit operator (̂ .18) .

For the chain coupling class the sum of class operators

determined by eq. (4.13) yields the full T-operator
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are both idempotent, commutative and associative

125

which by definition commutes with all the permutation operators.

Thus the required symmetry of the physical states has to be included

in the matrix elements. Thus for the N to N scattering process

the physical T-matrix element can bo written as

OO

where <J> is a free N-particle state and

(4.25)

where IS | denotes the order of the symmetry group, *s "before

An important property that has to be established is that the

connectivity structure of eq. (4.T>) is not destroyed in the transi-

tion to a set of equations for the class operators. Instead of a

detailed proof we refer to ref. 9 where it is shown that the symmetri-

<*ation process does not introduce disconnected pieces in the kernel.

Specifically it is proved that if the m-th power of the kernel of

eq. (4.3) is fully connected so is the m-th power of the kernel of

eq. (4.13) .

The above considerations thus show that by proper group

theoretical methods it is possible to incorporate the permutation

symmetry of the system into the dynamical equations. The symmetrisa-

tion process then effectively reduces the numlier of coupled equations,

just as in the case of identical particles the number of physical

quantities characterising the system is necessarily reduced.
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5/ Applications and Associated Combinatorial Problems

The method presented in the previous sections makes it

straightforward to construct properly symmetrised dynamical

equations for scattering once the symmetry group of the system

is given. In order to make the equations ready for practical

applications, however, the basic combinatorial problem of

20/
enumerating the coupled equations , i.e. in this case the

equivalence classes of the label set /_, , has to be solved.

In the following two specific applications will be presented

in order to illustrate the procedure to be applied. Let us first

consider the nuclear physics example of a system consisting of

N neutrons and Z protons described by channel coupling class

equations with minimal /two-cluster/ coupling. An example of

8/
this type is the set of BR-equations ' whose kernel becomes fully

connected in a single iteration. The symmetry group of the system

is the direct product

S- (5.1)

of two symmetric groups so that |SI — N/1 <2 ! .To construct

the physical quantities the number of equivalence classes of the

labels and their elements have to be determined. The number of

distinct labels for N+Z distinguishable particles is known to be

given by §Cl\/t1- ' 2. \ » a Stirling-number of the second kind" .

For the si/stem consisting of protons and neutrons, all the physical

two-cluster partitions may be uniquely characterised by a pair of
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positive integers (n,z) , which give the number of neutrons and

protons of the smaller fragment, respectively. Clearly, the other

fragment contains (N-n, Z-z) particles. A pair of integers /N,Z/

where N and Z cannot both vanish simultaneously is known in

21/
combinatorics as a bipartite number '. The equivalence classes

of the two-cluster partition can therefore be labeled by partitions

of the bipartite number /N,Z/ into two bipartite numbers /n,z/ and

/N-n, Z-z/. The number of equivalence classes is consequently equal

to the number of partitions into two bipartite numbers. This number

21/was determined in closed form by Macmahon ' and can be conveniently

written in the form

(3.2)

where the square brackets in (3.2) mean "integer part" of the number

contained inside. The number of coupled equations in (^.22) is there-

fore given by (5.2) . In order to construct the operators (^.18) ,

(*i.2O) and ('1.21̂  the number of elements of the equivalence classes

must be counted as well. Given a particular two cluster partition

^n,z) + (N-n, 3-zV not all the N!Z! permutations of the identical

particles produce different partitions. Indeed, permuting the

particles inside the clusters, altogether n!z !/N-n/.'/Z-z/! permuta-

tions are irrelevant. This reduces the number of elements in the

class to \ r\ ) i z ) ' However, one must notice that in case the two

clusters are identical, their relative order is also immaterial.

Therefore one has to divide wifh an extra factor of two, giving

K'- (5.3)



These numbers fix the normalisation of the physical quantities.

For channels containing more than two clusters the extra factor

in ^5.3) has to be replaced by /K!/~ , where K is the number of

identical clusters.

It is interesting to mention that if the N-particle system

consists of r different kinds of particles, n of each kind,

the number of two-cluster partitions can still be given in closed

form, as

n
r

7
J

(5.*)

where as before the square brackets mean "integer part". It is

easy to see that if ^ ^ = ^ j ^ ~ •«< ~^s !•, i.e. all the particles are

different, one recovers from (5.^0 t h e Stirling number of the

second kind S(<~|2-) •

As the second example let us investigate the case of the

diatomic, molecule D^ , treated by the Yakubovskii equations ,

a typical representative of the chain coupling class. The labels

for these equations are chains of partitions

o( s a -i
C{
KJ (5.5)

For distinquishable particles the complete /maximal/ chains, i.e.

the number of Yakubovskii equations can be determined by elementary

20/
methods . The reason is that the partitions form a lattice, which

is necessarily also a partly ordered set. However, while the
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equivalence relation induced by the symmetry group of the system

on the label s e t ^ , preserves the partial ordering, in general

does not preserve the lattice property. In other wovds the equivalence

relation induced by the symmetry group is in general not a congruence

relation in the partition lattice. This fact makes it very difficult,

if not impossible, to find a closed form expression for the nmiber

of equivalence classes. Even in this case it is still possible to

give an algorithm for the enumeration without the need of explicit

5 22/symmetrisation as has been done for special cases ' . Actually,

the diagram of the partly ordered set of multipartite numbers has

to be constructed and the maximal chains have to be enumerated. Fig.

1 shows the diagram for the D_-mol.ecule system /d,d,e,e,/, from

which one can immediately read off the result that the number of

maximal chains is 7, with agreement with ref. 22 where this result

is obtained only after symmetrisation. Table 1. shows the 7

equivalence classes and the corresponding number of elements. This

section will be concluded by a comparison between the number of

Yakubovskii and BF-equations for various five particle systems

displayed in Table 2.

6/ Summary and Conclusions

The treatment of identical particles in N-partiele scattering

processes gives rise to nomtrivial mathematical problems. In the

present lecture it was demonstrated, however, that a general

algebraic treatment can be developed that can be applied to a large

variety of N-particle scattering theories based on integral equa-

tions. The treatment is based on the properties of the symmetry

group of the system.



There are two features of basic importance which make the

general algebraic treatment possible. First, all the existing

N-particle scattering theories label the quantities to be determined

by partitions or chains of partitions of the N-particle system.

Consequently, the number of independent quantities of the theory,

e.g. the number of coupled integral equations is determined by

the way of labeling rather than the treatment of N-body dynamics
20/

Secondly, it is important to observe, that the permut-ition

/symmetry/ group of the system induces an equivalence relation on the

set of labels. It follows then, that only the equivalence classes

and operators constructed in such a way as to depend only on the

equivalence classes can have physical meaning. This statement is

the abstract formulation of the physical property that due to the

indistinguishability of the identical particles the physical

amplitudes are coherent sums of the contributions of "direct" and

"exchange" processes. The operators defined by (Jt.k) and (4.5) are

class functions, i.e. are labelled by the equivalence classes of

the label set. If the kernel and the inhomogeneous term of the

N-particle integral equations are label transforming, the equations

can be reformulated in terms of class operators necessarily leading

to a simultaneous reduction of the number of coupled equations. In

this case the entire burden of symmetry is carried by the symmetrisa-

tion of the inhoaiogeneous term and the kernel. However, it is

important to make sure that the connectivity properties of the

kernel are passed on to the symmetrised equation.

The most remarkable fact that has been exhibited by the above

considerations is that the treatment of identical particle scattering

Ikk



is independent of the N-particle dynamics for a wide class of

N-particle scattering theories. This is of course the consequence

of the nondynamical nature of the permutation symmetry of the

N-particle system.

1U5



(ddee)

(d}(dee)

. 1.

The partition set for a four body system of two

pairs of identical particles. The arrows indicate

inclusion.



T A B L E 1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Class (Chain of bipartite partitions)

Cdd)(ee) 3 (d)(d)(ee)

(ddHee1) ;z> (e)(e)(dd)

Ced)(ed^ 3 (e)^)(ed)

(dKdee^ 3 ^d^dKee^

CdHdee^ -, Cd)(e)Cde)

(eX«W«0 ^) (e)(e)(.dd)

(e)(dde) ^ CeXd)(de)

No. elements

1

1

4

2

2

4

No. of ordered chains altogether 18



T A B L E 2

N =

Y

BR

5

aaaaa

k

2

aaaab

15

k

aaabb

26

5

aaabc

2,5

7

aabbc

61

8

aabcd

105

11

abcde

180

15

Number of coupled integral equations for N = 5

in the Yakubovskii (Y")and Beneze-Redish (BR)methods.

The labels a,b,c, ... indicate distinct species

of particles.
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ZERO RANGE THREE-PARTICLE EQUATIONS

H. Pierre Noyes

and

Enrique M, Zeiger

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

ABSTRACT

In order to separate the entire effect of two-particle on-shell scat-
terings in three-particle systems from the effects of hidden tnesonic degrees
of freedom (off-shell effects and three-body forces) we take the zero range
limit of the Karlsson-Zeiger equations. Although the Faddeev equations are
ambiguous in this limit, the KZ equations remain well defined. Using only
two-particle phase shifts, binding energies, and reduced widths, these zero-
range equations uniquely predict the three-particle observables which would
occur in the absence of hidden mesonic degrees of freedom. The three-particle
amplitudes possess all requisite physical symmetry properties, and can be
proved to be unitary if the spectator basis is orthonoraial and complete.
Possible extensions of the scheme for the analysis of three-particle final
states, to zero range four-particle equations, and to relativistic systems
are conjectured.

•k
Work performed under the auspices of the Department of Energy.
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Ever since Wick <• ' showed that the finite range of nuclear forces in
Yukawa's meson theory [2J arises naturally from the coupling of the uncertainty
principle with special relativity, and more particularly since the experimen-
tal discovery of the pion, we have known that nuclei must, in some sense, con-
tain pions as well as protons and neutrons. Yet most of nuclear physics has
been developed using phenomenological nuclear potentials which do not take
explicit account of these mesonic degrees of freedom. The main counter-
example is the study of the two nucleon problem, where much effort has gone
into the construction of the so-called "meson-theoretic potentials" using in
most cases either a combination of field theory and dispersion theory or one
boson exchange models roughly correlated with the empirical boson mass spec-
trum. Although such models can, after considerable effort and a generous use
of empirical parameters, provide a reasonably quantitative description of two
nucleon elastic scattering, this is no guarantee that these models provide a
correct description even of the nucleonic degrees of freeidom at short distances,
due to the fact that there are always an infinite number of ways to describe
this short range behavior which lead to identical elastic scattering amplitudes.

Thus the first stringent test of the nuclear force models comes from
confronting them with three nucleon data. Here, as we have known for some
time, the test fails. The "realistic potentials" underbind the triton by 1
to 1.5 MeV, and predict electrostatic form factors with a first minimum at
higher energy and a second maximum of much smaller magnitude than given by
the experimental results of e-He3 elastic scattering. Thus the r.esonic degrees
of freedom do matter in a quantitative sense, whether due to the fact that
they give short range behavior quite different from (though phase equivalent
to) the "realistic potentials"—in the jargon of the trade these are called
"off-shell effects"-or due to the fact that they give rise to short range
three-body forces, or most likely both.

When I started work on the three body problem in 1965 these general
considerations led me to anticipate that it would be important to separate
the long range or on-shell effects which arise in the region where the par-
ticles are outside the range of forces from the more complicated short range
effects. By 1969 I had succeeded in making a formal separation between these
exterior and interior regions Pi , but still did not have sufficient under-
standing of some of the subtleties in the three-body problem to reduce this
formalism to a practical analytic tool.

The key to the successful solution of the problem came from quite other
considerations connected with the interpretation of quantum mechanics, as I
discussed in my talk on "Three-Body Forces" at UCLA in 1972 rJ . If we formu-
late the scattering problem directly in terms of the on-shell scatterings 1

between free particles, as can be done consistently in a descriptive sense PJ ,
then we can for example introduce mesonic effects into the three nucleon
problem by assuming that this system consists of three nucleons and a pion
and solving this four-body problem. The scheme I conjectured which would
make this possible was general in that I envisaged that it would be possible
to discuss any n-particle system in terms of the n-1 particle on-shell scat-
terings and an intrinsic n-particle process to be determined empirically.
The basic difficulty is that in this type of zero range theory, which has no
interaction Hamlltonian, the task of guaranteeing unitarity is left to the
form of the equations themselves, and must be reinvestigated separately fcx
each n.

By 1975 I thought I had abstracted a viable, though ad hoc, set of three-
body equations from the Faddeev equations. I presented these on-shell equa-
tions at Libllce, Pi only to have them shot down by Lambrecht Kok. One basic



'1-4,/v
11*1
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difficulty in starting from the Faddeev equations is that the two-particle
on-shell amplitude T±(q2) = e±i6<Isihfiq//q2±i0 occurs in the kernels with
the energy argument z - p2 and must be known in the nonphysical region. Worse,
since we wish to use on-shell amplitudes with a "left-hand cut" representing
meson exchanges, the integrals run over the cut and the equations become
ambiguous. I tried to avoid this by simply using the on-shell amplitude in
the physical region, but this did not lead to consistent equations. Subse-
quent efforts to avoid the cuts by using the n/d separation of dispersion
theory also ran into difficulties.

Meanwhile one of us (EMZ) in collaboration with Bengt Karlsson of Gote-
borg was developing a consistent set of equations using spectator wave func-
tions as a basis (i.e. scattering and bound state wave functions for the pair
times a plane wave for the third particle)—the tool I had earlier used to
construct the exterior-interior separation I3I . These equations were published
in 1975 l°J and indeed depend only on half-on-shell wave functions and t-
matrices with physical energy values, as anticipated P] . The KZ equations
for two-particle systems that scatter only in a finite number of partial
waves have the further advantage that the kernels are real and energy inde-
pendent except for the usual three-particle Green's function.

The KZ equations are fully equivalent to the Faddeev equations as can be
seen by starting from the Low equation or completeness relation which allows
us to construct fully off-shell t-matrices from half-off-shell t-matrices,
namely [10]

t(q,qQ;z) = t(q;q
2 + iO)

(1)

By using time reversal invariance, i.e. t(q,q_;z) = t(qQ,q;z), we find that
this puts a constraint on the half-off-shell t-matrix t"k;q2+i0) which may be

OO 00

f q2dq ,jr(k)t(k';q2+i0)= / q2dq t(k;q2±i0)'F+(k>)

written as

where

2t(k;<i2±i0)
kq

(2)

(3)

This constraint in a somewhat different form has been investigated by Baranger,
et al. t11] . When the fully-off-shell t-matrix can be constructed in this way,
it is easy to show that the existence of the construction is both a necessary
and a sufficient condition for the KZ equations and the Faddeev equations to
define the same theory.

Last spring I finally realized that the KZ equation remains well defined
in the zero range limit, contains only phase shifts, binding energies and
reduced widths, and hence defines precisely the theory I had been looking
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for - provided it also predicts physically meaningful amplitudes. This is
not so obvious. In the on-shell limit

/q2±i0
(4)

the condition becomes

lim t(q,qQ;z)

or using the usual dispersion-theoretic representation for T

fjT s i n 2 f i k d k k^2^ (6)

This condition can only be satisfied if the integral over the left-hand cut
vanishes for any needed value of q2, a condition which cannot in general be
satisfied when the left-hand cut arises from meson exchanges. For the
special case q ctn 6 = const, the condition is met.

I wish to stress the point, which I should have realized from the start
but have only now fully appreciated, that the limit I am about to define
takes us outside the framework of conventional theories. This is often a
barrier for theorists who try to understand what I have done. They realize
that the KZ and Faddeev theories are fully equivalent before the limit is
taken, but are not prepared for the possibility that the KZ equation remain
valid in the zero range limit while the Faddeev equations do not. Of course,
we have known ever since Thomas pointed it out in 1935 I12] that the Schroedinger
equation is also not well defined in this limit.

Provided the wave function inside the range of forces R is non-singu-
lar when transformed into momentum space and goes smoothly to zero as R goes
to zero, we can take this limit directly in the KZ equations simply by re-
placing t±(k;q2) by t*(q2) and *±(k) by

(7)

Assuming for simplicity only s-wave scatterings between the pairs and total
three-particle angular momentum zero, we then find that the KZ amplitudes are
separable, and determined by one-variable integral equations. For the 3-3
amplitude 6a this representation is

;(qiC; ) (8)

If we have in addition two-particle bound states with wave functions in the
zero range limit N exp(-Ky)/y, we find the further simplification that all
four amplitudes (free-free, coalesence, breakup, elastic and rearrangement)
are given in terms of the same one- variable function by
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3 - 3 :
± rr± ±

2-3 :

2-2 : NQ 9** N
B * 8a a

(9)

The one-variable functions themselves are determined by the coupled
equations

m«-Pa_B±_B— + (10)

- V*<o)/PBpJ
o)

8-,e,B+ cyclic

where 5. =1-6D , and the kernels

-*«>
+ ?

'cosS' .- , (2). . ^

VB±
m + mft.
p P+

do indeed depend only on the phase shifts at physical energies, binding ener-
gies, and reduced widths as promised. It is easy to prove that these equa-
tions converge provided only sin26/qz is bounded by const./q2 as q2 goes to
infinity, again a standard dispersion-theoretic assumption.

If we write the corresponding equation for the function ^<>(Pa » P R » ^
in which the role of parameter and variable is reversed we findchat, thanks
to the kinematic identities
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tW * - q ( 2 ) p"2 + S u ' ~ = p W " + q^ ;- (12)

that the driving terms and the kernels in the equations for t?ga and ̂ g are
identical. Therefore they can differ at mosit by a solution of the homogeneous
equation. But, since up to the usual Lippmtinn-Schwinger propagator the
kernels are real, the usual arguments [M suffice tojshow that these (bound
state) solutions are unique and hance that ̂ a and ^ Qg are identical.
Further, ^(W+iO) = ^(VffiO). Thus we have proved the essential symmetry
property

(13)

By examining the corresponding three-particle wave function in configuration
space, it is easy to see that this property, in conjunction with our specific
separable representation, suffices to establish time reversal invariance ano
all other requisite physical symmetry properties, except unitarity.

In order to prove unitarity we cannot, as in the original KZ paper, have
recourse to an operator proof. As discussed above, we have gone outside the
framework of the conventional Hamiltonian theories by taking the zero range
limit in the sense that it is no longer possible for us to construct a fully
off-shell t-matrix. However, once the right route is found, it is straight-
forward, though tedious, to prove three-body on-shell unitarity in the KZ
theory using only orthogonality and completeness in addition to the integral
equations themselves. One of us (EMZ) has succeeded in constructing such a
proof, and will present it elsewhere. V-^i Since the requisite kinematic struc-
ture of the equations is unaltered in the zero range limit, the same proof
would suffice to establish three-body on-shell unitarity in our zero range
limit. Unfortunately, the "proof" of zero-range orthogonality presented at
the conference was later shown to be incorrect by one of us (EMZ), and the . ,
corresponding completeness proof was likewise invalidated by Bengt Karlsson I/-5J

Therefore, the unitarity of the zero-range amplitudes remains unproven
until a satisfactory limiting procedure is found, or alternatively, until we
succeed in proving unitarity through a different approach.

It is important to realize that once we can prove unitarity, these
equations will be unique, and hence to the extent that we believe we know the
two particle on-shell phase shifts (including their extrapolation to infinite
energy) and the two-particle binding energies and reduced widths, the three-
particle observables predicted by these equations will also be unique. Hence
any discrepancies between these predictions and experiment which cannot be
realistically attributed to uncertainties in these parameters or to the finite
partial wave truncation will provide concrete and unambiguous evidence for
hidden degrees of freedom not described by the two-particle on-shell scat-
terings of the subsystems. Thus one major application of these equations
will be to pinpoint where in three-particle systems we have clear evidence
for these mesonic effects.

In the three nucleon system we already know that most of the three-
particle amplitudes are quite insensitive to off-shell variations. We now
have a precise way to prove this. By making a threshold subtraction in our
equation for the 2Sij n-d scattering to fit the sensitive scattering length a2
(and if necessary a second subtraction to fit the triton binding energy) we
can tie down the n-d predictions at threshold in the spirit of an effective
range theory. We then anticipate n-d predictions at low energy comparable
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to the successes already achieved by separable models, once we include enough
two-nucleon states. A careful error analysis will then reveal where in the
increasingly detailed three-nucleon data there is evidence for genuine
mesonic effects, or where we can measure two nucleon phases which are poorly
known from two-nucleon elastic scattering experiments (eg.lPi and ei) in
amplitudes where other uncertainties are small. An alternative approach
would be to investigate our limit at finite range and include the modifica-
tions of the kernel and driving terms arising from the vanishing of the two-
particle wave functions inside R. Judging from the success of Brayshaw's
boundary condition approach V-°i , we can hope that this will still provide us
with one-variable equations, and can adjust R to fit a2 and the triton binding
energy. If this still does not give good electromagnetic form factors, at the
cost of going to two-variable interior equations, we could also postulate
nucleonic structure inside R and investigate phenomenologically what is re-
quired to fit the electromagnetic properties.

We can hardly expect all three-hadron systems to be as insensitive to
hidden degrees of freedom as the three-nucleon system. Therefore we will
need a systematic way to introduce phenomenological parameters into the scheme
which can be used to analyze the three particle final states relative to an
assumed set of phase shifts for the two-particle subsystems. One way to do
this would be to go from a 3*3 to a 4X4 component description by including a
direct three-particle zero range scattering process. If the new components
are then eliminated to get back to a 3x3 description the three-particle phase
shifts will appear explicitly in the modified kernels and driving terms.
Whether the resulting equations will still retain their one-variable structure
is not completely clear, but for some parametrizations this should be possible
to achieve. Then we could use the scheme to determine genuine three-particle
parameters directly from experiment. This should prove to be particularly
useful in the kinematic regions where there are broad overlapping two-particle
resonances in the subsystems, since these could be included without approxi-
mation.

Another important problem is the extension of the scheme to four-particle
systems. Once we have understood in detail the relationship between a direct
on-shell three-particle scattering description and the more detailed articula-
tion of the amplitudes in terms of the Faddeev channel decomposition, it might
be possible to construct an on-shell four-particle theory using only 3+1 and
2+2 clusters (i.e., a 7*7 channel description). Whether or not this proves
to be possible, we can with some effort surely construct a two-variable but
on-shell 18X18 component four-particle theory.

Another generalization that is almost immediate is the corresponding
covariant three-particle theory. We know this because of Brayshaw's success
with the covariant boundary condition approach. P̂ J In the current scheme we
can hope to replace the boundary condition by invoking directly the inelasticity
parameter which occurs in the two-particle elastic amplitudes due to the
opening up of particle production channels. We also can now use models with
left-hand cuts representing particle exchanges in crossed channels, and thus
come closer than Brayshaw to conventional elementary particle theories.

Once a four-particle covariant theory exists we can look at the NNir
system below production threshold for the pion, and compare it with NOT
clusters in the NNNir system similarly restricted. In both cases we can define
what we might call a two-nucleon off-shell t-matrix. To the extent that they
are the same we could then justify using this similarity to define a
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"two-nucleon potential"; to the extent that they differ we could begin to
obtain realistic estimates of the limitations of the potential concept in
nuclear physics.

We are indebted to many few-body physicists for encouragement and
iriticism during the long period of time this work is taking,and in particular
for the care with which they have shown us the errors in our attempts to solve
this problem. We are especially indebted to C. Alabiso, E. 0. Alt, D. D.
Brayshaw, B. Karlsson, Lambrecht Kok, E. Schmid, W. Sandhas, and V. Vanzani.
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FEW-BODY PROBLEMS IN THE INTERACTING

PARTICLE! BASIS

V.E.Euzmichev

Institute for Theoretical Physics of the Ukrainian SSE

Academy of Sciences, Kiev, U.S.S.R.

Scattering theosy is developed for few-body systems in
the interacting particle basis. Problems of three and four
particles with pair interaction are reduced to the solutions
of one-dimensional Lippmana-Schwinges-typa equations with
nonlocal, energy dependent, complex potentials. The three-
and four-particle channel potentials are determined, which
describe particle interaction in the reaction channels. The
approximate formulas are found for the three- and four-particle
elastic scattering phase shifts which may be useful for the
investigation of n-d, n-%e, n - % scattering at negative and
small positive total energies of such systems.

1. Introduction.

The simplest system in the nonrelativistic scattering theory

is the two-body ensemble. Only elastic scattering is possible in

such a system. It is natural to describe the amplitude of two par-

ticle asymptotic free motion in the noninteractlng particle basis

( plane wave representation ).Such representation is usually taken

as a basis also tc study more complicated systems of three [i] and

four [2] particles. The selection of the most natural basis in H > 2

particle problems requires some more investigation.

In the present paper we consider up to date state of the three-

ana four-body nonrelativistic scattering theory in the, new interac-

ting particle basis which was first applied by Earlsson and
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to the three-body Faddeev equation [3]and that of Faddeev-Yakubov-

sky for four particles £t-j ; it is especially convenient to reduce

the three- |VJ and four-body problems to the equivalent two-parti-

cle one with a nonlocal, total energy dependent and complex poten-

tial, which may be found explicitly for the local two-particle inte-

raction.

We derived here equations, which possess the main features of

Karlsson-Zeiger coupled set for elastic and inelastic scattering

amplitudes f3»4] ( effective potentials do not depend on energy

and are determined by bound state wave functions and half-off-energy

shell transition amplitudes ) and have the form of Lippmann-Schwin-

ger (L.-S.) equations for the amplitudes of particle elastic scatte-

ring by two- and three-body system in bound state half-off-energy

shell and are similar to the equation for the two-body t-matrix.The

amplitudes of peakup and breakup into three or four fraction are de-

termined through the quadratures of thw half-off-energy shell elas-

tic scattering amplitude.

As a new feature in our approach we introduced the few-particle

channel potentials, which describe particle interaction in intermedi-

ate and final states and determine scattering and reaction physical

amplitudes in the open channels.

In the section II we discussed the three-body problems in the

basis of the wave functions of two interacting particles. Analysing

the primary singularities «f the kernel in Faddeev equations, which

do not vanish in the iteration series, we find explicitly the expan-

sion of wave function Faddeev components in series of complete func-

tion set of the total two-particle Hamiltonian.A set of equations

for the expansion coefficients is derived and reduced to the L.-S.-

type equation for the elastic scattering amplitude and a separate

equation for the three-particle channel potential, which determines

^—
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the breakup amplitude. The low energy characteristics of the three-

particle systems satisfy certain general relations, whicfc. ware also

derived. The low energy formula for the three-par%Lcle elastic sca-

ttering phase shift is obtained, which reduces is first approxima-

tion to van Oers^Seagrave empirical' formula for n-d scattering.

In section III we generalized our approach for the four particle

system. It is shown here, that the most natural basis in the four

particle system is that of the wave function components in the sub-

systems, consisting from three interacting particles and two non-

coupled pairs of interacting particles. We find the explicit decom-

position of the four-particle function in the component basis. The

expansion coefficients satisfy a set of integral equations, wfeish

is reduced to the form of l.-S. equation for the function of one

variable and an independent set of equations for the four-particle

channel potentials. A formula is derived for the phase shift of ela-

stic scattering of a low energy particle by bound three-pertieie

system, which may be useful to analyze n-%e and n - % scattering.

II. Three-body problems.

1. Equation of motion. Consider three identical spinless particles

with pair forces. The initial state is characterized by asymptoti-

cally free motion of one particle and center »£ mass of two other

particles in the bound state. Faddeev equation for such a system is

M
S(P

where 2 = B + iO, B = | p° 2 - e - total energy of the system, p #-

momentum of the incident particle relative motion in the center-of-
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mass system. Suppose for simplicity that tha two-body system has on-

ly one bound state with energy - 6 and wave function \ (k> . Func-

tion ^(i^p) is a component of the total wave function ^- %p»

where k*u * |fkV&4) > fa,» = 3 (£,
+k)~f £*

Jakobi momenta of particles 1,2 and ?.

Function t$ (<?,£'* Z) *<klt(*)lk'> •

and so on -

in (2.1)
2 2

is the symmetrized two-particle fully-off-shell t-matrix, k je k- ^

^ s. The wave function for the scattering in a two-particle system

has the form

Component

• k* (2.2)
r

may be expanded over the complete set of functions

, a coupled set of equations may be derived for the

coefficients [5»6j . We shall show now, that such representation of

the component ^0<>P) ( we shall call it the representation in the

interacting two-particle basis ) is connected with the primary sin-

gularities of the integral kernel in Faddeev equation (2.1).

Using the two-particle t-matrix spectral representation ("71 we

obtain

(2.5)

where

V is pair interaction potential.

We introduce now the following abbreviations. Denote I the

reaction channels with two ( U i ) and three ( i » 2 ) fractions in

the final state. Then 3 L -dimensional vector Pi and wave function
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i(k) in channel I will be characterized by values

Nota, that vector ft, B ( g f p ° ) , E n po
4 describes in such

notations the input channel.

Substituting (2.2) into (2.1), we obtain the following decom-

position of ^(l^p) over functions %•£(£)

) , (2.5)

where

(2.6)

Functions a(pi) satisfy the following set of multichannel L.-S.-

type equations:

£ (2.7)

where

(2.8)

Eqs. (2.7) are similar to the set which was derived in [pi •

Thus, expansion (2.5) follows from the structure of the inte-

gral kernel (2.3) in equation (2*1). The set of functions 4-±(k) is

complete, so (2.5) contains no additional terms* As it will be shown

later, the coefficient Gi(fy) is the wave function of particle ela-

stic scattering by a pair of bound ones, and a(p£)is the wave fu-

nction component, which describes the breakup into three particles

in the final state.
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following the results of 1*5J , we derive a onedimensional L.-

S.-type equation for the elastic scattering function 4(p<) . We

introduce the three-particle channel potential

- 1 — (2.9)

which describes tho particle interaction in the breakup channel

with three free particle motion* If the breakup channel is opened,

potential CffaPi > Z ) determines the Faddeev component of the

corresponding reaction amplitude*

Substituting (2*9) into (2.7), we find

a(R) *(#), (2.10)

where

We have an independent integral equation to determine f( P*> Pi > ̂ ) •

be found using the quadratures of P(Pi*PiiZ.) ,

Define amplitudes X(Pi) as

,Z)acpl), (2.12)

Then (12) + 3 —* (12) + 3 elastic scattering amplitude A(p,P°)

is equal to

& EsPil • ca.13)

(12) + 5 - * 1 + 2 + 3 breakup amplitude A(?>P>P°> has the fora

where ^ 8
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Amplitudes X(pl) satisfy, according to (2.10) and (2.12), the foll-

owing equations

The elastic half-off-energy shell scattering amplitude X(Fi) is de-

termined by the solution of L.-S.-type equation* Amplitude X(ft.)

describing the breakup, may be expressed in terms of quadrature of

She three-body channel potential fYpr>Pii^) is the optical

potential, which determines, according to (2.12) and (2.1?), the

elastic scattering amplitude. The first term W p ^ p 7 ) in (2,11)

describes the one-particle exchange part of the optical potential,

and the second one is the exact sum of contributions into this in-

teraction from all other processes with three particle free motion

in intermediate states.

As it follows from (2.8) and (2.11), the three-body channel

potential I (P*»P* ' ^ may be presented as a *>wo-particle t-mat-

rix with the final state in the form of earns three-particle functi-

on i>e

which satisfies its own Faddeev-type equation following from (2.11).

Equations (2.11) and (2.15) may be shown graphically. Corres-

ponding graphs and equations are given in the Appendix*

2. The separable potential. Equations (2*11) with separable potenti-

al

may be solved explicitly.

Define the two-particle propagator Te(£) by the relation
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where the formfactor Is normalized according to

Then [5]

(2.17)

where

T7(p,P(/Z) = (2.18)

Equation (2.15) reduces to the well known equation for the elastic

scattering amplitude

(2.1s)

and breakup amplitude component A ( P I ) is

Equation (2*15) for X(P<) generalizes (2.19) for an arbitrary pair

interaction.

5. Decomposition in partial waves. Expand (2.10), (2.11) and (2.15)

in angular momenta eigenfunctions and consider equations for parti-

al components. Taking pA as a sizvector, one can transform to po-

lar coordinates like in [sj . However we shall follow f?] ,i.a. su-

bstitute variables | , p by those including momenta moduli, va-

lues of the corresponding angular momenta and their projections

). Let L be the total angular momentum of the system.
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We shall restrict ourselves for simplicity by approximation-£ = 0 1',

which is valid in the low energy domain. The case •£ > 0 is conside-

red in [9] . PfpijPi i*2*) and V(P'»?j) in •£ = 0 approximation co-

ntain only modulus ^ .

Expanding cu(p<) and X(fi) in spherical functions

(2.21)

LH

we obtain L.-S.-type onedimensional equations for coefficients

and Y>L(H)

(2.22)

where

and

(2.23)

2.24)

(2.25)

We denoted here Q* = $ P* + P1* + PPV I ^ P*+? P'*+ p p V >

PLty) i s legendre polinomial , CL and V^ are corresponding

partial components.

Function (2.25) i s complex for M = 2 . For

and in general case

1) We omit further the subscripts -t = 0 and L = 0.
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10.

(2.26)

where £^ty)are the scattering phase shifts* Ttg^/V) i s k-matrix half-

off-energy shell , the complex factors in\[(poPj) may be separated

explicitly

(2.28)
-1

where

^ s^si + p,v. i ^
P.V. - principal value in Cauchy meaning.

Dividing, according to (2*27), the complex factor in It. , which

contains the two-particle phase shift

we obtain

1* Singularities of the kernel in equations ( 2.31). functions

1^L(pl,Pi) (2.28) are real. Complexity enters the kernel of eq..

(2.J1) through the propagator

(2.32)

thus allowing to reduce the complex equation (2.J1) to those for

real functions.
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The kernel of eg. (2.31), like Faddeev equation in noninterac-

ting two-particle basis [10] , contains the logarithmic singularity

RW fe
(2.33)

where CT= <V"+#(P~"P*) , J=fa'H?*- P*)/PP!.
In separable potential case (2*16) the logarithmic singularity >

of eq. (2.19) kernel is determined, according to (2.18), by the equ-

ation Z -|pnl=(f>±"iP")l> . That for eq. (2.31) takes place at $K=

s(p±5p") . These two equations match by additional pole singularity

of propagator (2.32) at Z"^P -^ .

When equations (2.31) are being solved numerically, the correct

treatment of (2«33)~like singularities may be achieved by means,

for instance, the subtraction method

5. The low energy formula for the three-body scattering phase-shift.

Similarly to the two-body case we define the three particle elastic

scattering phase shifts &!(£) by the following relation

AL(p°) = ~e

where AL(P°) is the partial amplitude of elastic scattering (2.13).

Then one can introduce the three-particle half-off-energy shell k-

matrix KL(P) I

(2.35)

which satisfies the equation
00

KL(p) = rL(e,P;
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and

(2.37)

It follows from (2.J6) and (2.37) tiiatl»![(6) t 0 at E> 0, i.e.

0^(6) is complex function above the threshold of breakup.

Function p°ct^S(£) for L = 0 has pole at K O ) = 0. When

S* is close to zero ( £ <. 0 ), we obtain

i.e. the position of the pole of p°ct^a(£) depends linearly on

the thre^-particle scattering length A £11] . If K(p) -matrix

has positive first derivative at f>* = 0, K'(o)> 0, then Sz< 0.

Such situation occurs at n-d scattering in doublet spin state [12J .

We shall show, that the presence of the pole tern at small EL

is a general property of the function p°ct^d(6) and is determi-

ned by the potential f(PiiP^'» E + i 0 ) .

The solution of equation (2.22) in momentum representation is

equivalent to that of an integral equation in coordinate represen-

tation

Upo(?) =
00 00 (2.38)

where

(2.39)

L{%.) and riLM - the Riccati-Bessel functions [13] ,
00 0000 00

i

is the Fourier transfpno of fi.(Pt»Pi)

Functions ClL(t,p) and U
(^Cj) are related as
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where

Let us pass from (2.38) to Sohrodinger equation

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.43)

with boundary conditions

U po (0) - 0 ,
(2,44)

which follow immediately from equation (? ,

Using equation (2.43) and the corres^ ,Ulng equation for the

Rermitian conjugate function |J U po (9) I » *» obtain the following

exact expression for the special oase [.- 0

(2.45)

where A is the scattering length,

V (2.47)

Like in the two body case, aCp9*) must at email pot depend weakly

on energy p"5" • As potential P is non-Hermitian, an additional

term M E ) enters (2.45). Function A(£) is not constant in P0*

and depends on the spin state of the whole system.

The three particle binding energy B> may be found from the

solution of transcendental equation

f i ( - 6 ) , (2.48)
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where E =- B^-fae1- fe ,
It is well known, that a system of three splnless particles has

excited 0+ -state with energy £*• dose to zero £14] • That is

why in such systems the scattering length A dependence on V *

when the pair interaction form changes is described well by the two

body effective range theory [15] •

Experimental data on n-d scattering in the three nucleon system

show essentially nonlinear j>° dependence on at small

energies [12] « Now we shall start from exact expression (2.45) and

derive an approximate formula, valid for the three nucleon systems.

From the explicit expression (2.24) for potential V in Born

approximation

F(h,PiiZ.) « WP 4 JP«') (2.49)

we have

0 . (2.50)

Considering p*z be small and fitting E 4 0, we obtain from the

mean value theorem

1) (2.51)

where

.P; ) = J *ff
J) is a constant in P°l . Function co(p0|>{) describes in Born

approximation (2.49) the contribution from the intermediate state

with three free particles in the elastic scattering channel. Then

using (2.40), (2.42), (2.4?), (2.51) and (2.52), we obtain the fol-

lowing approximate relation from (2.45)

(2.53)
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where

(2.5<O

For small P°4 » substituting funotions (2.46) and (2,54) in (2.53)

by constants in the first approximation,%(f*)sZ(o)+ - , Cifp0*)=#«>)*"' ,

we obtain the empirical van Oers-Seagrave formula, which is good for

the description of n-d scattering [12] . functions "Up0*) and CC?**)

depend on the spin of the system and are different for quartet and

.sublet spin states of three nucleons. (2.53) indicates the way to

improve van Oers and Seagrave result.

The good accordance of (2.53) with experiment shows that it is

fundamentally important to take into account the contribution from

intermediate states with three free particles into the elastic scat-

tering phase at small energies £ <*•* 0. We note that the elastic n-d

scattering phase shifts in quartet state must, due to Eauli princi-

ple, be less sensitive to such intermediate states* In this case, as

C(o) in (2.53) is small, p"ctgS(fe) dependence on p°* must be

smoother than in doublet n-d scattering. This statement was verified

experimentally [12] .

The properties of the three spinless particle system at low

energies are governed by the excited Or -state, which lies near the

(12) + 3 breakup threshold.

III. Four-body problems.

We shall generalize now our method for the four-particle system

with pair interactions *

1.Equations of motion. Consider parti;le scattering by a three bound

particles system. Suppose all particles be identical and spinless 2)

Particles being spinless is insignificant in our approach, as, e.

g., four nucleon equations may be reduced to (3*2) form, with com-
ponents ty and X being spinors in the four-particle sp:ln-isospin
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Then the total wave function may be presented as a sum of 18 terms

M
2L ^ ^ Z ^ ^ (VO

with summation only over the terms, containing even permutations of

particles 1,2,5 and 4;

= < & + ka) - £ jc, ,

• Jakobi momenta. |

ty and % satisfy the following set of integral equation

[ 2 ] ,

(5*2)

where 2 = £ + iO, £ s i ̂  - B^ - total energy of the system,

cj,0* relative momentum of asymptotic motion of a particle and a bo-

und three particle ensemble, %(£,$) - total wave function component

of the three particle system in bound state, governed by the homoge-

neous Eaddeev equation, corresponding to (2.1) with Z. = - By , where

By is the three-particle binding energy. The three-body subsystem

space [16J . Corresponding decoupling coefficients for spin-isospin
variables may be included formally into amplitudes M and tJ with
more complicated symmetry properties in nucleon case.
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has two bound states V = 1,2 in the spinless case j/l4] . Suppose

V = 1 corresponds to the ground bound state and denote In (3*2)

«.»

The integral kernel of Faddeev equations (2*1) is expressed in

terms of the two-particle symmetrized scattering amplitude isCs^ j'))

similarly kernels of the four-body integral equations (3.2) contain

the three particle symmetrized scattering amplitudes ^ V ^ P ' ^ j p jZ.)

/ (3+D-type clusters / and those for two noninteracting pairs

A/S (ic.atjk'jX'iZ) / (2+2)-type clusters /.These amplitudes with the

initial momenta on energy shell ( k'*+£p'*+iO = £. # k'*+3£U+c0= Z. )

represent coefficients at outgoing waves I D the symmetrized wave fu-

nction components of the systems consisting of three identical pae«*

tides and two noninteracting pairs correspondingly whith asymptotic

free motion all particles. Here

+ V, ^ , rf.ji-^.sv. (3.5)

where t-(Z) and (r fZ) are the complete Green functions for three
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particles and two noninteracting pairs (12,34) correspondingly, \4

is interaction potential for the pair °C .

Amplitudes Ms and /Vs satisfy integral equations which may

be found in [2] . Symmetry properties are given in [17J .

2* Selection of the interacting particle basis. To derive the equa-

tions of l.-S.-type from (3*2) one needs to pass from the plane wa-

ve representation to the interacting particle basis in (3+1)- and

(2+2)-typa clusters. One can believe that the desirable result will

follow after the decomposition of ^ and X into complete sets

of functions

Here Tv is the total wave funotionof the three bound particle sys-

tem with binding energy - B^ » ̂ p» - total wave function of the

scattering of a particle with momentum p° by two bound particles

with binding energy - £• (we consider only one two-particle bound

state )j4p»p° describes infinite motion of all three particles

in the initial ( whith momenta K , f>° ) and final states ;

4ft(£>*)= %$) %&•) , where %(%) is the wave functimof two bound

particles; ̂ ( ^ * - ) = ̂ (lc)%o(^where ^£<»(£) is the wave function

of scattering of a particle with momentum §£° by another particle

like in (2.2); %&g.(%X)* ?!?•&) $%>&).

However the analysis of the primary singularities of integral

kernels, which do not vanish in the iteration series of equation

(3.2), shows, that natural interacting particle basis in (3+1)- and

(2+2)-type clusters are not the wave functions from (3.6), but their

Faddeev components.

Consider the primary singularities of the integral kernels in

(3*2). Hake use of operators* M«(& and A^. spectral representati-

ons, which, according to (3.4) and (3.5). are for identical particles
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equal to

(*»*

• 1 f\T.\t* • . - * » _ »

&• Ui><*£l

where formfactors !~{ and 7j are defined as

Using (3.7) and (3.8), we transform C o M ^ R and

where G-o and C-

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

are free Green functions for three particles

and two nonlnteracting pairs, to the form 3)

(3.10)

where

v Z
(3.11)

^̂  Relations (3.11) and (3.12) were found in [4, 18] independently.
The approach, based on the explicite form of spectral representati-
ons (3.7) and (3.8), makes them almost obvious.
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XWl . /«'*' . T
(3.12)

Here

r><M>
(3.13)

and "Kj are the components of complete wave functions T ^

and

which are defined as

(3.15)

and satisfy the corresponding Faddeev equations. ,

Note that definitions (3.14) for the components ^K'?° and %?

are different from those in [1»7] * For the corresponding Faddeev

equations see | i8] .

As functions and and complete Green functions

aod Cr ' are related by pl8J

, W<>

we obtain from (3*11) and (3.12)

at any f. (3.16)

L ^ W e consider the spinless identical particles, so here and every-
where index <k corresponds only to the coordinate system and may be
omited in the resulting expressions. We had this in mind when wri-
ting equations (3.2).
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Operator Toijj is equal to zero only when two interacting parti

cles in the three-body system do not interact with third particle,

i.e. in graphs of the type

I

where the straight lines correspond to particles, and the wavy line

to the interaction between then. However such graphs are eliminated

from (2*4) for being singular. So I«p ̂  0 at arbitrary ^ and f> »

Similarly, the singular graphs of type

are eliminated from (3.5) and J^a ^ 0.

The terms G-aCL)Iy and G-^lz) Jda ia (3.11) and (3.12)

are the reason that additional values having no physical meaning

appear in the final equations for the amplitudes.

To avoid awkward expressions we introduce some standard abbre-

viations. Note i the reaction channels with two (1 = 1 ), three

((- s 2 ) and four ( U 3 ) fragments in final state *'. Then the
-» -*

3c -dimensional vectors <\i and ui and wave function components

ri(k>P) and Xi(k,&) in reaction channel i are characterized by

2.
(3.17)

5) Compare to the three-body case.
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Vector fy, = ( £>., » 0,' )» £ = *$ describes in such notations the

input channel.

It is convenient to introduce an additional channel <- = 4, which

is similar to L = 3 one and has no physiaal meaning. It reflects

the fact that terms Gro^-dp and Go ' T^« are present in (3.11)

and (5.12). Suppose

A 3

Using (3.^), (3.5)i (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12), we obtain from (3.2)

the following decompositions of tylKp,"^) and "X(£,*,« ) into

(3.19)

where coefficients OL , C and functions

ned by

, 7 - are govor-
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Note

Formfactors n, and ti. for <- =1,2,3 are equal to

(3.22)

where Ft and ft are defined in (3.9).

Functions Fv and ft, are

(3.23)

Thus, according to (3.19) and (3.20), the most natural intera-

cting particle basis in (3+1)-* and (2+2)-type clusters are those

of components 4^ and Xi correspondingly. The meaning of func-

trions T and 7-

and

will be discussed later.

3> Multichannel equations of Lippmann-SchwinRer-type. Substituting

decompositions (3.19) and (3.20) into (3.21) we obtain the following

set of eight equations for ®- and C

^ Z f
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where

(3-25)

Functions &(<£<) and C(W,) physically are the relative motion wave

functions for a particle and three particle bound system, and two

pairs of bound particles, correspondingly. Functions &(.%l) and c(UO

for <• =2,5 are the components of the wave functions which describe

the reactions in the four-body system with three or four free frag-

ments in tiie final state.

The multichannel L.-S.-type set of equations (3.24) may be redu-

ced to the equation for the function <X(<£,) of one vector variable <£, .

Introduce the four particle channel potentials I

(3.26)

Substitution (3.26) into (3>24) results in

where

(3.27)

,j=
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It follows from (3.28) that potential flu, (£<»$( tl) may be de-

termined from quadratures over f«« ( ? o ^ >2) , -e =2,3,4 and

)ccl (Uj'^j^) , which satisfy a set of integral equations, indepen-

dent from (3.27).

Let amplitudes X be defined as

(3.29)

Then, the amplitude of elastic (123) + 4 —> (123) + 4 scattering

at V =1 or reaction (123) + 4 —» (123)*+ 4 at ̂=2 Ay$»4°)

is equal to

The peakup (123) + * —» (12) + (34) amplitude

ressed in terms of

may be exp-

(3.3D

Reaction (123) + 4 —> (12) + 3

look as follows

amplitude

(3.32)

Breakup (123) • 4 —> 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 amplitude

i s determined by X(?») and

Nonphysical amplitudes XC^and X(Uv)give no contribution into (3.33)

due to (3.16).

Starting from definitions (3*29) and equation (3.27) one deri-

ves the following equations for amplitudes X
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Amplitude X($<) is governed by L.-S.-type equation, and X(<Ve) , C =2,

3,4 and X(^j) may be found by known quadratures over Y\(%) •

Functions ^(^ij^i j'ijand Ga (̂ 'Ĵ * > £) , which were introduced

in (3.26) and (3*27), have the physical meaning of four-body chan-

nel potentials, describing the four particle interaction in reacti-

on I -channel (5+1)-type clusters and reaction I -channel (2+2)-

type clusters. According to (3.27) and (3.28), all inelastic chan-

nels contribute to the scattering amplitude X C O • If the inelas-

tic ((,] =2,3 ) reaction channels are open the corresponding potenti-

als f determine entirely reaction amplitudes (3.29)-(3*33) in

those channels* Reaction channel L,\ =4 is nonphysical. It appears in

some preliminary expressions aad reflects the structure of initial

equations (3.2). Thus, the most natural basis in the four particle

system is that of components T;, and A-j . However, these compo-

nents, apart from corresponding total wave functions (3*14), do not

make up a complete set of functions. That is why ^(kjP*?) and X(k,*,u)

decompositions in <£;(£>?) and 1ft,*) (3.19) and (3.20) contain

terms £(£>?#) and "X(k,£,£T) , which complement ^t(k,p) and Xjft*)

to the complete set of functions. $($£$) = <*(%) and X&*,*)*•

- C(MH) are determined,according to (3*24), by expansion coeffici-

ents a(?l) and C(tfj) ,c,j =1,2,5 in (3#19) and (3.20). It follows

from (5.25) and (3.18) that the nonphysical channelt,j =4 contains

all nondiagonal <T-functions from equations (3.2).

Equations (3.27) for a(^t) and (3.3*0 for Mi<) make up the

spinless case a set of two equation for ^ =1,2. Dividing i =1 chan-

nel into two subchannel ^ s1 and ^ =2, similarly to the three-body

case [5] , one can find the optical potential, which determines the
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amplitude of particle elastic scattering by three particle bound

system. The three nucleon subsystem in the four nucleon system has

only one bound state with ̂  =1. The optical potential coincides in

this case with fa<l ($i>$«'i £) •

4. Low energy formula for the four particle scattering phase shift.

Having defined the four particle elastic scattering phase shifts

by relation

= ~ (3.55)

where A a ( V ) is the elastic scattering partial amplitude (3.30) for

V =1, o£ - total four-particle angular momentum, we can* like

in the three-body case, introduce the four-particle k-matrJbt, com-

plex at £? 0, transform to coordinate representation and derive a

formula for the four particle elastic scattering phase shift, ana-

logous to (2.45).

Consider the simplest four-particle model with one three parti-

cle bound state ^ =1 and all angular momenta equal to zero. All fu-

nctions will depend in such case only on the moduli of correspon-

ding vectors k , p , <V i * » "M- .

In Born approximation

(3.36)

J -
we obtain from (3*28)

j? v,,,£

Restricting ourselves by q,0* small and such that

using the mean value theorem, that
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where ]>e and 3>; are seven coefficients, independent of 9(
oJ' ,

J <%«,*:)«fd«i"Vac^,y/) g-^si VCQ f<,*;).

Functions W € and ^j describe in Bom approximation (3.36)

the contribution into (3+1)-type clusters elastic scattering ampli-

tude from the intermediate states with two ( j =1 ), three (£,] =2)

and four ( «,] =3*4) free subsystems in the corresponding (3+1)-

and (2+2)-type clusters.

Having calculated in the considered approximation the differe-

nce

we obtain the following expression for the four particle elastic

scattering phase shift

(3.40)

where A is the four-particle scattering length, t(<i?*J is deter-

mined by the expression, similar to (2*46)
co eO

and

O 0

is the Fourier transform , which satisfies the
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Schrodinger equation, analogous to (2.4-3).

Substituting *X(<V°*) and C*tyl) by constants in first approxi-

mation at small Q/* , X(fl) - 1(o) + •« , ( ? / W Gil*)*- , we

obtain a formula, which contains 15 coefficients in general case.

The numerical values of coefficients t(o) and d to) depend on

the four-particle spin state and are determined by i -channel in-

termediate states contribution into the elastic scattering amplitu-

de A(<V°).

The formula (3*40) may be useful for investigation of n-%e,

n - % scattering at small energies <tf , where £ ~ 0.

On the other hand, the four particle binding energy is determi-

ned by the solution of transcendental equation

•k-r-Jir^Hr^+Ac-A), (5.42)

where £ • - & = - | fl - 8, , and A (-ft) obeys a (2.47)-like exp-

ression*

When the binding energies of four spinless particles ( bosons

-, 19J and four -ot 1 60 model [20J ) and four nucleons ( ^ e

, 19, 21J ) were calculated starting from the exact integral

equations of motion (3.2), it appeared that the four-particle sys-

tems, besides the ground 0 + -state with energy 9>> 6>i , have an ex-

cited 0 + -state near the (122)+4~breakup threshold with energy &

close to 61 . )f
z is a small value in this case and scattering len-

gth dependence on V f must be described by the two-body effective

range theory, likely the three-particle case [15J . This conclusion

was confirmed by the analysis of numerical results, which was per-

formed by Eharchenko and Levachev [21] . Thus, the properties of fo-

ur spinless particle system or the four nucleon one in the corres-

ponding spin-isospin state turn to be similar to those of three spi-

nless particles ensemble near the threshold of breakup into a par-
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tide and a system of other bound particles.

Appendix

Introduce the following graphs

!!

Then equations (2*15) for amplitudes X take form

Equation (2.11) for the three particle channel potentials P may

be represented as

- X

where "V7"C pi »"pj ) are calculated according (2.8).
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COUPLED CHANNELS FORMULATION

FOR THREE-PARTICLE SCATTERING

Dieter Eppel

I. Institut fur Experiir.entalphysik

Universitat Hamburg, West Germany

Abstract: The Faddeev Equations in differential form are

reduced to a set of one-dimensional coupled equations by

using Hyperspherical Harmonics. A matching procedure is

suggested which allows to extract scattering coefficients.

A test calculation has been performed to show the convergence

properties of this approach.
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The Faddeev Equations in differential form possess several

practical advantages compared to the integral versions.

Assuming two-body forces, the differential equations stay

local and as input only the subsystem bound states have to

be constructed . Moreover, singularities, which are

difficult to handle numerically, are not present.

Taking rationalized Jacobi-Coordin,*.tes, the Paddeev

Equations for the components y^1' of the wave function

are given as

(1)
,2,3) + cycl.

*(h. is the Hamiltonian, V* the potential of the partition

i.) After angular momentum reduction one is left with a

coupled system of differential equations in the variables

By introducing hyperspherical functions the system (1) is

reduced to one-dimensional coupled equations in the coordinate

p (p2 r? + R? ) 2 )

= E

15/4
-] 6n n ,

(2)

.A.|V (i)



(A. = (H.,L.) are the angular momentum quantum numbers of the

partition i, and J is the total angular momentum. The

coupling elements are given by:

= Z |n±, i,Ai|njAj (3)

where <n.A.|V (i) . A.> is the potential matrix element

between hyperspherical functions, and <n.,A-|n-A-> stands for

the Raynal-Revai Coefficient for the transformation i •+• j.

In contrast to formulations which start from the

4)SchrSdinger equation the system (2) contains the correct

boundary conditions of the components $ at r. = 0 and

R^ = 0. Moreover, eq. (2) does not contain redundant parts of

the wave functions. Antisymmetrization can be treated

trivially and reduces the number of equations.

Scattering coefficients can be obtained by smoothly

matching the numerical solutions of eq. (2) to the known

asymptotic scattering solutions. The component:

= z
n.

(4)

is required to behave as

(5)

(<f>0
(l> is the bound state of partition if j ,h( + ) ,H ( + ) are

*i
Bessel functions, K. and K are the momenta in the partition

i, <ai|niAi> is the normalized Jacobi Polynomial). Expanding

all quantities in eq. (5) in terms of normalized Jacobi
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Polynomials yields the first set of equations for the

quantities A., B., T . _:

(6)

Bi ?n iA i;J
( p ) ,(Kp)

(X '? a r e t n e expansion coefficients of the elastic

asymptotic waves.) A second set of equations is obtained by

projecting eq. (5) on the bound state *„ (p):
*i

n i
 n i A i '

iAi'
Bi

(i)

iAi'

(P)

(7)

.(i)

(i)

(p) is the expansion coefficient of the bound state

. A is zero for rearrangement channels. Eqs. (6) and (7)

represent a unique inhomogenous system for the unknown

quantities B., T . ,.(If A. = 1 the elastic S-matrix element
I n. A . r J I

is 2iB i+1).

As a numerical application we treat a three-Boson System

in relative S-states. The potential is taken to be constant

(- 50 MeV) with a range of R = 1.4 fm. The two-particle

bound state energy is e = - 2 MeV. The equations (5) are

integrated numerically, and scattering coefficients are

calculated. The result is presented in Fig. 1, where the

elastic S-matrix elements are given in an Argand plot. The
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numbers at the points designate the number of hyperspherical

functions used in the expansion. As can be expected a trend

towards better convergence with increasing energy can be seen.

Although we think it to be too early to draw definite

conclusions from this restricted model calculation, it seems

as if the Hyperspherical Expansion Method could be applied

also to scattering problems. More elaborate calculations with

non-zero angular momenta and Yukawa forces are under way.
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ImS = 4 MeV

E = 6 MeV

ReS -1.0 ReS

Fig.l Elastic S-Matrix Elements
The Numbers Denote the Number ot Expansion Functions Used
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THE NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTION

AND ITS RELATION TO HADRON PHYSICS

I. LOVAS
Central Research Institute for Physics
H-1525 BUDAPEST, Pf. k9. HUNGARY

ABSTRACT

The One-Boson Exchange Model of the nucleon-nucleon interaction

and the basic elements of the quark model are summarised. It is

pointed out that the coupling constant of the vector meson y> and

that of the scalar resonances a and S K obtained from OBEM

calculations are rather small compared to the other coupling constants,

Since q) , § and S M contain strange quark-antiquark pair

they can be created only by the violation of the Okubo-Zweig—Iizuka

rule. Thus the weakness of these couplings can be interpreted as

an evidence for the validity of the OZI rule in the context of the

N-N interaction. The OZI rule is able to provide a natural explana-

tion for the success of the OBEM,
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most convenient descriptions of the nucleon-nucleon

interaction is formulated in terms of the One-Boson Exchange Model

[l] /OBEM/. The OBEM can be approached from several different direc-

tions: here its connection with the meson field theory and with

phenomenology will be outlined briefly and its relation to the quark

model will be discussed in more detail.

Meson Field
Theory

Quark model

OBEM

Phenomenology

In the framework of the meson field theory the exact scattering

amplitude of the N-N-system is given as an infinite series shown in

Fig. 1, where an infinite number of mesons is exchanged in an infinite

number of ways. The contribution of the One-Boson Exchange Potential

/OBEP/ is defined as the sum of the Born terms standing in the first

column of the right hand side.

The contributions of the ladder type diagrams indicated in the

first, third and fifth rows are generated from the OBEP by the

Schrbdinger equation or by its equivalents /Lippmann-Schwinger,

Bethe-Salpeter [2] etc./.
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In the framework of the O13EM all other types of diagrams are

neglected. It is necessary, however, to decide what kind of bosons

should be included. The differences among the various OBEM's

originate mainly from such a decision. In the simplest model only

the pions are included. In the most sophisticated model the bosons

are substituted by reggeons [3] • According to the commonly accepted

philosophy it is enough to take into account only the lightest known

mesons since the very short range interactions generated by heavy

meson exchanges, are masked by the hard /or soft/ core. In some

models [̂ J the hypothetical g mesons are also included to imitate

the simultaneous /or correlated/ two-pion exchange process:

6

Fig. 2.

Usually it is assumed that the OBEM is a lowest order approxima-

tion of the meson field theory. However, this theory cannot be

considered as a satisfactory theory of the strong interactions-partly

besaus.^ of the large /presumabely infinitely large/ number of hadrons

and partly because of the large coupling constants. For these reasons

the meson field theory should be considered only as historical back-

ground for the OBEM.

The existence and the validity of the OBEM, however, do not

depend on our ability to find a proper theoretical derivation for it.
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If we .look at the OBEM from the phenomenological point of view it

turns out to be a very appealing model with many desirable features.

The OBEP is able to give a satisfactory description of the

properties of the deuteron and to provide a satisfactory fit for

the two-nucleon phase shifts - this description and the fit are about

as good as those from conventional phenomenological potentials. In

contrast to the phenomenological potentials the parameters of the

OBEP have well defined physical meaning: the meson masses are taken

directly from high energy experiments; the meson-nueleon coupling

constants - obtained from a least squares fit to the N-N phase shifts -

can be checked against some independent high energy experiments,, It

is worthwhile emphasizing that in the present state of the art there

is no need to introduce any hypothetical meson in order to obtain a

satisfactory potential [ ?3 •

Even the necessity of the hard core can be eliminated if we

include in the description the pomeron [6] , as an "existing particle"

(this will be discussed later). Prom these considerations we may conclude

that the OBEM seems to be a sound physical model vhich is able to

correlate, quite a number of facts of reality, and it therefore

deserves our attention. If it is impossible to find its satisfactory

foundation in the meson field theory then it is necessary to look for

its explanation in other physical theories which take over the heritage

of the old meson field theory. At the moment we have serious reasons

to believe that this new theory is emerging from the model of the

coloured quarks.
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In the quark model both the baryons and mesons are non-elemen-

tary, composite systems: the baryons are identified with bound states

of three quarks:

the mesons are bound quark-antiquark pairs:

Because of the complexity of the hadrons there is no hope in the near

future for a mathematically rigorous description of the N-N interac-

tion even if the quark-model turns out to be a perfect theory.

At the moment therefore, it is advisable to follow the traditi-

onal path, namely to introduce an effective Lagrangian for the

description of the nucleon-boson interaction. This effective Lagrang-

ian plays the role of a link between nuclear physics and particle

physics, since on the one hand we know how the OBEP can be derived

from such a Lagrangian, and on the other we can incorporate into the

Lagrangian the most important physical information obtained from the

quark model.

2. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN

First of all we give a list of information sources that can be

used in constructing the effective Lagrangian of the nucleon-boson

interactions:

a/ Relativistic invariance

b/ Principle of simplicity

c/ Renormalizability

d/ Internal symmetry
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a/ Relativistic invariance

The Lorentz invariance of the Lagrangian is achived auto-

matically by adding together invariant scalars:

is constructed by tensor contraction:where

Here .O. (NN;iV) stands for the component yu. of a tensor of type

n , bilinear in the nucleon field operators N and N; ^-^(Wjr*)

stands for the component /LA. of a tensor of type <f\ , linear in the

boson field operator M ; S w is the coupling constant of type n

between the nucleon and the boson.

b/ Principle of simplicity

The number of terms in the Lagrangian is not limited by

general physical principles, but as we believe in the principle of

simplicity, only the simplest tensors are kept \l~\ •

Because of the strangeness conservation only the non-strange

members of the meson families should be taken into consideration.

S. Scalar mesons: iTC

The Lagrangians are the following:

(N *N)

^t = G £

and a similar term for
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PS. Pseudo-scalar mesons: & =

7T * (4*10) - jfl-i lSj ff'C^HO)

The Lagrangians are the following:

and a similar term for *'.

V. Vector mesons: -J " c m Jf"

The Lagrangians are the following:

* t -

T — -*

and a similar term for >̂ .

Here the Dirac matrices and isospin operators are denoted by

and -p , respectively. The isovectors are indicated by an arrow.

The tensor & is defined by L

c/ Renormalizability

In the old times when it was believed! that a consistent

field theory could be constructed for the strong interactions the

renormalizability of the theory was a very important requirement.
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Nowadays however, the renormalizability, in this context, is

irrelevant since we already know that no consistent theory of strong

interactions is possible in terms of structureless baryons and mesons.

Thus as far as the effective Lagrangian is concerned the

renormalizability does not lead to any "selection rule". For this

reason we are no longer forced to use the pseudoscalar coupling for

the pseudoscalar mesons given above. Prom several point of view, it

seems to be more satisfactory to assume a pseudovector coupling

"IT <m.ffi
defined by f '„ ( N

d/ Internal Symmetry

The hadrons can be organized into families. The members of a

given family have similar properties. These families can be identified

as multiplets belonging to the irreducible representations of some

groups of symmetry transformations.

The symmetry of SU/2/ generated by the isospin operators was

discovered by Heisenberg almost a half century ago, the symmetry of

SU/3/ was recognized almost twenty years ago. /These are not perfect

symmetries but for a moment let us forget about the symmetry break-

ing/.

The Lagrangian must be invariant against the symmetry trans-

formations. The invariance is achieved automatically if the field

operators behave as irreducible tensor components under the symmetry

transformation and the Lagrangian is constructed from these irreducible

tensors according to the rules of tensor multiplication and contrac-

tion. The Lagrangians obtained up till now are invariant against
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SU/2/ by construction, but they behave under the SU/3/ transforma-

tions as direct products of the type

8® 8 <$ a and 8 (& 8® A

since the nucleons belong to an octet and the mesons belong to

various octets and singlets of the SU/3/. Invariant Lagrangians

can be obtained in two steps. At first, with the help of SU/3/

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we construct irreducible SU/3/ tensors

from the product of the baryon fields B and B. The dimensions of the

irreducible tensors obtained from the reduction of the direct product

of two octets are given by the following formula:

& AO AO

It can be seen that we have one singlet and two different octets 8*

and S .In the second step, using again the SU/3/ Clebsch-Gordan

eoeffecients, we construct invariant terms combining these irreducible

tensors with the meson octets and singlets. In this way we obtain the

following structure for the invariant Lagrangian:

where the symbols L 3 s an(* C

singlets, respectively.

a r e use<* for octets and

From this general form we may draw the conclusion that an

SU/3/ invariant Lagrangian - bilinear in baryons and linear in

mesons - contains only three independent coupling constants d9 Q/

and G . . This means that the coupling constants introduced up till

now are not independent, they can be expressed in terms of coupling
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constants Q (J. G. and SU/3/ Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. In

other words the invariance of the Lagrangian implies a set of

relations among the originally independent coupling constants. The

relations following from the SU/2/ invariance are expressed in the

following form:

and similar expressions for all the other isovector mesons / S", f etc./.

The SU/3/ invariance implies many relations among the coupling

constants; however, if we restrict our consideration to the nucleon-

-meson sector, then we have only one relation for each meson octet:

G _ - .»-*!« &

where the parameters 0

X

and ©< are defined by

and

According to this relation the coupling constant of the isoscalar

member of the octet 6 i t O ;an be expressed with the help of the

coupling constant of the isovector member of the same octet:

IT

etc

If the SU/3/ was a perfect symmetry of the hadrons then the multi-

plets were completely degenerate and independent of each othor. In

reality, however, SU/3/ is only a broken symmetry, consequently

the degeneracy splits up and the multiplets are mixed. In our case

it means that the meson octets and singlets are mixed:
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The mixing angle & can be obtained from the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass

formula which provides relations among the physical masses.

3. ONE-BOSON EXCHANGE POTENTIALS

The various OBEP's published in the last two decades vary in

respect of the allowed bosons, the input parameters, the constraints,

the type of equation /Schrbdinger, Lippmann-Schwinger, Bethe-Salpeter,

etc./, the prescription for the short range behaviour, and so on. In

spite of /or even because of/ these differences it is instructive

to have a look at Table 1 which contains the coupling constants

obtained by various methods. One can observe a characteristic feature

of the data which seems to be "invariant" against the variations of

the applied methods. Namely, the coupling constants indicated by

arrows in Table 1 are either small compared with the others or they

are taken to be zero ab ovo in tSie earlier analysis. In the follow-

ing we shall try to prove that the weakness of these couplings can be

understand in the framework of the quark model.



Table 1,

ir

%'

(V)
S (Tj

(T)

CO < "
(T)

S

£
S*

/t/data

Ref. 8.

13.84

13.81

3.07

76.14

10.91

0.94

2.41

14.35

2 . 0

Ref. 9.

14.27

0.69

0.45

19.31

12.90

0.00

1.26

14.20

Ref. 5.

13.40

6.23

15.25

2.78

102.42

0.47

0.16

12.00

5.70

0.78

26.58

0.04

2 . 2

Ref. 6.

13.68

3.43

3.76

0.80

14.15

0.10

0.00

8.68

0.96

1.63

22.73

0.70

2.09

4r

4-
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k. THE QUARK MODEL

The quark is an object of spin l/2 having three different

states u , d and s • The unimodular unitary transformations of

the threedimensional space spanned by the state vectors it, dL

and & form the group SU/3/. The generators *i { j=l» ...,8)

satisfy the following commutation relations:

where C-t( are the structure constants of SU/3/. Because of these
o

relations some of the generators can be related to the operators of

the isospin and the strangeness. The states U.«. and S are eigenstates

of these operators with the quantum numbers given in Table 2.

Table 2.

d (own)

s (trange)

Baryon
number

B

1/3

1/3

1/3

Isospin

I

1/2

1/2

0

h
+ 1/2

-1/2

0

Strange-
ness

S

0

0

-1

Hyper-
charge
Y=S+B

1/3

1/3

-2/3

Charge

Q=I3+Y/2

2/3

-1/3

-1/3

It is assumed that the baryons consist of three quarks: B = (qqq) ,

the mesons are quark-antiquark pairs: M s Ci5) • In order to obtain

correctly all the quantum numbers of the baryons it is necessary to

assume that the baryon wave-function is symmetric against the inter-

change of the quarks. This is in contradiction with the Pauli

principle since the quarks are assumed to be of spin 1/2. This is

the first difficulty. The second difficulty lies in the fact that
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no quark has been observed up till now, they must be confined within

the observable hadrons. Because of these difficulties the quarks

were considered for a while as mathematical entities. Nowadays how-

ever, we are more and more convinced that they can be identified

with physical particles. This belief originates mainly from two

observations. First, all the observed baryons and mesons /with a

few exceptions to be discussed later/ can be classified as excited

states of (qqq) and (qqj systems, respectively. Second, the deep

inelastic electron scattering data are compatible with the assumption

that the nucleon consists essentially of three non-interacting

point-like particles carrying electric charges -1/3 and 2/3 [lO^ «

At the moment the Q(uantum) C(hromo) D(ynamics) is the most

promising theory likely to lead to the solution of the problems

mentioned above. In the framework of QCD it is assumed that the

quarks, in addition to the isospin and the strangeness /called

flavour/, have a further internal degree of freedom called colour.

A quark can be red, blue or yellow. The throe-dimensional colour

space is transformed again according to SU/3/. Thus, the total

internal wave function of a hadron is transformed according to

SU/3/ f l a v o u r © S U / 3 / c o l o u r . If we assume that all of the observable

hadrons are colour singlets then the difficulty connected with the

Pauli principle is eliminated because the singlet is antisymmetric

in colour /colourless/ so the rest of the wave function must be

symmetric - as was found in the old quark model. In the QCD the

interaction between quarks is mediated by gluons. The gluons are

quanta of eight vector fields which are the analogues of the electro-

magnetic field. The basic idea of the QCD [ll] can be summarized as

follows. We know that the Dirac equation C *• fi».'dJ*'~ **•) *•(*) ~ °
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, -i
is invariant against a gauge transformation, defined by^>(X) = g

It is not, however, invariant if we perform a local gauge transforma-

tion: -vpCx;* fi"** *¥(.*), where 9 (.x; is an arbitrary func-

tion of x. In order to restore the invariance we must introduce a

vector field " (X) into the Dirac equation:

and A MC*) must be transformed simultaneously with *p(x) accord

ing to the rule:

A/* (X) m A^(X) .

The simplest Lorcntz invariant Lagrangian that we can construct for

the vector field A**" is given by

h >* T

However, this Lagrangian is invariant against local gauge transforma-

tions only if

1/ M=0, which means that the rest mass of the particle associa-

ted with the field must be zero, and

2/ T="̂ v is defined as T ^ C M * 9 A,, (x ) - O . A

As we see, from the requirement of ths local gauge invariance of the

Dirac equation we have discovered the vector potential, the electric

and magnetic field, the massless photon of spin 1, and so on: the

whole electrodynamics. If we had no eyes to discover the light

"experimentally" we would be able to discover it by the requirement

of the local gauge invariance of the Dirac equation. We have no eyes

for hadrons. Let us learn from the example of electrodynamics and

try to substitute our missing "hadron eyes" with the requirement of

a generalized local gauge invariance £12] .We assume that the quarks
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are described by the Dirac equation and we demand its invariance

against a non-Abelian local gauge transformation defined by

\f (%) &. g_ '•' 3 i i ' A|^(X) where ^ . (-•»<< ... £j

stand for the generators of SU/3/eolo,.„• These transformations are

non-commuting in contrast to the gauge transformations of the QED.

The **p is assumed to be an element of the three-dimensional representa-

tion oi' SU/3/ •. . The 3 linearly independent states are refetred to

as red, blue and yellow quark states. The free Dirac equation is not,

of course, invariant against these gauge transformations. In the

same way as in the QED we are forced to introduce into the Dirac

equation some vector fields, the so-called gluon fields: ^J". (Xj

( *i — A, ••• t i) in the following way:

This form of the equation turns out to be gauge invariant if the

fields are transformed according to the rule:

t 4 - a (i ̂  u.)

''o a * 'where U.(x) = € ' o a * ' . The simplest Lorentz invariant

Lagrangian which can be constructed for the vector fields

is given by

However, this Lagrangian is invariant under the non-Abelian gauge

transformations only if

1/ M=0 /the rest mass of the gluon must be zero/, and

2/ T J (*> is defined as * * fcO - ̂ A^{XJ - % l
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where the structure constants of SU/3/ are denoted by e^L g .

The consequences of the invariance against non-Abelian local gauge

transformations can be E'vmmarized as follows. We must assume that

1/ the quarks exist in three different colour states,

2/ there exist eight gluon fields,

3/ the glucns are massless, vector particles M=O and J=l ,

4/ the field equations of the gluons derived from a gauge

invariant Lagrangian are not linear,

3/ the colour charge q which play the same role as the electric

charge in QED is carried not onJy by the quarks but also by

the gluon fields.

These consequences make the life rather hard, but the QCD seems to

offer a solution for the problem of quark confinement. It is possible

to prove in static approximation that in QCD the effective coupling

"constant" Q is a rapidly increasing function of the distance *" :

From this it follows that the interaction at small distances can be

very weak /asymptotic freedom/, nevertheless at large distances it

will be very strong. This can explain on the one hand the confinement,

on the other the fact that in deep inelastic scattering of leptons

on nucleons the quarks behave as independent /non-interacting/

particles.

In the QED the electrons are considered as structureless

elementary particles. They generate the electromagnetic fieid and

their interaction takes place via the exchange of photons /Fig.3,a/.

In the meson field theory it was thought that something similar is

valid for the nucleons. Namely it was believed that the nucleons are
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structureless elementary particles, they generate the meson field

and their interaction takes place via the exchange of mesons

/Pig. 3.b./. This analogy was very fruitful leading to the discovery

of the pions. However in the light of the experimental evidence

proving the composite nature of,the nucleons, this analogy cannot

be valid; only in a plvmomenologieal sense. The correct analogy can

be formulated on the level of quarks. Namely at the moment we believe

that the quarks are structureless elementary particles, they generate

the gluon fields and their interaction takes place via the exchange

of gluons /Fig. 3.c./.

— e N

N

Fig. 3.a. Fig. 3.b. Fig.3.c.

If we are looking for analogies then the correct analogy for the

interaction of composite nucleons is the interaction of composite

atoms.

It is very instructive to have a look at Fig. h, /reproduced

from Bohr and Mottelson (l3j / which displays a comparison between

the hydrogen molecule and deutercn.
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H-H

c - 0.394 lO^cm
2.61 10*eV 1

n--p —
c-O.S 1tf°cm

,-166 MeV
me

He-He
Cr2.56KTcm
£-,=1.55
mcz

Fig. 4.

The energies and the distances are measured in natural units, namely

in *- /**»c and c respectively, where c is the radius of the

repulsive core. From this comparison one would conclude that in spite

of some qualitative similarity between the potentials there is large

difference between the two systems. The hydrogen molecule is very

strongly bound while the deuteron is almost unstable.

However, it should be noted that a nucleon is a saturated

/colourless/ quark system, its counterpart in the realm of atoms is

a satureted electron system, i.e. a noble gas atom. Really, if we

compare the nuclear potential *.;ith that of two He atoms fclV] on

natural scales the similarity is much more spectacular. This

comparison corroborates our belief that the correct analogue of the

N-N interaction is the van der Waals potential rather than the
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Coulomb one assumed in meson field theory.

5. OKUBO-ZWEIG-IIZUKA RULE

Assuming an SU/3/ symmetry the quark model predicts the follow-

ing quark content for tho mesons:

Taking into account the symmetry breaking these states will be mixed.

The most dramatic change /the so called ideal mixing: COS Gv - l\fi/

happens in the case ox vector mesons

g = 4= (AAU -old.)

+ d.d. )

& s
It was observed that the q> meson decay leads mainly to K E pairs:

K

and the decay mode 7T TT "H*
K

'if
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is highly suppressed.

This observation can be formulated as a general rule: a hadronic

process is highly suppressed if the quark lines in the initial and

final systems are connected by gluon lines only. This is the famous

Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka /OZI/ rule £l5j which is able to explain a number

of facts of hadron physios; among others the long life of the

charmonium. The OZI rule also seems to be applicable to the decay

of the scalar mesons ( 8, t., S ) . Earlier these resonances were

assumed to be (fl»1-) bound states with relative angular momentum

£ =1, In contrast to thi.s belief Jaffe [16J has assumed that these

objects are cryptoexotics, A cryproexotic (qqqq) system which is

colourless can decay into two colourless (qq) pair. The calculations

performed in the framework of the MIT Bag Model show that the energy

of the cryptoexotic states with quantum numbers H " =s O ,

forming a flavour nonet, is surprisingly low. The non-strange element

of this nonet can be identified with the observed scalar resonances

S, € and •& . The quark content of these resonances is expected

to be the following:

It follows from the OZI rule that both & and S decay into strange

mesons only, while £ can also decay into pions:

% -» K + YC t
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Since the masses of h and S are only a little above the K K

threshold, their decay width must be small* These conclusions are in

agreement with the experimental data.

6. THE N-N INTERACTION AND THE OZI RULE

The basic principle of the OZI rule can be formulated in the

following way. The decay of the mesons with hidden flavour may

proceed in two ways:

l/ The quark-antiquark constituents of the meson annihilate

into gluons, then the emitted gluons create new qq pairs and finally

the new mesons of the final state are formed by the new quarks and

antiquarks,

2/ By vacuum polarization a new qq pair is created, then the

new meaons of the final state are formed by the combination of a

new quark and an old antiquark and vice versa.

The OZI rule says that the probability of the first mechanism

is negligible compared with that of the second.

Let us consider now the mechanism of the meson emission in terms

of quarks. For this process there also exist two possibilities:

1/ The quarks of the nucleon emit gluons, then the gluons create

a qq pair and finally the emitted meson is formed by the created qq

pair: " - M

N
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2/ A qq pair is created by vacuum polarization, then the

emitted meson is formed by the created antiquark and one of the

quarks of the nucleon, while the created quark remains in the

nucleon as its constituent: M

M

N
If the OZI rule is applicable here then it is expected that the

probability of the first mechanism is negligible compared with

that of thesecond. The applicability of the OZI rule can be checked

by the help of the strange quarks, since a strange quark-antiquark

pair can be emitted only by means of the first mechanism. If we look

again at Table 1 showing the coupling constants we can recognize

that exactly those coupling constants are small which belong to

bosons containing a strange quark-antiquark pair:

A> S and S *

From this observation we may draw the conclusion that the N-N

interaction obeys the OZI rule [}-7l • If the first mechanism of

meson emission is prohibited by the OZI rule then the second

mechanism is not able to produce simultaneously more mesons than

the number of quarks in the nucleon. This conclusion give a natural

explanation for the success of the OBEM: in contrast to the meson

field theory the number of simultaneously exchanged mesons between

two nucleons cannot be more than three. The interpretation of the

scalar bosons aa cryptoexotic systems fits nicely into this picture:

in addition to the one-boson exchange, the simultaneous exchange
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of two bosons or a (qqqq) system is also permitted. The exchange

of the cryptoexotic £ can be considered as the simultaneous exchange

of two correlated mesons. It is worthwhile remembering that the

hypothetical <T meson was invented for precisely this purpose.

7. SHORT RANGE INTERACTION

In the framework of the quark model it is also possible to

investigate the short range behaviour of the interaction. Along

this line the first serious effort can be found in a recent paper

of DeTar [l8j who treats the problem of six quarks using the MIT

bag model. An axially symmetric cavity is assumed. The six, non-

strange quarks are distributed in single particle states defined

by the cavity eigenmodes of the Dirac equation. The interaction

among the quarks is treated in the spirit of the nuclear shell

model. It is assumed that the bulk of the interaction producing the

confinement can be incorporated into an average gluon field confined

also to the volume of the cavity. The "residual intaraction" is

mediated by coloured gluons assuming a weak gluon-quark coupling.

The colourless six quark state is characterized by the quantum

numbers of the deuteron 1=0, J=l and |Mj(=l, The construction of

this state permits the separation of two colourless quark clusters

which correspond to a proton and a neutron. The expectation value

of the total binding energy is calculated as the function of the

separation distance r of the two nucleons. The parameters of the

model are fixed in the original version of the MIT bag model, which

is able to reproduce quite well the properties of the low lying

baryon states. It is worthwhile quoting the value of the effective
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gluon-quark coupling constant: a f f A IT=0.54. The interaction

energy versus the two-nucleon separation distance is shown in Pig.

5. A comparison with the one-pion exchange potential is also exhibited.

E (MeV)

r(fm)

Fig. 5.

As we can see, this model - which in its philosophy is very

similar to the shell model of deformed nuclei - is able to say

something relevant about the behaviour of the N-N interaction at

small distances, i.e. the soft core emerges in a natural way.

Another approach to the problem of the short range behaviour

of the interaction can be formulated in terms of pomeron exchange.

The pomeron is an artifact which was invented to obtain correct

asymptotic behaviour for the high energy scattering amplitudes. It

is a strongly interacting object which can be classified, however,

neither as baryon nor as meson. In the collision of two quark bags

with small impact parameter there is a possibility for gluon

exchange. If the collision proceeds without the fusion of the bags,
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then the exchanged object must be colourless. It is therefore

customary nowadays to identify the pomeron as a colourless bound

state of gluons.
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Abstract

Present status of the bound-state three-nucleon problems is discussed,

and a brief review of recent developments is presented. The bound-state
3 3

properties of He and H associated with the strong, weak, and electro-

magnetic interactions are discussed with emphasis on the relevance of

these properties to the nature of assumed interactions.
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a generalized local gauge invarlanoe [12] .We assume that the quarks

218

1. Introduction

In this talk, recent developments In Che trinucl^on bound-state prob-

lems will be briefly reviewed. Due to the time limitation, technical de-

ta i l s will be avoided and physics will be emphasized. The technical details

of selected topics can be found In recent review art icles and other

references in the l i terature and conference proceedings. The main focus

will be on what we have learned so far and on what are the outstanding prob-

lems in the three-nucleon systems.

After a brief discussion of theoretical background (mainly definitions)

in section 2, we discuss in section 3 the strong-interaction properties of
3 3

He and H such as binding energies and asymptotic normalizations of t r i -

nucleon wave functions. In section 4, the weak interaction properties

(triton beta decay, muon capture, etc.) are discussed. In section 5, the

electromagnetic properties of He and H, including asymptotic behavior of

the He charge form factor ( i . e . the recent SIAC data) and the electric . 1 i-

pole sum rules for photonuclear absorption cross-sections, are discussed.

Concluding remarks are presented in section 6.

2. Theoretical Background

Throughout this talk, the following definitions of the kinematic

variables will be used.

For the position vectors,
-•
r

-» -•

V r3
= (r2+ (2.1)
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and for the conjugate momenta (m = ft = 1 ) ,

P - f (&, - *3

P*

(2.2)

The non-relativistic dynamical equation for the three-nucleon system

is the Schroedinger equation

H|Y> •= E|Y> (2.3)

where

H - Ho+ V

with

and

2 2 2
P + 1 + P

V - S

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(i.e. V = • We have neglected three-nucleon forces for simplicity.

The corresponding Lippmarm-Schwinger equation for the transit ion

matrix is (z = E + i e ) ,

T(z) = V + VG(z)V (2.7a)

V + VGo(z)T(z)

where

and

G(z) = (z-H)
-1

Go(«) = (z-Ho)
-1

(2.8)

(2.9)

As is well known, the equation (2.7b) is not compact. A unique

2
equation can be obtained by using the Faddeev decomposition of T(z)
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T(z) = 2 M ft(z) (2.10)

where

M g = V 6 ft+ V G(z)Vft . (2.11)

The Faddec" decomposition, (2.10) and (2.11), leads to the Faddeev equation

^ V V
where t (z) satisfies the two-body Lippmann-Schwinger equation

^ " V Wz ) t
a

(z ) (2.13)

For the bound-state problems, we seek solutions of the homogenous

equation of (2.12), independent of the second index B. He introduce a

simplified notation M (z) =T^a'(z) so that

T(z) - 2 (2.14)

and

= ta(z)Go(z) S (2.15)

The spectral decomposition of G(z) in (2.7a) indicate that we can

write near the bound-state pole

' Iv
T(z) B1

B

where E_ and IY,, ) are the eigenvalue and eigenfunction satisfying

(H - EB) |YB> = 0 . (2.16)

Therefore, the bound-state wave function can be extracted from T(z) as



<P,q>B> (z-E )<p,q|T(z)|Y>.
q ' -

(2.17)

The residue of T(z) at z » E nay be easi ly extracted from the numerical

solution of the homogenous Faddeev equation (2.15).

The Faddeev equation ctn also be formulated in terms of the wave

3 4 i \
functions. ' We define the channel eigenstate |3> ) by

where H is the channel Hamiltonian defined by

0,1,2,3

with V = 0. The Faddeev equation is then

IV
and

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

where G^z) = (z - Hg)"1.

For the homogenous equation of (2.20) the configuration representation

leads to a set of coupled differential equations ' whereas the momentum

representation leduces to a set of coupled integral equations.

3 . Strong-Interaction Properties

After an angular momentum reduction, the homogenous Faddeev equations

(2.15) and (2.20) a^e reduced to a set of coupled integral or dif ferential

equations in two continuous variables for the case of a local two-nucleon

potential such ae the one-pion-exchange (OPE) potential . If the two-nucleon

i 3 3interaction is assumed to be effect ive in the S and S,- D, partial waven 1 1
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r
wave states , there are then five independent Faddeev components for the

even-parity trinucleon states with total angular momentum # = — . If a l l

two-nucleon partial waves up to J £ 2 are included, there are 18 indepen-
q

dent Faddeev components. Angular momentum reduction can be carried out

by using a complete set of basis s ta tes . For an example, the totally

antisymmetric trinucleon wave function Y(p,q) can be expanded in terms of

the £- ef basis state $ (p,q) which is an eigenstate of the operators:

(?) ( ? + ? , ) , JT . is the relative orbital angular momentum of (2,3)

-•
s i a v i r

9 = 7,
corit-

soli

L r • -z-
pair; .'1 is the orbital angular momentum of nucleon 1 in the cm. system,

• 3 3
t are the spin and isospin of the nucleon i . For He and H,

3 1 3or He and 3" = - — for H. Table I l i s t s the components andz 2.
probabilities of the trinucleon wave function generated from

.. thvi Faidecv equation (2.15) with the Reid soft-core potential
1 3 3effective in the S and S,- D, states,o 1 1

3 3
3.1 Binding Energies of H and "He

3 3

There have been many calculations of the binding energy of H,E( H),

using a variety of real is t ic two-nucleon potentials. The most extensive

calculations of E( H) are carried out with the Reid soft-core potential

and yield E( H) = 7.0 ~ 7.5 MeV. Faddeev calculations tend to yield the

smaller value of E( H) and variational calculation the larger value. It is

interesting to note that the probabilities of the wave-function components

are very similar regardless of different real is t ic two-nucleon potentials

used. The probabilities listed in Table I are very typical and yield

P(S) = 89.7% (probability of the symmetric S-state which is a symmetric

linear combination of of = 1 - 6) , P(S') = 1.7% (probability of the mixed
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symmetry S-state which a linear combination of a '- 1 - 6) ami P(D> = 8.6%

(of = 7 - 11),and very small P-state probability.

Another interesting observation which emerges from these calculations

of E( H) is that there seems to be an inverse linear correlation between
3

calculated E( H) and the deuteron D-state probability predicted by the

assumed two-nucleon potential as shown in Fig. 1 by Nemberg, Pace and

Prosper!. It is easy to understand this correlation qualitatively with a

simple physical idea. Since the tensor force is effective in the ' S-- Dj

state, i t tends to be more effective at larger distances than the :3-state

forces. The larger deuteron D-state probability implies a weaker 3-state

central force relative to the tensor force (or stronger tensor force rela-

tive to the S-state central forces) . Therefore a two-nucleon potential

which produces a larger deuteron D-state probability tends to keep three

nucleon farther apart, yielding a loosely bound system or a smaller binding

energy.

The discrepancy of 1-1.5 MeV between the calculated values and the

experimental value of E( H) = 8.5 MeV could be attributed to several

sources such as the presence of three-nucleon forces and uncertainties of

the assumed two-nucleon potential (off-shell uncertainties, the deuteron

D-state probability, e t c . ) . Some theoretical estimates indicate that

three-nucleon forces could provide an extra binding energy of 1 - 2 MeV
3

for H. Unfortunately, separate experimental determinations of these

effects are either impossible or very diff icult . It is probably impossible

to sort out experimentally the effect of three-nucleon forces from the two-

nucleon off-shell uncertainties.

The 3H - 3He binding energy difference, AE = |E(3H) - E(3He)| ,is ex-

perimentally 764 keV. A large fraction of this is the Coulomb energy,
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AE , of He. Calculated values for AE range from 550 keV to 660 keV ,

depending on different two-nucleon and three-nucleon models used. A very
12nearly model-independent method suggested by Fabre de la Ripelle and

13 3 3
Friar relates AE to the charge form factors of He and H, and yields

14AE = 638 + 17 keV. Other electromagnetic corrections such as nucleon

vacuum polarization, the n-p mass difference, nucleon magnetic interactions,

exchange currents, e tc . bring the value of AE up to 683 + 29 keV.
14 The

remaining energy difference (AE - AE ) = 81 + 29 keV should be accounted

for by strong charge-symmetry breaking two- and three-nucleon interactions.

Recent estimates of contributions to AE of TT°- T\° and p°- u)° mixing

strong potentials are 17 keV and 56 keV, respectively, which could account

for the remaining discrepancy of 81 + 29 keV. However, charge symmetry

breaking potentials involving charge dependence of nucleon masses in inter-

mediate states of TT TT" and TT°TT° exchange can yield a total of about -200 keV

in a wrong direction, so that theoretical understanding of AE is s t i l l

lacking.

3.2 Asymptotic Normalization Parameters

One of the useful information about the trinucleon bound-state wave

functions is thra asymptotic normalization. The asymptotic normalization is

characterized by a coupling constant which can be extracted from scattering
3

data. The coupling constant C for H-nd vertex is related to the asymptotic

wave function by

Y(r,p) ~ -$3*2 X LC <JM

al l m's

X "U (r)YTM (r) |SM_) h j

1 (3.1)

3 = ( I MB)2 ,

Sm |JM m3

? ) I2ms>

with
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where B is the binding energy of neutron, %(r) is the deuteron radial

wave function (L = 0 or 2), |SMg) is the deuteron spin function (S = 1),

and h (1) is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind. The rele-

vant quantum numbers are J = 1 and 2 " ~Z • an& hence j • —, — and I = 0,2.

The isospin functions are suppressed.

The dimensionless constant ( CQ) for H-nd vertex has been deter-

mined from the forward dispersion relation (FDR) analysis of the n-d scat-

tering cross-sections,and the latest value is |°C ( H,dn)| = 2.6 ± 0.3,
18

which agrees with the theoretical value of 2.86 obtained by Kim and Tubis

from the triton wave function calculated using the Reid soft-core poten-

t i a l . Recently, some information on °C.( H,dn) was extracted from measure-

ments of the tensor analyzing powers for (d,t) reactions on

208^19

118,
Sn and

3 (1)
For the He-dp vertex, hv ' in the equation (3.1) must be replaced by

Hi

a Whittaker function to take the Coulomb interaction into account. Recent-

ly, C ( He,dp) has been determined from the FDR analysis of the p-d scat-

tering16 (|°Co(3He,dp)|2 = 3.5 + 0.4) and of the p-3He scattering

(°C (3He,dp)|2 = 3.35 + 0.25).20 Reliable theoretical estimates of

C ( He,dp) are not yet available.

4. Weak Interaction Properties
4.1 Triton Beta decay

The experimental ft values for H beta decay and for neutron beta

decay are (ft). = 1143 + 3 sec and (ft) = 1108 + 16 sec, respectively.
H

The difference between these two ft-values can be attributed to the effects

of meson-exchange currents. The two-body,one-pion-exchange correction to

the triton beta decay amplitude is conventionally expressed in terms of

the enhancement factor 6,
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H> (4.1)

where A« and AS are, respectively, the one-body and two-body contri-
te fl

(4.2)

butions to the axial-vector operator A.. A, ' is defined as
B 8

-G. Z a. tt
A . 1 i

where G. (= 1.23) is the usual nucleon axial-vector form factor at zero

momentum transfer. From the experimental values of (ft)_ and (ft) and
3 H n

the set of trinucleon wave function probabilities, P(S') » 1.7% P(D)»8.6%,

the expected value of 6 can be determined to be 5 e x p m 6%.

••(2)
The effective one-pion exchange two-body operator Ai in the model

22of Chemtob and Rho (which is based directly on low-energy theorems) is

2 S
KJ x

(4.3)

where

x = N . (1236,100), N (1400,120), N (1525,100),p(760,120) .
3 3 1 1 3"l

(4.4)

The numbers in parentheses in (4.4) specify resonance masses and N -» NTT

partial width (in MeV), and the subscripts denote (2.T,2T). The calcu-

21 22

lated value of 6 ss 15% for the Chemtob and Rho model is too large com-

pared to 6 fa 6%. The main source of this discrepancy can be attributed

to the large value of the SD matrix element 6SD(N, ) M 13%. One may

wonder why the two-nucleon current associated with N__ gives such large un-

satisfactory result for 6 in triton beta decay. The estimate of the N -

N-axial current) coupling, based on FCAC, may be too large or perhaps there

is something inconsistent in the formulation used in calculating meson-ex-

* 23 24
change correction due to N... Ichimura et al. and Green et al. have
obtained a much smaller value of 5^— (H3q) « 5.6% from a model in which the
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N,.-N intermediate-state propagator is approximated by an effective energy

denominator. Most recently, Jaus have estimated 6^- (H..) m 6.2% from a
*

more reliable model in which the momentum dependence of the N,_-N propa-

gator is explicitly treated. Jaus obtains & . ca 6.5% which is in

reasonable agreement with the expected experimental value of 6 as 6%.

4.2 ur capture

The capture rate of a negative muon by a He nucleus (y, + He -»

H + v) is 1489 + 37 sec . Both the elementary particle method

27

and the impulse approximation method (with phenomenological meson ex-

change-current correction consistent with triton beta decay) predict the

capture rates consistent with experiment,within a few percent. For the
3 3

radiative muon capture, y, + He •* H + v + "V, it would be extremely

interesting to investigate the branding ratio for radiative yrcapture to

ordinary g,-capture, the photon spectrum, and the correlation function of

photon momentum and recoil-nucleus momentum, which should be sensitive to

the value of induced pseudoscalar form factor. Experimental work on the

radiative muon capture is under way at SIN.

4.3 Electron scattering and neutral currents:

Because of conflicting different experimental results on the neutral

currents in the weak interaction, it would be interesting to investigate

yet other independent experiments on the parity-violating effects due to

the presence of the neutral currents, such as in the elastic electron-

nucleus scattering.

For the elastic electron-nucleus scattering, the left-right asymmetry

is defined as dcr do da daT

Sin " dn m d n dn ' (4.5)
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where the labels R and L, refer to right-handed (positive helicity) and

left-handed (negative helicity) electrons, respectively, with the axis of

spin quantization along the direction of the incoming polarized (R or L)

electrons. If we assume that the elastic scattering can proceed via a

parity violating process due to the exchange of the neutral weak boson

(the Z boson) in addition to the parity conserving process of (virtual)

photon exchange, the left- and right-asymmetry can be qualitatively ex-

pressed as

(4.6)
M*

where M' is the ordinary parity conserving electromagnetic transition
z

and M ° is the parity violating transition amplitude involving the neutral

31
current. Reya and Schilcher have estimated P for the elastic electron-

32
nucleon scattering using the Weinberg-Salam model. With the Weinberg

2 1
angle sin 9 » - they obtain

P =

and

3 x lo

1.5 x 10

"5

M2

2

for proton,

for neutron

where q and M are the momentum transfer and nucleon mass respectively. The

larger value of P for neutron target is due primarily to the fact that

i v i 2

|M | is much smaller for neutron than for proton. Experimental measure-

ments of P with polarized electron beam with deuteron target (quasi-elastic

e-d scattering) are under way at Mainz. It would be interesting to explore
3 4

the possibility of using He or He as a target instead of proton or deu-

teron.
5. Electromagnetic Properties

Elastic electron scattering off the He and H nuclei provide valuable
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information such as the root-mean-square (rms) radi i , the short range

correlations and spatial distributions of electric charge and magnetic mo-

ments of these nuclei. All of these nuclear structure information can be

extracted from charge and magnetic form factors obtained from elastic scat-

tering data using the Rosenbluth formula,

PN 2MN

(5.1)

with

fl 1 +
4M

where Q is the 4-momentum transfer, M is the nuclear mass, K. is the

proton mass, and \i is the magnetic moment of the target nucleus, '

is the cross-section for a point nucleus. The form factors are theo-
PN

retically related to the square of the expectation values of charge density

2 2
and current operators, i.e. (Qn « Q )

I2 (5.2)

>|2 (5.3)

where p(Q') is the nucleon charge density operator given by (to the order

3
2

2

8 MH

; (e -
2 3

**#?j (5-4)

and J(Q) is the nucleon current operator which consists of the convection

and magnetization currents, J and J ; i.e. J + J where



+ e

-» -•
IQ-r, .1 v>

(5.5)

The e, and y, are given by

ej = f [I + T,(J)1 fc
P
h(Q

2) + J [1 - Tz(j)]fc
n
h(Q

2)

where f's are the nucleon electromagnetic form factors.

ch
The experimental values of charge rms radii r extracted from

rms
ch ch ,3,,the slope of F (Q') are r (He) = 1.88 + 0.05 fm.r ' CH) = 1.70 +

en rms — rms

0.5 fm. Most of the Faddeev calculations gives values of the rms radii

which agree with the experimental values within 5%.

5.1 Charge Form Factors
3,.

The He charge form factor JF , e(Q )| shows a pronounced minimum at

Q = (Q ) m i n = H.8 fm and a secondary maximum of |F c h (Q ) | ra 6.0 x 10
i He - 9 9 9

( | F c h (0 ) | = 1) for 14 fm 5 Q < 20 fm . No such minimum has been

-3

3 2 -2observed in the magnetic form factor of He for Q < 16 fm . Measurements
3
"Ho 9 9 • 9

of F^ (Q ) for Q s 16 fm are now under way at the Bates-MIT and
Sea l ay .

:ACLfty

All of the Faddeev.and variational calculations with real is t ic two-

nucleon potentials underestimate the secondary maximum, i . e . rat io R of the ex-

perimental value, |F !Je(Q2) | e»6.0 x 10" to the calculated maximum is always

greater than one. The Faddeev calculations generally give [R,(Q ) m i n ] = [4"8>

14 ~ 18 fm ] whereas variational calculations tend to give [2.5 ~ 5.0,

12 ~ 14 fm ] . Meson-eschange current corrections tend to improve the cal-

21*1*
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culated maximum somewhat but not enough to agree with the expeziment.

He 2 -2
Recently, measurements of F , (Q ) have been extended to 20 fm <en ,

2 - 2 33 H** '
Q £ 100 fm . The new data show a rapid decrease of F . (Q") as
-(10 +1) -2 2 -2

Q — between 30 f m < Q < 60 fm with a hint of a secord minimum

at Q ss 64 fm" . Impulse approximation calculations ' with non-relativ-

ist ic wave function obtained from solutions of Faddeev equation >redictssuch a second minimum at Q <w 60 fm and a third maximum of |F , e(Q ) | «s

10~5 for 70 fm"2< Q2 < 80 fm"2. The new data exhibit a hint of the third

maximum of |Fc"e(Q2)| » 3 x 10"5 at Q 76 fm (only a single e.cperiment-
35al point). Exchange current corrections improve the magnitude of the

He 2 -2 2 -2

third maximum but do not improve F (Q ) for 20 fm £ Q < 50 fm

(R<* 3).

It is interesting to compare the asymptotic behavior of body form

factors of two- and three-nucleon systems. ' For local potentials

with asymptotic behavior given by
(5.6)

k -• »

(5.7)

the asymptotic behavior of the noti-relativistic trinucleon (3N) wave

function ara

_» + q as q -• *

p as p -* co

Therefore the 3N body form factor behave asymptotically,

( 5 # 8 )
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body

Q*6"29 for large Q, (5.9)

where the superscript denote the Faddeev decompostion (components), I . e .

(5.10)

For the two-nucleon (2N) system,

~ P
-3-6

(5.11)

For the local Yukawa potential (9 = 1), we obtain

(5.12)

It is interesting to note that separable two-nucleon potentials with the

Yamaguchi form factor predict the same asymptotic behavior for FH , and

, we

have

Fch

(for deuteron)

(for 3He and 3l
(5.13)

Note that a superposition of local Yukawa potentials, such as the Reid soft-

o
core potential, will predict the same asymptotic behavior for F . (Q ).

These results should be compared with the asymptotic behavior of the experi-

mental charge form factors:

2U6



r

A 2 Q"(5.5 + 0.5) f o r A = 2 (deuteron)

F c h ( Q ) " ' Q - d 0 ± l ) f o r A = 3 ( 3 H e )

The dimensional scaling quark model (DSQM) of Brodsky and Chertok and
39the relat ivis t ic impulse approximation of Schmidt and Blankenbeckler both

predict

,,-10

~ (Q2) 3 A + 1 C
for A = 2 (deuteron)

3 3
-16 fo r A = 3 ( H e and °H)

These comparisons indicate that F , (Q ) has not yet reached the

asymptotia of the DSQM 2 -2
at Q as 100 fm and that the nucleons in

3 2 - 2
He nucleus at Q 5; 100 fm behave most of times like ordinary nucleons

and not as composite quark systems.

3
5.2 He Magnetic Form Factor

The He magnetic form factor, |F e(Q )|, has been measured for

2 -2
Q < 16 fm and does not exhibit a minimum. The impulse approximation

calculations ' of F (Q ') shows a minimum at Q s» 8 fm and a second-

2 -?
ary maximum at Q eg 11 fm in substantial disagreement with the experi-

41

mental data. The exchange current corrections are expected to be sub-

stantial and to give a reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
3 H e ,

Since the exchange current corrections appear to be large in F (Q ),
mag(
mag

the improved experimental measurements of F (Q ) for Q s 12 fm would

be extremely useful for investigating the exchange currents.

5.3 Magnetic Moments of He and H

It is convenient to introduce the isoscalar and isovector magnetic

moments yg = |[ii(3H) + y,3(He)] and \j^ = •|[\j1(
3H)-n(3He)], with experimental

values yfxp = 0.426 n.m. and y^Kp = 2.553 n.m., respectively.



The magnetic moment operator u> for the three-nueleon systems can ba

written as

where • < » is a single-nucleon operator given by

and a ' are two- and three-nucleon operators associated with meson-

exchange currents and velocity dependent nuclear forces. Both

u (= - 1.913 n.m.) and y, (= 2.793 n.m.) are the nucleon magnetic moments
I

and ^( l + T .) are the nucleon isospin projection operators.

If we use the trinucleon wave function probabilities, P(S) = 89.7%,

P(S') = 1.77, P(D) = 8.6%, and P(P) « 0, we obtain u ^ = 0.408 a.m. and

a, = 2.152 n.m. The discrepancy, 6a = yf_xp - Ut. = 0.401 n.m. should
be accounted for by \y ' .

% ' «V

The OPE contributions \y ' from n-n (pionic) and N-N (pair excitation)
42 22

currents were f i rs t calculated by Villars. Chemtob and Rho calculated
-•(2)the Villar contribution to y, as well as other contribution from

N-N,_ (1236), p-n and o)-n currents. Using the Chemtob and Rho results and
43the trinucleon wave functions of Harper et a l . we obtain 6M> (TT-TT) +

8HV(N-N) = 0.241 n.m., *0.012 n.m. and 6U.T(N-N* £ = 0.166 n.m.,

44which give a total of 6y- = 0.419 n.m. Recent improved calculations by
25Jaus give 6u = 0.379 n.m. Both results are consistent with the

experimental value of fi^6^ = 0.401 n.m.

For the isoscalar magnetic moment, Harper et a l . find 6y, (p-Tr) =

0.010 n.m. which comes entirely from the S-D matrix element. Fuijita et a l .

have recently calculated one-boson-exchange (OBE) N-N current contribution
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to #• ' and obtain 6\k (OBE) = 0.0045 n.m. and 0.0141 n.m. using the OBE

models of ueda and Green, and Bryan and Scott, respectively. Combined

with 6y, (p-n) = 0.010 n.m. these results yield 6y, « 0.0145 - 0.0241 n.m.s s

in rough agreement with the experimental value, 6uexp= ufXP- It = 0.008 n.m.

s s s

5.4 Electric Dipole Sum Rules

The e lc tr ic dipole sum rule of Thomas, Reiche and Kuhn (TRK) for

photonuclear absorption cross-sections was derived using the long wave-

length approximation and non-relat ivist ic wave functions. In the TRK

approximation, the integrated photonuclear absorption cross-section is

given by
CO

J a (E) dE = 60 p (1 + K) MeV mb,
o ^

with the enhancement factor

In the above expression for K, V is a sum of the two-nucleon potentials ,

M i s the nucleon mass, Y is the ground state wave function of the nucleus

generated from V, and D i s the z-coraponent of the e lec tr ic dipole operator,

D= 2 | [ l + T ( i ) } ? .
i=l z z x

3 3
Recently, an estimate of K for He and H has been carried out by Drechsel

45 34

and Kim using the trinucleon wave function of Brandenburg et a l . and

the Reid soft-core potential . They find K sw 0.7 - 0.8 consistent with the

experimental value of K = 0.75 + 0.10 obtained by Festisov et a l . from

photodisintegration measurements. Unfortunately the direct measurements

of the photonuclear absorption cross-section are not available at present.



6. Concluding Remarks

The non-relativistic model of the bound trinucleon systems with

real is t ic two-nucleon potentials is successful in explaining most of the

low-energy properties associated with the strong, weak, and electro-

magnetic interactions. The success is not surprising since the low-energy

properties are most sensitive to the low-momentum components of the t r i -

nucleon wave functions and to the long range part (OPE) of the two-nucleon

potential. There are a few remaining difficulties with the model, such as

the binding energy discrepancy of 1 ~ 1.5 MeV.

The trinucleon properties at intermediate and high energies are

sensitive to the high momentum components or the short-range parts of the

wave functions. At very high momenta (or short distances), our non-rela-

t iv is t ic models of two- and three-nucleon systems are not expected to work
3

well. We clearly see one example of this situation in the He charge form

factor at very high momentum transfer. Relativistic models of two- and

three-nucleon systems and explicit treatments of mesonic degree of free-

dom are probably needed to understand the trinucleon properties at higher

energies.
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Component

Label a

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

L

0

0

2

2

1

1

2

0

1

3

1

1

0

0

2

2

I

0

2

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

S

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

J

1

1
I
2

1
1
1
2

1
2

1
I
1
2

3
2

3
2

3
2

2

T

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

Probability (%)

45.18

44.50

0.49

0.92

0.42

0.42

3.12

1.02

2.45

0.40

1.08

Table I

Components of trinucleon bound-state wave function in the £-a? basis

calculated using the Reid soft-core potential .
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8 . 0 " - -
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Fig. 1

Calculated H binding energy, B , as a function of the

deuteron D-state probability, P . B is corrected for differences

in the low-energy parameters (scattering length and effective range).
10
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A New Method for Triton Calculations in

Momentum Space

R. Offermann

Institut fur Theoretische Physik

Ruhr-Universitat Bochum

A simple and economic method for triton calculation in

momentum space is briefly presented. The results significantly

differ from those found by other methods. Sophisticated tests

are discussed. Finally results are presented for binding

energy, charge radius and form factor for the Reid-soft

potential and a set of OBE-potentials differing mainly by

their TT-N-N formfactor.
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I. Introduction

Any field theoretical model to be applied to nuclear physics

is better worked out in momentum space instead of configu-

ration space, because then there are no further unnecessary

approximations. On the other hand low energy nuclear physics

may serve as a high precision test of those models both from

an experimental and theoretical point of view. One of the

most favorite candidates to test models of nuclear forces,

3-body forces, relativisic corrections to the Schrbdinger

equation, electromagnetic structure of nucleons and nuclei

and many others is the 3 nucleon bound state system. There-

fore it is highly desireable to have an economic method to

do such a calculation without reaching the limits of present

day computers. This, indeed, holds for our method which has

been recently presented in detail '. The capacity of the

computer should allow for the inversion of a 200 x 200 matrix.

The computer time is between 1 and 2 minutes on a CDC 76/100.

II. The Method

Unfortunately the results for test runs with the Reid-soft-

potential > show significant differences with other more

elaborate methods '. We get a triton binding energy of

7.5 MeV compared to 7.0 of three independent groups. Also

for the potential HM1 ' we found 7.8 MeV compared to 7.5 '.

Of course, everybodies first guess will be that there is

something wrong with our method or code. Therefore let us

briefly discuss our method and its differencies to others.

1. We use the Faddeev equations in a form not containing

the t-matrix but directly the potential
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2. We prefer j3- coupling siheme (fig. 1) as the most

is

(1)

natural one when dealing with a 2 particle potential

3. We exhaust the p-dependence of the Faddeev component

f by a few suitably chosen basis functions

dm

> Z <*LW ̂  W (2)

The basis functions <$ (p) are determined as eigenstat?s

of the Hamiltonian

A -- T+ 1/4 stVh0

where a harmonic oscillator with strength se is added to

the nucleon-nucleon potential. The triton binding energy and

the functions -Ir* lt\) are then determined from a reduced form

of equ. (1) using the method of inverse iteration.

Let us now discuss possible errors and the tests we did

to avoid them

1. There is any an error in our code. To make sure that it

is not we

- reproduced results found with separable interactions

- checked the permutation part on the left side of equ. (1)

by recalculating Moshinsky coefficients.

- calculated the deuteron once again by putting the left
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side of equ. (1) equal to zero.

- took the whole program and make it run or another machine.

2. There is no convergence with respect to the number of

basis functions. Indeed the dominant error is due to the

finite number of basis functions used in the S 1-
3D,

(X=D) waves. However, one can

- vary the oszillator strength a£ (fig. 2)

- use 20 basis functions (fig. 3)

Both figures make sure that there is convergence with

respect to the binding energy E and the wavefunction.

3. There is an inconsistency concerning conventional phase

factors. For instance one has

<• p I to I i- f w > «-' ip (/O f)

but with conventional factors K^_ and i . The latter

gives rise to a factor i at the potential. If

we leave out this factor, we can reproduce the results

of the others. Amasing enough that devil factor does not

show up when excluding the X-X, partial waves and we

coincide with any other result for that case (6.8 MeV

for the Reid potential). Now where is the error?

- We checked our formulas and the program over and over

again

- we checked all the phase shift analysis business

- we calculated the deuteron quadrupole moment using the

triton program as far as possible.

- we changed the sign of the Reid (UPA) expansion 6)

The binding energy came down from 7.5 to 7.1 MeV. Indeed

we felt it is very strange that an expansion of the

potential into a sum of separable terms should be correct

if including only three partial waves (no A = 2) and
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fail completely if the spectator angular momentum is

allowed to be 2 in a triton calculation.

Thus we started to believe in our own results.

Ill. Some Applications

In the OBE model of nuclear forces one has to take care of

the unknown structure of nucleons and mesons by introducing

ad hoc form factors.

W 1 %'')

These form factors are parametrised by means of a cut off

mass e.g. 2 h
F'k'> '- ' A — . ) -

which is left as a fitting parameter. Within same not well

defined limitations one is free to change A against other

parameters (g(o) of & and o -meson).Holinde ' recently

varied the pion cut-offmass. The results for his potentials

used in the 3-body bound state system are shown in table 1.

Decreasing pion cut off mass means decreasing tensor compo-

nents of the force and this is well known to enlarge the

triton binding energy. The triton central density, however,

is only weakly coupled to that parameter and thus there is

almost no change with respect to the charge form factor of
3He and 3H (fig. 4a,b).
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HM3-C POTENTIAL

E CMeVJ

Osciljator strength

5. 5.
4. 4. MeV/fm*

5. 8.

I
5 10 i

fig. 2
C o n Y e r g e n c e with respect to the number of basis functions

used in partial waves for various values
30j waves.of the oscillator strength ,e, in S

The lower curves show the tMton binding energy the upper

ones the diffraction minimum of the He charge form factor.
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fig. 3

Binding energy and He charge form factor minimum depending

on the number of basis functions for various potentials.
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f i g . 4a

He charge form factor for the potentials in question. The

curves for HM1 and HH3-B coincide with that one for HH3-A
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f i g . 4b

H charge form factor
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T A B L E 1

Potential
(MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fnf2) (fm-2

Reid local 6.45 7.53 1.92 15.7 20.5 1.05 1.77 18.6

HM1 25001) 5.22
(6.28) 5.75 7.83 1.91 16.9 22. .71 1.79 18.3

HM3-A 15302) 8.2
(4.99) 5.18 7.94 1.90 16.7 21.5 .75 1.78 18.1

ro
ON

HM3-B 12652) 8.67
(2.88) 4.70 8.00 1.89 16.9 21.5 .70 1.77 18.2

HM3-C 10002) 9.2
( -70)

3.63 8.26 1.86 18.6 23. .43 1.75 19.9

Exp.

At -

2) F/V)-

6 * 2 8.49 1.88

0.05
11.6 17. 6.3 1.7010.05 ?

/An- : pion cut-off mass; a (^)= coupling constants of

£ - and £ -mesons; PQ 6 D-state probability of the deuteron,

En : triton binding energy;<-*->: charge radius; Q and Q :

position of the minimum and second maximum of the charge form

factor; ) : value of the charge form factor at the

second maximum .
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INTEGRAL EQUATIONS APPROACH TO THREE-BODY PROCESSES

WITH CHARGED PARTICLES

by

E.G. Alt

Institut fttr Physik, Universitat Mainz, West-Germany

i I

ABSTRACT:

A rigorous formalism appropriate for the description of

three-body scattering processes with charged particles is des-

cribed. It is based on three-body integral equations and makes

use of the screening and renormalization approach well-known

from two-charged particle scattering. With its help we derive

expressions for elastic, inelastic and rearrangement amplitu-

des for the scattering of one charged particle off a bound

state of two other charged ones. We, furthermore, discuss the

break-up amplitudes but with only two charged particles. A

common salient feature of the resulting representations is

that they are in accordance with, and corroborate, intuitive

expectations.In addition, integral equations for these quanti-

ties are provided which render feasible practical calculations

in a systematic way. Finally, we discuss some numerical re-

sults obtained for elastic proton-deuteron scattering.
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1. INTRODUCTION

If the particles involved in a reaction are charged

then they are always subject to the influence of the long-range

Coulomb force in addition to that of any other (shorter-range)

force. In the case that the former represents only a weak per-

turbation as, e.g., in the scattering of charged nucleons, one

often forgets about the charges and corrects for this omission

by adding to the reaction amplitude evaluated for neutral par-

ticles a Rutherford-type correction. While such a procedure

may work for higher energies it is certainly not adequate at

lower energies, in particular if fundamental information is to

be extracted from precision experiments. Then, a correct and

practical theory of scattering via potentials with Coulomb

tails is needed. However, if the Coulomb interaction is the

dominant one, as in atomic physics, the availability of such

a theory is a conditio sine qua non.

Whereas a variety of rigorous and practical methods

exist for two-charged particle scattering this is not the case

for reactions of three or more bodies. For these reasons con-

siderable effort has been devoted in recent years to the for-

mulation of a scattering theory for several charged particles .

In particular, integral equations have been formulated by

Noble , Veselova , Bencze , Prugovecki and Zorbas , and

by Chandler and Gibson . This list is certainly not exhaustive.

But most of these attempts have not yet been completely satis-

factory either since the range of application was restricted

or since not sufficient attention has been paid to the aspect

of practical applicability.
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1
With particular concern for the latter we have proposed

7—Q)
recently 'a rigorous integral equations approach to the

scattering of one neutral and two charged particles which

renders feasible the calculation of elastic, inelastic, rear-

rangement and break-up amplitudes in a systematic manner. It

has already been made the basis of an investigation of elastic

proton-deuteron scattering ' ; in which the Coulomb repulsion

between the two protons is correctly taken into account.

In this lecture I am going to present the generaliza-

tion of this formalism to non-dissociative processes in three-

charged particle systems. With its help practical calculations

of elastic, inelastic and rearrangement amplitudes become fea-

sible, for all energies. The problems connected with the brea.'.-

up into three free charged particles have, however, not yet

been completely overcome. For this reason I will confine my-

self to a discussion of the simpler three-body system consisting

of one neutral and two charged particles.

In Sec. 2 the essential aspects of the screening and re-

normalization approach to two-charged particle scattering are

briefly recapitulated. This provides the basis for the inve-

stigation of two-fragment reactions of three charged particles

in Sec. J>. There we show how to rigorously define the corres-

ponding transition amplitudes, and derive integral equations

for their calculation. Break-up processes are treated in See. 4

but for three-particle systems containing only two charged

bodies. Also here equations are described which are well sui-

ted for practical applications.Numerical results for elastic

proton-deuteron scattering obtained by utilizing this formalism
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are presented in Sec. 5. Finally, in Sec. 6 we discuss some

generalizations of the proposed theory to more than three par-

ticles.

21k
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2. SCREENING APPROACH IN THE SCATTERING OP TWO CHARGED PARTICLES

Various methods have been proposed to circumvent the

problems arising from the long range of the Coulomb force ac-

ting in the scattering of two charged particles. Among them

the one in which the Coulomb interaction is replaced by a

screened Coulomb potential appeals particularly to the intui-

tion in that all formulae of conventional short-range scatte-

ring theory remain valid. The transition to infinite screening

radius is then made at the end in a well-established manner.

Since our approach to the scattering of three charged partic-

les is based on the screening procedure, its relevant results

are collected for convenience and for introducing some nota-

tion. A more detailed exposition can be found in ASZ.

Consider the scattering of two particles with charges

e* and e». Their mutual interaction is supposed to consist of

a short-range part V (r) and the Coulomb potential V (rjie.e./r,

Here3 short-range means that V ( r ) decreases sufficiently fast
s

with r for the conventional scattering theory to be applicable.

Thus finite-size and vacuum polarization corrections are to be
incorporated in V_. The corresponding transition operator T(z) iss

the solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation with ker-

nel VGQ(z) = (Vs+Vc) GQ(z). The difficulties arising from the

infinite range of V (r) carry over into the momentum space byc

producing a highly singular kernel. In factj in

<P'|VCGQ( (2.1)

the pole from V and the one from G coincide on-the-energy-

shell z=E+io, E=p 2/2u=p' 2/2u (y is the reduced mass). The
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consequence is that on-shell quantities (scattering amplitudes,

scattering wave functions) can not be defined in the conven-

tional manner.

One well-known remedy is provided by the screening ap-

proach in which the Coulomb potential V.(r) is replaced by the

screened potential

VB(r) * - ^ fR(r) . (2.2)

The function fD(r) is supposed to decrease with increasing rn

for fixed R, and to approach one for R + « and finite r (an

example is provided by fR(
r) = exp(-r/R), the so-called exponen-

tial screening). Then conventional scattering theory is appli-

cable. Of course, the problems are only shifted to the end when

the transition to an unscreened Coulomb potential has to be

performed.

For two-charged particle scattering this zero screening

limit . has been thoroughly explored * . We, therefore,

give here only a collection of those results which are impor-

tant for the following. The transition operator corresponding

to a potential V/Rv = Vg+VR can be written as a sum of two terms

by explicitly inverting the (in the limit R •»•<») singular part

of the kernel,

T(R)(z) = TR(z) + (l+TR(z)Go(z);tsR(z)(l+Go(z)TR(z)).

(2.3)

The first part, T R ( Z ) » describes the pure screened Coulomb

scattering and satisfies the LS equation

= VR (2.4)
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with G (z) = (z-H ) being the free Green function. The se-

cond term is called Coulomb-modified short-range amplitude. It

contains an operator t R which is defined as

tsR(z) * Vs + V^-H^-O" 1 V. (2.5)

and which can be obtained as solution of

= Vs + Vs GR ( Z )

Here GR is the pure screened Coulomb Green function

GB(z) = (z-H -Vp ) " 1 .

(2.6)

(2.7)

On the energy shell Eq. (2.3) yields the well-known

representation for the full amplitude

T(R)(p',p;E+io) = TR(p',piE+io)+(pR
(-)|tsR(E+io)|p^

+)>

(2.8)

where |PD ) are the pure screened Coulomb scattering states.

Thus the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.8) expresses the

Coulomb-modified short-range scattering amplitude as matrix

element of the operator t _ in the "(screened) Coulomb-distor-

tion representation".

We finally have to perform the transition to an un-

screened Coulomb potential. In the off-shell matrix elements

of <pf |T,Rj(z)|p ) the limit R*» can be taken without

difficulties. However, for the on-shell elements (2.8) singu-

lar oscillating phase factors occur. But the latter can be

eliminated by means of the well-known "renormalization proce-

dure", with the result that the limits
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lim ZR(p,u) TR(p',p;E+io) =
R->-00

T (p'.p) (2.9)

and

lim (2.10)

exist and yield the unscreened pure Coulomb scattering ampli-

tude T (p',p) and scattering wave functions {r|p,; ^ . Here,

the renormalization factor

ZR(p,u) = exp{2i<|>R(p,y)} (2.11)

has been introduced, with the phase <J»R(p,u) being calculable

from the screening function fR(r). For the special case of

exponential screening <|>R(p,u) assumes asymptotically the form

{log 2pR - C} , (2.12)

C*0.5772 ... being the Euler number.

As a last ingredient we need the large-R behaviour of

the plane wave matrix elements ( p' | "^(z) |p ̂  which can easily

be deduced from the representation (2.5). Indeed, there the

full screened Green function appears sandwiched between norma-

lizable states ^p'|V and V |p>, thus having a smooth zero

screening limit. Consequently, all matrix elements ̂ p'|t R(z)|p^

go over for R-»-«> into the corresponding ones of an operator

tgc(z) which is defined by the analogues of Eqs. (2.5) or (2.6)

with VR replaced by V . This result together with (2.9) and

(2.10) implies the existence of
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lim Z

R
T
(Rj

(p',p;E+io) =

(2.13)

thereby yielding the on-shell amplitude for the scattering

via a short-range plus an unscreened Coulomb potential.

The final result (2.13) is of considerable importance

in two respects. First it provides a rigorous definition of

the scattering amplitude for a potential with a Coulomb tail.

Secondly it is also useful from the calculational point of

view. For, the desired scattering amplitude can be obtained

either from the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.13)3 i.e. after the limit

R-»-oo has been taken, or from the l.h.s., in that T,Rx(p' ,p;E+io)

is calculated for various values of R and the zero screening

limit of the renormalized on-shell elements is performed nu-

merically.
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3. NON-DISSOCIATIVE PROCESSES OP THREE CHARGED PARTICLES

In this section it is demonstrated that also non-disso-

ciative reactions of three charged particles can be handled

by a generalization of the screening and renormalization pro-

cedure outlined in Sec. 2. In other words, it is shown how to

rigorously define scattering amplitudes for elastic, inelastic

and rearrangement processes. Furthermore, integral equations

from which these amplitudes can be calculated for all energies,

are derived. Our construction makes use of the quasiparticle

approach •''to three-body scattering, and constitutes a genera-

lization of the treatment of three-body processes with two

charged particles described in ASZ.

a) Kinematics

Let the three charged particles have masses m , charges

e and momenta k , a = 1,2,3. The relative momentum of partic-

les B and Y is denoted by

(3-D

and their reduced mass by y ,

~ (3.2)

As usual we employ a cyclic notation. The momentum of particle

a .relative to the subsystem of particles g and Y is

qa = (3.3)

with Mo the corresponding reduced mass,

M_. = m. + (mo + ni ) (3.4)
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We always work in the total center-of-mass system.

b) The two-body subsystems

The pair interaction in subsystem a, consisting of par-

ticles 8 and Yi is supposed to consist of a short-range con-

tribution V and the Coulomb part V R which we assume to

be screened as discussed in Sec. 2 (Eq. (2.2)),

va = V a,s + V«,R ' (3.5)

In order to keep the notation as clear as possible the depen-

dence on the screening radius R will be made explicit only

on quantities for which it is decisive.

Let us denote by n the number of bound states supported

by Va, by E a r and i|>ar (r = l,...,na) their binding energies

and wave functions, respectively. In general, n depends on

the screening radius R. This is in particular the case for

attractive V R: n goes to infinity as R •*», corresponding

to the situation of an unscreened Coulomb potential.

The idea of the quasiparticle approach to three-particle

scattering rests on the decomposition of the subsystem ampli-

tudes into a dominant part which takes into account the bound

states and resonances and is of a fairly simple (separable)

structure, and a weak remainder. Whereas the former ~s treated

exactly, the latter allows for the application of perturbation

- theoretic methods. In order to achieve this goal the subsy-

stem potentials are split into a separable part and a remainder,

Na
V = 7 |v \ X (y I + V , (3 6)
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leading to a similar decomposition of the corresponding T-

operators

i.7)

Here and in the following,energy-dependent two-body operators

to be read in the two-particle space will be characterized by

a hat. The transition operator T' is the solution of a LS

equation with potential V^. The "form factors" l$or(
z
a))

are determined by the form factors lxar)
 a s

and the inverse of the matrix A is given by

(3.9)

The energy in subsystem a has been denote?, by z .

The form factors |x T) , which are assumed to be energy-

independent for notational simplicity, have to be chosen such

that all n bound states of subsystem a are contained in the

separable part of T . Therefore, the number N of separable

terms in (3-6) must be at least as large as n , i.e. H i n

(situations in which it is preferable to actually choose

Na > na are' d i s c u s s e d i n Ref. 1*0.

Furthermore, the |x ) are subject to the "orthogonality con-

ditions"

rs
for s = 1,...,N (3.10)

Then it is easily checked that for za in the neighbourhood of

a binding energy £ , t -,«.(O behaves as
uin ex ̂ * s ot
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m = 1

In other words, all bound state poles of the full amplitude To

are, in fact, contained in the diagonal elements of the matrix

A and, accordingly, in the separable amplitude.

We, finally, mention that the non-separable part V^ and,

therefore, also the rest amplitude f' contains the long-range

part of the (screened) Coulomb potential Va R.This is eluci-

dated by explicitly extracting the corresponding amplitude T R

with the help of the two-potential formalism. I.e., in analogy

to Eq. (2.3) we can write

(3.12)

Again, the (screened) Coulomb amplitude T „ satisfies the LS

equation (2.4), and the operator t' is defined in analogy
s n y ex

to Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) but with the short-range potential
No

a,s ar >

c) Another two-body system

Later on we will have to deal with a two-body system

consisting of one particle a of mass m , charge e and momen-

tum k , and. another structureless particle of mass (mR + m ),

charge (e0 + e ), which we assume to be different from zero in
p Y

the present subsection, and momentum (tcg + fc" ). Scattering of

these two particles is often called "scattering of particle

a off the center-of-mass of particles f$ and y"«

The free Hamiltonian of this system in the CMS is deno-
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1
ted by H a and has eigenstates |<L> > with q defined by Eq,

(3.3),

(3.13)

These two bodies are assumed to interact only via the pure

(screened) Coulomb potential VR
a. I.e., if % denotes their

mutual distance then in co-ordinate space we have

(3.14)

with the same screening function which occurs also in the

potentials V,. o of Eq. (3.5).

With these definitions we can, of course, introduce the

free Green function Go
a(z

a)
 =

~ , the (screened) Coulomb Green

function GR
a(z

a) = (
z
a~

H
o
a-vp-

a)~1> a n d the transition operator

^ " ( O = VR a + VRa^Ra(Z«) VRa = ̂  + ̂ " ^ . " ( O TR°(z ) . (3-15)
n e t n it n ot n n n o o t n o t

The on-shell matrix elements of the latter describe the

screened Coulomb scattering of particle a off the center-of-

mass of particles (5 and y. Also screened Coulomb scattering

states can be defined in the usual way, I^aR^r lim(±ie)

GD
a(q2/2M ±ie)|q ) .

XV Ot Ot Ot

The 'decisive point to note is that since we are dealing

with two-body quantities the zero-screening limit can be performed
as in Sec. 2. Indeed, after renormalizing the on-shell scatte-

— ** / JL 1 1. . — Z/'tlijr . - ? _ \ « _ ^i J ry X / » \

and the scattering wave functions (J% \^~L} by Z* CQ »M ) ,
^ ap o,n' o,R a' a

ring amplitude ^"^ajiaJ^/S^+i0) by a factor
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1
the limits R-K» of these quantities exist and yield the un-

screened Coulomb scattering amplitude and wave functions for

the system considered (cf. Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10)). Hereby,

Z (q ,M ) is the obvious generalization of the renormali-

zation factor (2.11). In the particular case of exponential

screening the phase $ O(
01,rt

analogy to Eq, (2,12),by

screening the phase $ O(Q,»JM_1) is given asymptotically,in
01,rt « <*

— [log 2qaR-c) . (5.16)

d) Elastic, inelastic and rearrangement scattering of three

charged particles

When investigating the non-dissociative processes in a

three-particle system it appears most advantageous and ade-

quate to take resort to such a formulation of the scattering

problem in which the two-cluster aspect of the reactions consi-

dered is already built in. This is particularly true for charged

particles since one may then expect to be able to take over the

experiences drawn from genuine two-charged body scattering. The

general solution of this reduction from the three-body to a

two-cluster level has been given in Ref. 13 and is called

the quasiparticle method. It can be applied if the Coulomb

potentials are screened and, therefore, of short range.

Consider an incoming configuration (a,m;q ) characterized

by a channel index a, by a symbol m, m=l,...,n , which collec-

tively denotes all the quantum numbers which are" necessary to

completely specify the bound state of the particles £ and y,

and by a relative momentum q . Then the transition amplitudes
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Ta!! ~m(Qa»<L) leading to an outgoing configuration (B,n;qi),

n=l,...,nfi, are exactly determined by the set of effective

two-body LS-type equations which in operator notation read as

r j
The physical on-shell scattering amplitudes are obtained via

if the momenta qX and q"a are equal to their on-shell values

ql and qam» respectively, defined by the on-shell condition

E =
am

(3.19)

It has to be noted, however, that in general the matrix

(R)dimension of Tg ' which is determined by the numbers Ng and

N of separable terms in Eq. (3.6) may exceed the number ng« n

of amplitudes describing physical processes. These additional

operators are, therefore, only auxiliary quantities and are

termed unphysical.

The effective free Green function G occurring in Eq.

(3.17) is related to A of Eq. (3.9) as

^ > ^ ) . (3.20)

Thus the discussion of the pole behaviour described by Eq.

(3.11) carries over directly to GQ showing that
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(3.2!)

with m= l,...,n . For the second equality use has been made

of the dwo-body free Green function G introduced in Sec. 3c

The representation (3,21) justifies the name "effective free

Green function" for GQ.

In order to be able to define the effective potentials

(R) we have to introduce three-body operators Ui which ful-
Bn,am

fil the three-body equations

BY Y
GQ(z) U' (z) (3.22)

USY ( Z ) G o ( z ) T Y ( Z )

with = l-«po. Then

TBa ( z ) Go am
(3.23)

holds. It is important to realize that for the computation of

Bn am ^t i s n o t necessary to solve Eq. (3.22)exactly. For, theV

latter contains only the weak remainders T' (recall their defi-

nition in Eq. (3.7)) and can thus be calculated via perturba-

tion expansion.

The further development proceeds similarly as in ASZ.

Therefore, it will be only sketched here. Again we first demon-

strate that the kernel of the integral equation (3.17) develops
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for R-t-«> a Coulomb-type singularity of the structure (2.1).

Then the latter will be isolated in such a form that the renor-

malization procedure presented in Sec. 2 can be taken over.

When introducing the perturbation expansion-of Ui in

(3.23) it follows that only one term of this series for v\ '

becomes as singular in the limit R •»•» as a Coulomb potential. It

is graphically represented in Pig. 1. Its most dangerous part

is

(3.24)

Note that, due to the pole structure of 6 displayed in Eq.

(3.21), we need to consider only values of m characterizing

physical channels, i.e. m= l,...,n . The proof that no other

contribution to l/r|' is as dangerous as (3.24) proceeds in

complete analogy to ASZ. It is, therefore, not repeated here.

In the momentum representation the expression (3.24) reads as

'Bo

with

I \ (3.25)

(3.26)

• / • [z - [z - (5 + 8iYi )«/2uo - qJ/2Mj

Here we have introduced the momentum transfer from the free

particle a to the bound particle of subsystem y (Y f o)

(3.27)
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where the symbol (ay) denotes (-1) for a,y cyclic, and (+1)

otherwise. Using the property Go(Ear) l*orOSar)) = l<Par) which

follows from Eq. (3.10), it is easily established that on the

energy shell, defined by Eq. (3.19), ^ ( ^ 9 , , ^ ) equals

the transition form factor from bound state m to bound state n

with the bound particle of subsystem y having absorbed the

transferred momentum. As usual, the elastic form factors

P^Ymm(q',q jE) are equal to one for zero momentum transfer,

(qa»qa;E) = i , (3.28)

for normalized bound-state wave functions.

We are now in the position to specify the most dangerous

part of the kernel K» ' (z) = Î gn ar^z^o*a r m ^ o f t h e *nte~

gral equation (3.17). With the contribution (3.25) for "g^ a m

it becomes

As an abbreviation we have introduced the non-polar function

(3.30)

which reduces to F« jL(q',cL;E) on the energy shell.

Evidently, the elastic, i.e. the n = m part of the con-

tribution (3.29) to the kernel K^ „„ displays for R->» a

Co?^lomb-type behaviour of the form (2.1), but in the center-of-

mass variable qo. This observation suggests a further simplifi-

cation of (3.29) by decomposing R^l as follows
ot 9 n m
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(3.3D

(also a decomposition is possible which is symmetrical in q^ and

q , cf. Ref. 9). The first bracket on the r.h.s. vanishes for

m = n, z - E+io, and |q I =q a mj whereas the second bracket gives

zero for q1 = q . Consequently these two terms are not dangerous

since the pole either of the effective free Green function 6Q

or of the potential V D (in the limit R-»•<») in (3.29) is eli

minated. Thus the most dangerous contribution to Ki ' which
*̂ f R)is denoted by Ko"' m, is given by the simple expressionpn^ Gim

V (3.32)

for m= l,...,n , and zero otherwise. In order to keep in mind

the obvious fact that the r.h.s. is different from zero only if

the sum e o = e g + e of the charges of particles ft.and y is dif-

ferent from zero, we have introduced the symbol 6(e ,0) =

(l-6(eo,0)), with 6(ea,0) being equal to one for e a = 0 and equal

to.zero for e o \ 0. The crucial point is that (3.32) is a genuine

two-body kernel and that it essentially coincides with the one

occurring inEq. (3.15). Accordingly we have two important re-

sults which are,in fact,to be expected on physical grounds.Namely,the

kernel K ^ a m o f Eq. (3.17) contains a piece which gives rise to

(screened) Coulomb scattering of particle a off the center-of-
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mass of particles 3 and Y provided this pair has non-zero net-

charge (in conventional approaches such a contribution has to

be introduced artificially). And secondly, this part is the

only one producing a Coulomb-type singularity in the zero

screening limit.

Consequently we have at our disposal a splitting of

*£,}aa i n t 0 d a n S e r o u s ^pn,)am) a n d a non-dangerous part (K

(3.33)

In analogy to Sec. 2, the application of the two-potential con-

cept then leads to a corresponding decomposition of the tran-

sition amplitudes Ti ' , a step which has been fully described

in ASZ and is not repeated here. We only give the final formulae.

We obtain

(3.34)6n,am 0n,am sc;Bn,am(

where on the energy shell

(3.35)

has non-vani'shing elements only for elastic scattering and

describes the pure screened Coulomb scattering of particle a

off the center-of-mass of the other two particles 6 and y

(for e a-eg
+ e

Yt0). The Coulomb-modified short-range amplitude
(R)TgC' admits a representation analogous to the two-body case

which on-the-energy-shell equals to
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T(R) (•+, t ,Tsc;Bn,am(q6»qo>

• «(5e,o) J(5a.o)

(3.36)

Here |q o ) are the (screened) Coulomb scattering states des-

cribed in subsection c. The operator -£sR.gn a m is defined as so-

lution of (3.37)
HY

sR;Bn,am
M,(R) (z)

^

^ ( 2-E a m), whereas for

for m=l,...,n , generalizing Eq. (2.6) of the two-particle

case. As abbreviations we have introduced for m= l,...,n the

shorter-range potential ^ ^ ^

and the kernel K^R) (z) =

• a V 1 Na we

The only remaining problem is the transition to un-

screened Coulomb potentials. But this is now a fairly simple

task. First we observe that the kernel of (3.37) for t does
SK

not contain -any Coulomb-type singularity of the form (3.32).

Consequently, in all matrix elements ^qjl't D.Q,, »,(z)|q
^ p sxt^pn^um oc

the limit R •*•«° can be performed without difficulties leading

to the corresponding quantities I *s f o r un~

screened Coulomb potentials. We are, therefore, in the same

situation as in Sec. 2, namely that any singular behaviour for

R-K» arises only in the two-body pure (screened) Coulomb
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amplitudes (3«35) and scattering states |q£ R > . Taking over

the results of subsection c we can conclude that on-the-energy-

shell the limits

" " l—.M.) (3.38)

and

(3.39)

exist, and equal the unscreened pure Coulomb scattering ampli-

tude of particle a off the sum of the charges of particles B

and Y (for e-g + e io), and the Coulomb-modified short-range am-

plitude in the "Coulomb-distortion representation", respectively.

Note that for the derivation of (3.39) it has to be kept in mind

that according to its definition (2.11) with (3.16), Z o R(q ,M )

equals one for e = eg + e = 0.

Finally, taking into account Eq. (3.3*1) we have thus

proven that on the energy shell also the limit
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•00 (3.^0)

exists, and equals the full amplitude describing non-dissocia-

tive processes of three charged particles interacting via pair-

wise Coulomb plus short-range interactions. The above formulae

are, of course, also valid if there are no short-range inter-

actions present, i.e. if Vn = 0 for o= 1,2,3. This would be
(X j S

appropriate for the description of, e.g., electron-hydrogen

atom scattering.

A few comments are fitting. First, from Eqs. (3-38)

(3«^0) we can read off the well-known result that conven-

tional scattering theory is applicable for the description of

such non-dissociative processes of three charged particles

which contain only a neutral bound state both in the initial

and the final state. The second remark concerns the practical

applicability of the proposed approach. The evaluation of the

Coulomb-modified short-range amplitude can proceed by means of

the partial-wave projection of the integral equation (3.37)

which is then one-dimensional. Its effective potential and

kernel can be calculated by expansion of Eq. (3.22) in powers

of T'. This so-called quasi-Born expansion provides a practical

scheme which converges at all energies for repulsive Coulomb

forces in all channels. For attractive Coulomb potentials in

at least one channel convergence is guaranteed .for energies

below the threshold of the first inelastic channel not included

in the expansion (3.6) of the subsystem potentials. For higher
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energies, in particular above the ionisation threshold, other

approximation schemes might be needed (convergence questions

for short-range potentials are discussed in Ref. 14). To this

Coulomb-modified short-range amplitude we have only to add the

well-known pure Coulomb scattering amplitude in order to obtain

the full arrangement amplitude according to (3.^0). We finally

point to the characteristic property of the quasipartic-

le approach, namely that for the evaluation of I/Il ' and

^8n am n 0 Parfc*al w a v e decomposition of the two-particle sub-

system potentials and amplitudes is needed. In other words, all

subsystem partial wave contributions are automatically incorpo-

rated ^this may be particularly important for the pure Coulomb

parts).
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1. BREAK-UP PROCESSES

Break-up processes leading to three free charged partic-

les in the final state are of paramount interest in atomic as

well as in nuclear physics. In spite of this fact there does

not as yet appear to exist a theoretical formalism for the des-

cription of such reactions which is both mathematically convin-

cing and practically applicable. The situation prevailing until

recently is reviewed in Refs. 15. Although there has been some

progress ' in the last few years towards a solution of the

open problems more work has yet to be done. Consequently we

will restrict ourselves in the present section to a simpler

three-body system, namely one consisting of only two charged

particles and a neutral one.

Reactions of this type occur frequently in atomic (e.g.

ionisation of hydrogen atoms by neutron impact), molecular

(e.g. dissociation of molecules by means of ions) and nuclear

physics (e.g. proton-deuteron break-up, (d,pn) reactions). The

corresponding formalism based on three-body integral equations

has been developed in ASZ and is briefly recapitulated here

for completeness.

To be specific let the particles 1 and 2'be charged,

with charges e^ and e2. Particle 3 is then assumed to be neu-

tral, i.e. e, = 0. The subsystem pair interactions introduced

in Eq. (3.5) simplify accordingly to

V = V +5 V „o a,s 03 3,R (4.1)

Note that all formulae of Sec. 3 remain valid and are imme-

diately specialized to the present situation by setting every-

where e, = 0.
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The two objectives we are aiming at are (i) a correct

definition of the amplitude describing the transition from an

incoming two-fragment configuration (a,mjq ) to the outgoing

three-free particle channel characterized by two relative mo-

menta (]5',(|'), and (ii) a reliable and practical method for

P P

performing actual computations. Both of them are attained in

our approach which makes use of the quasi-particle formalism.

There the physical break-up amplitudes are defined as the

matrix elements

(4.2)

with the magnitudes of the momenta q , p3' and q3' being fixed

by the on-shell condition

E = (4.3)

The choice of momenta for the final state is, of course, arbi-

trary and only a matter of convenience. The operators

satisfy the effective LS equation

T(R) (z) = y(R) (Z) + y y T(R) (z) e (z) VW

(4.4a)

or else can- be obtained by quadrature from the arrangement

operators T»^ m(z) via (4.4b)

-(R\(z) = viR) (z) + 1 I
3 n,r=l

Note that there are as many operators Tl _ as there are sepa-
o y cun

rable terms in the decomposition (3.6)of the subsystem inter-
action V .

a
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The break-up potential JJm is defined as

o,<xnT(E) = ujo<«) o.(«)!•„(»)> , (4.5)

with UQO being the solution of Eq. (3.22) with 6 = 0, in analogy

to the arrangement potential (3.23). As it was the case for the

latter we expect also in (4.5) Coulomb-type singularities to

occur in the limit R->« since the subsystem transition opera-

tor TJ, which enters via (3.22) and (3.8), contains the pure •

(screened) Coulomb amplitude T, D (recall the representation
3 ,n

(3.12)). The isolation of the most dangerous part of Vi ' is
o , um

17}
facilitated by the operator identity ''

Uoa<z) = (4.6)

which holds for arbitrary $. Choosing 0 = 3 and taking into

account Eqs. (3.8) and (3.12) we can rewrite the expression

(4.5) as

(4.7)

with W' behaving smoothly in the zero screening limit. We

mention that W' = 0 if the short-range potentials are separable,

We could now proceed in complete analogy to Sec. 3d

since the kernel of the integral equation (4.4a) is closely

related to the one of Eq. (3.17) for the arrangement amplitu-

des. However, it is easier to use directly the results of the

preceding section in Eq. (4.4b). Namely, introducing there the

splitting (3.34) for T^am and utilizing the representation

(4.7) leads to an analogous decomposition of the break-up

amplitude
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T(R)
o,ctm o,am

T(R)
sc;o,am (4. 8)

On the energy shell the first term which describes the pure

(screened) Coulomb break-up becomes

(4.9)

with lxam) being a peculiar off-shell continuation of the

form factor Ix m ) • Here the long-range distortion caused by

the (screened) Coulomb potential is taken care of by the Cou-

lomb scattering states IQ^'R ) (for <*} 3) for the incoming

two charged fragments and !P jj / f o r t n e outgoing two charged

particles. The same happens also for the on-shell elements of

the second term in (4.8), the Coulomb-modified short-range

break-up amplitude. This becomes evident in the representation

(4.10)

The operator can be calculated by quadrature from
i\ 3 o } otm

•*OR.flr, «m
 o r from an integral equation the kernel of which

oft, priy vXm

does not contain any Coulomb-type singularity. This implies

that in the'limit R + <» all matrix elements ( pj | <( qj |*sR.o m

go over smoothly into the corresponding quantities

^Pjl ^Jl^sc-o a m ^ ' ^ a ^ f o r u n s c r e e n e d Coulomb potentials.

Thus we have succeeded in showing that any singular be-

haviour in the amplitudes (4.9) and (4.10) in the zero scree-

ning limit arises solely from the two-body screened Coulomb

scattering states. Consequently, taking into account their
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large-R behaviour described in Eqs. (2.10)- (2.12) and in

Sec. Jc, the limits

lim (4.11)

,l<

and

(4.12)

exist, and represent a correct definition of the unscreened

pure Coulomb break-up amplitude, and the Coulomb-modified

short-range break-up amplitude in the "Coulomb-distortion re-

presentation", respectively. Finally, recalling the

relation (4.8) we have proven that also the limit

(4.13)

exists, and equals the physical break-up amplitude for un-

screened Coulomb potentials.

Let us add a few remarks. First, the proposed approach

is also well-suited for practical applications. For, the Cou-
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lomb-modified short-range part of ('{.13) can be calculated,

e.g., by means of a partial wave expansion of the correspon-

ding integral equation for 7"sc.o/om or *Sc;o,ctm-
 T o ifc w e t n e n

have to add the pure Coulomb part T which is not obtai-

nable via partial wave expansion but which can be evaluated by

quadrature of analytically known two-body Coulomb scattering

wave functions.Secondly, as remarked at the end of Sec. 3 it

is a characteristic feature of the quasiparticle approach

that nowhere in the calculation of the break-up amplitude a

partial wave decomposition of the two-body Coulomb potentials

or amplitudes is needed. In other words, only the full sub-

system potentials enter the effective potential and the kernel.

Finally we mention that with the help of the break-up opera-

tors a theory of scattering wave functions can be developed

for one neutral and two charged particles (see ASZ).
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5. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS TO ELASTIC PROTON-DEUTERON

SCATTERING

The formalism discussed in Sec. 3 has been employed in

a calculation ' o f elastic proton-deuteron scattering. How-

ever, before discussing some results let me comment on the

relevance of such an investigation.

(i) Since charged particles are preferred by experi-

mentalists there exists a wealth of very precise experimental

information on various pd scattering observables. Due to the

lack of a practical theory the latter have been analysed until

quite recently either by neglecting the charges of the par-

ticles and their influence completely or by introducing some

ad hoc Coulomb modifications. Neither treatment is satisfactory.

(ii) Theoretical analyses of the results of the less

accurate and sparser nd scattering experiments are performed

with varying degrees of sophistication. However, in any case

the simultaneous calculations of pd and nd observables would

enhance the reliability of the extracted information about

subsys'tem quantities (e.g. nucleon-nucleon effective range

parameters).

(iii) Comparison of (p,p,n) and (n,n,p) bound state

and scattering parameters can shed light on the question of

charge symmetry violation.

(iv) It is well-known that for proton-proton scattering

the extraction of the "nuclear" effective range parameters is

impeded by the sensitivity of the separation of the Coulomb

effects to the nuclear potentials involved. This sensitivity
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may also show up in the ppn system, thereby producing some

potential dependence of three-nucleon observables.

We now turn to the numerical results obtained for pd

scattering. In Refs. 7 and 8 separable charge-dependent nuclear

forces of the Yamaguchi type fitted to the experimental low-

-energy nucleon-nucleon parameters have been used. The Cou-

lomb repulsion between the two protons has been taken into

account by the formalism discussed in Sec.3, but in the Coulomb-

-modified short-range amplitude t _ only to the lowest order
sc

p
in e . Finite size or vacuum polarisation effects are not in-

(R)eluded. We first calculated the partial wave amplitudes T ' L

for various values of the screening radius R and performed the

transition R •»• °° numerically, after renormalization. In order

to obtain cross sections the full scattering amplitude had to

be constructed according to the prescription.(3.^0). For com-

parison we have repeated all calculations with the Cou-

lomb interaction shut off, thereby arriving at a charge-depen-

dent description of nd scattering.

Looking for the position of the bound state pole of

the scattering amplitude yields the binding energy of the

three-nucleon system considered. By comparing-the one for

He and H the binding energy difference can be read off,

resulting in a value of

AB = B(3H) - B(3He) = 0.90 MeV (5.D

The experimental one is (AB) = 0.764 MeV. Our number is
©xp

too large but the reason for this is well understood. It is

a consequence of the too strong binding caused by the
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nucleon-nucleon potentials chosen.
4

More interesting is the pd quartet scattering length a d

which is experimentally quite different from the corresponding

nd scattering length a d« Since the latter is completely in-

sensitive to the nucleon-nucleon forces assumed the change

resulting from switching on the Coulomb repulsion may be more

significant. In the Table we have collected the experimental

and our theoretical values. It is obvious that the Coulomb

corrections can account for the observed large difference.

The small remaining discrepancy can be due to the inadequacy

of the separable potentials used (cf. point (iv) of the above

discussion), due to the neglect of finite size and vacuum

polarization effects, due to charge asymmetry of the nuclear

forces This problem requires a more detailed investi-

gation. Also shown in the Table is the quartet effective

range which lies within the range of the widely scattered

experimental results.

In Pig. 2 pd differential cross sections are displayed

for proton bombarding energies of 2 and 10 MeV. Experimental

data of Ref. 22 are included for reference. As is well known

nd scattering cross sections obtained with simple separable

potentials, such as the ones used also in our calculation,

are only in qualitative agreement with the experimental

ones. This obviously holds true also for pd scattering.

More meaningful information can, however, be extracted by

separating the contributions of the long-ranged Coulomb dis-

tortions from the shorter-ranged Coulomb corrections to the



strong amplitude. For this purpose we have evaluated a fre-

quently used approximation to the pd scattering amplitude

which results from summing up the nd partial wave amplitudes

multiplied with the initial and final state Coulomb phase

factors, and then adding the Rutherford term. In other words,

this approximate pd scattering amplitude differs from the

exact one in that in the former the shorter-ranged Coulomb

corrections in T__ are neglected. Evidently such a procedure

leads to results for scattering cross sections which are un-

satisfactory at low energies but which agree reasonably well

with the exact ones at higher energies. In order to estimate

the influence of the long-ranged Coulomb distortions we com-

pare these approximate pd cross sections with the corres-

ponding ones for nd scattering which are also indicated in

Pig. 2. As was to be expected the characteristic differences

between pd and nd scattering can be accounted for qualitative-

ly in this way. A more detailed discussion of numerical

results is in preparation.
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6. SUMMARY

In this lecture I have presented a rigorous and practical

theory of non-dissociative reactions in three-charged par-

ticle systems, and of break-up processes with two charged par-

ticles and a neutral one.

The decisive point in the discussion of two-fragment

scattering was the observation that the exact effective

interaction between the two colliding clusters contained a

piece which cuuld be interpreted as the Coulomb interaction

between the total charges of the two fragments concentrated

in their respective center-of-mass (in conventional approa-

ches such an interaction is introduced artificially).

And this was the only part of infinite range. All other

Coulomb potentials show up in the effective interaction

sandwiched between rapidly decreasing bound state wave func-

tions and are, consequently, effectively cut off. In other

words,we have corroborated explicitly the physically very

plausible notion that from the point of view of the range

of the (effective) potential a system of two charged frag-

ments, which are built up of three charged "elementary"

particles, is identical to one consisting of two "elementary"

charged bodies. It is, therefore, not surprising that the

screening and renormalization approach which worked for the

latter could also be applied directly to the former. Obvious-

ly the same holds true for the non-dissociative scattering

of two clusters composed of arbitrarily many charged and/or
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neutral particles. Only the subsystem operators and channel

wave functions of Sec. 3 have to be reinterpreted corres-

pondingly . ,

Break-up processes of two colliding fragments com-

posed of three charged bodies are more complicated in that

not only the infinite-range part of the effective arrange-

ment potential is present as follows from the occurrence of the

latter in the integral equation (4.4a). In addition, in the

effective break-up potential the range of the Coulomb inter-

action between any two outgoing charged bodies is not cut

off any more leading to a complicated situation which I

have not yet been able to resolve completely. Evidently,

this complexity is greatly reduced if only one charged pair

emerges in addition to a neutral particle. But it is obvious

that the actual number of neutral particles which are pro-

duced in the reaction considered is irrelevant. Thus, by a

suitable reinterpretation of various subsystem quantities

the theory developed in Sec. 4 will be applicable to break-

-up processes of two charged and an arbitrary number of neu-

tral particles. In fact, on account of the above reasoning

the emerging neutral particles may even be composed of

oppositely charged ones. Thus, in effect, the range of appli-

cability of the proposed theory is quite large.
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I
a

Fig. 1: Graphical representation of the longest-ranged.part

(3.24) of the effective arrangement potential (3.23),
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ELab = i0MeV
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150 180

Pig. 2: Differential cross section for pd scattering at 2 MeV

(left-hand scale) and 10 MeV (right-hand scale) in-

cident proton energy. Solid line: full theory; dashed

line: neglect of shorter-range Coulomb modifications

of strong amplitude; circles: experimental results

of Ref. 22. Triangles denote the corresponding nd

cross sections.
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TABLE: Comparison of theoretical and experimental pd and nd effective range parameters

Theory

Experiment

\ d ( f m )

6.32

6.35±O.O2 (Ref. 18)

4apd<fm)

13.3

u.4+*;8 ( R e f # 1 9 )

11.9^9 (Ref. 20)

11.88**J (Ref. 21)

%d ( f m>

1.9

2.051.25 (Ref. 19)

1 ' 8 9 - . 'o5 ( R e f* 2 0 )

2.63!;°2 ( R e f ' 2 1 )
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THREE BODY SCATTERING WITH TWO EQUALLY CHARGED PARTICLES

P.U. Sauer

Department of Theoretical Physics, Technical University

3ooo Hannover, Germany

Abstract; Three-body scattering with the inclusion of the re-

pulsive Coulomb interaction between two particles is discussed.

It is shown, how the quasiparticle approach can be accommodated

into Noble's theory of th_ee-particle scattering with Coulomb

resolvents. The resulting equations are exact. They hold for

elastic and rearrangement scattering below and above the break-

up threshold and for the break-up case. The relation to the

quasiparticle description of three-particle Coulomb scattering,

advocated by Alt et al., is given.

1. Introduction

The Coulomb potential is a well-behaved potential in con-

figuration space and can often rather painlessly be accounted

for in the configuration-space approach to scattering. E.g.,

whenever two-particle scattering is calculated within the frame-

work of the Schrodinger equation, the long-range Coulomb inter-

action can be included without additional difficulties. Second-

ly, the differential form of the Faddeev equations, which are
o

now being solved for three-particle scattering and break-up
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with short-ranged potentials, can accommodate Coulomb interact-

ions. Only the boundary conditions on the three-particle scatter-

ing wave function have to be modified, a modification which is
3 4

understood except for some small regions of phase space . Thus,

the physical problem of this talk, the scattering of three par-

ticles among which two are equally charged, has a straight-for-

ward solution from which we can soon expect the theoretical des-

cription of, e.g., proton-deuteron scattering and break-up in

terms of realistic local two-nucleon potentials.

However, three-particle scattering is often formulated and

calculated in the framework of integral equations . Integral

equations incorporate the correct boundary conditions of the

scattering wave function automatically, which have to be imposed

on the solution of the corresponding differential equations. This

property of integral equations is for two-particle scattering, but

also for three-particle scattering in the light of Rafs. 2 and 3,

just an aspect of beauty and economy. It becomes a clear technical

advantage and necessary simplification when scattering problems

involving more than three particles are discussed. Unfortunately,

the integral equations usually employed for short-ranged poten-

tials are mathematically not well-behaved for long-ranged inter-

actions as the Coulomb force . The subject of this talk is a

particular solution for these Coulomb difficulties in case of

three-body scattering with two equally charged particles. We shall

illustrate the Coulomb difficulties, which arise in the framework

of integral equations, by the known example of two-particle scat-

tering. This example is discussed in some length in the Introduct-

ion, in order to motivate the objectives of this talk for three-

particle scattering.

The Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the resolvent g(z) =

(z-k-v-vc)~ of two-particle scattering under the influence of

an interaction v + v_ is



(l.la)

•fcfc)

(1.1b)

(l.lc)

vr, is the re-

gQ(z)

The potential v is assumed to be of short range,-

pulsive point-Coulomb interaction. The free resolvent

refers to the kinetic energy k of relative motion with reduced

mass M, i.e., gQ(z) = (z-k)" 1. The kernel of the integral eguat-

ion (l.la) is, however, not compact in the scattering situation,

since then the singularities of the free resolvent and of the
7 '2

Coulomb potential ĉ -'i.cide for the on-shell (z = g'/2M = g /2M)

momenturn-space matrix elements gQ(z) vc , i.e.,

\x i? - f i r * d.2)air

As a conseguence, the momentum-space transition matrix derived

from Equ. (l.lc) has singularities . They occur (i) at all

available energies in the forward direction and (ii) in the half-

off-shell and on-shell matrix elements. These singularities

clearly demonstrate that the ordinary Lippmann-Schwinger equation

in momentum space is not appropriate for scattering problems with

Coulomb. A natural remedy is to isolate the part g (z)v_, of

the integral eguations (l.la) and (l.lc), which gives rise to

the singularities, and to invert (1-g (z)v_,) explicitly. The

Coulomb interaction is added to the unperturbed hamiltonian k ,

the Coulomb potential is included in che free resolvent
c —i
g^(z) = (z-k-v^) , which describes the total scattering from
the pure Coulomb potential. The free resolvent with Coulomb
Q

gQ (z) is well known and even has the same mathematical struc-

ture as gQ(z) in Coulomb-wave representation. The remaining in-

tegral eguations
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(1.3a)

(1.3b)

(1.3c)

for the full resolvent g(a) and for the transition matrix

xc(z) are therefore singularity-free. They only deal with the

modification of pure Coulomb scattering by the short-ranged in-

teraction v. The scattering cross section is obtained from the
2 i 2

on-shell (z = q /2M = q /2M) pure Coulomb amplitude,

<q* |t (q/2M + io)|q*> , known from other sources, and the on-shell

c ^

elements of the transition matrix T (z) in Coulomb-wave re-

presentation ^ " ^ I ^ C q V z M + io) |q(+)C>. The proof for this

last fact is not at all trivial, since the wave functions

I ̂ ^ (q) > f o r scattering from the potential v + vc and the

Coulomb-wave functions |q ̂ ±'c > are not related to the

plane-wave states |q > as one expects from scattering theory

for short-ranged potentials, i.e.,

|< j ) ( ± ) ( q ) > * l i m ( ± i e )

a n d | q { ± ) C > * l i m ( ± i e ) g C ( q 2 / 2 M ± i e ) | q > .
£•#0 •• O

However, the following relations hold for the scattering wave

g(q2/2M±ie)

functions | <J> ( q ) > in Coulomb-wave representation

(1.4a)

f
The cross-section for two-particle scattering under the

influence of v + v c can be obtained by calculating the S matrix

with a formal trick in which the Coulomb potential is exponenti-

ally screened
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- ' Y) (1.5)

and the limit of the unscreened Coulomb potential R-> oo is

arrived at later. When using the trick in this talk, I attach

the superscript (R) to all scattering operators or replace their

index C or superscript C by R. Then, the S matrix has the follow-

ing form

" * 1

(1.6c)

In Equs. (1.6) <q'|t(R)(q2/2M+io)|q> is the on-shell transition

matrix for scattering off the short-ranged potential v + vD,

from which the cross section is readily obtained in the usual

way. |q* > are the scattering states, <q'|t_(q2/2M+io) |q> =

<q'|v R|q
( ± ) R> is the on-shell transition matrix for v,

R
alone. One knows, however, that the limit of no screening R-» *•

9
does not yield the correct on-shell transition matrix for the

Coulomb potential. In fact the S matrix <q'|s|q> for the scat-

tering problem with the unscreened Coulomb potential does not

even contain a 6(q'-'q) term in this case. The correct Cou-

lomb on-shell (z = q /2M = q'2/2M) transition matrix
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<q* jfcc(q
2/2M+io) |q> and the wave functions |q*±)C> differ

from the corresponding limiting quantities by known divergent
g

phase factors

(1.7)

i.e.,

(1.8a)

(1.8b)

2 9
In Equ. (1.7) n(q»M) = e M/(ft q) is the Coulomb parameter,

Y,, Euler's constant. The limit of no screening can be performed
R

in the operator T (Z) of Equ. (1.3c) with no problem. Thus, in

the case of a superposition of a short-ranged potential v and the

Coulomb potential vc,the full on-shell transition matrix can be

correctly extracted from Equ. (1.6c) when taking the divergent

phase factors (1.7) in the limiting process R-foo into account.

The full on-shell transition matrix then becomes:

(1.9a)
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The result (1.9b) yields the desired relation of T (z) to the

physical cross section. We finally note, that the partial-wave

expansion of the known on-shell elements <q'|tc(g /2M+io)|q>

does not converge for any value of the scattering angle due to

the slow decrease of the "Coulomb phase shifts" with increasing

1 . In contrast the on-shell elements <q* (~)C|xC(q2/2M + io)|"q"(+)C>

allow a partial-wave decomposition which converges rapidly due

to the short-range of the potential v. The on-shell elements

<q'(~)C|TC(q2/2M+io)|q(+)C> are most directly calculated by

solving Equ. (1.3c) in Coulomb-wave representation.

We now return to the subject of this talk, three-particle

scattering with the repulsive Coulomb potential acting between

two of them. An obvious idea for solving this problem within the

frame work of integral equations is to copy the two-particle

method by simply attempting to ignore the Coulomb difficulties.

This is accomplished by splitting the three-particle scattering

problem into two:

(i) the mathematically dangerous scattering of the charged pro-

jectile from the charged bound state through the Coulomb

interaction only and

(ii) the mathematically nondangerous modification of the pure

three-particle Coulomb scattering problem (i) by the short-

ranged interaction.

As in the two-particle case, this separation of the full three-

particle scattering problem into two comes about by using re-

solvents which include the Coulomb interaction. As in Equs. (1.3)

only part (ii) of the full scattering problem is cast into the

form of integral equations, which are well-behaved, whereas no

advice is given how to deal with part (i). This is the ancient

"solution" to the Coulomb problem in three-particle scattering

suggested by Noble and reformulated by Bencze 1 within the

framework of the quasiparticle approach. However, this solution

has always been judged as rather useless, since both three-body
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problems which the full physical problem is divided into have

appeared insoluable for present-day numerical techniques.

The goal of the talk is to disprove this prejudice and

to rehabilitate the integral-equation approach of Refs. 10 and

11 to three-particle scattering with Coulomb as a practicable

one, at least for the considered case of two equally charged

particles, e.g., for proton-deuteron scattering: Section 2 casts

the Coulomb part (i) of the full problem also into the form of

an integral equation. In Section 3 it will be shown, that in

Bencze's quasiparticle formulation both parts of the full three-

particle problem can be made exactly equivalent to two-particle

scattering problems with short-ranged effective interactions.

The same problem of three-particle scattering with Coulomb has
12

been solved by Alt et al. employing methods of the standard

quasiparticle approach for short-ranged potentials, and the

solution has already been successfully applied to elastic proton-

deuteron scattering below and above the break-up threshold. The

relation of the integral-equation approach of Ref. 12 to the

version of three-particle scattering with Coulomb resolvents given

in this talk will be discussed in Section 4. In fact the method

of this talk is preceded by Ref. 12 and could not have been found

by the author without the work of Ref. 12. Especially the screening

technique widely used in the Introduction and in Section 2 has been

taken over from Ref. 12.

2. Three-Particle Scattering Equations with Coulomb Propagators

The repulsive Coulomb potential is assumed to act between

particles 1 and 2, particle 3 is the uncharged one. The particles

are taken to be distinguishable. Antisymmetrization can be done

later, but it will not be carried out in this talk. We use Jacobi

coordinates (xa , y ) and momenta (p* , q ) as indicated in

Fig. l. The reduced masses corresponding to the momenta p and

and M . The kinetic energy operator of the relative

motion of pair (3, y) is denoted by k(5o) , its eigenvalues being

5 are p
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Fig. 1. Momenta and coordinates
used for the description of the
three-body system.

2

p / 2y . The kinetic energy operator of the spectator particle

a with respect to the c m . of the pair (g, y) is denoted by

k(y ) , its eigenvalues being q / 2M . The internal kinetic energy

of the three-particle system is K = k(x ) + k (y ). The short-ranged interaction between pair ($>, y) is For the sake of

flexibility in the notation, v is also used and defined to be

zero. The total three-particle potential energy is V + vc =

We consider elastic and rearrangement scattering and break-

up for the process of a projectile a impinging with relative

momentum

i.e.,

q on the bound state m, |b > , of the pair (f3, y) ,

(2.1)

2.1. Pure Three-Particla Coulomb Scattering

The pure Coulomb part, part (i) of the full three-body

problem, is described by the three-particle scattering wave funct-

ions |

energy E
am

= eam

of the hamiltonian (K + v + v_) for the
2

^ 2 ^ ' o r e < 3 u i v a l e n t l y by t h e resolvents
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(2. - K -
-\

(2.2)

The channel resolvents G (Z) include the Coulomb potential vc,

even though it might not belong to the interaction of channel a .

Since o, Equ. (2.2) covers the definition of the free re-

solvent with Coulomb, i.e., G (Z) , which can be most easily con-

structed in the coordinates of channel 3,

(*)
(2.3)

£-
The channel resolvents G (Z) G (Z) by meansare obtained from

of an integral equation involving the short-ranged potential

and are therefore, at least in principle for all energies Z

our disposal.
at

The scattering wave functions

a = 3 the trivial form

have for

(2.4)

but are for a £ 3 not given by the appropriate channel resolvent
Q

G (E a m ± io ) as we are accustomed to from scattering theory with

short-ranged interactions, i.e., I ̂ am ^otm^> * ^•^•mt±ie)

G (E ± io) |b q >. We notice the reoccurranc§~*8f a problem

encountered in two-body Coulomb scattering. In order to repair

this deficiency, an auxiliary Coulomb potential v*c acting in

the channels at 3 between the spectator particle a and the c m .

of the (@,Y) pair is introduced. The difference in the Coulomb

potentials v_ and v_ is illustrated in Fig. 2. Corresponding

basis states for the spectator motion are employed, i.e.,
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the forces considered when the pure
Coulomb scattering of the charged projectile 1 from the charged
bound states of the (2,3) pair is described. The auxiliary
Coulomb potential v_ . acts between particle 1 and the c m . of
the (2,3) pair. <-'1

(2.5)

•

They are plane waves in channel 3 where the Coulomb potential

acts between the (1/2) pair, but due to v_, they are Coulomb

waves with respect to the c m . of the pair ( 3,Y) in the other

channels. Using the basis states (2.5) the scattering wave funct-

ions |<j)̂ m (q m) > of the hamiltonian (K + v + v-,) satisfy the

following equations, which contain Equ. (2.4) as a special case,

GC(Z) Of ^(Z)) are the channel resolvents (2.2) (the free,u o, (x
Coulomb including resolvent (2.3)) defined with the Coulomb
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1
potential v*c replacing v.,. These definitions are only re

* ^ )quired for a =1"^aR• Equs. (2.j)) are in some sense three par-

ticJe equivalents of the two-particle relations (1.4). Ritfhtaway, Equ.

(2.6a) appears mathematically well-defined. The difference of

the Coulomb potentials, the local three-body operator v c ~ v c a

is multiplied by a bound-state wave function, a function ex-

ponentially decreasing in For bounded however, v_ - \r
w f Ot f

(2.7)

(vc"vc,a}

to make its

behaves for large y as y . Thus,

decreases sufficiently rapidly with respect to y

application on the basis states <v
(yl

<lam
 > effectively the

action of a short-ranged operator. This is the most crucial

argument of the talk which I invite everyone to check by himself.

The whole remainder hinges on the mathematical rigor of Equ.

(2.6a). If the Coulomb potentials vn and vn were screened first
V*> \* f Ob

according to Equ. (1.5) and the limit of no screening R-»«*o is
arrived at later, the only singularities, which arise in

(±) -»
'^am ^ m^> according to Equ. (2.6a) (the same notational changes

are made for the screened quantities as in Section 1), are those

of the Coulomb-wave basis states and can therefore be absorbed in

the known divergent phase of Equ. (i.7),

But then, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (2.6b) is free of Cou-

lomb divergencies, too. Equ. (2.6b) certainly holds for screened



potentials and the singularities, which occur for no screening

R •> °° , are accounted for by using Equ. (1.8b) for the Coulomb

basis states lbo.m^am
 a n d E<*u* (2«8) f o r t n e three-particle

Coulomb scattering wave functions U „ (q „) >. Thus, the scat-
/+\ ^ oim am

tering wave functions | <l>a~m (ctam) > fulfill Equs. (2.6). However,

we still have to demonstrate that the single Lippmann-Schwinger

equation (2.6b) also provides unique solutions for three-particle

scattering with the hamiltonian K + v + v_, . This holds indeed

true. It will be shown for the case of a screened Coulomb potential,

since the transition to an unscreened Coulomb potential is now

well understood for Equ. (2.6b). We prove, that there is no non-

trivial solution to the homogeneous equation |x > =+ io - K - v a -

X ' =
%«' (vR- t,a >' x >

since

, or equivalently to

v is the only bound-

state supporting potential, v R being repulsive. The proof copies

Appendix A of Ref. 13 and elands | x > into the complete set

of eigenstates of the three-body hamiltonian K + v + vD , the
( + 1 ™> (R}
~ (scattering states from the boui.d state |b,>, i.e.,

otiu
^ (q „)

and the scattering states for three incoming free particles. With

the method of Ref. 13 we are let to conclude that | X > = o and

that indeed the l^** (qam)
 (R) > which satisfy Equ. (2.6b) are

also uniquely determined by Equ. (2.6b). Thus, the mathematically

dangerous part (i) of the complete physical problem, the pure

Coulomb scattering, is fully described in terms of the well-

behaved equations (2.6) .

2.2. Modification of Pure Coulomb Scattering by the

Short-Ranged Interactions

The resolvent for the complete three-particle problem

(2.9)

and the transition operators uga<
z) describing part (ii) of
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the full scattering problem, the modification of elastic and

rearrangement scattering S * o and break-up 5 = o due to the

short-ranged interactions v , y + <* # i.e.,

(2.10)

are related to each other and to the channel resolvents GQ(z)

by the following integral equations of quasiparticle type given

by Bencze ,

' ' " (2.11)

The integral equations for the transition operators U,
n I-

require the channel transition matrix T (z) ,
(Z)

(2.13)

as input, which is to be calculated with the free, Coulomb in-

cluding resolvent G^ (Z) of Equ. (2.3). We note the structural

resemblence between the Equs. (2.11) and (2.12) of three-particle

scattering and Equs. (1.3b) and (1.3c) of the two-particle problem.

It has been realized ' for long, that the integral equations

(2.12) have a compact kernel as the corresponding two-particle

integral equation (1.3c), since the singularity-generating Cou-

lomb interaction only occurs in well-behaved resolvents.
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2.3. Physical cross Sections

We give the relation between the physical cross sections

Z (qj >
aZ.and the three-particle Coulomb scattering states |

of Subsection 2.1 and the transition operators Uga (Z) of

Subsection 2.2. We do so by first assuming that the Coulomb in-

teraction be exponentially screened according to Equ. (1.5).

We shall arrive at the limit of unscreened Coulomb later. Again,

the same notational changes for all screened quantities are used

as in the Introduction for the corresponding two-particle ones.

For three-particle scattering with short-ranged interact-

ions the transition matrix J , from which the cross sections

are straight-forwardly derived, is related to the S matrix in

the following way for elastic and rearrangement scattering,

and for break-up,
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o f * '
(2.15a)

(2.15b)

In Equs. (2.14) and (2.15) are Eflr, = eQ_ + ql?/2Ma and
« P pn pn j -̂ p

E =pi /2)i3+q3/2M_ . Due to the action of the Coulomb force

in channel 3 the description of the break-up process by means

of the coordinates of channel 3 is advantageous. The relations

(2.14) and (2.15) are in the presence of the unscreened Coulomb

potential clearly invalid, but they can, for the short-ranged

interactions under consideration when the Coulomb potential is

screened, be rewritten such that the three-particle transition

j
matrix elements take the form

(2.16a)

(2.16b)
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When performing the transition to an unscreened Coulomb poten-

U~ (Z) have the convergent limitstial the operators
c

Ug (Z) . The Coulomb singularities which arise are due to part

(i), the pure Coulomb scattering of the full physical problem,

and they occur in the two-particle Coulomb transition matrix of

(2.16a), in the basis states |<3(*)R> and |"p ̂ ^ R> and in
the scattering wave functions l^1* (a ) *R* > . The singularities

* ' a m vvtanr
can be removed using Egus. (1.8) and (2.8),

(2.17.,

jb.
oo

(2.17b)

[4

We finally obtain the physical transition matrices for the un-

screened Coulomb potential,
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(2.18a)

(2.18b)

Terms 1 and 2 of Equ. (2.18a) describe the pure Coulomb scatter-

ing, part (i) of the full problem. Term 1 is the Rutherford

amplitude for Coulomb scattering from the c m . of the bound state,

term 2 the correction for off - c m . Coulomb scattering. Since the

correction operator in term 2 decreases asymptotically only as

y f a partial wave expansion of term 2, though convergent, appears

to be of rather little practical advantage. As in Equ. (1.9b) of

the two-particle problem, torrn 3 allows a partial-wave decomposit-

ion which should converge rapidly, since it describes the short-

ranged modification of pure Coulomb scattering.
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The results (2.18) together with Equs. (2.6) and (2.12)

solve cor ptually the three-particle scattering problem under

the inclusion of the Coulomb repulsion between the pair

a = (3, Y) = 3 . The Equs. (2.6) and (2.12) are mathematically

well-behaved. The arguments proving this fact for Equs. (2.6),

proposed in Subsection 2.1, satisfy the limited mathematical

ambition of the author and extend and correct a similar discuss-

ion given in Ref. 11. Equs. (2.6) and (2.12) appear, however,

c c
impracticable, since their input, i.e., Ga(Z) and Ta(Z)

are general three-body operators and not two-body quantities as

in the usual description of three-particle scattering. Only
c c

G3(Z) and T3"3) reduce to two-body operators of the type
defined in Equ. (1.la) and (1.3c), i.e.,

(2.19a)

(2.19b)

C C
whereas in the two other channels G (Z) and T (Z) are

u .*

complicated operators also of the spectator momentum q . This

fact has discouraged any attempt to solve Equs. (2.6) and (2.12)

exactly. We take up the problem of practical solutions for Equs.

(2.6) and (2.12) in the following Section.

3. The Model of Single-Term Separable Short-

Ranged interactions

In this Section we discuss the practical solution of the

three-particle scattering problem with Coulomb for a very simple

model of the short-ranged interactions. The interactions are

assumed to be separable, i.e.,

(3.1)
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1
and to support a single bound state |b > in each channel a

with energy e . The necessary modifications, when scattering

with more general short-ranged potentials is considered, will

shortly be mentioned in Section 4.

The two-body channel transition matrices of Equ. (1.1c)

are

(3.2)

with

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

The residue at the bound-state pole can be read off from Equ.

(3.2),

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

Equ. (3.4b) can be cast into a useful onshell (E = e + q /2M )

three-particle relation between channel bound states, short-

ranged form factors | x a> and the basis states |q > for

the spectator motion,

«

(3.5)

The resolvent G a

(2.6b).

was defined in connection with Equ.
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1

3.1. Effective Two-Body Lippmann-Schwinger Equation

for Pure Coulomb Scattering

In this Subsection we calculate the pure Coulomb three-
( + ) ~*particle scattering wave functions I •t" ~ (qffl)

> for the simple

force model (3.1). According to Egus. (2.6) and (3.5) we might

expect |<|> ~ (qa) > to factor, i.e.,

(3.6,

such that all genuine three-particle aspects are contained in

the free Coulomb resolvent, whereas ^a (Z) is an effective

two-particle operator acting on the basis states |q'"' > only.
C

The integral equation for ft (Z) is derived in the Appendix

from Equ. (2.6b). It is an ordinary three-dimensional Lippmann-

Schwinger equation for a M0ller operator

">*i

(3.7)

with the effective potential

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

The propagator

of Equ. (3.3a)

is related to the two-particle propagator

-I
(3.9a)

(3.9b)
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The effective two-particle potential £ (Z) is diagrammatic-

ally given in Fig. 3. In Equ. (3.8b) it is rewritten in terms of

or+3
Fig. 3. Diagrammatic discription of the effective potential
*\)Ca(Z) given in the form of Equ. (3.8b).

true two-particle input, T_,(Z) and T_ (Z) being the pure two-

b d C l b t i t i t i f d i thbody Coulomb transit ion matrices of V-, and
f Ot

in three-par-

tide space, e.g., TC(Z) = vc + vc Go(Z)Tc(Z). The potential

"ft (Z) vanishes identically in channel a = 3 and must, for a* 3,

be sufficiently short-ranged in its dependence on the spectator

coordinate y . This fact can directly be concluded from the

properties of Equ. (2.6b), which, mathematically well-behaved it-

self, should only yield equivalent integral equations with the

same mathematical properties. That ordinary scattering theory

applies to the potential V"aa(Z) is, however, now also rather

obvious, since in the product operator Q (Z) V (Z) the scatter-

ing singularities do not coincide with any infinite-range poten-

tial singular!teis, a fact, characteristic for the difficulties

of the two-body Coulomb case in Equ. (1.2): The on-shell

(Z - e = q / 2Ma = q' / 2M ) elements of the product operator

8ja (Z)V^a(Z) can be written as
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I

and the local operator (v_ - v\_, ) decreases aymptotically as

y for bounded x., according to Equ. (2.7). Thus, in order to

obtain the scattering wave functions j $ (q ) > in the pure

Coulomb part of the full scattering problem, the integral equat-

ion for the Miller operator fiC (Z) with the potential ^ " a o ( (
z ) /

apparently of sufficiently short-range, has to be solved. Since

Equ. (3.7) is a three-dimensional integral equation, our available

numerical techniques should suffice to handle it.

Using the form (3.6) of the scattering wave functions for

the pure three-particle Coulomb problem, the physical on-shell

three-particle transition matrix elements (2.18) can for the

simplified force model under consideration in this Section be

rewritten in terms of the effective potential v ^(Z) and the

M0ller operator (Z),
ota

<i;>

(3.11a)

(3.11b)
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c c
We note, that the transition operators U3 a^

z^ anc* Uoa*Z^

of Equ. (2.12) appear in Equ. (3.11) only in the form of effective

two-particle operators

T « ) (3.12a)

(3.12b)

This fact will be exploited in the next Subsection.

3.2. Effective Two-Body Lippmann-Schwinger Equation for

the Short-Ranged Modification of Pure Coulomb Scattering.

for

In order to recast the three-body integral equation (2.12)

into a manageable two-body form for the
Q
(Z)

Equ. (3.12), the two-nucleon transition matrix
a

^(Z) of

with Cou-

lomb propagators (2.13) has to be given. The transition matrix
n

T (Z) is even for the simple separable potentials of Equ.

(3.1) a complicated operator also in its dependence on the specta-

tor momentum q ,

(3.13a)

(3.13b)

C S C

Or (z) can be related to "I (Z) defined in Equ

relation is given in terms of the potential v"

(3.8),

(3.9). The

of Equ.

(3.14)
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Equ. (3.14) is derived by comparing Equ. (3.9a) and (3.13b)

using a simple identity for resolvents. The solution of Equ.

(3.14) can be cast in either of the two ways

(3.15a)

(3.15b)

and is for a =3 trivial, i.e. j,(Z) = *3 3(Z). Thus, not only

the scattering wave functions | <i> ~ (qa) > in the pure Coulomb

part of the full problem, but also the input for the integral

equation (2.12) for u? (Z) , i.e., T£(Z) , can be obtained

in terms of the Miller operator ^(Z) of Subsection 3.1.

Using the form (3.13a) of the channel transition matrices

T^(Z) , the two-body form (3.12) of the transition operators

Uga(Z) are to be calculated for elastic and rearrangement scatter-

ing from the integral equation

(3.16a)

and for break-up by quadrature from

(3.16b)

n

in terms of the Tga(
z) • B o t h equations are immediate con-

sequences of Equ. (2.12) for Uga(Z) , but are in contrast to

Equ. (2.12) effective two-particle equations. The effective poten-

tials have the form
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ot*.

(3.17a)

(3.17b)

where in Equ. (3.17) the required two-particle input is made ex-

plicit. The exchange nature of the potential 06o,(Z) with its

Coulomb modifications is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Diagrammatic description of the effective potentials
\)S (Z) given in the form of Equ. (3.17b).

The effective two-body Lippmann-Schwinger Equ. (3.16a) is equi-

valent to the mathematically well-behaved integral equation (2.12).

Thus, the effective potentials U . (Z) are apparently of short

range. Equ. (3.16b) yields the break-up amplitude,

(3.19)

%<r

which splits up into two contributions. Term 1 is the pure Cou-

lomg break-up which treats the full Coulomb problem in the
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entrance channel a +3. The second term is the Coulomb-modified

short-ranged break-up amplitude. The Coulomb interaction does

not appear to create any additional problems for break-up, once

the elastic and rearrangement scattering problem has been solved.

Equs. (3.16a) appear hard to do practical calculations with
fa C

because of the complicated structure of the propagator ^ a(Z)

We note, however, that according to Equ. (3.15) the nonsymmetrical
c * + c

operator flg(Z)TTga(Z) ^°an be calculated from Equ. (3.16a) with

the simpler propagator *1 ̂ (Z) using the effective potentials in

the form Q_(Z) \Jg (Z). These nonsymmetrical operators even yield

the experimental transition operators (3-tl) and (3.19) more directly.

4. Discussion

Three-particle scattering with the repulsive Coulomb poten-

tial acting between two of them has been described in terms of

three-particle Coulomb resolvents. The description is, for single-

term separable short-ranged potentials, equivalent to two effect-

ive two-particle problems, Equs. (3.7) and (3.16). The relation

of their solutions to the physical cross sections is given in

Equs. (3.11). The present description is exact and removes un-

necessary approximations suggested by Bencze and used in Ref. 14.

The integral equations (3.7) and (3.16a) hold for all energies

below and above the break-up threshold. The quadrature for break-

up, Equ. (3.16b), is without mathematical problems. Standard

numerical techniques should be able to handle the three-dimen-

sional integral equations (3.7) and (3.16a). The effective poten-

tials
OtCt

(Z) , (Z) (Z) have already been computed

in Ref. 12. They are used here in Coulomb-wave representation.

This is the only technical complication of the present approach,

which appears as well suited as the method of Ref. 12 for practi-

cal calculations. The restriction to the simple model (3.1) of
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single-term separable potentials for the short-ranged inter-

actions has didactical, not conceptual reasons. The theory can

clearly be extended to the case of more general separable ex-

pansions of a given chanrel transition matrix and to nonseparable

remainders. The latter generalization is more severe than the

former, since it modifies the relation (3.6) between the scatter-

ing wave functions |d> i(qwm)> and the channel bound states and

modifies the integral equation (3.16a) for xa (Z) , as well as
C p C

the relation on (3.16b) between T+L, (Z) and xo (Z) .
p, ot pa

The present approach to three-particle scattering with

Coulomb splits the full problem into two. It separates the pure

Coulomb scattering off the bound state as the mathematically

dangerous part from the rest of the problem and requires that it

should be treated first. The description of the pure Coulomb

scattering part in momentum space yields the infinite-range

effective potential « ,<X™|GO(Z)T_(Z)G (Z)jx > shown in the first

diagram of Fig. 3. Together with the diagrams of Fig. 4 this is

just the effective two-particle potential encountered in Ref. 12.

In fact, the present approach to three-particle scattering with

Coulomb and the one of Ref. 12 become identical in momentum-space

representation. The present approach only treats the first dia-

gram of Fig. 3 separately from the rest, whereas Ref. 12 lumps

all processes together. By using a Coulomb-wave representation

with respect to the potential vc for the scattering states

|*(*)(q(X)>, the Coulomb singularities of *a3<Xa|Go(Z)Tc(Z)Go(Z)| xa>

are removed in the present approach and both diagrams of Fig. 3

show up in the effective short-ranged potential V^a(Z) . Ref. 12

also detects *-013
<X0l|Go(Z)Tc(Z)Go(Z)|x0e

> as the dangerous long-

range contribution to the effective potential in three-particle

scattering. In contrast, however, it studies the singularities

solely in the effective potentials and removes them there by

subtracting v_ . This removal does not treat the complete three-

particle Coulomb problem in the entrance or the exit channel as

Subsection 3.1 does. Thus, the separation of the full scattering



problem into a Coulomb part and a short-ranged modification is

slightly different in both approaches. As a consequence the off-

shell extension of the effective two-body operators of Ref. 12

differ slightly from ours. This manifests itself e.g. in Fig. 3,

where Ref. 12 would subtract # _ vc instead of

#,<Xo,|Gr,(Z)Tr, ra(Z)G_(Z)|xn> as we do. The remaining parts of the

effective potential ^g a(
z) are» however, the same in both

approaches. The present approach benefits from Ref. 12 in the

sense that its proof of short range for the effective potentials

carries over to tf (Z) and \^Q (Z) of this talk. Conversely,
OiOt pOt

the present approach can be viewed as an alternative derivation

of the method of Ref. 12 and even suggests an alternative, though

technically more demanding^procedure for the practical calculat-

ions.

Appendix

The Appendix derives the integral equation (3.7) from

Eq. (2.6b) using the ansatz (3.6) . The derivation is given for

channels a + 3 , the case a =3 is trivial. For the force model

(3.1) 8^ (Z) takes the form

(A.I)

in Equ. (A.I) |xa

defined with the free, Coulomb as

Then Equ. (2.6b) can be rewritten

is the transition matrix (2.13)

"C,a including resolvent.



(A.2)

Since

we obtain

(A.4)

* !

= 0

We can imagine, that the rearranged from (A.4) of Egu. (2.6) is

obtained for a screened Coulomb potential. Since all arising

Coulomb singularities are of two-body nature and are taken care

of by using the basis states |q ~ >, since furthermore

(Ê , ± io)
01

X™5* i n Coulomb-wave representation is mathematic-

ally well-behaved, the operator in square brackets is singularity-

free and has to vanish. This yields Equ. (3.7).

There are alternative derivations based on Equ.

which do not need the ansatz (3.6).

(2.6a)
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COULOMB CORRECTIONS AND BREMSSTRAHLUNG
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Abstract

We review the status of Coulomb corrections and bremsstrahlung

and their relations to the off-shell behavior of the strong

interaction. New experiments are needed, especially neutron

induced bremsstrahlung experiments.

In the difficult case of neutron-proton scattering, infor-

mation on the off-shell behaviour is possible from proposed

experiments on tensor polarization in electron-deuteron

scattering. We introduce two important parameters responsible

for the "softness" of the nucleon-nucleon interaction in view

of these experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bremsstrahlung in hadronic collisions

(1)

measures the off shell transition matrix of the reaction

A + B -* A + B . (2)

Unfortunately there was a serious drawback in the last

decade because of the fact that most of the experiments were

done near the on-shell value.

Supported partly by Fonds zur FSrderung der wissenschaftl-
lichen Forschung, projects 2882 and 3247.



Since the Quebec conference [lj some progress - mainly in

the proton-proton system - can be seen. This is due to new

experiments at TRIUMF as already discussed by Prof. Slaus at

this workshop [2j.

We have now the possibility to check all potential models

in bremsstrahlung or to improve some general relations £3j

with model independent investigations of the off-shell transition

matrix proposed a long time ago by Noyes [4j, Kowalski [5j and

Baranger et al. [6j.

If both particles A and B are charged, then we have in

addition pure Coulomb effects and Coulomb corrections, dis-

cussed by Prof. Alt £7j in the preceding lecture. Needless

to say that the number of all bremsstrahlung-graphs will be

doubled.

First I shall discuss in some detail the nucleon-nucleon

case, then shortly the pion-nucleon system and finally few-

body systems.

II. NUCLEON-NUCLEON SYSTEM

A) Parametrization of the off-shell functions

The off-shell behaviour of the nucleon-nucleon interaction

was reviewed recently by Srivastava and Sprung £8j . Let us

concentrate first on the case with no bound state. Here the

Low equation shows that the off-shell matrix elements are

known if the half shell matrix elements are given, as pointed

out first by P. Noyes [9j. This led to an increased interest

in the half shell matrix elements.

Baranger et al [6j introduced a real half-shell function:

with the constraint

(3)

(4)
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This function was splitted in a symmetric part 6j(P/k) and

an antisymmetric part o6t (p,k). It was proven that the half-

shell function <|>€(p,k) is determined completely if 6"« (p,k)

is given. To see how this function looks like in a potential

model, Sauer [10] calculated this function for the S-state

with the Reid potential (figure 1).

Widely used is also the Kowalski-Noyes half-shell function

(4.5), defined by

fc te (5)

which in plotted for different energies and the same model in

figure 2. These curves have the constraint

f c (k,k) = 1 (6)

a.

.
.

.
I

.
I

1 ' V '

1 1 I

2 k

FEG:1: tf0(p,k) for Heid
 1 S Q , unit fin'

-1



FIG 2: f(p,k) for Reid TS for different energies
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In most investigations only the zero energy function is

plotted. This Kowalski-Noyes half-shell function was

calculated recently also with dispersion theory by Reiner

using the same model as before £llj and with the relativistic

one boson exchange (ROBE) model [l2j.

For both functions (3,5) approximations were developed with

the result that for low energies half-shell functions can be

very well represented by the effective range parameters. There-

fore no "off-shell" information is coming from that energy

region. Investigations with different potential models (see

again the excellent review article of Sprung and Srivastava)

show two characteristic features: there is a zero near p — 2 fm

and a repulsive contribution peaked near 4 fm . Similar features

can be found in the triplet S-wave and will be discussed later.

B) Coulomb corrections

Proton-proton phases listed in tables we denote by 0le g

and the corresponding transition matrix by tst/$ • The

corresponding half-shell function was discussed by Sauer et al.

fl3l at the Quebec conference.

I shall concentrate on the fact that tSC|£ contains on-

and off-shell information of the pure hadronic part t m.
s ,x

~

Let us define

fcsc,e " fcs,e+

and correspondingly

(7)

(8)

where O is the so-called residual phase, which comes from

the interference between nuclear and Coulomb forces.

Neglecting higher orders in V we f147 have
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GO (9)

This is the same situation as known from bremsstrahlung,

where the first two graphs represent external emissions and

the last one internal emission. Certainly the first two graphs

dominate at large distances. Therefore we make the assumption,

especially for € > 0, that we have external dominance and can

neglect the third graph (we are working on the proof of this).

As a result we get

(10)

dk L

-5,3774

-2,1794

-1,3443

= reduced mass

= Legendre functions of the
second kind

For higher partial waves (!> 2) we rederived our old formula

£l5j found with WKB approximation. The agreement with exact

calculations are very good, except in 1SQ, where we have small

deviations. These are caused by half-shell effects coming from

the pole near zero and are now under investigation.

Nevertheless equation (10) contains the main bulk of the

Coulomb corrections in the form of on-shell induced values.

The whole situation here is similar to the one in brems-

strahlung, but is different regarding questions like gauge

invariance etc., connected with real photons.
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C) Bremsstrahlung

There exist very good reviews in the literature

new results were discussed at the Nucleon-Nucleon Conference

last year in Vancouver

~ inExperiments done at 43 MeV and for p-k ~ 0,334 fm

Manitoba were analysed a few years ago, as I already

mentioned, in a model independent way f 3 j , showing some

disagreement with the Hamada-Johnston potential. But

Fearing [l8j was able to show that the deviations between

different models are within the experimental error bars.

The situation is changed now with the new experiments at

TRIUMF. Let us look again at the preliminary results

(figure 3) discussed already by Prof.Slaus. They are

compared with a soft photon calculation by Fearing, a

calculation with the Hamada-Johnsston potential by Bohannon

[l9j. Also seen are the results of a calculation with the

boson exchange model originally done by the Graz-group [20] ,

T3

2 2
(A

X>

3.
•D

cf
cf
I

-

1 t 1

OBE

0 60 120
9y (deg)

180

FIG 3: Bremsstrahlung cross section: preliminary data for E=200 MeV and
proton angles of 16,3 , calculations with soft photon approximation
ri8l ( ) , Hamada-Johnstone f 19l ( ) and boson exchange
model [2lJ ( ).
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now very much Improved by Kamal and Szyjewicz [21]. These

differences between the various models for small and large

photon angles should be seen now by experimenters much better

with smaller proton angles f22l.

But there exist also other possibilities for going off-shell

in bremsstrahlung experiments in order to know more about the

S half-shell function in the near future [17J.

Contrary to this situation bremsstrahlung from neutron-

proton scattering poses great difficulties for experimenters

whereas theories predict that here the contribution from the

internal radiation is much more important than in the proton-

proton case. For information on internal radiations this ex-

periment would be important. Half-shell information, on the

other hand, we may get in other ways too.

D) The triplet case

In the presence of a bound state the Low equation has to

include a term with the bound-state wave function and the

binding energy £23]. For this case Haftel £24] proposed a

method for applying the formalism of Baranger et al. Details

were worked out by Amado [25], Sauer [26] and Kowalski et al.

[27]. The last group calculated the half-shell function with

a given bound-state wave function.

What do we know about the deuteron wave function? Suppose

we have in the near future the proposed experiments of tensor

polarization £28,29] in electron-deuteron scattering, then we

can extract information on the softness of the nucleon-nucleon

interaction. In figure 4 we have plotted this quantity for

different models: Paris-potential £30], Bonn-potential [3lJ,

Reid SC-, HC- and Yamaguchi-potential. For instance at q = 4,5

these potentials yield very different tensor polarizations

according to their different softness. A new version of the

Paris potential [32] is still soft in the notation introduced

fm-1
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FIG 4: Tensor polarization for Beid SC , HC

Paris -.-.-. Bonn Yaraaguchi — . — . — .

by L. Mathelitsch and myself [28}, but much "harder" than

the older version Q26J of this potential.

Comparing tensor polarization with the elastic scattering

data we can find the charge and guadrupole form factors

of the deuteron (figures 5 and 6). It was also shown by

L. Mathelitsch and myself f2^J' that there exists a very
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FIG 5: Charge form factor of the deuteron, notation

see Figure 4.
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10

FIG 6: Quadrupole moment form factor of the deuteron,
notation see Figure 4.

simple connection between the dip in the charge form factor
at q and the zero bound-state wave function at p+ (as
mentioned before, this corresponds to the zero in the half
shell function) (see figures 6 and 7):

q+ * 2p+
( I D

There is another relation between the peak value of the

second maximum in the charge form factor and the corresponding

value of the repulsive hump (in the notation of [8]) at p ~ 4 fm"1.

It can be expressed by the probability of a high energy component

of the deuteron (p+ < p < «o ) which is very small (or soft)
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KEG 7: Deuteron S monentum space wave function,

notation see Figure 4.
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for the old version of the Paris potential £3Cj and very

large for the Hamada-Johnston potential £8j.

Therefore tensor polarization experiments may be an

important tool for the parametrization of the half-shell

function in the S-channel.

E) S waves - Summary

Comparing the S and S parametrizations we find

i) repulsion gives the second maximum in the form factor

and the hump in the half-shell function. It may be

small if nature is soft.

ii) different repulsions can also give different zeros in

the half-shell function. The position of this zero

seems to be a very sensitive quantity.

iii) attraction is controlled by the bound-state in S and

anti bound-state in S. Important parametrizations are

possible with the effective range parameters.

iv) I add some results by Haftel C33J to show the

similarity of both S-waves (figure 8). Ihe main

difference is the zero in the half-shell function

(p — 2 fm"1 for 3S and p + ~ 1,9 fm"1 for 1S

calculated with the Reid model).

F) Higher partial waves

The off-shell behaviour of P-waves was investigated by

several groups [3,8,11,34]. Contrary to the S-waves, the

influence of the long range part (OPE) of the interaction

is important.
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3. THE PION-NUCLEON SYSTEM

Here we have a resonance in the dominant state (P33)

and therefore the situation should be similar to some few

body reactions, where we expect a scattering via a

resonance, as in the ol - *< system [35J .

Brems s trah lung in JT-N scattering

gets an important contribution from internal emissions.

This was shown in calculations done independently by three

groups.

But the predicted large bump connected with the resonance

in the cross section has not been found by experimenters £3

In a recent paper, Nefkens et al ĵ 37j investigated a

kinematical situation proposed by Pascual and Tarrach [38] ,

where the A-particle is on shell. This paper does not take

into account the background (Tg) and considers only the

following graphs

on

where

The only unknown quantity is J^jy* an<* the comparison

with the experimental cross section gives

4,7 <

prediction.

< 6,7, near the SU(6)

C—
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This result lets us hope for progress in the near future

in the 31N case. There exist also some investigations of

the half-shell functions in the UN-system, but a parametrization

in a model independent way seems to be still on open problem.

4. THREE NUCLEON SYSTEMS

A) Off-shell T matrix

Contrary to the two nucleon system we know from

theoretical investigations by many people, that in the three

nucleon case these functions are no longer smooth functions.

For instance Brady and Sloan ^39$ plotted these functions

for a few energies.

B) Bremsstrahlung

In addition to the experiments mentioned by Green f35j

we have a new experiment by Slobodrian et al f40j in the

p-d system. There exists till now no calculation of Coulomb

corrections. As in the first step of the calculations of

Alt et al it would be good to compare experiments with

protons and neutrons to see the differences coining from

Coulomb corrections. Similar situations we have for other

few body systems. If the experiments are going to smaller

scattering angles (this is one way in going significantly

off the energy shell) Coulomb corrections can not be

neglected.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We should be ashamed for the situation in nuclear physics.

For a quarter of a century we know for instance from the

beautiful experiments of Hofstadter that after having

fixed the long range part of the nuclear force by the

effective range parameters, the results are very sensitive

to a third quantity, e.g. to the choice of the hard core radius

in a Hulthen model.
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The only thing we learned in the meantime is that

nature seems to be softer, just as wanted by theorists.

But there is really at this time no feeling how soft.

Additional measurements, described before, are certainly

needed.

Theoreticians are now successful in making a bridge to

experiments because of a better understanding of Coulomb

corrections. Experimenters should continue in building

another bridge and improve experiments with neutrons.

We are able now to handle systems with more than three

particles, therefore off-shell three body amplitudes are

needed. Bremsstrahlung experiments with three and more par-

ticles would certainly help in these investigations. Having

enough data from experiments, calculations containing off-

shell parametrizations and Coulomb corrections should start.

This may avoid the difficulties we had in the two body

system, because here the calculations by the Graz group £20/

were done already at a time in which only a few experimental

points existed.

Because of the fact that in Coulomb corrections and in

bremsstrahlung we have external radiation dominance most

of them can be expressed by on-shell quantities. We have

to investigate in detail the internal contributions in the

near future.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN S-MATRICES AND SCATTERING

AMPLITUDES FOR THREE CHARGED PARTICLES*

Z. Bajzer

"Rudder Boskovic" Institute, Zagreb, Croatia,
Yugoslavia

Abstract

The relations between S-matrices, transition matrices

aad scattering amplitudes for three charged particles are

derived using the multichannel time-dependent scattering

theory for Coulomb-like potentials given by Dollard. The

transition from time«dependent to stationary scattering

theory is made using the approach of Vesselova. The obtained

relations are in maximal possible conformity with the anal-

ogue relations in three-particle theory for the short range

interaction. However, the peculiar long-range character of

Coulomb potential causes certain modifications, which could

not be avoided.

x Supported by HW80 grant n° P6P005y and SRH-SIZ-I grant

2.5.10.
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1. INTRODUCTION

She non relativistic time-independent scattering theory

for three particles interacting via short-range forces has

been developed by Paddeev [l] in a mathematically rigorous

way. On the one hand, his theory is well connected with the

time-dependent multichannel scattering theory; on the other

hand it gives well-defined equations for three-particle wave

functions and some kind of transition matrices. The existence

of unique solutions of these equations has been proved. Prom

that point of theoretical development to the point of prac-

tical application of the theory to the three-particle prob-

lems in nuclear physics, there has been many steps. Here we

mention only two crucial papers, namely that of Lovelace [2]

and that of Alt, Grassberger and Sandhas [3]. The formula-

tions of three-particle integral equations in these papers

are a) physically more transparent than the original Paddeev

formulation, b) deal with true transition matrices connected

directly with the cross section and c) are prepared for

practical numerical calculations. In this way Paddeev theory

has become accessible to many applications.

Host of the three-particle systems interesting for

physical investigations includes at least two charged part-

icles. Therefore it is necessary to formulate a scattering

theory which could also include the Coulomb interaction. She

most natural way would be to extend Paddeev theory to the

case of the Coulomb interaction. Shis, however, is not a

trivial problem since already a two-particle stationary

scattering theory based on the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
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for the Coulomb potential exhibits certain difficulties and

inconsistences t^-ll]. Therefore the most consistent way for

establishing the stationary scattering theory involving

Coulomb (or Coulomb-like*) potentials would be to formulate

well defined time-dependented scattering theory (which is

closer to physical intuition) and then make a transition

to related stationery theory.

The pionnering work on a time-dependent scattering

theory for Coulomb-like potentials was done by Dollard [12];

it included a two-particle scattering theory and an n-

particle multichannel theory. Dollard defined Holler ope-

rators which involve the so-called "distorted free propa-

gation operator". A similar time-dependent multichannel

scattering theory was formulated later on by Chandler and

Gibson [l3].

A stationary multichannel scattering theory for Coulomb-

like potentials was formulated and extensively discussed by

Prugovecki and Zorbas [l4-20j. They used Dollard1s approach

as a starting point of their theory. In a recent paper [19]

Zorbas attempted to find a connection between the stationary

scattering theory for three particles interacting via

Coulomb-like potentials, and the Faddeev theory. Similar at-

tempts were made by Chandler and Gibson [2CTJ. However, all

x By the Coulomb-like potential we mean the potential which

is a sum of a Coulomb and a short-range potential. In the

coordinate representation, the short-range potential 7

behaves at infinity as V (r>0(lrT 2 ~* ).«>0t |r/—*
s
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these attempts exhibit a common characteristic: they are

more mathematically oriented and still inconvenient for ap-

plication to real physical systems. It would be useful and

necessary to find such a formulation of three-charged par-

ticle scattering theory that would be i) based on a well-

defined time dependent scattering theory (e.g. Dollard's)

and ii) connected with a practical theory for three-

particle systems (e.g.[3]) based on Faddeev equations.

The aim of the present paper is to give a contribu-

tion along this line. The paper is based on the work of

Vesselcva [2l] in which the scattering amplitudes for two-

and three-particle scattering are derived using. Dollard's

time dependent scattering theory. In the paper of Vesselova

(̂21 j , however, there are still some undefined quantities

and ths connection between the scattering amplitudes and

Faddeev equations is not completely cleared up. Therefore,

in the present paper we elaborate Vesselova»s approach,

defining all quantities in accordance with Dollard's theory

and relating the S-matrices and scattering amplitudes to

the widely accepted Alt-Grassberger-Sandhas (AGS) transition

operators [3,22]. She relations thus obtained are somewhat

different from the analogue relations in the case of pure

short range interactions.

In section 2 we review the two-particle problem and in

section 3 we consider the three-particle problem in more

detail. In section 4- we make concluding remarks.
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2. TWO-PARTICLE SYSTEM

In this section we briefly discuss the scattering

theory for two particles (with masses m, and m 2 and

charges Zj« and Zge) interacting via a pure Coulomb poten-

tial Vc (4-12,20,2l]. The S-matrix for considered scat-

tering has been given by Dollard [l2Jand can be written in

the form

> £ < * * I * & ft>- (1)

Here

(2)

are normalizable states (wave packets with momentum distri

bution *f(7t)) belonging to the Hilbert space. A. is the re-

lative momentum coordinate of two particles and

V) . (3)

The Hamiltonian of the system is

where

(5)

(6)

According to Dollard, the propagation operator is
called the "distorted free propagation operator" and HL-(t)
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is defined as

''(8)

(9)

is the so-called Coulomb phase.

Having defined all quantities, we can now proceed to

establish the relation between the S- and T-matrix and the

scattering amplitude. Firstly, we introduce the transition

operator Tc(z) through the resolvent of the Hamiltonian:

do)

(11)

satisfies the Lippmann-Schwinger equation of the type

The resolvent <9C can be related to the propagation ope-

rator JC through the relation

(13)

where the contour Y consists of two straight lines Z" Bi t'e,

£>O ,-«•<£< » . The line in the upper complex half-plane

has a negative direction and the line in the lower complex

half-plane has a positive direction.

Inserting eqs. do) and (43) ia (1), we immediately relate
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the S- and T-matrix:

r

ef U= (jtwe

The lindtting procedure and the integration (io] give the

desired S-T relation:

,15t |f,> s -2ir< J«Tlt i'k
1 ̂ *(W.CC) S (i-it) F(U') TTc <& t; feVto).

• F00 ,

is related to the T-matrix <4>, 11^^)1^

in the following way

In fact, Ttt is part of the off-energy-shell Coulomb

T-matrix, which can be decomposed according to refs. [21,10]

as

I;*(CIC;*) (19)

TJtOt^C;*) is well-defined on the energy shell *= k/^

(excluding £ =£' ) and "nt(C C;Jt) vanishes for X^^AM or ir= t

. The explicit expressions for TBe. and T« are given

in ref. [10].

In the plane-wave limit ( UP,->-» l&> °^ *£•(£)-» S (£-&),

the S-matrix becomes
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This relation is an analogue to the well known S-T relation

which holds in the case of short-range interaction. The ap-

pearance ofi*(£-0 in (20) is due to the fact that particles

interacting via short-range interaction could be asymptot-

ically described by plane waves, which is not the case when

the Coulomb interaction is present. The particles are de-

scribed asymptotically by distorted plane waves ( X

> JC' ; see for instance [23^). This peculi-

arity is reflected in a special distorted free propagation

operator JC °l which appears in the S-matrix (1). Com-

paring (21) with (22) it also has to be noticed that in (20)

some additional factors to the T-matrix appeared. The im-
-2iWfc)

portant factor is (4 6) which ensures the existence of a

limit £^>+o . In fact as it can be seen from (19) • the on-

shell limit of the Coulomb T-matrix does not exist.

In the case of the short-range interaction, the scat-

tering amplitude is proportional to the on-shell value of
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(which is implied by £~function).

The absolute square of the scattering amplitude gives the

differential cross section (for rigorous derivation see

ref. [.24]). In the case of the Coulomb interaction, the scat-

tering amplitude is analogously given by the on-shell value

of the factor which multiplies -2lt S (*,%«-*i/fe*« ;

one finds the equality [io].

FUO&- fc(+\ ( 2 2 )

f t W is the known Coulomb scattering amplitude. Ve notice

that relation (22) is equivalent to relation (51) in ref. [9].

Eqs. (20) and (22) represent relations between the S-matrix,

T-matrix and scattering amplitude. The same relations are

valid [10] when the interaction is described by Coulomb-

like potential.

In the next section we shell generalize the above con-

siderations to obtain the relation between S-matrices,

transition matrices and scattering amplitudes for three-

particles interacting via Coulomb-like potentials.

3. THE THEEE-PAETICLE SYSTEM

3.1. Definition of momentum coordinates

We consider a system of three-particles with masses m^,

m2, uu and charges Z^e, Z2e, Z,e. As usual, the particles are

described in the centre-of-mass (CM) system by one of the

pairs A,i* of the relative momentum variables defined as

(23)

K , ̂ iw -

3T3
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where the indicies </*, )?' take the values 1, 2, 3

are the momentum variables of the particles considered in

the CM system ( % ^ = ° ) . There is a linear connection

between any pair /̂ --jf* i i.e.

f > (24)

(25)

Having in mind the linear dependence (24) of pairs /̂ / jf*

we will omit the index (X whenever an arbitrary choice of

pairs can be made.

5«2. The Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian of the three-particle system considered

is of the form

(26)

It is defined on the Hilbert space with normalisable vectors

of the type

(27)

(28)

x The definition of H can be extended to nonnormalisable states

as well. For instance Mo \fp*
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3«3« The S-matrix

The various processes in three-particle systems can be

described by using the notion of channels (see e.g.[22]). Thus

channel <* / 0 means that particle <*. collides with the bound

state of particles p ^A and //^ which form a composite

pprciclu. Channel o( = 0 means that all three particles are

unbound.

following Bollard, the S-matrix describing the process

of transition from channel d to channel /*• (<<^fl) is defined

as



is the full propagation operator of the system and

= JL (35)

is a distorted channel propagator. The operator f^ is the

projection operator which projects onto the states represent

ing free particle ©< and hound particles /J / <* and ?** ?*<>< :

- (36)

is the momentum representation of the bound-state
A

wave function corresponding to the E*<° . For o< = 0 channel,

the projector is identity: P = 1 .

E J is the channel Hamiltonian

(37)

The channel Coulomb phase 4k fr) was given by Sollard [l2j in

the coordinate representation and by Vesselova [2lJ and

Zorbas [l8J in the momentum representation. It is defined as

We mention that in the paper of Vesselova instead of

L
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from eq. (40) it stands

which is incorrect. In addition the quantity appearing in

the argument of the -&• function in eq. (40) is not specified.

For lA. » 0, we have

S

f
It!

3.4. Derivation of the S-T relation

Having defined all quantities entering expression (33)

for the S-matrix, we proceed to derive the relations between

the S-matrix, the transition matrix and the scattering ampli-

tude for various processes, i.e. elastic scattering <̂ -» oi ,

rearrangement <<-* p*A and break-up <*:-* o .(it is possible

to consider also processes such as <?-?x or o-* o , but these

are of less physical interest.) The procedure will be analogous

to that for the two-particle system considered in section 1.

Firstly, we express

of the Eamiltonian H:

through the resolvent

* *' % (43)

(44)
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j is the sane contour as that in eq. (13) • The resolvent

can be expressed by means of the AGS transition operators

[3,22],

(46)

satisfies the Fadd«ev-type equations

where

(48)

Inserfeing (43) and (45) in (33)« the S-matrix can be written

in the form

(49)

where 5 ^ comes from the first term in (45) and 5 ^ from the

second. From now on we shell for definiteness consider the

elastic and rearrangement process (fi-to, <*?o~) . However, the

break-up process and other processes can be considered in

complete analogy. Here we shall give only the final result for

the break-up process.
(it'

Using the definitons (35) - .(40) and relationVwe obtain
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s;. -Qwi

» . (̂  V

c,50)

where "tj»« ̂ ) is the transition matrix:

(52)

She integral

can be calculated in a straight-forward way

Thus, after performing (formally) the angular integrations

and the integration in p̂ , in eq. (50), <j£ could be written in

the form

,-f) is bounded in t' and integrable in ^ and therefore

by means of the Riemann-Lebesque lemma one can show that ^*
a ' '
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r

vanishes.

The integral r £

appearing in (51) can be reduced as follovs:

In fact the first integral vanishes due to the analiticity of

Xpt(z-Ce) for 3«tX£0j€?o and Jordan's lenma. Thus the

S-natrix can be written in the form

Now following Vesselova [2l] , we make use of the formula

(see [253 )
-fxt

(55)

which applied to (54). leads to result

H Xhe analiticity may be assumed because of the definition cf
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(57)

In the limit of the plane waves C l ^ > " * '&'&> )̂ we finally

obtain the following relation between the S-mabrix and the

transition matrix

%\s^ \\

^^

The function "J**(5/»'f<t / Ct/ taken on the energy shell (which

is implied by the ^-function) is proportional to the scattering

amplitude. In fact this function could be related to the dif-

ferential cross section in a usual way as it is the transition

matrix element in the case of short range forces (ref.[l?j,

[26) ). The scattering amplitude for the process (l-*eL can then

be written as

(59)
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The differential cross section i s given by | fy* ^

In the case of the break-up process <A-o oVanalogously

d e r i v e ^

^

The differential cross section for considered process is

related to the [X>Ai'f'>^-> ̂ 1 in. tae same way as it is

in the case of short-range forces

only.

3.5. Comments

Relation (58) is an analogue of the well-known relation

[22]

which holds in the case of interactions described by short-

range potentials. As in the case of the two-particle problem

(sec.2.) relation (38) compared with (61) has the same

characteristic features comming from the long-range Coulomb

potential. We emphasize that the transition matrix efcment

($f%'IVf*&t%.£t> i s n o t defined on the energy shell. It may

therefore be assummed (in analogy with the two particle case)

that the transition matrix has the following form

(62)
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She function U^ is well defined on the energy shell and

R^ is assumed to vanish on the energy shell. The break-up

transition matrix can be written in an analogous way

with the well-defined Ve/. and vanishing ^ on the energy

shell. Equations (62) and (63) could be used as an anseLtz

in searching for the solutions of the three-particle

equations (47).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have derived a relation between the S-matrix for

scattering of three charged particles interacting via Coulomb-

like potentials, and the related transition matrices defined

by the A6S transition operators [3,22]. She relation thus

obtained enables us to extract the scattering amplitude. This

is the first step in solving the three-charged particle scat-

tering problem. She next step, much more complicated, would

be to find transition matrices by solving Faddeev equations.

Here the form of solutions is indicated.

We have addopted the approach of Vesselova [2l] which

enables us to achieve the maximum conformity with the well-

understood Faddeev three-particle scattering theory for short-

range interactions. However, this is by no means the only

way to solve the "Coulomb-like three-particle problem"; this

problem could be solved by using the screened Coulomb po-

tential [27-33] or Faddeev-like equations in the coordinate

representation [34-36] .
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Interaction of Composite Particles

Erich W. Schmid
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7400 Tubingen, Germany

Abstract

The effective interaction of light nuclear fragments is de-

rived on the basis of resonating group theory, inclusion of

non square integrable distortion and excitation corrections

allows to correctly describe the interaction of three fragments

in all regions of configuration space. By use of effective inter-

actions the Pauli principle can properly be included in three-

body calculations. It is shown that the interaction of nuclear

fragments has most of the complicated features which are cur-

rently discussed for the interaction of hadrons, especially

nucleons. These features arise from the internal structure of

the composite particles, together with the Pauli principle,

even when the interaction of the constituents is assmued to be

simple. A separable approximation scheme for composite particle

interaction, which conserves most of the important properties,

is discussed and tested in the case of 1 = 0 o-o scattering.

It is seen that relative motion wave functions have rather pe-

culiar properties at distances, where the composite particles

interpenetrate.

Supported in part by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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1. Introduction

Much has been said in recent years about the interaction of

elementary particles, especially the interaction of nucleons.

The nucleon-nucleon interaction, people have found out, is very

complicated. The following properties are discussed: a local

tail of the interaction potential, a non-local mainly repulsive

core, energy dependence, dependence on various channel quantum

numbers, a characteristic off-shell behaviour, three-body cor-

rections to the two-body force, relativistic and other correc-

tions. Some people even doubt that a potential is a meaningful

thing at all, because a wave function derived from a potential

might not make much sense at short distances. It is obvious

that, at the level of nucleons, we have not yet reached the

bottom of microcosmos where we hope to find pieces as structure-

less as the atoms in the mind of the old Greec philosophers. In

that sense, nucleons are not elementary particles, but have a

complicated internal structure. And the complicated interaction

is a consequence of the internal structure.

In this lecture we are not trying to dig into the structure

of the nucleons. We are going into the opposite direction: we

are trying to find a playground where we can study the relation-

ship between interaction and internal structure, assuming that

we know the internal structure and the dynamics of the sub-

particles. We will find such a playground by studying the in-

teractions of composite particles like a-particles, tritons and

other light nuclei under the assumption that their internal

structure is given, that the SchrSdinger equation is valid and

that the nucleons are fundamental structureless particles with

given interaction. Our tool will be conventional nuclear theory

with proper inclusion of the Pauli principle. More precisely,

we will use the resonating group or cluster theory . The inter-

actions of the light nuclei we will call effective interactions

to indicate that these are not fundamental interactions but

depend on the internal structure and on the type of reaction

under consideration.
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Let us recall the ingredients: 1) a very simple phenomeno-

logical nucleon-nueleon potential, 2) bound state wave functions

of a-particles, tritons and other light nuclei, 3) the Pauli

principle, 4) resonating group theory.

What will we get ? We will find that all the complicated

properties of the true nucleon-nucleon interaction, mentioned

before, are typical features of the interaction of composite

particles. We will see that the wave function which describes

the relative motion of composite particles is not a quantum

mechanical probability amplitude at short distances, and that

electromagnetic form factors calculated from such wave functions

are not meaningful. It will be possible to write down separable

approximations for composite particle interaction which rigor-

ously conserve some important properties of the interaction.

By taking off-shell properties and three-body force components

from theory and the on-shell behaviour from experiment we can

construct hybrid potentials which open up new possibilities in

nuclear reaction theory. It will be possible to introduce the

Pauli principle into phenomenological multichannel calculations

and into DWBA calculations on direct reactions induced by nu-

cleons or mesons. Finally, the use of Faddeev theory for three

composite particles will yield a practical approach to the

N-body problem with full three-body dynamics.

2. Effective Potentials

The effective interaction potentials of composite particles

are derived from the idea of resonating group theory '. A hamil-

tonian H is given which contains the kinetic energy operator

and the (simple) pairwise interaction of A nucleons. In the sim-

plest case where the A nucleons form two tightly bound spinless

composite particles, the A-particle SchrSdinger equation

(H " E ) = 0 d)

is approximately solved in the restricted function space given

by
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(2)

The internal motion functions IP (1), <P(2) of the two composite

particles are fixed while the relative motion function ^(*) is

kept completely flexible. That means, the restricted function

space for the A nucleons is spanned by the variations

{ Y(0 f (2-) (3)

The operator fa antisymmetrizes the function in curly brackets.

It is one of the topics of resonating group theory to show that,

due to antisymmetrization, the ansatz (2) can approximate the

true solution of eq. (1) rather well, even in the region where

the composite particles overlap, as long as reaction channels

are closed.

The approximate solution is determined by the equation

- 0 (4)

(together with a boundary condition) with 0 U* and ip according

to eqs. (3) and (2). Eq. (4) is a Schrodinger equation for the

relative motion function C£ (r). A tedious mathematical manipu-

lation 1' 2 ) shows that it has the form

(5)

There is a so-called direct interaction V Q which is local, when

the assumed nucleon-nucleon potential is local, and there is a

non-local energy-dependent interaction k(E ,;r,r') arising

from the exchange terms of antisymmetrization (and, if present,

from exchange interaction). E , is the relative motion energy

of the two composite particles and /A is their reduced mass.
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From eq. (5) we can read off the effective interaction of

the two composite particles. It is, in operator notation,

The energy dependence of the kernel k has the special form

K(r,r') is called norm operator, because it has the property

(6)

(8)

The eigenvalues of the compact operator K show whether a relative

motion state is Pauli-allowed, Pauli-forbidden or Pauli-inhibited.

As an example, we look at the effective interaction of two

a-particles in an 1 = 0 relative motion state. The internal struc-

ture of the a-particles is described by oscillator shell model

ground states centered around the cm positions r^ff r^jOf the

a-particles. The space part of U>(1), U>(2) is

hi (9)

with a = 0.543 fm . As nucleon-nucleon interaction we choose an

exchange potential of 94% Serber mixture and 6% Rosenfeld mix-

ture. The shape is gaussian with a depth V = 72.98 MeV and a

width parameter g = 0.46 fm" .

The direct potential then becomes a gaussian potential with
_2

a depth of 98.03 MeV and a width parameter of 0.2923 fm , plus

a Coulomb part. The 1 = 0 part of the kernel k(r,r') is shown

as contour plot in fig. 1. We see that the kernel function has

rather large values at short distances. The norm kernel K is

best expressed by its eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. In the
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present example, the eigenfunctions are 1 = 0 oscillator func-

tions with 0,2,4 ...

excitation quanta and
2

2ar as argument of

the Laguerre polyno-

mials . The corre-

sponding eigenvalues

are 3 ) 1,1, 1/4,

1/16, 1/64 ... .

So far, we have

considered only the

simplest approxima-

tion. If we want to

improve the accura-

cy of the resonating

group approximation

we have to look a-

gain at egs. (2)

and (3). When if(1)

and «f(2) are eigen-

functions of the respective cluster Hamiltonians then this ansatz

already has full flexibility in the asymptotic region, provided

that only the elastic channel is open. In the interaction region,

however, the ansatz is only approximately correct. It can be im-

proved by the addition of a truncated set of square integrable

antisymmetric A-particle functions f. with linear parameters a.,

Fig. 1

Contour plot of the 1

ko(r,r').

0 ct-a kernel

i (10)

(ID

From eq. (4) we now get a set of equations which (together with

a boundary condition) determine ^_(r) and the a.-s. Formal

elimination of the unknowns a. leads to an equation which is
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very similar to eg. (5). Only the interaction is changed. Ad-

ditional terms have arisen from the elimination. When the f.-s

have been chosen as to diagonalize H within their subspace,

then the additional effective interaction is 2)

CH-E) (H-E)
(12)

(without the diagonalization there would be a double sum).

The functions fi may have some overlap with the channel space

spanned by eq. (3). The effective interaction will still be

meaningful, as long as there is no linear dependency. But the

relative motion function "̂  (r), as calculated from the Schrd-

dinger equation with the effective interaction, will be strongly

influenced at short distances by the choice of the functions £,.

We emphasize that our effective interaction, so far, has been

defined only at energies of the elastic region and at negative

relative motion energies. When inelastic channels are open it
2)becomes a matrix labelled by channel indices

Resonating group theory can be extended to three composite
2)particles . Instead of eqs. (2) and (3) we have

{ f co (13)

(14)

where \ and ^ are Jacobi coordinates. As effective interaction

we now get

(15)

The direct part V D is a sum of three two-body interactions. The
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non-local part k contains two-body components which depend on

the relative energy of the subsystem, and a three-body compo-

nent which depends on the relative energy of the three-body

motion. We call the three-body component the Pauli potential V

because it arises from the Pauli principle,

vp =
(16)

When a higher accuracy is demanded than that given by the an-

satz (13) we have to introduce corrections. They occur at two

levels. At the first level they correct the two-body motion,

just like the f^-s correct the two-body motion in eq. (10). But

this correction now is no longer square integrable, because it

is multiplied by the spectator wave function and the spectator

can move to infinity, At the second l*»vel we have square inte-

grable functions whi^h correct the wave function in the region

of configuration space where all three bodies interact simul-

taneously.

The mathematical treatment at the second level formally cor-

responds to the treatment in the two-body case. Again, we get

an additional interaction which is of the form (12) and which

now is an energy dependent separable three-body interaction.

Things are a little more complicated at the first level. Let

us exemplify the situation by considering only one correction

term,

A{
(17)

(18)
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The function f(1,2) is a square integrable function needed to

correct the motion of the particles contained in the (1,2) sub-

system, u>(3) and "^C^)describe the third body (spectator) and

its motion relative to the (1,2) center of mass. Again, the in-

ternal motion functions f(1,2) and U>(3) are fixed, while \(>x)

is kept completely free.

In the literature on resonating group theory an ansatz like

eq. (17) has not yet been considered. Maybe, because the dis-

tortion term looks like an individual channel with an excited

subsystem (1,2) moving freely in the asymptotic region. We'll

have to show that the latter does not happen in the energy

region under consideration.

At this point the concept of effective interactions comes

in handy. We insert eqs. (17) and (18) into eq. (4) and for-

mally eliminate ^(.i^). What contribution to the effective in-

teraction of the three bodies do we get from this elimination ?

It has the form

( H - E ) Crc ( H - t )
where Gc is the resolvent (E-H)

tion space /A { 4(\#2.") f Ci) o

-1

(H-E)

The spectral representation of G_ is given by

- 2L

(19)

constructed in the test func-

(20)

(21)

Unless f(1,2) describes a resonance in the given energy range,

the +t€ in the denominator can be dropped.
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The summation and integration is carried out over eigenfunc-

tions given by the integro-differ<3ntial equation

( 2 2 )

With the representation (21) we can analyze the interaction (19).

We get two terms, a short range effective three-body interaction,

and an effective two-body interaction embedded in three-body

space. The latter interaction describes the correction of the

effective interaction in the (1,2) subsystem as we would get it

from the two-body formalism with the correction function £(1,2).

This can be made plausible in the following way. Let the spec-

tator be far away, let it have a certain energy E g and let us

ask what the interaction (19) means for such a configuration.

The spectator motion is described by if(3) times an asymptotic,

almost mono-energetic wave packet ^ . Within the limited ac-

curacy of our plausibility argument, I'A^d'O,*) »/(*) \ \ ^

can be considered as one of the states which appear in the in-

tegrand of eq. (21). Particle exchange between subsystem (1,2)

and (3) does not contribute to any final expression and, with an

antisymmetric f(1,2), we get, instead of expression (19),

( 2 3 )

where iL3 is the unit operator in the space M>(3) o ̂ ( ^ ) . Com-

parison with eq. (12) shows that, this expression is just the

effective interaction arising from a square integrable correc-

tion in the (1,2) system.

In the general case with many distortions we have to diago-

nalize H in the space spanned by the square integrable and non

square integrable distortion functions. That means, we have to

solve the multi-channel two-body problem before we can calculate

the effective interaction of the three-body system.
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The S-matrix is determined by the function \ (£,!»)• The func-

tion ^tf{>only carries a distortion. One only has to be careful

with the normalization of the two-body bound states in the two-

body channels.

3. Separable Approximation

For practical use, our effective two- and three-body poten-

tials are too complicated. We want to find approximations which

are simple but nevertheless contain the essential features. Let's

first see what the essential features are.

From eg. (8), and from the a-a example, we know that a non-

trivial relative motion function \^ can lead to a trivial wave

function ip with zero norm (K has eigenvalues equal to one ! ) .

Since lp=6 satisfies eq. (4) at all energies, the corre-

sponding non-trivial state \ satisfies eq. (5) at all energies.

We call such a function \ a redundant solution. It describes a

Pauli-forbidden relative motion state of the composite par-

ticles. The effective interaction produces non-unique wave

functions, in this case. They consist of a part which is ortho-

gonal to Pauli-forbidden states plus an arbitrary admixture of

Pauli-forbidden states. Saito has used this feature to derive

his famous orthogonality scattering potential.

We want to go a step further than Saito. There are states

which are neither Pauli-allowed nor Pauli-forbidden. All eigen-

states of K with an eigenvalue between one and zero belong to

this class. Moreover, none of the eigenvalues of K will be equal

to one exactly when a description of the composite particles is

assumed which is more realistic than oscillator shell model

ground states. We want to derive a potential which can handle

Pauli-forbidden states as well as the situation which occurs on

the way from Pauli-forbidden to Pauli-allowed.

Let's try a separable expansion of V f £ (except Coulomb in-

teraction) in the eigenfaction basis \<**-J) of K. Let K be de-

scribed by
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K = 2. 1-U.j,> Xu <^u\ . (24)
u

In a certain channel, whose quantum number is dropped in the

notation, we then have

yw-i* .)<-
(25)

In the oscillator shell model limit, the space parts of the

states l^i/) are oscillator functions and some of them will be

redundant solutions of the resonating group equation (5). We

want to conserve redundancy. Therefore we demand that all eigen-

states of K with eigenvalue "Xu= 1 satisfy the equation
 +*

(26)

For n redundant states this condition determines n rows and

columns of the matrix ( /\^ v ) ,

(27)

The kinetic energy operator does not couple more than two os-

cillator quanta. Therefore, from a certain value of fr, on, A

will be zero. In our 1 = 0 a-a example n is equal to 2 and

has the form

E... A., 0. 0.

A X\ >

0 0

(28)

\

The direct part of the Coulomb interaction is added at a

later stage. The exchange part of the Coulomb interaction

is neglected.
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Note two things:

1) The first n lines and columns of v/y*i>) d o n o t depend °n the

nuclear interaction. They are a result of the Pauli principle

and reflect the orthogonolity condition.

2) Because of the zeroes, the separable expansion can be trun-

cated without loosing redundancy !

In the intermediate situation where a state is neither Pauli-

forbidden nor Pauli-allowed the matrix (/A^v) shows a gradual

transition: the zeroes of the corresponding rows and columns be-

come non-zero, increasing on the way from Pauli-forbidden to

Pauli-allowed (while decreasing with distance from the side di-

agonal, which is a property needed for truncation).

What will be the minimum rank of a sensible separable ap-

proximation ? It will be equal to the number of strongly Pauli-

affected states (eigenvalues of K close to one !) plus the num-

ber of bound states and/or resonances. Add one for an improved

fit at higher energies.

For /i/v., v larger than the number of strongly Pauli-af f ected

states, both form factors IIA^M.^ and coupling constants /\/*.v

axe open for fitting (under the condition that all form factors

be orthogonal). A good fit will either aim at a good represen-

tation of the resonating group wave function in a certain energy

region or will try to reproduce experimental phase shifts with-

out sacrificing too much of the resonating group wave function

at short distances.

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the 1 = 0 a-a phase shift,

calculated from a rank-3 separable interaction plus direct part

of the Coulomb interaction, with experimental phase shifts. The

potential fit is a very crude one. Only the coupling constant

jAyj has been fitted to approximately reproduce the energy of the

bound state (with the given parameters, the resonating group

equation has a bound state near zero energy instead of a sharp

resonance slightly above zero energy). The crude potential fit

<^—
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conserves orthogonality of the wave function with respect to two

Pauli-forbidden

states. Despite

orthogonality

conservation the

short range be-

haviour of the

wave function

is not very

well reproduced,

compare figs. 3

and 4. The first

two nodes have

a smaller ampli-

tude in the

rank-3 approxi-

mation than in

Fig. 2

1 = 0 a-a phase shift calculated from a

separable rank-3 interaction and experi-

mental results.
the resonating

group result. At

the energy of the bound state, the two wave functions show a simi-

lar discrepancy. This tells us how to improve the fit: we have to

choose the form factor |/»A-IN) in such a way as to reproduce the re-

sonating group bound state function. For a good fit at higher

energies one can either compromise between lower and higher ener-

gies, or go over to rank-4.

It seems to be generally true for a separable potential fit,

that it is better to reproduce wave functions than to approximate

another potential operator. The unicary pole approximation, also,

reproduces a wave function. The expansion of the local direct po-

tential in the oscillator basis does not converge fast enough.

4. Wave Function at Short Distances

At short distances, where the composite particles interpene-

trate, the full wave function i^ is still a probability amplitude

of the distribution of nucleons. But the relative motion function

> is no longer a probability amplitude for the distribution of
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Fig. 3

Resonating group wave function of 1

a-a scattering at E . = 5 MeV.

composite particles 1 Even the norm kernel K does not help to

make a probability

density out of \\\\

One can only put up

a rigid wall at a

distance r . which
a.

is large enough to

give zero overlap

and at which the func-

tion ^ passes

through zero. By eq.

(8) the norm kernel

will then tell what

happens to the norm

^U/ | <+>̂ . inside of

the sphere of radius

r . Depending on

the eigenvalues P^,

some components of

0(, wiUrnot contrib-

ute /to î̂ /lij/V at

all', others will con-

tribute less than

their amplitude

would tell. When

distortions of the

composite particles

and compound excita-

tions are included

in the theory, the

Fig. 4

1 = 0 a-a wave function at 5 MeV cal-

caluted with rank-3 separable interac-

tion.

situation becomes even more complicated. In that case the func-

tion 3̂  can become almost arbitrary, while the full function î  ,

which follows from ^ together with the square integrable excita-

tions, is still a sensible quantum mechanical wave function and

has a probability interpretation.



The simplest effect, namely presence of redundant solutions can

be seen from fig. 5.

The Coulomb potential

has been switched off

with the result that

two o-particles can
o

form a Be bound state

with 3.08 MeV binding

energy. The full line

shows the bound state

wave function which

has been obtained by

numerically solving

eq. (5). This solu-

tion is not orthogo-

nal to Pauli-forbidden

states. The broken

line represents the

sanv.; bound state, but

the wave function does

not contain redundant

states. With eg. (2),

the two functions lead to the same

8,,
Fig. 5

Bound state wave function of a "Be model

without Coulomb interaction. Solid line:

numerical solution of eq. (5). Broken

line: redundant components are projected

out. Arbitrary normalization.

Now, think that we would treat the two a-particles as elementa-

ry particles and naively calculate electromagnetic form factors

of Be from ^ (folded with the corresponding form factors of the

a-particle). From the two C£-S we would get quite different re-

sults ! Of course, the presence of redundant solutions is just the

most obvious source of a discrepancy. The Pauli-inhibited states,

however, which one cannot just eliminate, would lead to a dis-

crepancy of similar kind.

This example may shed some light on the problem of calculating

form factors from nuclear wave functions which describe the rela-

tive motion of realistic nucleons. With composite particles, a

form factor is only acceptable when it is derived from the wave



function 4> which, in this model, is a quantum mechanical wave

function at all interparticle distances.

The appearance of a three-body potential, egs. (16,19), in a

Schrodinger equation for three composite particles is intimately

connected to the fact that the relative motion function ^ is not

a probability amplitude. This can be understood on the basis of

general physical arguments. In a Schrodinger equation a potential

always appears as a product, potential times wave function. This

means that, for every particle configuration, the potential ener-

gy operator is multiplied by the probability amplitude for the

system to be in that configuration. As we have seen, the effec-

tive two-body potential has projection properties. Certain com-

ponents of "X are projected out and treated in different ways.

The effective potential "knows" about the peculiar properties of

\ . A redundant state is correctly treated as if the system

were not there at all. Now, think of a third particle approaching

a pair of particles which are in a relative motion state ^ (, .

To avoid complication, we let the third particle move rather fast,

i.e. its motion is described by an almost plane wave > ^ . What

will be the interaction term in the three-body Schrodinger equa-

tion ? It cannot just be the sum of three two-body interactions

operating on \\i_\t, • Such a term would describe the interaction

while the amplitude which tells that the third particle is there

is ̂ I X and the amplitude which tells that the pair is there is

Tj£% . But \,xmight be a Pauli-forbidden state and consequently

the pair might not be there at all. Or, ̂ ( i might contain Pauli-

affected components with the consequence that the pair will be

there but with reduced probability. The third particle would not

get this message because, being fast, its interaction potential

with the pair is well-described by the two direct potentials. In

our resonating group model, the correct interaction contains the

three-body potential V_ of eq. (16) and other three-body terms.

These potentials have the quality of probing the relative motion

wave function and correcting for whatever is missing, because

the potentials have been derived from a Schrodinger equation which,
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in the scope of the model, correctly describes the transitions

from one asymptotic region to the other.

From the explanation given here we can see that a three-body

potential must arise, even when the third particle is a meson or

an electron ! And we also believe that a potential with typical

projection properties must arise when a second open two-body

channel is probing the short range wave function of the elastic

two-body channel, and vice versa. The potential which has this

quality is the channel coupling potential. It has a typical off-

shell behaviour which can be derived from resonating group theory

while its coupling strength may be phenomenologically adjusted.

It has been mentioned before, that in a refined resonating

group theory the short range behaviour of ^ may become almost

arbitrary. For the realistic motion of nucleons, Pierre Noyes

has been trying to develop a similar idea since the Los Angeles

four-body conference. It has led him to his zero-range approach

which he has presented at this workshop. In a system of three

nucleons one can trade off-shell qualities of the two-body forces

against a three-body force, as has been rigorously shown by

Brayshaw and Noyes. The wave function at short distances can be

adjusted while the asymptotic wave function, due to the correc-

tive property of the three-body force, remains unchanged. But

note the following consequence. When we probe the wave function

at short distances by, say, electron scattering, a multibody

force, in addition to the Coulomb force, must arise to correct

for the arbitrariness of the wave function at short distances

and to garantee a correct asymptotic electron amplitude. Within

our playground, the arbitrariness, its reason and consequences

are understood. All arbitrariness at short distances is removed

by making the transition from ^ to <f , as described by eq. (2)

in the simple case of composite particles without distortions

and compound excitations. In order to be able to make this tran-

sition we have to know the structure of the composite particles.

Within our playground, the structure is known. In elementary

particle physics it is still unknown and will be a challange for

future investigations.
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5. Nuclear Reactions

For two-body multichannel scattering, Cattapan, Maglione,

Pisent and Vanzani ' have written down a formalism which is well

adapted to numerical treatment when the nuclear interaction, both

channel interaction and channel-channel coupling is given in sepa-

rable form. The Coulomb interaction is treated separately in this

formalism. From what we have learned about the interaction of com-

posite particles it seems to be important to choose the nuclear

interaction not in a purely phenomenological way, letting the off-

shell property be determined by accident. We know the off-shell

behaviour as soon as we know the structure of the reaction part-

ness in each channel. The violation of the Paul! principle has

always been an objection against non-microscopic nuclear reaction

theories. By the projection properties of composite particle in-

teraction the important effects of the Pauli principle can be in-

troduced into such theories !

This also holds for DWBA calculations of nuclear direct reac-

tions and of meson-nuclear reactions. Landau and Thomas , in

an optical model calculation of ft -nucleus elastic scattering,

question whether it is correct to use the T-matrix for free ft -

nucleon scattering when the nucleon is moving in a nucleus as a

bound particle. We now understand that their doubts are justified:

an additional three-body potential has to be considered because

of the Pauli principle. There may be other important corrections,

in addition. The three-body potential, however, can be calculated

in practice and should be included in a DWBA calculation. At

least one should carry that in mind and check under what condi-

tions (pure surface reaction, for instance) one can neglect it.

Many nuclear reactions are basically three-body reactions

where at least one body is a composite particle. The Faddeev equa-

tion can be employed to study such reactions when the effective

two- and three-body interactions are known from resonating group

theory (off-shell) and from experiment (on-shell). More investi-

gation is needed on the implication of energy dependence of the

interaction. It does not seem to pose a problem, in principle.
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Energy dependence of composite particle interaction comes from

the Pauli principle, from distortions and from compound excita-

tions. It does not violate unitarity. The three-body resonating

group equation, from which we get the interactions, approximates

the N-particle Schrodinger equation in a certain energy range.

We emphasized that the total energy must not be higher than the

threshold of the first reaction channel which has not explicitly

been taken into account. The interaction of the subsystems is

then mathematically defined at all the energies, physical or un-

physical, needed in a method for solving the equation. The Fad-

deev equation may be looked at as just being a method of solving

the three-body SchrSdinger equation for a given boundary condition.

Numerically, an energy dependent interaction may have very un-

pleasant consequences. That's why we checked in the a-a case the

importance of the energy dependence of the kernel k, eq. (7).

The norm operator K which has been of major importance in telling

us what the Pauli principle does to certain states, does not seem

to be too important as a component of k. Redundancy is not caused

by K, it is already there when E , is equal to zero. Phase

shifts and wave functions of 1 = 0 a-a scattering have been cal-

culated in the range 0 - 2 0 MeV, while E . as a variable of the

kernel k was kept fixed at a value of 5 MeV. Wave functions and

phase shifts showed some change above 10 MeV and near 0 MeV, but

the change was small compared to changes experienced during a

rank-3 potential fit.

A very interesting system for a three-body calculation seems to

be the n-p-a system. The characteristic features of the N-<x in-

teraction are mainly produced by the Pauli principle. Pauli ef-

fects, however, are different at lower and higher energies. That's

why we believe that the insensitivity claim, which has been made

by Brayshaw for the n-p-p system, does not apply in this case.

The d-a breakup cross section may very well be sensitive to the

off-shell behaviour of the n-p interaction. Several authors have

done calculations on d-a scattering (see ref. 6 and references

cited there). In none of these calculations, however, has the
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Pauli principle been treated correctly. With the effective in-

teractions, presented in ref. 2 and in this lecture, the Pauli

principle would automatically be included in a three-body cal-

culation.

Let us make one final remark. In the example of fig. 5 we had

to teach a computer code how to find wave functions which are

free of redundant states. It has been done by a dirty trick:

two values of E . which differ by a 10 fraction have been

used at the two places where E , appears in eg. (5). This did

not change the binding energy or phase shifts by a noticeable

amount, but it killed redundancy ! I wonder whether, for the pur-

pose of solving N-body integral equations, one really has to

couple together several LS equations. Maybe, in a computer code,

it is simpler to achieve connectedness and uniqueness by some

educated error like changing the kernel of the inhomogeneous LS

equation by a small amount in an unphysical way.

6. Conclusion

It has been shown that the interaction of nuclear fragments

has most of the complicated features which are currently discussed

for the interaction of hadrons, especially nucleons. The features

arise from the internal structure of the composite particles, to-

gether with the Pauli principle, even when the interaction of

the constituents is assumed to be simple.

A separable approximation scheme for composite particle inter-

action, which conserves most of the important features, has been

discussed and has been tested in the case of 1 = 0 a-a scattering.

It has been seen that relative motion wave functions have rather

peculiar properties at distances, where the composite particles

interpenetrate.

The off-shell behaviour of the two-body effective interaction

as well as the three-body effective interaction contain important

effects of the Pauli principle and can be used to include the

Pauli principle in non-microscopic nuclear reaction calculations.
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MANY-BODY DISTORTED-WAVE FORMALISM
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Abstract

The problem of the derivation of a generalized Gell-Mann—Goldberger
formula for many-body scattering is briefly reviewed. A proper generali-
zation of the well-known single-channel two-potential formula is presented.
Symmetric "residual" transition operators are introduced, which lead to the
physical transition amplitudes when sandwiched between distorted-wave states.
Dynamical equations are considered in a distorted-wave, many-body context,
and some advantages of the symmetric "residual" transition operators are
pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION

The distorted-wave Born approximation and i t s coupled-chan-

nel general izat ions are by now the most widely used tools for

analyzing d i rec t nuclear r eac t ions . In sp i t e of the high level

of phenomenological sophis t ica t ion reached by these models, t h e i r

derivat ion from exact mul t ipa r t i c l e sca t te r ing theory has revea l -

ed i t s e l f by no means t r i v i a l [1 -3] . The reason for t h i s fact can

be traced back to the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f l e x i b i l i t y of distorted-wave

methods, which cannot be eas i ly recovered in an exact N-body f ra -

mework. On the other hand, a c lea r understanding of the dominant

s t ruc tu ra l aspects of the underlying many-body theory seems to be

an indispensable prerequis i te for the systematical improvement of

nuclear react ion models [H].

In recent years , some attempts have been made to derive exact

multiparticle scattering integral equations which retain the fle-

xibility of conventional distorted-wave methods [t-6]. To this

end one proceeds in two steps: f irst , one splits the external chan-

nel interactions into a "distorting" potential and a "residual"

one, and one derives a many-body generalization of the two-body

Gell-Mann—Goldberger (GG) formula; in this way "residual" trans-

ition operators are introduced, which, when sandwiched between dis-
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torted-wave sta- es, lead on-shell to the physical transition am-

plitudes; second, one derives exact coupled integral equations

for these "residual" transition operators. To maintain the above

procedure as general as possible, some care must be exercised in

choosing the off-shell extension of both the total and the "resi-

dual" transition operators. If conventional asymmetric transition

operators are employed, one has to impose suitable restrictions

on the "distorting" potentials in order to derive a GG-like for-

mula strictly analogous to the two-body one [5,7]. One is thus

led to define asymmetric "residual" transition operators. For

these operators, integral equations have been proposed, having a

rather complicate inhomogeneous terms [4,6]. This term can be sim-

plified by means of a suitable off-shell transformation. This pro-

cedure leads to new operators, which are half-on-shell equivalent

to the original ones if only two-cluster initial or final channels

are considered, and if the corresponding "distorting" potentials

are chosen so as not to lead to rearrangement.

All the above restrictions can be avoided, by resorting to

the symmetric transition operators introduced by Alt, Grassberger

and Sandhas (AGS) [8], In this case, one can derive a many-body,

multichannel GG formula, closely corresponding to the well-known

two-potential formula for two-body scattering, which holds for ar-

bitrary splittings of the channel external interactions [9]. One

thus defines symmetric "residual" transition operators, having the

same structure as the AGS operators with respect to channel indi-

ces. We shall derive, here, exact coupled integral equations for

these "residual" operators. These equations do not need to be sim-

plified by means of any off-shell transformation. Their solutions,

when sandwiched between distorted-wave states, lead to the physi-

cal transition amplitudes independently of the cluster structure

of the initial or final channels, and for arbitrary splittings of

the channel external interactions.

In section 2 we shall briefly review the derivation of the

generalized GG formula. Coupled equations for the "residual" trans-

ition operators will be obtained in section 3 by means of a simple

and compact procedure. As we shall see, these equations are parti-

cular cases of sets of linear relations linking different asymme-

tric or symmetric "residual" transition operators, and having



their exact counterpart in the linear relations for the total

transition operators [2, 10, 11] .

2. THE GELL-MANN-GOLDBERGER TRANSFORMATION

We consider a nonrelativistic system of N distinguishable

particles. In correspondence to each partition a of the system

the full Hamiltonian H can be splitted into a channel Hamilto-

nian H and a channel external interaction V
a

H = H + V
a

(2.1)

where H =H +V
3 O 3

H being the total kinetic-energy operator. V
O SL

is the sum of the interactions acting within the clusters of

channel a, and Va the sum of the interactions between particles

belonging to different clusters of a.

We shall deal with the conventional asymmetric transition

operators from the initial channel a to the final one b, in the

post and prior form, respectively

Ub-a(z)=Vb+VbG(z)Va, Uba-(z)=Va+VbG(z)V£ (2.2)

and with the AGS symmetric transition operators

+Va+VbG(z)Va (2.3)
ba

+
ba

where I. =1-5
ba ba

) " 1 and G (z)=(z-H
a a

In (2.2) and (2.3) G(z)=(z-H)

are the total and the a-channel resolvent operator, respectively

Let us now split the channel external interactions in an ar

bitrary way:

Va = Wa + Va (2.4)

and let us define the partial resolvent operators

G" (z) = (z-H - W a ) " 1 = (z-Î  r 1 (2.5)



In the following, W will be called "distorting" potentials, al-

though they are not required to be optical potentials, and "7

will be refferred to as "residual" interactions. The operators

G a(z), ^a(z) and G(z) are interconnected by the relations (z

understood)

G = G.+G.V G ,

G -

G.= G.+G.WTL ,

G = Ga+GV Ga

G =

G — G-^G^W G_

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

To obtain a distorted-wave representation for the asymme-

tric transition operators .2), we use (2.6) to write them in

the alternative compact fort..

(2.9)

Multiplying U~a on the left by (1 +Wt"Gb) (1 -W*ty = 1, and U
b- on

the right by (l-GaW
a)(l+^aW

a)=1, and resorting to (2.4), (2.6),

(2.8) and to the operator identities

= (l+GVa)(l+'GaW
a),

one has

where

3) (2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

The eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) can be recast in the alternative

form

=V (2.

klk



6
Wa ba ba

(2.15)

where T a=W
a+WaG Wa represents the contribution to the scatter-

ing whithout rearrangement due to Wa alone, and the second term

is constructed by sandwiching between "distorting" wave-operat-

ors the "residual" transition operators ?)—a or ftb—, having the

same structure as the corresponding total one.

The eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) can be directly compared with

the two-potential formula for the two-body scattering operator

T

T = T +Q+W&Wo W)
o

(2.16)

where

T = W+WG" W and T" = V+VGV
w o

) 1

(2.17)

£ (z)=(z-H -W) 1 and W+17 is the total two-body interaction [12]
o o
With respect to (2.16), eq. (2.14), or (2.15), contains the

extra term Wb&G~1'6. , or G"1^ WalT , which prevents it from
b a ba' b a ba' ^

having a GG-like structure. The physical meaning of this term

can be exhibited by sandwiching (2.14), or (2.15), between the

channel states <<j> | and | <j> >, and taking the on-shell limit of

the resulting matrix elements (z=E +ie=E +ie=E , E =E being

the total energy). Since G (E )\ty > = ie|(|> >, one obtains for

the physical transition amplitudes the two equivalent expres-

sions

T = «j, |T a(E
+)|(J) >6 K +<xba ra' Wa '.a ba Ab

) >7
a ba

(2.18)

Tba

lie^ (E+)Wa|(f) >?
b' a 'Ta ba

(2.19)

where the partial scattering states

(2.20)



have been introduced.

The last term in (2.18), or (2.19), represents the rearran-

gement transition amplitude due to w , or Wa, alone [9,13]. For

an arbitrary choice of the distorting potentials, this term does

not generally vanish on-shell [13]. In conventional treatments

one disposes of this term be means of suitable constraints on

W or w . Generally, W or Wa is chosen so as not to lead to

rearrangement [5,7], in particular, it can be assumed to be an

optical potential, depending on the channel relative co-ordinate

only. Under these assumptions, the last term in (2.18) or (2.19)

vanishes on-shell, and one obtains a symmetric distorted-wave

representation for the full transition amplitude. We observe

that, owing to (2.10), one can easily obtain from the second

term in (2.18) or (2.19) the well-known post or prior form for

the rearrangement transition amplitudes, in the distorted-wave

representation.

One can omit the pure W-contribution to rearrangement scat-

tering in the off-shell case too (see eq. (2.14) or (2.15)),

thus, one defines new transition operators, which admit of a GG-

-like representation, but which only on-shell coincide with the

originale ones [5] . Clearly, the GG-like formula one obtains in

such a way, cannot be regarded as a satisfactory multichannel

extension of the single-channel two-potential formula (2.16),

because the latter holds both off-and on-the-energy-shell, and

for arbitrary splittings of the total interaction.

In contrast with the usual formulations, a many-body GG for-

mula can be obtained whithout imposing any restrictions on W

or M , and exploiting the presence of the last term in (2.It)

or (2.15),provided a suitable off-shell transformation is per-

formed. This off-shell transformation is the one, by which one

passes from the asymmetric transition operators to the symmetric

AGS ones. Starting from (2.14) or (2.15), and taking into account

(2.2), (2.3) and the identities

Wa) (2.21)

one obtains the generalized GG formula
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Uba=T
ba

Wa) (2.22)

where

ba K7K
b ba

(2.23)

Of course, eq. (2.22) can be directly derived from the defini-

tions (2.3) of the AGS transition operators, by the same pro-

cedure we followed to obtain eq. (2.14) or (2.15). We observe

that the second term in (2.22) contains both the contribution

to the transition due to the "residual" interactions V in the

presence of the potentials W, and the contribution to the rear-

rangement scattering due to W , or Wa.

The result (2.22) can be regarded as the natural extension

of the single-channel two-potential formula (2.16) for the fol-

lowing reasons:

(i) it holds both off- and on-the-energy-shell for arbitra-

ry splittings of the channel external interactions. As in the

two-body case, it holds even if the "distorting" potentials coin- i

cide with the total channel external interactions [9].

(ii) The"residual" transition operators t) have the same

structure as the total ones U , and T a has the structure of U
a a,

in complete analogy with the single-channel case (see eq. (2.16)).

(iii) When written in a suitable matrix notation, eq. (2.22)

has the same algebraic structure as the two-potential formula

(2.16) [9].

3. COUPLED EQUATIONS FOR RESIDUAL TRANSITION OPERATORS

In practical applications, one looks for "distorting" poten-

tials Wa such that the Hamiltonian ft =H +Wa is a soluble one. In
a a

this case, the problem of evaluating the transition amplitudes

reduces to the one of determining the "residual" transition ope-

rators. The systematical study of dynamical equations for these

operators is just at its beginning [4] , and we shall not dwell
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on this point here, nor shall we try to face the problem of

identical particle scattering [14] in a distorted-wave frame-

work. We shall limit ourselves to point out some advantages

of the symmetric operators (2.23) with respect to the asymmetric

ones (2.13). We shall do this in the context of a simple cou-

pling scheme for channels, allowing one to derive the correspon-

ding coupled equations by means of a very compact procedure.

We resort to (2.7) to recast the "residual" transition op-

erators in the compact forms

(3.1)

(3.2)

CG C =By inserting Go

of (3.1) one has for whatever c

\> \J 1 _
Gc=l or GCGC =1 into (2.13), and taking account

(3.3)

(3.4)

The eqs.(3.3) represent linear relations between the post

form operators U— , having the same final channel index. Follo-

wing the terminology of ref. [11] , we shall call them post form

linear relations. Similarly, the relations (3.4) , linking the

prior form operators U — with the same initial channel index,

will be referred to as prior linear relations. Thus, we obtained

post or prior form linear relations between post or prior form

operators (direct linear relations). One can also derive prior

form linear relations for post operators and viceversa (crossed

linear relations). Inserting (2.7) into (3.1), and by resorting

to (3.1) again one has

(3.5)

(3.6)

The above direct or crossed linear relations include sets
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of coupled integral equations for the asymmetric "residual" trans-

ition operators as particular cases, as it can be seen by choos-

ing the free index c, so as to introduce a channel coupling sche-

me. Here, we shall consider the coupling scheme proposed by Kou-

ri, Levin and Tobocman (KLT) [6, 15, 16], namely, we put c=a' in

the post form relations (3.3) and (3.6), where a1is the channel

which immediately follows or preceeds a, and c=b' in the prior

form relations (3.4) and (3.5), where b1 is the channel which

immediately follows or preceeds b. As in ref. [ll], the above

choice of the channel coupling scheme will be referred to as

chain choice. From (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), (3.6) one has

,17a
l

and

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

respectively. Eqs. (3.7) ,(3.8), which have been proposed for the first

time by Tobocman [16] , and (3.9), (3.10) will be referred to as

direct and crossed equations, respectively. They can be also de-

rived by means of the channel coupling array method [6, 16]. The

procedure is the same one follows to obtain similar equations

for the total transition operators [11], and it will not be

given here.

We observe that in (3.7) - (3.10) each operator is coupled
'Vbl

in cyclic order to only one another; for instance, in (3.7) U—
*vb 2 ^b 2 ^b3

can be coupled to U— , U— to U— and so on, until all the con-

sidered channels have been taken into account [ll]. When the to-

tal transition operators are considered, the chain choice auto-

matically guarantees that the kernel of the resulting coupled

equations has connected iterates [6, 15, 16]. In the distorted-

-wave case, the "distorting" potentials have to be chosen so as

to preserve the above connectedness property in (3.7)-(3.10).

With respect to eqs. (3.7),(3.8),the eqs.(3.9,(3.10) have a mo-

re complicate inhomogeneous term. It has been pointed out [4,6]



that the crossed equations (3.9) or (3.10) simplify half-on-

-shell on the right or on the left, respectively, provided

that

or

(3.11)

(3.12)

Notice that the generalized Lippmann identities (3.11), (3.12)

hold if a or b, respectively, is a two-cluster channel, and if
a b

W or W is an optical potential, depending on the channel re-

lative co-ordinate only [6, 9]. Under these assumptions, the

second inhomogeneous term in (3.9) or (3.10) vanishes half-on-

-shell, when it operates on initial or final two-cluster partial

scattering states. Thus one is led to define new "residual"
"vfoa ^ba

transition operators U— or U^—, which satisfy the simplified
crossed equations

ba -b
'7 =V 6

O; yb' a
Gb.U- (3.13)

(3.14)

and which coincide half-on-shell on the right or on the left,
'Vpfoa \ b a

respectively, with \r- or IT —, if a or b is a two-cluster chan-

nel, and W or W is an optical potential. In this case, the

new operators lead on-shell to the physical transition amplitu-

des. If, however, the eqs. (3.13) or (3.14) are written down

for an initial or a final three (or more) cluster channel a or

g , respectively,then the operators tpa or tr— cannot be regard-

ed as the correct "residual" transition operators, by means of

which the transition amplitudes from or to three (or more) clus-

ster channels can be evaluated. In any case, the eqs. (3.13) or

(3.14) do not hold for arbitrary choices of the "distorting"

potentials. In practical applications, the eqs. (3.13) and (3.14)

play a rather asymmetrical role, because the restriction to in-

itial two-cluster channels is not severe, while, for break-up

420



processes, the eqs. (3.14) cannot be used in practice. This si-

tuation is quite similar to the one which is met with in the

undistorted case f11] .

If the channel coupling scheme is restricted to two-clus-

ter channels only, both (3.13) and (3.14) become minimally coupl-

ed equations [4], which define true "residual" transition oper-

ators. In this case, one is faced by the problem of evaluating

the break-up operators ft— or ft —. If the eqs. (3.13) are em-

ployed, one can resort to the linear relations (3.5) to express

U^a in terms of anyone of the operators 0—a (with b a two-cluster

channel), which can be replaced by ft—a, when the physical trans-

ition amplitudes are evaluated. On the contrary, the operators

ft — cannot be obtained from the operators ft.— defined by (3.14),

because in (3.4) ft — appears half-off-shell on the left.

The shortcomings encountered when dealing with the simpli-

fied crossed equations, as well as the very existence of the

direct and the crossed equations, have their origin in the asym-

metrical structure of the operators ft—a and ft —. When looking

for a generalized GG formula, however, we were led to define

the symmetric "residual" operators ft a. A natural question is

whether these operators allow one to reformulate the whole pro-

blem in a symmetric and unique way. The answer to this question

is affirmative. Starting from (2.23), inserting G G" =1 or

G G Hi, and taking account of (3.2), one obtains the linear re-
c c
lations

? +V6
a ba ca

G * , + V S ub ba be

(3.15)

(3.16)

with c an arbitrary channel index. We observe that (3.15) or

(3.16) can be derived from (3.5) or (3.6), respectively, by in-

corporating the second term on the right-hand-side into the

last one, and by taking into account (3.1) and (3.2). By intro-

ducing the same channel coupling scheme we considered in the

asymmetric case, i.e., by setting c=b' in (3.15) and c=a' in

(3.16), these linear relations reduce to coupled equations for



the operators 0 a. These equations have a rather simple structu-

re and, unlike the eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), always couple true

"residual" transition operators, independently of the cluster

structure of the initial or final channel, and for arbitrary

choices of the "distorting" potentials.
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Abstract

The general conceptions o£ nuclear reaction theories are

examined with respect to their limitations. Various

reasons are found for the occurrence of spurious re-

sonances of several types. Methods are presented

allowing for their elimination. In a practical example

special emphasis is laid on the suppression of spurious

centre-of-mass resonances occurring in the shell-model

approach to nuclear reactions.
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1. Introduction

During the past few years nuclear reaction theories have

widened their scope inasmuch as to allow for the description

of reaction processes where in some channel three-particle

fragmentation can occur . Originally - at least in the

calculable theories - this type of reaction channels had to

be excluded. As a consequence predictions obtained by these

theories were in principle confined to the limited energy

region b^low three-particle break-up threshold. Inclusion

of th iticle fragmentation to existing theories con-

sider., / _iy two-particle channels in the microscopic

detct lpz.ion of an N-particle reaction caused difficulties -

in some respect we are still struggling /ith them - analogous

to the ones app. .>ring in the rigorous approach to the

quantum-mechanical three-body problem. Just to resolve them

is slightly more complicated since one has always to take

into account that the fragments emerging in some channel

may be composed of (identical) elementary particles; there-

fore they ought to be described by intrinsic wave functions

which must be treated in a specific (antisymmetric) manner [5,6^.

1)

2)

For the inclusion of this kind of channels e.g. the shell-
model reaction theory had to be enlarged by a two-particle
continuum £l-3j. An analogous extension for the resonating-
group method has recently been discussed by E.Schmid [4].

Perhaps it should be mentioned already at this place that
in most theories that we have in mind it does not matter
whether these particles are elementary or composite.
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In addition to these rather formal problems we are faced

with a number of problems of another kind. They concern

the choice of trial functions to be at best provided for the

construction of the scattering wave function of the N-particle

system. Alternatively one could ask for the truncated sub-

space of the Hilbert space where e.g. the N-particle Schrodin-

ger equation is to be solved (with proper regard to the

boundary conditions).

Though the two bundles of problems mentioned are connected

to some extent it is rather the latter one that we have to

deal with in order to shed light on the various reasons

responsible for the occurrence of spurious states. Since an

overwhelming number of reaction formalisms have been proposed

in the literature it is neither possible to mention them all

nor to comment on peculiarities of each of them. Thus we

can outline only their common features; fortunately most of

the existing models do have a wide overlap. Whenever it will

become necessary to choose a specific example we will refer

to two well-known theories, namely, the resonating-group

theory (or cluster theory) and the shell-model reaction

theory (or continuum-shell model). For a thorough presentation

of both theories see e.g. [6] and [5 3, respectively.
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2. Spurious States

2.1. Reminder of Some Principles of Reaction Theories

When examining the formal structure of nuclear reaction

theories one observes their general nature to lie In the

following items:

i) a multipartlcle Hamiltonlan is set up based on the

characteristics of the underlying system and on an

assumed mutual interaction between its constituents

ii) a test-function space is chosen making model assumptions

and using physical intuition

iii) either the SchrSdinger equation with appropriate boundary

conditions or some integral (Lippmann-Schwinger type) or

integro-differential equation (for the wave function,

transition or reaction matrix) is solved in the adopted

test-function space.

Solving any dynamical equation of motion in a test-function

space can be considered to be equivalent to imposing on the

trial functions the variational principle

(2.1)0

with proper regard to the boundary conditions. Here

is a variation of yf within the test-function space.

Principle (2.1) expresses the requirement that for ^

taken from the (truncated) test-function space the vector

U28



(H-E)J41> should have vanishing components in that

same space.

Despite the successes of this clear-cut concept one has to

be aware of its limitations and drawbacks to be circumvented

when performing practical calculations using a certain model.

i) The physical significance of the specific model

assumptions - e.g. with regard to the test-function

3)
space - as well as the numerical errors caused by the

approximations made are not always well understood,

ii) Even in sophisticated models only a limited number of

configurations and/or reaction channels can be considered,

iii) Every model needs an extensive numerical effort in order

to predict reliable results.

Furthermore principle (2.1) has to be applied with care

since it is bound to yield also misleading results whenever

a truncated test-function space is used. This fact can al-

4)ready be illustrated by the following well-known example

Suppose the test-function space to consist only of a set of

square-Integrable functions 1$,,,$^, I $ M ^ f o r t h e N"

particle system, e.g. products of single-particle bound-

state wave functions. This means that we are treating a bound-

3)

4)

A famous example for this represents the disregard of
invariance properties of the trial functions (like the
lack of translational invariance in a chell-model basis).

Here we closely follow a similar discussion already given
by E. Schmid [7].
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state problem like in the ordinary shell model. The N-

particle wave function It is a linear superposition of

the trial functions Ju,

M

^= 2— *>-$/*- (2#2)

Applying principle (2.1) we obtain an eigenvalue problem of

rank M which yields M eigenvalues E n and eigenvectors i ^ .

The Hamiltonian of the underlying system may have a spectrum

of, say, three bound states and a continuuum. The solution we

get has no continuum but M bound states. Nevertheless the

result is partly meaningful. The three lowest eigenvalues

and associated eigenvectors serve as useful approximations

to the three bound states. The remaining (M-3) eigenstates

lie in the continuous spectrum and cannot decay since the

test-function space does not contain a decay channel. We

recognize them to be spurious (false) bound states.

This simple example tells us that we have to enlarge the

test-function space by non-normalizable functions and to

provide boundary conditions other than square-integrability

in order to treat the continuum properly.

If the non-normalizable part of the test function space

offers only a limited flexibility for the description of

decay channels, these spurious states will not disappear

completely. They will turn into spurious resonances. The

total number of spurious resonances observed depends on
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various factors. Roughly it will be the same as the number

of spurious bound states we had before. But on the one hand

some of the resonances could have to be identified as good

ones whereas on the other hand additional (spurious) re-

sonances may be caused by the non-normalizable trial functions.

2.2. Qualitative Discussion of Spurious Resonances

2,2.1. Spurious Resonances Arising from the Use of Only

Discrete Variatlonal Parameters.

Spurious resonances of this kind are typical representatives

for the case when only a limited flexibility is exploited

for the construction of the relative motion function for

separating fragments. Specifically it is the Kohn-Hulthen

variational method [8,9] which we have to consider in this

respect.

Consider the following ansatz for the treatment of elastic

scattering of two (may be composite) particles A and B

(2.3)

with trial functions for the compound and (single channel)

direct parts of the form
M

(2.4)

(2.5)

and



respectively. The functions Q^ have the same properties

as in example (2.2). They are assumed to be only linearly

independent of all possible states in it but need not to

be orthogonal to them. The internal motion of the reaction

partners is described by <0(A) and (0(B), their relative

motion by %("h) . For the direct part antisymmetrization is

expressed explicitly by the operator &i . while 1*^1

constitute a set of discrete variational parameters, the

relative motion function %dn) has to be understood as a

continuous one. The Kohn-Hulthen variational method provides

an expansion for "jC into a truncated space of functions.

Thus it ends up with only discrete variational parameters.

After employing principle (2.1) they are found by solving

a system of linear equations. Spurious resonances contained

in the solution were intensively discussed in the literature

[lO-12^. Many proposals have been made how to avoid them.

Replacing eg.(2.1) by a least-squares principle [l3-16l has

been proven to be a very successful method for eliminating

spurious resonances of this kind [17-19].

5)Eqs.(2.3)-(2.5) rather involve the conceptions of the cluster
model. Nevertheless the ansatz for ¥ in the shell-model
reaction theory - in this case one particle has to be
elementary - is seen to be formally equivalent except
for the centre-of-mass motion which is not contained
in eq.(2.5); furthermore all trial functions would be
orthogonal to each other.
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2.2.2. Spurious Resonances Arising from the Neglect of

(Open) Reaction Channels.

Even if principle (2.1) together with an ansatz formally

equivalent to egs. (2.3) - (2.5) is used allowing also for

continuous variational parameters - i.e. even in an integral

or integro-differential equation approach - spurious re-

sonances will be contained in the solutions. They are

typical for another restriction of the test-function space,

namely, for the neglect of open channels [l9l and e.g.

[20 - 24](for a thorough discussion of this aspect see

ref.L7]).

In a multiparticle scattering system more and more reaction

channels are opening with rising energy. If a certain

channel is neglected we have a similar situation as in the

bound-state example we gave in Sec.2.1. Since the ansatz

for the scattering wave function does not provide a possi-

bility for the system to decay into this very channel we

are left with a spurious resonance in the solution.

It can easily be seen why principle (2,1) is not capable

of yielding trustworthy results whenever an open channel

is disregarded by the test-function space. The mess simply

stems from the fact that eq.(2.1) demands the vector

C H- C) i it y to have zero components only within that

space. Because it contains no prescirption for the

components outside of the test-function space it may happen
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that the wave function belonging to a spurious resonance

meets the requirements of principle (2.1) as long as it

oscillates; but it falls off to zero in disagreement with

the Schrodinger equation. The large defect that is con-

sequently encountered in the falling-off region lies out-

side of the truncated function space. The trial functions

do not seize it since in that channel they are falling off too.

We can remedy the situation by imposing further conditions

on the trial functions, i.e. prescribing a definite behaviour

outside of the test-function space. By that we arrive at a

least-squares principle which will be discussed in more

detail lateron.

Let us first examine the case just described on more

mathematical grounds. It is well known that in nuclear

reaction theories compound resonances arise from the coupling

of square-integrable functions to functions representing

open channels. We reconsider as an example the ansatz (2.3) -

(2.5) but with only one term in the sum of eg. (2.4):

•}>
(2.6)

The test-function space * ^ consists of two parts:

namely, «C-t spanned by the compound function <pc and dC*

spanned by the direct function £̂ ̂  . The corresponding

projection operators are called V and T^ f respectively.

Principle (2.1) is then expressed by



( 2. 7 a )

( 2- 7 b )

After eliminating the discrete variational parameter a

from the second eg.(2.7b) we obtain

where E £ represents the expectation value 4. <£ | H (^ *>

and 3 C was assumed to have unit norm. Eg. (2.8) can be

interpreted as a SchrSdinger eguation for the relative

motion part it j, of the ansatz (2.6), There is an

additional second term which acts like an effective

potential arising from the coupling of the compound

function $ c to the channel function . It is im-

portant to notice that this potential is separable

(2.9)

and consequently causes a pole in the transition (reaction)

matrix thus leading either to a bound or antibound state or

a resonance. As an unfortunate fact we must realize that

the pole will be present no matter whether the true solution

6)Here the situation is found similar to the one revealed
by the projection-operator technique in Feshbach's approach
to nuclear reactions (see e.g.[251).



to the problem would also have this property or not. The

appearance of a spurious resonance is possible simply

because of the channel-coupling of the compound state

present in our ansatz. The resonance structure of equations

of the type (2.8) was investigated by several authors [25-27],

Concerning the position of spurious resonances it was pointed

out by E. Schmid [.71 that they cannot be generated at any

arbitrary energy. The choice of compound-state functions

allows only for a limited freedom in the adjustment of re-

sonance parameters. As a rule we may expect spurious reso-

nances to appear only above the first inelastic threshold.

In the elastic energy region the direct part of the test-

function space already guarantees for the right behaviour of

the wave function: it oscillates in the elastic channel and

falls off to zero in all inelastic channels. Nevertheless

it may happen that a broad spurious resonance which lies

above the first inelastic threshold spoils a (good approxi-

mation of a) true resonance in the elastic energy region

Our finding is easily generalized to the multichannel case

for which we have to replace eq.(2.5) by

By this we are including A open channels. Each of them is

represented by a fixed internal motion <f(A^) and

7)Note that in this ansatz channels with more than two
fragments are still neglected.



of the fragments and a completely free relative motion

%(* £ . ) which describes their separation and has

to be considered as continuous variational parameter. By

employing principle (2.1) we obtain equations analogous

to eqs. (2.7)
M

- 0
yd*./I

(2.11a)

with the same understanding of the projection operators

Pc and PD.

Again we want to eliminate the discrete variational para-

meters i*M.» • This is most easily achieved after per-

forming a unitary transformation in % c which diagonalizes

the matrix < £ IM-&I Xu"^ • Each one of the M linear

equations represented by (2.11a) then contains only one para-

meter of the set £*«ii • The Schrodinger-type equation we

obtain for the relative motion part in this case is

formally equivalent to eq.(2.8) but contains a separable

potential of rank M
H

Therefore instead of a single pole in the transition

(reaction) matrix we get M (anti)bound states and/or

resonances. If they happen to lie at energies where all
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open channels are contained in ^JJ of eg. (2.10) they

behave qualitatively correct like true solutions (they

oscillate in open channels and fall off in closed channels).

Therefore they have to be interpreted as approximations to

ture states. If they are located above the threshold of the

first channel omitted in the ansatz for it j> we expect them

to be spurious (the test-function space employed does no more

provide a possibility for them to decay).

The rule we set up, namely, that spurious resonances appear

only above the thresholds of neglected channels is very use-

ful in practical calculations but does no longer hold with

rigour if further approximations are made; e.g., if the

internal motion of the fragments is described only approxi-

mately or if the freedom in the relative motion function may

not be exploited completely because of some additional

restrictive assumption. That way resonance and threshold

energies can be shifted and we are not safe from spurious

resonances in the energy region where normally they are not

awaited.

2.2.3. Spurious Resonances Arising from Deficiencies in

the Trial Functions.

In addition to the cases where limitations in the extend of

the test-function space caused spurious states we have to

consider also those reasons for the occurrence of spurious

resonances which stem from the fact that in some respect
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objectionable trial functions are employed. The character-

istics of such shortcomings differ much by passing from one

reaction model to the other. Hence it is not possible to

treat the associated problems in the same generality as in

the preceding sections. Since among reaction theories we

have a very important representative falling into this cate-

gory, namely, the shell-model reaction theory, we will rather

stick to this case.

The shell model uses a test-function space which lacks of the

property of translational invariance. Therefore it encounters

difficulties with the centre-of-mass motion. In the reaction

formulation spurious resonances may show up arising from

unphysical centre-of-mass excitations.

In order to examine the situation in more detail it is necessary

to outline the basic assumptions of the shell model (reaction

theory). It adopts the N-particle Hamiltonian to fall into two

pieces according to

(2.13)

with the shell-model Hamiltonian H consisting of only

single-particle operators

(2.14)

and the residual interaction V defined by

^ —



(2.15)

Since the test-function space is spanned by the eigenfunctions

of H which is seen not to be translational invariant be-

cause it contains the single-particle potential and kinetic -

energy operators vQ(i) and t(i), respectively, the property

of translational invariance is neither inherent in the trial

functions whence they are not eigenfunctions of the total

linear momentum. This fact was already observed as early as

1937 by Bethe and Rose [28] and hitherto studied by a number

of authors (see e.g. [29-31] and references cited therein).

Difficulties are already present in the shell-model bound-state

problem. Whereas in reality forces depend only on internucleon

separations and therefore can have no effect on the centre-of-

mass coordinate, the individual-particle picture as the basis

for the construction of the Hamiltonian H localizes the

nucleons (and hence the centre-of-mass of the whole system)

by the fixed origin of the single-particle potential. As

compared to the internal motion of the system shell-model wave

functions contain three extra degrees of freedom so that they

also include states corresponding to motions of thenucleus as

a whole. The centre-of-mass of the system oscillates in the

potential well without changing the relative configuration of

the particles thus giving rise to spuriosities.



This can be seen by noting that the wave function of the

whole system has the form

¥ • e**'*^^ (216)

with R being the centre-of-mass coordinate and P its conjugate

momentum. X^fc is a function only of the relative coordinates

and represents the intrinsic motion. Any wave function it can

be expanded into shell-model wave functions. Conversely, for

every true state ^.f^t t h e s e t o f shell-model wave functions

will also include spurious centre-of-mass excitations arising

from the decomposition of states such as H *,'Ht etc.

Many attempts have been made to treat the centre-of-mass motion

correctly within the shell model. But the removal of centre-

of-mass spuriosities is in general a problem which has no

unique solution [291. Except for the case of a harmonic-os-

cillator basis which is rather appropriate for bound-state

problems but not for reaction processes where a continuous

spectrum is needed different methods set up for eliminating such

spuriosities lead to different answers .

One possibility to tackle the problem consists in trying to

express the wave function x in terms of

coordinates in the centre-of-mass system of the N particles.

After introducing a set of relative coordinates fc •=• ̂  t J

(«t = 1 i..., N-l) and a centre-of-mass coordinate R we want

to write wave functions in the shell model as

(2.17)

3)Elliot and Skyrme pointed out that for the harmonic-oscillator
basis there exists a unique solution to the problem because of
the separability of the centre-of-mass motion in this case t



From the discussion of eg. (2.16) we learned that each

state of internal motion is superposed by a continuous

translational spectrum (cf. also ref.[33]) allowing for

all different total momenta. Since it is only the internal

(relative motion) structure which is of physical signi-

ficance it suffices to consider only a single state in

each translational spectrum, say, the one with total

linear momentum zero. Therefore from ifj^ a function I Q

having total momentum zero is extracted; it must satisfy

the condition

f. • O (2.18)

what suggests that i o should not depend on R. Now it

is clear that we obtain by simply removing the de-

pendence on R in the shell-model wave function i S h, •

However this can be done in a number of ways. E.g. the

integration

(2.19)

meets our demand for any arbitrary choice of the function

f(R). The various methods proposed differ just in this

choice: E.g. the method of generator coordinates [343

consists in assuming f(R) = 1, the prescription proposed

by Gartenhaus and Schwartz
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is observed to be equivalent to taking f(R) = 6 (R)

[29,35].

Ernst, Shakin, and Thaler [36,37"J suggested to use that

function f(R) which leads to a minimal expectation value

4.4? IH1 il ¥ "> where H. t is to be understood as the

intrinsic motion part of the N-particle Hamiltonian (2.13)

(2.22)

M is the total mass of the system. Clearly this choice of

f(R) leads to a state ¥ o which has the largest possible

overlap with the true ground state of H . Vincent [383

showed that this prescription which comes up with an un-

necessarily difficult procedure [391 can be replaced by a

similar one avoiding any dynamical calculations. Never-

theless also in this case the construction of f(R) is

quite laborious.

It is clear that except for having non-spurious linear mo-

mentum the functions X w will look rather different de-

pending on the choice of f(R*). Since no a-priori requirement

exists concerning the properties of f(R) it is very unlikely

to solve by eq.(2.19) the problem of centre-of-mass effects



in a unique way. Furthermore the set of wave functions •£©

turns out to be a redundant one. If we apply the operation

(2.19) to two orthogonal shell-model wave functions bfc ,

the resulting zero-momentum wave functions X a need not

be orthogonal to each other. The redundance results simply

from the elimination of three degrees of freedom without

reducing the number of wave functions.

A different approach to the centre-of-mass problem consists

in the attempt to seize the non-factorization (in the

general case) of the centre-of-mass motion by providing

an expansion into an orthonorma1 and complete set of

functions both for the intrinsic and centre-of-mass parts

of the shell-model wave function t̂ [30-31, 40-41*]

(2.23)

Eq.(2.23) can be cast into the form

6. Ot

( 2- 2 1 )

showing explicitely the ground and excited states of the

centre-of-mass motion. The second term on the right-hand

side we may consequently apostrophize as the spurious part.

Palumbo [403 suggests to construct the basis functions tf

and % from the i.wo parts of a modified N-particle

Hamiltonian

kkh
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!.25)

where H_ being translationally invariant represents the in-

trinsic motion in the shell-model picture and H C m describes

the motion of a particle with mass u, in an oscillator po-

tential. The vectors T ^ are the conjugate momenta of I .

The reduced masses f*-^ and the functions f. and g, depend en

the definition of {t ] which we need not undertake in this

context; in practice this is a rather tedious task. The Hamil-

tonian (2.25) differs from the one defined in eqs. (2.13) -

(2.15) by the replacement

(2.26)

and the addition of the term

£ (2.27)

if.
the latter one being only needed to superpose a non-spurious

centre-of-mass motion on the eigenfunctions V of H_.

It is not clear whether substitution (2.26) is justified in any

case (also in a reaction formulation when a continuous spectrum

is Involved). Furthermore R and H of eq.(2.25) do not commute

with each other, wherefore one has to expect some spuriosity to

remain in the first term of the right-hand side of eq.(2.24).
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There exist some further attempts of tackling the centre-

of-mass problem by introducing other prescriptions L42-44]

or employing other methods t45,46i . However^ f or most of

them it is not yet proved, whether they represent a useful

tool also in practical calculations. In the following

chapters it will be shown that the least-sguares minimization

principle is also well suited to suppress spurious centre-of-

mass motions in shell-model reaction calculations.

3. Elimination of Spurious Resonances

From the discussion of Ch. 2. we learned that spurious

states generally arise because of various types of limi-

tations inherent in the trial functions employed in prin-

ciple (2.1); the latter one also showed some inadequacy.

Consequently one may think that one has to enlarge the test-

function space and to throw away inappropriate trial functions.

But on the one hand one can never take into account all

channels. For example, composite particle as well as three-

particle fragmentation channels are hardly treated in the

shell-model approach to nuclear reactions. Though they can

formally be included into the theory [l-3 3 one faces severe

technical difficulties when performing practical calculations.

Things behave similar in the resonating-group theory as well

as in other reaction theories. On the other hand the in-

dependent-particle model which lacks the translational in-
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variance owes its merits to the rather succesful description

of other aspects. By no means it seems to be justified to

disqualify it because of this kind of deficiency.

An alternative to enlarging the test-function space consists

in employing a least-squares defect-minimization principle.

Such a prescription will introduce only slight complications -

if any - as compared to principle (2.1).

Recall the Kohn-Hulthen variational method. As already

mentioned in Subsec. 2.2.1. its particular property is the

use of discrete variational parameters throughout, i.e. also

for the direct part it (cf. eq. (2.5) or (2.1o) for the single

and multi-channel cases,respectively) of an ansatz like (2.3).

For simplicity let us stick to the single-channel case. For

this we may suppose the test-function space to be spanned

by, say, ( H ^ M ( ) square-integrable functions <£ and 2

non-normalizable functions f and g (so-called Kohn-Hulthen

test-functions) with channel structure; the latter ones be-

have like sine and cut-off cosine thus keeping the boundary

conditions.

1; , M ; M«

The ansatz (2.3) can be cast into the form
M

(3.1)

(3.2)

10/

'Concerning the centre-of-mass problem it is furthermore not
clear how far an approximate (shell-model) wave function may
violate the requirement of translational invarlance still not
leading to spuriosities.

In addition to a number Me of such functions used for the
compound part it is intended to provide MJJ further square-
integrable functions to better describe the direct part
(especially in the inner region).
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with and representing f and g, respectively.tP and f

Application of principle (2.1) then leads to a set of M

linear equations for the coefficients c.

H
< I W | > 5 i ( 3 . 3 )

We are free to choose one parameter beforehand since we can

normalize the incoming flux. If c^ is set equal to unity,

eq.(3.3) can be rewritten according to (Kohn-Hulthen

procedure)

M

f-.l

If C

M

(3.4a)

If we have (inverse Kohn-Hulthen procedure)

. (3.4b)

Spuriosities as discussed in Subsec. 2.2.1. detectable e.g.

in the scattering phase shift

simply occur because the determinants of the left-hand

side of eqs.(3.4) may adopt zero values (several times

with rising energy). This behaviour reflects the poor

flexibility provided for the description of the relative

motion £l8j.
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The situation is remedied by the use of a last-squares

principle. After defining defects

(3.6)

we demand the sum of their squares to be minimized

M

(3.7)

By choosing C again to be equal to unity (ideal choice)

condition (3.7) leads us to the set of equations

H ,H,,.M
where we have abbreviated

The phase shift computed from

rC2.-
(3.9)

does no longer show spurious "Kohn-Hulthen" resonances.

When we go to higher energies passing the first inelastic

threshold spurious resonances of the type as discussed

in Subsec.2.2.2r may arise. They are not suppressed by a

least-squares principle as it stands in eq. (3.7).

It is an advantageous property of the least-squares defect-

minimization that it can easily be extended to contain

also prescriptions for the behaviour of a desired solution

outside the adopted test-function space. The trial functions
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can even be subject to further conditions which are not

suggested by the dynamical equation employed.

It was pointed out in Sec, 2. that the occurrence of

spurious resonances comes from a wrong behaviour of the

solution which is not detected within the test-function

space. The large defect which has to exist there as compared

to the true SchrSdinger solution can be minimized by employing

functions which are capable of "seeing" it. Therefore one

introduces a new space *•» of functions £̂ „ which are

linearly independent of the trial functions contained in 3t..

The functions ¥_ are just meant to have the desired

property of seeing unbearable defects, 'Jfp is thus only

used as a projection space.

Observing that according to the general ansatz (2.3) the

test-function space consists of two subspaces 3f and %..

we can now define defect vectors

' (3.10a)

...._,,_ > (3.10b)

U o > * "P (fc-c-)!^ > + T CM - E) 14̂  > (3.ioc)
T r c r J •

As a variational principle we can either demand [7 ̂

•win (3.11)

or
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(3.12a)

(3.12b)

Both allow for the suppression of spurious resonances

[,23,24]. It is a matter of convenience which one to use.

The latter prescription (3.12) follows from principle (3.11)

as a special case by giving an infinite weight to the defect

in subspace T6fi ; it has the probable advantage that the

continuous variational parameters do not undergo the least-

squares minimization. As a consequence the direct kernel

in some integro-differential equation following from (3.12)

remains unchanged as compared to what was obtained by

principle (2.1).

We can schematically write down the equations following

from (3.11) as well as (3.12). After defining

(3.13)

we obtain from eq.(3.11)

K
CD

K in

Hie

0
(3.14)



V
V

and from eqs. (3.12)

\

Ok

•"co Pc

0
(3.15a)

K Do

Hcc

Hf.
0. (3.15b)

In general these latter formulae involve coupled

integro-differential equations for the determination

of the discrete as well as continuous expansion coefficients

of * .

As was already indicated the method of least-squares mini-

mization can be modified so as to incorporate also a

condition for the suppression of spurious centre-of-mass

excitations (cf. Subsec. 2.2.3.) in the shell-model reaction

theory. In order to find out which condition should be ful-

filled we exploit properties of the entrance channel. This

channel is built up by an impinging projectile - a single

nucleon in present time calculations - and a target nucleus

being in its ground state. In this very channel we look for

the expectation value » of the kinetic centre-of-mass
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energy, i.e. the matrix element with the operator

(3.16)

sandwiched between the state representing the initial

preparation of the system. I certainly contains no centre-

of-mass spuriosity. Since the target is in its lowest state,

this property of P is neither destroyed by the fact that

the target state is obtained by the bound-state shell-model"

The value of f can easily be calculated after expressing

T C w '?ia individual coordinates.

Now we require the centre-of-mass motion inherent in the

solution ^L - to be close (or equal) to P . Thus we define

the defect

*" "V <V£ > (3.17)

and add its square to the sum to be minimized like in

eq.(3.11). As will be shown by a practical calculation to

be presented in the next section this prescription represents

a rather powerful tool for eliminating spurious centre-of-

mass resonances from the scattering wave function.

11)Recall that in the shell-model approach the (N-l)-
particle Hamiltonian for the target ip already dia-
gonalized by a bound-state calculation [53.

V-



4. An Example

After having discussed the various methods for eliminating

all kinds of spurious resonances we want to demonstrate by

a specific example how well they work in practice. As a

testing ground we choose the shell-model reaction-theory.

We intend to concentrate mainly on spurious resonances arising

from unphysical centre-of-mass excitations. To our knowledge

this is the outmost extension of the least-squares principle

in applications to nuclear reactions. It has been shown in an

evident manner by a number of authors [13-18,23,24,26] that

the least-squares minimization technique is capable of

suppressing all other spurious resonaces, i.e. those dis-

cussed in Subsecs. 2.2.1. and 2.2.2. Though in our calculation

we could confirm this experience we will only slightly touch

this specific aspect in what follows.

4.1. The Underlying System

We performed our calculations on a model three-body system

which Is quite similar to one discussed by Beregi et al.

some years ago [47-49]. It consists of two light particles

with equal masses (nucleon mass) m^ = m- and a heavy particle

with mass m3 = 20-m^ which represents the core of the system
12)

12)We not that these assumptions differ slightly from the
usual shell-model picture where all particles are considered
to be identical. Nevertheless also for our system we can
provide a description (trial functions) in the individual-
particle model. Then all typical effects especially in
connection with the centre-of-mass motion will show up.
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Particle 1 serves as projectile, while particle 2 is bound

to particle 3 making up the target nucleus. All particles

interact via separable potentials thus allowing also for

a rigorous solution via Faddeev equations. We emphasize that

the model we constructed offers the possibility for further

tests, e.g. of a two-particle continuum-shell model, while

bearing some resemblence to a physical situation: heavy (closed

shell) nucleus with two "valence" nucleons .

In subsystem 1 (particles 2 and 3) the separable potential

is of rank 2, in subsystems 2 and 3 we assume rank-1

separable interactions; i.e. we have

(4.1)

with form factors

(4.2a)

rf-2,3 (4.2b)

The relative coordinate in each subsystem is given by

(4.3)

with °^,^i'{° adopting the values 1,2,3 in cyclic per-

mutation. Eq.(4.2a) represents the well-known Yamaguchi

form factor. Parameters are adjusted in such a way as to

lead to a spectrum qualitatively shown in Fig. 1.
For such a spectrum we may expect the ground-state as well
as the compound resonance to show up several times above
the elastic threshold each time accompanied by a different
centre-of-mass excitation.
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31

Compound Resonance

Elastic Threshold

tffl

Three-Particle Bound
State 1 2 3

Fig.l: Qualitative spectrum of the three-particle system

assuming forces according to eqs. (4.1) - (4.2). For

ground state, elastic threshold, and compound resonance

corresponding particle configurations are shown

schematically.

4.2. The Shell-Model Formulation

For the scattering wave function we provide the ansatz

M A "

•I (4.4)

i.e. an expansion into the truncated set of functions

£ $ . It, \ being eigenf unctions of the shell-model Hamil-

tonian H as defined in eq.(2.14). The wave functions <£.

and %~ belong to classes 1 and 2 of shell-model wave

functions [5]. By this truncation for an underlying N-

particle system configurations with at most one particle

in the continuum are allowed. The first sum on the right-

hand side of eq.(4.4) corresponds to )£ the second one
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to of eq.(2.3). Thus and A. represent dis-

crete and continuous variational parameters respectively.

-A. open channels are taken into account.

4.2.1. "Exact" Description of the Target

Our first aim is to achieve a description of the target

which is to be considered "exact" within the assumptions

of the one-particle continuum-shell model. Since it is the

projectile (particle 1) which is allowed for a continuous

spectrum this means that we have to solve the bound-state

shell-model for the subsystem 1 (bound system of particles

2 and 3). Consequently we diagonalize the Hamiltonian

(4.5)

in the product space OK, Qp (P- . subspaces »v. and

3t contain the discrete spectra of particles 2 and 3/

respectively.

The coefficients in the expansion for the target wave

functions

XL (*.«
k-4

I M 4> ft. (4.6)

(where q> are products of single-particle bound-state

functions)are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem



! k-
kkk

Eqs. (4.7) yield L energy eigenvalues Lc (c = 1,...,L).

To each eigenvalue there corresponds a set of coefficients

4.2.2. Three-Particle Bound State

Instead of offering in the compound part (first siim of the

right-hand side) of ansatz (4,4) trial functions which are

triple products of single-particle (bound-state) wave functions

we may also provide such shell-model wave functions for which

the three-particle Hamiltonian

t(2.)4 (4.8)

has been diagonalized beforehand. These functions are again

denoted by S. . They follow from a bound-state calculation

analogous to the one outlined in Subsec. 4.2.1.; just the

test-function space has become larger, namely, the product

% t ° ® ' 3 & W ® It^ built up by the discrete spectra

for the three particles.

4.2.3. Three-Particle Scattering

For the expans-sion of the scattering wave function we use

the results of the two preceding Subsecs. The trial functions

are taken from 3£ ™ , a subspace spanned by the

compound functions , and X , the
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product of the subspacr spanned by the target functions

times
J^* LAX *̂ tA\
Vt ; the latter space Ot referring to

particle 1 contains in addition to the square-integrable

functions of ^ also non-normalizable functions whose

radial parts are given by a sine and a cut-off cosine (Kohn-

Hutlhen test functions)

fa) (4.9a)

(4e9b)

Thus we make the ansatz

A

with Xfail £ X ^ ® ^ and 1^2^ fe

For getting the expansion coefficients one can employ

either the Kohn-Hulthin variational method

(4.11)

(in this case one would be able to study also spurious re-

sonances of the kind of Subsec. 2.2.1.)

or the least-squares principle

Vnin (4.12)
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where | i j ^ and I » c ^ represent the defect vectors

in fcW*® & M ) and It""*' , respectively.

Prescription (4.12) does still allow for spurious centre-

of-mass resoances (cf. the results in Sec. 4.4.).

4.3. Centre-of-Mass Motion

For our three-body system the operator of the kinetic

centre-of-matss energy eq. (3.16) is explicitly given by

(4.13)

with the centre-of-mass coordinate defined by

(4.14)

The vectors r^ represent the individual coordinates.

The expectation value I of T (1,2,3) in the entrance

channel c is constituted by two parts

(4.15)

M 2*.
The first term on the right-hand side is to be understood

as the centre-of-mass energy E ° m (i.e. the expectation

value of the operator T c m (2,3) analogous to eq.(4.13))

inherent in the target-ground state relative to the three-

particle centre-of-mass system; therefore the factor —23

M
with m 2 3 = m 2 + m3> The second term is the kinetic energy



1*1*7

of the incoming particle relative to the three-particle

centre-of-mass system; therefore the factor -rr-

We note that because of this latter term the value P

as given by eq.(4.15) is dependent on the total energy of

the three-particle system

(4.16)

With being the binding energy of the taiget from

eq.(4.7). Because of the factor - — the quantity P in-

M

creases only slowly with rising energy. This behaviour is

welcomed since we observed that also true compound re-

sonances occuring at higher energies bear in themselves

a (non-spurious) centre-of-mass energy which is slightly

higher than the one of true compound resonances at lower

energies [50i. In order to keep these true compound res-

sonances unaffected by the suppression mechanism that we

intend to use this property turns out to be a sheer need.

For the suppression of spurious centre-of-mass resonaces

we postulate the defect minimization

with the defect vector already defined in eq.(3.17)

13)
We should better say: approximations to true compound
resonances.



We emphasize that the variation principle (4.17) does not

require much more effort than (4.12). Once the bound-state

shell model is solved for the target the expectation value

can easily be computed. Except for some additional matrix

elements of single-particle operators appearing in T ™

nothing more is needed to construct the defect vector

4.4. Results

As already mentioned in Subsec. 4.2.2. we first solved

also the bound-state shell-model for the three-particle

system. In addition to providing us with compound functions

which are already eigenfunctions of the three-particle

Hamiltonian this result can already serve as an estimation

of the positions of true and spurious (compound) resonances.

It is a well-established experience [SlJ that the intro-

duction of the single-particle continuum causes only slight

displacements (especially if the coupling between channel and

compound states is weak as in our case). The bound-state

spectra for two different cases are shown in Figs- 2d and 3e.

The cases differ by the extension of the single-particle

basis employed (cf. the Figure Captions). In the considered

energy region we observe for each cases the ground state

and a (true) compound state (solid levels). The ground state

shows up several times with different centre-of-mass ex-

citations (dashed levels). The latter states will turn into

spurious centre-of-mass resonances in the scattering calcu-



lation. Our expectations are answered by examining the

scattering phase shifts depicted in FigS.2 and 3. In

fact we find a resonance behaviour at energies close to

the positions of the levels of the discrete spectrum.

Each bound and compound state - no matter whether spurious

or not - is seen as a resonance when using the ordinary

least-squares method according to eq.(4.12) (dashed lines).

On the contrary the modified prescription (4.17) yields a

resonance only if it corresponds to a non-spurious bound or

compound state, i.e. if it does not contain any centre-of-

mass excitation (solid lines). It is quite evident how

effectively principle (4.17) can be used to avoid spurious

centre-of-mass resonances. Thereby a serious drawback of

the shell-model approach to nuclear reactions can be

compensated.

5. Conclusion

We have examined the various reasons why spurious resonances

occur in nuclear reaction theories. It was shown that

replacing the ordinary variational principle (2.1) by a

least-squares principle like eq.(3.11) f>r with allowance

for further conditions not directly following from a

dynamical equation of motion like eq.(4.17) guarantees for

the suppression of spurious resonances. The least-squares

defect minimization turned out to be a fortunate kind of a



I ^

variational method since it does not introduce severe

complications to the final equations for the expansion

coefficients. By its use it is not necessary to harass

the test-function space or the trial functions themselves.

Especially in the shell-model reaction theory the long-

bothering problem in connection with spurious centre-of-

mass excitations can be overcome in an elegant way.

k6k
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160

-4. - 1 . 2.

E (MtV)
Pig. 2! Scntterirg phase shifts as obtained by principle (4.12) (dashed lines) a3 well as by
principle (1.17) (solid lines). In order to see the correspondence of resonances to apuriou3
(dashed levels) ar.d non-spurious (solid levels) states resulting from the bound-state calcu-
lation the discreii spectrum is also given. OS and CR mean ground state and compound
resonance, respectively. The numbers indicate the variuos centre^>f-mass excitations. Hie
ahatlad are_a marks the continuous spectrum of the scattering calculation. The te3t-function
space 1*£'4>e %&>& X"> consists of 32 single-particle states.
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Mesonic and Isobaric Degrees of Freedom in Light Nuclei

H. Muther

Institut flir Kernphysik, Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich,

D-5170 Jlilich, West Germany

Abstract

16nA study is made in 0 of the effects of mesonic and isobar degrees

of freedom and the effect of the eikonal form factor in the meson-nucleon

vertex of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Three main effects are seen:

First, the mesonic degrees of freedom introduce an additional density

dependence of the interaction which results in a large improvement of the

radius with a small change in the energy for 0. Second, with inclusion

of isobar degrees of freedom, repulsion is obtained in 0 with a

corresponding increase of the radius. Third, the use of the eikonal form

factor, instead of the phenomenological ones of the dipole type, results

in additional attraction.

The standard microscopic procedure for determining ground state

properties of nuclei starts from a phenomenological nucleon-nucleon (NN)

potential that is fit to the two-nucleon scattering data and which is then

used directly e.g. in a Brueckner-Hartree-Fock calculation [l]. Therefore

these theories completely ignore modifications of the bare NN interaction

going from the "vacuum" of the two-nucleon scattering system to the inter-

action of nucleons in the "nuclear medium". So, e.g. one ignores that the

nucleons in the nucleus should "feel" the mean field produced by the other

nucleons during the exchange of mesons.

These mesonic degrees of freedom (MDF) may be taken into account by

an extension of the standard Brueckner theory with one boson exchange (OBE)

forces, which has been proposed by D. Schlitte [2]. In this method one

starts from a field theoretical Hamiltonian. For this Hamiltonian an

effective NN interaction is constructed using noncovariant perturbation

theory keeping only OBE diagrams

<a'bl|Veff(Z)|ab> = < a V
Z-ft.

W|ab>linked (1)
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Here W is the field theoretical interaction of the nucleons with the mesons,

Z stands for the starting energy of the two interacting nucleons and ft is

the sum of the single particle Hamiltonian for the nucleons and the mesons.

In contrast to the standard OBE potentials [3], which are designed for a

description of the NN scattering data, this V ff depends on the sum of the

single particle energies of the Interacting nucleons (Z) reflecting the

MOF mentioned above. The NN scattering data for this potential are obtained

from a scattering equation of the Lippman-Schwinger type

T(Z) = Veff(Z) + VV e f f (Z) ̂  T(Z) .
o

(2)

The parameters of V e f f, like the coupling constants and the form factors

contained in W, are adjusted to fit the scattering and deuteron data. The

resulting Veff(Z) is then used to solve the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF)

equations for 0 [4], Results for the binding energy and radius of the

charge distribution are displayed in the figure by the point denoted MDFP.

Compared to the results for a OBE potential without energy dependence

(OBEP1) a considerably larger radius and almost the same binding energy are

obtained.
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Another important dynamical feature of the NN interaction is the
possible excitation of the nucleons. The A-resonance (in particular
A(1236)) can be excited through a meson exchange and then deexcited through
a second exchange. This may be described by

p VAA( Z) (3)

Here V Q B E stands for the effective OBE potential defined in eq. (1), while
V N A and V. are transition potentials that represent the interactions in
the NN-+NA and NN-+AA channels, respectively. Q is the Pauli operator for
nucleons and therefore is equal to one for the two-nucleon system. The
single particle Hamiltonian H contains the A-N mass difference. Again the
parameters of this V « are adjusted to fit two-nucleon data. The second
and third term in eq. (3) contribute considerably to the medium range
attraction and replace part of the phenomenological a-meson included in OBE
models of the NN interaction. Due to the Pauli operator and the negative
values for the starting energy Z in the nuclear many body system these
attractive terms are weakened which yields less binding energy in a BHF
calculation of 0 as can be seen from the figure. The result denoted by
MDFPA2 has been obtained allowing IT- and p-meson exchange in the transition
potentials V... and V... If one only considers ir-exchange for these
transition potentials (MDFPAI) one has to use a stronger cutoff in the form
factor.

A third feature of the NN interaction that has received attention
recently is the replacement of the widely used phenomenological form
factors of the dipole type, which were also used in the calculations
discussed so far, by the eikonal approximation [5]. In free scattering the
eikonal form factor approximates multiple neutral vector meson exchange.
This choice depends on s, the square of the invariant energy in the center
of mass system and its value is ambiguous in the many body system. To
minimize the change of the form factor, going from the two-nucleon to the
many body system we choose s as the square of one half the average kinetic
energy. Since the eikonal form factors cut off more strongly the components
with high momentum transfer, one usually obtains a smaller D state
probability for the deuteron after fitting the two-nucleon data. This
effective reduction of the tensor component leads to more binding energy



for the many body system. In the figure this can be seen for a standard OBE
potential (HM2) and a OBE potential including MDF and using an eikonal form
factor (MDFPE). Since the tensor part of the interaction is effectively
weakened by using the eikonal approximation a smaller increase of the
radius by MDF is obtained.

From all these results it is clear that modifications of the NN
interaction due to the nuclear medium play a decisive role, even in light
nuclei. Therefore a microscopic description of nuclei requires a detailed
model of the NN interaction.
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EXPERIMENTS TS FEW BODY RESEARCH *

Ivo &Laus
Imstitute "Budjer BoSkovid",
Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Abstract

Treads im the few particle research are discussed from
the experimental view poimt emphasizing meeded experiments
amd necessary improvements im the theory.

1. INTEODUCTION
The status of the few particle research has beem re-

cently reviewed (1,2). Exact 3- amd 4—particle calculations
are mow (2) dome using realistic mucleom-muclecm interact
tioms amd even including Coulomb forces (3)» Further progress
depends om: i) providing precise experimental data to be
compared with accurate calculations, amd ii) compilatiom amd
evaluation of existing data, particularly breakup data where
all relevant information are oftem mot contained im the pub-
lished data* Accurate nuclear data for lightest nuclei are
also required im nuclear energy, technology amd non-energy
applications (4).

We will discuss trends im the few particle research from
the experimental view poimt emphasizing desired amd meeded
experiments amd necessary improvements im the theory.

2. BASIC PROBLEMS TH&D RiqtJIRE EXPERIMENTS AND THE GENERAL
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK EXISTS

2.1. Neutron charged form factor (5,6)

The neutron charge form factor is at present poorly

x Supported by PL480 grant m° F6FO05y amd SRH-SIZ-I gramt
2.5.10.
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determined (5). Shis uncertainty has sizeable effects on the
trinucleon charge form factors (5)« Information on neutron
charge form factor can be obtained from i) electron-deuteron
elastic scattering} ii) quasi elastic electron-deuteron scat-
tering: at q (squared three momentum transfer) *+1-20 f n ,
the contribution of the neutron charged form factor to the
quasi elastic cross section can be as large as several per-
cents, while the corrections due to isobar configuration and
exchange currents are several times smaller (6) and iii) e-
lastic and quasi elastic electron - ^He and particularly
electron - *H scattering.

She analyses depends on a) the knowledge of nuclear
(2H, %, *He) wave functions and thus implies (or allows to
determine) some off-shell information. (Note, however, that
different potential models: Reid soft core, Hamada-Johnston
and Bryan-Gersten would not considerably affect the inform-
ation on charge form factor extracted from quasi elastic
electron-deuteron data), and b) importance of meson exchange
currents and influence of resonance contributions (5)«
Belativistic corrections should also be considered (5). The
tensor polarization in the electron-deuteron elastic scat-
tering is a function of Gp/G. and it is insensitive to neu-
tron charge form factor (except for omall relativistic ef-
fects) and thus it can probe the short range deuteron wave
function (off shell information) and start disentangling the
Gordian knot of meson exchange effects, off shell and neutron
charge form factor (see also 2.3*1).

2.2. Neutron-neutron force

Information on neutron-neutron interaction can be deriv-
ed from:
i) neutron-neutron collisions using underground nuclear
explosions or intense neutron generators (7). She measure-
ments of the scattering cross sections in the colliding beam
experiments performed from 20 keV to 2 MeV with an accuracy
cf <* 10% would enable one to determine the magnitude of a ^
to <"3% and its sign to a certainty of 99*99%. She effective
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range, vjm% covd be determined to f 50% (8). She present
state of art seens to be such that the scattering cross
section in tlie colliding beam experiment using underground
nuclear explosion can be measured to e* 10% (7). Bonderenko
st al. (7) proposed to perform, a colliding beam experiment
at an altitude of 400-500 km with the pulsed reactor placed
there by a rocket,
ii) D(/T, V^2n reaction (9)

i*i)tf~+ d —*f+ n + n reaction (10,11,12)

iv) a. 4- d — > n + n + p reaction (13-15) and

v) more complex systems (16,17).
All now available data come from iii) - v). The measurement
of the reaction ii) is now in progress at SIN (9).

2.2.1. Neutron-neutron scattering length, a n n

a) it ~d —•• nn

a.l) Measurements of neutron-neutron energy and angular cor-
relation spectra (reconstructed photon energy resolution
better than 50 keV) assuming rBn« 2.65 fm yield:

a^- -16.7 * 1.3 fm (10)

a. 2) St is argued (12) that one can extract a ^ «±tacan ac-
curacy of -0.3 fm measuring the photon spectrum even with
1 HeV resolution if high statistics (<* 10* photons), stabil-
ity of the order of few keV and accurate knowledge of the
response of the apparatus are achieved. Fitting the region
129 ̂ E - 132 MeV (n-n relative momentum £ 50 MeV/c)a value

V -18.05 i 0.35 fm

was obtained (12) associated with rnn» 2.89 fm. The theoret-
ical uncertainty of ±0.3 fm should be included in both re-
sults (11) (Fig.l).

b) nd —^pnn
b.l) Jtoton spectra were measured (18) at Eiac« 8-28 HeV,
(several measurements at<»l4- MeV) and at 50 KeT7V Measuring
proton spectra with an energy resolution of 200 keV requires
the accuracy of at laast 6% in order to determine

A
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experimentally to -2 fm (19*20).

FIG.l. Photon spectrum
from the reactions
D(1~»p2n (upper histogram)
and from H(ir",y)n. (lower).
The solid curve through
the uppur histogram is the
fit using ann« -18.05 fm.

The calculated dff/d$ipdEp depends on the form of the
interaction (e.g. Yamaguchi and exponential S wave force), on
the inclusion of the tensor force (the inclusion of the tensor
force yielding deuteron D state probability of 7% changes the
extracted BL by r^l fm) (21), and on the off-shell variation
of the nuclear force (22).

Therefore, the proton spectrum at 0 £ 0 ° is not a con-
venient observable to determine a^. However, it might pro-

vide valuable information on. other aspects of the nuclear
force (21,23). The analysis at E ^ - 14.1 MeV at ©p- 4° with
the energy resolution of 440 fceV yields a_w» -18.? -

using r]m- 2.84 fm and Cahill's program.r]m- The
g

- 0.22 fm m

13*98 MeV data (19) obtained with 200 fceV resolution and
analyzed using ELoet's program with Beid soft core and
Malfliet-Tjon I-III forces yield a ^ . -23*2 - 3*6 fm. The
two sets of data actually agree both in. absolute magnitude
(to within about 7%) and in shape. In both cases respective
theoretical predictions fail to reproduce the absolute cross
sections by factors 1.26 and 1.3 respectively. It is neces-
sary to understand better the difference between two models
calculations and to explore the influence of the off shell
and on shell differences in the input parameters (19)*

b.2) The measurement of the incident neutron energy (EjIie)»
of the energies of the two final state particles: proton
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(E_) detected in the deuterated scintillator Which provides
simultaneously the target end the detector and neutron (E^)
detected in the detector placed at angle ©n« 0 completely
kinematically determines the processes (4 kinematic vari-
ables: Ej^c' ̂ D» *n» a*v^ s^nee °n" ° *ne Process does not
depend on any azimuthal angle). This setup has the advantage
of simultaneously studying n-n and n-p final state inter-
action (FSI) regions as well as the region along constant
relative energy locus. Its disadvantage is the lack of con-
straints to reduce the background (15)*

One obtains a_ either from the shape of the enhancement
due to fi-n FSI, or by comparing the n-n vs n-p FSI peaks. She
analyses based on S wave exponential force yield:

-15.7 - 2.0 fm n-n shape (15)
- -16.3 £ 1,6 fm n-n vs n-p (15)

While the determination of a ^ based on the n-n vs n-p FSI
peak intensity depends on r , on the importance of the tens
sor force and higher waves forces as well as on eff-energy-
-shell variations, the effects of these uncertainties in the
nuclear force on the shape of the n-n enhancement are negli-
gible. The shape depends on n-n force, thus, mainly on ann,
and then on r .

b.3) Measuring the momenta of two outgoing neutrons, the
energy of the final state proton and knowing the incident
energy provides 7 independent kinematic variables and thus
overdetermines the process. Again, one can determine a n n

either from the shape of the n-n enhancement or from the
ratio of the n-n and n-p FSI peaks.

-16.25 * 0.8 fm n-n shape (M-,18)
- -16.6 ± 1.0 fm n-11 vs n-p (14)

Again, the value determined from the shape of the n-n en-
hancement is not sensitive to other incertainties in tha
nuclear force. The extracted values of a Q n were obtained as-

to different r is rather small for r«a, e.g. using r*2.89 fm



in a.l) one obtains a^- -16.59 fm instead of a^- -16.? fm.
The average of those values where theoretical uncertainties
are small (̂  ±0.5 fm), i.e. results a) and b.2) and b.5) is

aJm« -16.67 ± 0.60 fm
to be compared with previously recommended values:
-16.7 i 0.6 fm (24), -16.4 ± 0.9 fm (25), -16.61 ± 1.45 fm
(26), -16.2 - 0.6 fm (27) and -16.3 - 0.6 (18). However, if
one actually accepts a small uncertainty for the latest
D(U",902n data the straight average should not be taken. Ad-
ditional experimental work is required. Ve recommendt i) cla
rification of the D(<n~,'j02n results, ii) measurement of the
reaction D(yu", v u)2n in properly chosen kinematic condi-
tions (9), iii) colliding beam experiments and iv) D(n,2n)p
quasifree scattering.

2.2.2. Neutron-neutron effective range, r
nna) D(f~,702n The analyses of the photon spectrum yields (12)

(Pig.2):

3.0V

Sloe-

' s 2.9S

J «°-
2J8S-

2J0-

2.7S

PIG.2. and

m-it>'+ 1 contour in

0.12 An

!W) ^?.» -17.6-WL4

r ^ - 2.89 - 0.12 fm
The quoted error does not include the theoretical uncert-
ainty. Further theoretical study is required to evaluate
the theoretical uncertainty in rrm deduced from the photon
spectrum.

b.l) D(n,2n)p: From the ratio of the n-n vs n-p FSI peaks
one obtains

r « 2.7 - 0.6 fm (14)
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but this value is subject to much larger theoretical errors
due to uncertainties in the nuclear force: tensor force,
higher waves force and off shell variations. The present
theoretical treatment should be improved by using more
realistic N-N force.

b.2) D(n,2n)p : The quasifree nucleon-nucleon scattering QFS
does not depend on the off shell variation (28), it is only
slightly influenced by the inclusion of the tensor force
and somewhat by the F wave force (inclusion of F wave force
changes (JPS d%"(900)/d5«fX40°) by 5%) (21). On shell dif-
ferences are amplified in the QFS cross section (28). It is
a convenient and sensitive observable to extract n-n scat-
tering cross section and thus, r & n and aJm. One can determine
Tnn with an accuracy of 2-3% (i.e. io.06 to ^0.09 fm) if one
measures and calculates the QFS cross section with an accuracy
of 2-3% (29). It is even sufficient to measure the ratio of
cross sections at different angles. Three measurements have
been performed so far:
1^-14.1 MeV r ^ . 2.5 ± 0.8 fm HYT (30)*

14.1 MeV (31; r m 3.0 - 1.5 fm HB2-8 (32)
13-11

21.5 MeV (33) r m « 3.4 ± 1.0 fm HB2-8 (32)

The first measurement (30) employed a requirement of the co-
incidence between outgoing low energy proton (Ep£200 keV)
and two neutrons together with the associated alpha particle
froa the neutron generating reaction T(d,n)ot (see Fig.3). In
addition, pulse shape discrimination in each detector and
reject alpha counters to reenforce the collimating power
were used. Two subsequent measurements did not use the re-
quirement of the proton coincidence. In the 21.5 MeV experi-
ment several target detectors were used to simultaneously
measure several angles. Thus, the analysis (32) of this data
relied primarily on the ratio of the cross section allowing
rather large absolute cross section errors. The analysis based

x For the notation of employed nuclear potentials see e.g.(22)
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on the absolute cross section would result in even larger
r •

We consider that much more accurate measurements are
needed probably using good features of all present measure-
ments (i.e. proton detection and several targets). The theo-
retical calculation should be improved by using realistic

Neutron
left I

PIG.3. Exper-
imental setup
for n-n QFS
measurements.

BZT force, but this is entirely within the present state of
art and it just requires calculations using existing codes
(e.g. Doleschall's (3 4) or Bruinsma's (21)).

The average of all quoted values is
r ^ . 2.84- ± 0.30 fm.

Obviously, more measurements are needed. We favour the meas-
urement of the n-n Q?S and DCG~,7f)2n. It seems (9) that the
study of the reaction D( A T , can hardly distinguish

U8U



between various r J m and uncertainties due to the lack of
knowledge of the weak interaction constant.

2.2.3. Charge symmetry

Evidence for charge symmetry breakdown has been re-
viewed (2). For nonlocal potentials the model dependence of
nudeon-nucleon effective range parameters makes the compari-
son between a^, and a]j[p (N-denotes pure nuclear part) unre-
liable to quantitatively determine the charge symmetry break-
down. However, the charge symmetry (or a departure from it)
derived from other sources can be used as an off-shell con-
straint (35).

Evidence for charge symmetry break-down comes from the
study of mirror nuclei (2). Additional information could come
from comparison of mirror reactions. High precision measure-
ments (56) of the vector and the three tensor analyzing
powers in the processes %(d,p)5H and 2H(d,n)5He suggest pos-
sible charge symmetry break-down. (Fig.4). A better theory is

PIG.4. Average deviations

M

* 4 - -r.

V

'20

' T-21
-o—-.

'22

4 6 8 10 12
Ed(d,n)MeV

av.MV
- Tfc (d,n){ of the analy-
zing powers as a function
of energy. The dots repre
sent comparisons at the
same entrance energies,
the circles at the 1.5
sMfted energy (same exit
channel energy). I#rge de
viations are observed in
T 2 o and T 2 2, which are
decreased by making the
comparison at the same
exit energy, but then the
agreement in T 1 1 and T2i
is ruined.

needed: exact four body treatment with realistic potential

and Coulomb force.
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2.3« Neutron-proton force
We will not discuss those information which can be

obtained more reliably from n-p elastic scattering.

2.3.1. Deuteron (37,38)
Deuteron wave function, is still not adequately known,

specifically: i) the probability of the S state, D state and
various MS* andAA* components, ii) the asymptotic AS/AS
ratio and iii) the wave function at small radius.

Accepting the "experimental" deuteron quadrupole moment
Q^ • 0.2860 - 0.0015 fn (note, that one extracts Q^ from the
measured value of £|& and one calculates q - the derivative
of the electric field at the deuteron along the molecular
axis (39)), one can derive a model-independent limit on D-
state probability Pd&3.3# (40).

The ratio AD/AS has been recently determined measuring
tensor analyzing powers in the Fb (d,p) reaction at sub-
Coulomb energies (Ed« 9 MeV) (41):

— - 0.023 - 0.003 .
AS

The ratio AD/AS provides a constraint on the intermediate and
long range tensor force and thus, it is necessary to determine
it to 3-^'. which can be accomplished by still statistically
more accurate measurements at even lower incident energies
(42).

Required studies:
a) The tensor polarization T 2 o *-

n ***e -^ectron-deuteron elas-
tic scattering is insensitive to the lack of knowledge of the
neutron charge form factor. At q /-»(l-8) fm T 2 " sensitive
to Pd (43). 03ie precise sensitivity of T 2 o

 on *d is sti11

questionable: e.g. calculations with H-J potential (Pd-7.O2%)
gives T2o-0.5794, with B-S (Pd«5.47#) T2o-0.5083, but with
IS-G (Pd-5.45%) gives T2o-0.5816 (38,44). The tensor polar-
ization T2<J at q

2^ 6-12 ^ is almost independent on Pd and
it is a convenient observable to measure the short range
(r£l fm) wave function (43).

b) She d(y,p)n reaction: Experimental cross section at 0°
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from 20 to 120 HeV (45) is lower than that calculated using
HJ, BSC, BS, HM-OBE and BCM potentials (38). The discrep-
ancy is smallest for potentials with lower Fd*

c) High energy p-d elastic scattering: though it seems that
Pd*>7-9% is favoured, values as low as 2% are not excluded
(46).

d) Spin observances in nucleon-deuteron elastic scattering
are sensitive to Pd. At low incident energies ezact calcul-
ations can be done and if one employs realistic nuclear
forcest one can select those observables which are sensitive
essentially on Pd (4?) (see Fig.5. (3*)). At high energies

2T4.P.D
2T7.P.D
2T4.P

9 cxp. (H.E.Conz«tt etol.)

CM.

FIG.5. Deuteron tensor polarization

(3.6 GeV/c deuterons on polarized hydrogen target) measur-
ements give Pd-(6.5 ± 2.0)% (48).

e) Spin observables in N-D inelastic scattering. Fig.6. shows
the neutron analyzing power Ay and the deuteron vector
analyzing power i T,, in the n-p final state interaction
region (49). The data are compared with the Paddeev calcul-
ations using BSC (50) and Doleschall's potentials (7A). The
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0.1

0.05

< 0

-0.05
2T«.P,D

d(n.n)d* 227 McV

0.1

0.05

-005

0 h"fi«S

60 120 180

FIG.6. Observables Ay and i T,, (49). Curves: solid: ESC,
dashed: only S and P wave force in RSC, dashed-dotted;
Doleschall»s Y-W-VJW thin solid: Doleschall»s I-
all with Erel« 0.1 eV. Dotted curve BSG with E ^ - 1

difference between the solid and dashed curves and between the
dashed-dotted and thin (2T4,P,D) curves indicates the sensi-
tivity to the tensor force.
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Note, however, that the sensitivity of the observables
on the kinematical variables (relative n-p energy and angles)
is pronounced.

f) Pion production in pp-->if+d (51). It is necessary to under-
stand the sensitivity of this observable to the deuteron wave
function (38).

g) More complex systens: Deuteron wave function is very im-
portant in nuclear structure* studies and thus, conversely,
one can employ observables from more complex systems to
obtain information on the deuteron wave function.

2.3.2. Antibound n-p state
A question is raised whether dx is an antibound state or

a resonance (52). It is aggued (52) that more experimental in-
formation is necessary. Measurements of the ^He(p,2p)d and
*He(p,2p)d* reactions and their analyses in the plane wave
impulse approximation (PWIA) using H-J % e wave functions
and assuming antibound d* leads (55) for the ratio of the
cross sections to the values: d/ds« 7 and *>2.5 for the ex-
periment and the calculation, respectively. Employing the
resonant d* wave function the calculation gives d/d*~»5 (52).

2.3.3. P wave interaction
i) Minima in the && /&SltdSL2&E% along the Jain loci are
sensitive to the P wave (50). The pure S wave force gives a
deep minimum, its precise position in a 4 D space varies for
different potentials (54)> The inclusion of the tensor force
has a small effect on the minimum. However, off shell effects
are important (22).
ii) Host of spin observables in the N+D interaction cannot be
explained without P wave force. Thus, one could use these
observables to determine the P wave force. It \a known, e.fe.
that the fit to the vector polarization i T 2 1 at 14.1 MeV
and 9 KL300 improves (55) changing "4^ phase shift.

2.4. Off shell interaction and thgee body forces

2.4.1. Kucleon-nucleon Bremsstrahlung (EOT)
The only process which measures the half off shell
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t-matrix in all states without interference from three body
forces is a BUB. However;
i) the MSB cross section is to a large extent determined by
the on shell KIT force.

In the soft photon approach the amplitude M is expres-
sed AS

H . i + B + Ck
k

where A and B contain on-shell information, while C contains
besides off shell information also on shell input and its am-
biguities. Therefore, large C allows but does not require
sizeable off shell effects, and similarly, C«0 does not imply
small off shell effects. The M B cross section d<sr is:
d«r^k|M|2^^ + 2Re(ABH) + (2Re(AC*) + B2)k + 2Re(BC*)k2+C2k5

Pigs. 7-9 show the comparison between the potential (HJ),
field theoretical (OBE) and soft photon calculations (5?)
together with the existing data (58-60). The differences

FIG.7. Comparison of the soft photon (SP), potential (EJ)
and field theoretical (OBE) models together with the
42 MeV data (58).
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PIG.3. Preliminary 200 MeV data (59) compared with various
models*

between models at 42 MeV are mainly related to the Re (AC51)
term. The differences at 200 MeV at 0^ -0° and 180° are re-
lated to the Re (BC*) and C 2 terms (amplitude A - 0). At
730 MeV the kinematics implies that A)>$ and thus, explains
why the external emission dominance model - EDD (SO) is so
good. This comparison calls for some explanations: a) soft
photon model is trivially gauge and relativistically in-
variant. It is a limiting result of any correct calculation.
However, it makes no direct statement about the off shell
interaction (56), b) potential model treats strong inter-
action in all orders, but it is nonrelativistic. Gauge in-
variance and inclusion of isobars excitations are major prob-
lems, c) field theoretical models are relativistie and gauge
invariant, isobars excitations can be handled, but one can
do only perturbation calculation (57)« and d) typically, data
are averaged over sizeable noncoplanarityf and
ii) implied is the assumption that electromagnetic charge and
density operators are known. Xheae operators are not conserved
for nonlocal forces and exchange current corrections should
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20 60 100

K(MeV)

FIG.9. 730 He? data compared
with the soft photon (SP) and
external emission dominance
fEED) models*

ba added. For phenomano-
logically determined non-
locality the resulting
ambiguity in the choice
of the exchange currents
•can invalidate the off
shell information extract-
ed from the HUB data (61).
An example of the sensi-
tivity of the 2EH3 cross
section to the unitary
transformation of the HSC
S we.ve function is shown

in Fig.lO,a,b (62).

Beutron-proton and
proton-proton Bremsstrah-
lung measurements should
be performed at energies
above 100 MeV at kinematic
conditions where final and
initial state H-N energies
differ considerably (e.g.
small Q1 and © 2 ) . It is
necessary to improve HUB
calculations.

2.4.2. Three nucleon
systems.

It has been proven rigo-
rously that even a com-

plete knowledge of 3-particle scattering observables does
not distinguish off shell from three body forces effects (63)«

The relation between the triton binding energy XL and
the n-d doublet scattering length 2a is almost linear (64-)
(Fig. 11). This is shown for several realistic potentials
and for phase equivalent potentials providing that the long
range part of the potentials is consistent with OFE (for
el <2.4 fm"1 the potentials do not have the OFE tail) (65).
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PIG.10.a The ESC
1 S - wave function

o
and wave functions
obtained by ap-
plying the unitary
transformation
with ot= 6 and 8
(62).

PIG.lO.b Batio of
th» u » 6 and«<* 8
cross sections
d«r /&Slnd.fl2 to
the cross section
obtained for the
BSO potential as a
function of Q^
when 92- 10°. !Ehe
curve £ includes
only external emis-
sion whereas the
curve E + I also
includes the order
k part of B ^ (62).

200 MeV ez * IO '
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If the potential gives the experimental value
2

-8.48 MeV,
it will also predict 2a in agreement with the measurements
2a • 0.65 - 0.04- fm (66). The origin of the strong linear
correlation of a and E. is still uncleared (1).

Even unconstrainted off shell variations cannot simul-
taneously fit Ej. and the position of the first minimum in
the % e charge form factor (Fig.12.) (67). Shis fact alone
provides strong evidence for the importance of meson ex-
change currents and three body force contributions. The
triton binding energy mainly depends on SQ and S^- %
forces and there one can impose realistic constraints on
the off shell variations requiring for 1+ state to pre-
serve a fit to e~- d scattering and for 0+ state to con-
serve the OPS tail and to fit the np capture data. There-
fore, trinudeon bound state does not give much room to
extract off shell information.

In the K-D scattering observables changes in the short
range force can be seen only in restricted regions (2):
i) QFS at kinematic conditions where off shell effects
play a more important role than any other ambiguity in the
calculation (e.g. at Ej^fiM- MeV (29,68).
ii) Final state interaction (FSI) region (22). A family of
S-wwct phase equivalent potentials which produces about 4 MeV
variation in EL yields changes in the differential cross
section for the reaction D(p,p»)d* of 10-20%. Changes in the
cross section at forward angles have the opposite sign of
those for backward angles (thus, making it easier to meas-
ure) (68). (Bigs. 13. a-f)
iii) Symmetric constant relative energy loci (69). The same
family of S wave potentials changes the cross section at the
minimum by 20-400J6 (68). (Fig. 14.)

At low incident energy there is a linear relation bet-
2 j.) and er m i n and

 < 5 >
p e aj c (FSI). However, at energies

above 40 KeV the linear relation is broken. Thus, at least
for the S wave models, 6 fc and <?B;JJ1 provide information
on short range forces beyond those contained in a.
iv) ColHuaarity conditions (70). The cross sections sensitive
on the triplet potential. The main contribution comes from

ween 2a
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FIGS. 13.e-f Seue as Fig.lJ-a-d but at 44.9 MeV (68).
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the quartet amplitude and surprisingly, it reveals off shell
variation of 10-20% for the same family of S wave potentials.
More significantly, the cross section off shell variation is
not correlated to 2a (68).

Though all these regions i) - iv) have been studied ex-
perimentally (2,22,29»70-73), the accuracy of the data has
to be improved to a level of few percents which is within
the present state of art. These measurements should be paral-
leled by calculations based on realistic potentials. It is
important to emphasize again that on-shell changes influence
the entire phase space and thus, it is necessary to invest-
igate whether the off shell sensitivity persists for real-
istic forces (2).

2.4.3* Three body forces
This subject has been recently reviewed (74) and



experimental information has been summarized (2).

2.5- Effective thrae body forces

In systems of N >4 particles effective thz-ee body inter-
actions due to Pauli principle, compound resonances and
distortions become important (75)- These forces should mani-
fest themselves in the multiparticle reactions studied in
collinearity kinematic conditions. The reactions: D(<rf,a;p)n ;
3H(3He,c*p)n j Hxiol ,<tfd)<< j 7Li(5He,* d)e* ; nB(p,o<tf)*
and B(d,o<sO©< measured at several incident energies and
compared Kith the three body model calculations (using e.g.
the Doleschall's program (34)) should reveal the role of ef-
fective three body forces. Three body model has already been
applied to several more complex processes, e.g. d- c< elastic
scattering (76), ̂ Li and ^He spectra (76), d-ei breakup
(see Fig.15.) (77) and *!&(?&,%»%)?& and % d ( % 8 , 3

reactions (78) with remarkable successes* The collinearity
effect can be partly obscured by other effects, notably by
off shell effects and by rescattering (79). These aspects
ought to be clarified.

5200

~* 150-

I
2*100
3-

E«292MeV

8a-10*

PIG. 15. TheD(o«,*p)n
data compared with the
three body model calcul-
ation (77).

15 20
EJMeV)

3. EXPERIMENTS TBAT GAS PROVIDE USEFUL IHPUT IN AS EXACT
N-BODY THEORY

One could use three body data: cross sections and spin
observablAs in elastic and inelastic scattering and para-
metrize them to obtain "experimental" ttf»«and substitute
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these experimental, on shell tlpy into the Grassberger-
Sandhas or Yakubovsky-Faddeev equations (80).

FIG.16.

This procedure is analogous vo the use of the experimental two
body cross section in lue impulse approximation instead of

*©ff

4. EXPERIMENTS ABE DONE BUT THESE IS NO ADEQUATE THEORY.

4.1. Nucleon-deuteron Bremastrahlung
Measured cross section is relatively large (81) indica-

ting that ND phase parameters are complex even below the
breakup threshold.

4.2. Bremsstrahlung involving light nuclei, e.g. p-^le (82,
83) and ^He-^He (84) have been reviewed (85) indicating use-
ful information to be obtained from these studies.

4.3. The reaction *He(p,pd)p has been studied at p-d QFS
conditions (86) demonstrating that the experimental QFS en-
hancement is appreciably shifted from the position predicted
by the FUIA. A phenomenological model which allows for both
p-d QFS and p-p FSI provides a reasonable fit to the data (87).
The exact four body calculation, though with certain approxi-
mations, fails to reproduce either the shape or the absolute
magnitude of the spectra. Including approximately Coulomb
forces does not improve the fit (Fig.17.) (88).
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4.4. The reaction D(d.pd)a has been experimentally studied at
several energies below 100 MeV (89-92). The process is domi-
nateaby ND QFS, there is no 1S<) n-p PSI, but n-p 'Sj is pre-
sent. The D(d,dt)d3C(^S1) angular distribution agrees with the
ND elastic scattering angular distribution. The N-d cross
section extracted from the N<-d QPS angular distribution shows
three significant features (Fig.18.): i) a shift in the mini-
mum (89,92) which seems to be caused by off shell effects,
ii) the decrease in the cross section at forward angles which
is related to the interference with the n-p FSI (92) and/or
the destructive interference between the pole graph and all
triangular graphs (89)* and iii) a significant difference
between p-d and n-d extracted cross section at forward angles
suggesting the importance of the Coulomb forces (92).
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FIG.18. The N-d cross section extracted from the N-d QFS
angular distributions: open circles : n-d , dots : p-d at
Einc* 52.3 WeV. Sotted and dashed-dotted curves are drawn
through the data. The dashed and solid curves are calcul-
ations of the N-d elastic cross section using the Ebenhoh
code : dashed - on shell cross section, solid - half shell
calculation.

^•5. Two spectators quasifree processes (93,9*) (TSQFP) are
reactions where a part of the target interacts with a part
of the projectile leaving the remainders of the target and
the projectile as two spectators (Fig.19). The TSQFP should
show up as an enhancement in the aultiparticle reactions
cross section. These processes result in four particles fi-
nal states and performing a kinematically underdetermined
measurement (e.g. detecting momenta of only two outgoing
particles): a) smears and decreases the enhancement and
b) makes it impossible to discriminate between TSQPP and
other processes, e.g. between p-p TSQFS and double FSI process
D(d,d*)d* in the reaction D(d,pp)nn. The reaction
5He(5He,dd)pp represents a better candidate because there is
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FIG.19.

no pronounced pd FSI (93). The reactions D(d,pp) and
5He(5He,dd)pp have been measured at 34.7 MeV (93) and 80 MeV
(94), and at 50 and 78 MeV (93), respectively. The PWIA cal-
culation fits adequately the shape of the spectra (Fig.20),

n < o ) J

MeV,

Ti=Ta(MeV)

FIG.20. The 'He(%e,dd)pp cross section at
Qym o_« 30.1° along the diagonal T,« T,. The data are inte-
grated over a 1.5 MeV wide band parallel to the diagonal.
The curve is the PWIA fit with N - 0.049.
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but it requires arnormalization factor NjglO"1. The relation-
ship of this normalization factor to those in corresponding
three body reactions at corresponding energies (e.g.
*He(d,dd)p) as well as the energy dependence of these normal-
ization factor should be understood.

There are two main reasons to study TSQFP:
i) Quasitwo-body features, i.e. TSQFF could help to unravel
the complexities of the four body processes in much the same
way us quasitwo body processes, i.e. QFS and FSI, helped to
understand the three body problem.
ii) If two interacting particles are unstable, one could use
a TSQFF to extract information on their cross section. Speci-
fically, it has been proposed to use the reaction D(d,pp)nn
to determine rjm (95).

4.6. Quasifree reactions (96,97) are processes where a fraction
of the target f interacts with the projectile p and results
in the reaction f(p,a)b. (Similar argument holds for the spec-
tator in the projectile.) The process is described by a pole
graph. Energy correlation spectra for one reaction at one in-
cident energy analyzed using the PWIA yield consistent Fourier
transforms if the region of the space is selected in such a
way that all other quasitwo body processes (e.g. FSI, other
QFS) are weak. Fig. 21. shows the extracted Fourier transform

" 5—•p + t + O

BEAM
3He

1

ENERGY flp
30 20
30 20
30
30

FIG.21.-
Extracted

0t
15.71

20

19.2 Fourier trans-
form for the
reaction
d+^He •• p+t+p
assuming the
5He(n,p)t QFH.

.5 .4
q(fm-i)
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from the reaction: d +%e -*p + t + p where a quasifree
reaction is 5He(n,p)t. Although the PWIA fits the ehepe of
the energy spectra and produces consistent Fourier trans-
forms for a wide range of angles, the inadequacy of the
spectator model (and PWIA) is demonstrated by: i) the nor-
malisation factor H is not the same for QF reactions
A(p,ab)s and A(p,a'b*)s due to two reactions f(p,a)b and
f(p,a»)V» e.g. N-0.1 for 'HeCd.ddJp and N-0.4 for
5He(d,pt)p (97), and ii) N does not increase with the en-
ergy (in Fig. 21. one can see that N actually decreases as
the incident energy increases), A S the energy increases the
multiple scattering effects are reduced and one expects that
N increases, as it is shown in Fig.22. (98) for D(p,2p)n,
5He(p,2p)d and "fie(p,2p)t reactions.

An attempt to improve the calculation by using the
distorted wave impulse approximation (DUIA) still did not
explain the essential features of the data. The optical model
parameters are summarized in Table I, and a fit to the d-%e
data is shown in Fig.23. it is found that the d-d data re-
quires the radius of the real potential Rr to be zero and a
very small diffuseness a* of the imaginary potential. The

o » <o to Kb
E.(MeV)

FIG.22. Eatio of the experimental va PWIA QFS cross sec-
tion as a function of incident energy. Open circles: D(p,2p)n:
closed circles: ^Ee(p,2p)d, squares: \fe(p,2p)t: solid curves
are smooth curves drawn through the data - all using the final
energy prescription. Using the half-shell cross sections one
obtains the dashed curves (98).
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, BTG.2?. Optical
model f i t to the
d-%e elastic scat-
tering data (100).

60 DO 100 120

3He (2H, dd)p
Ed--35MeV _

N ^ O . 1 2 - 1 - ^
DIVW x 0.3

3 S 7 3 11 13 25 17 2S

Edl(Wi6V)
FIG.24. The dd QFS data froo the reaction %e(d,dd)p compa-
red with the PWIA. N-0.12 and DWU N-0.3 calculation? (100).
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3He(2H, dd)p
i = 35 UieV

5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
Edi(MeV)

?IG.25. Same as Pig.24: FWIA N.0.13 and DUXA. N*0.26.
Dotted curve is the momentum transfer q.

CD
FIG.26.
The 5Hc(n,a)d
data from the reac-
tion D(%e,dd)p com-
pared with the FWIA
N.0.3 and DWIA. V«4.0
calculations (100).,

4 8 12 16 20 24
Ed,(MeV)
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TABLE I OPTICAL KODEL PAEAMETEHS

reaction
energy

12.05
16.67
23.07
27.75
29.2

2H+D

6.00
12.3
20.9
26.6
35.0
2H+p
5.0
10.0
22.0
35.0*
46.3*

42.43
41.07
45.30
44.94
45.60

84.3
60.66
87.75
112.3
139.7

20.0
2c. 09
39.92
61.42
96.66

R r

1.800
1.800
1.73
1.80
1.78

0
0
0
0
0

1.993
1.816
1.319
0.988
0.538

a r

0.400
0.520
0.435
0.40
0.382

1.408
1.334
1.234
1.19
1.061

0.690
0.528
0.183
0.402
0.5

Wvol

3.00
0.2735

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

"surf

0
0.739
5.29
2.25
2.01

6.27
12.6
11.94
13.4
9.690

0.945
1.055
1.124
2.7
1.343

0.8165
2.40
3.63
1.69
2.16

2.27
2.51
1.98
2.03
2.88

3.09
1.61
1.12
0.939
1.72

a I

1.177
1.20
0.117
1.08
1.01

0.12
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.12

0.96
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.96

X/N

5.74
0.40
0.15
2.65
0.89

21.4
20.4
8.53
0.46
0.20

1.77
7.2
4.63
0.22
0.65

at see ref. (99)

results of the DWIA analyses are summarized in Table II and
shown in Figs. 24-26 (100). One concludes that the DWIA pro-
vides a definite improvement for the dd QFS, but even the
shape of the *He(n,d)d QFR is not well reproduced. Introduc-
ing a lower cutoff of 2 fm gives better results. The vari-
ation of optical model parameters does not improve the fit
significantly (the largest effect is caused by changing Rr:

±20% produced -j% and ~ie% changes, in the entrance

and exit channels, respectively). Obviously the pole graph
description even with DW does not adequately? describe QFR.
Presumably, other reaction mechanisms, e.g.: nucleon pickup
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TABLE II DWIA RESULT** OH THE REACTION %e(d,dd)p

Reaction,

QF processes,
Energy

%e(d,dd)p
D(d,d)d
35 MeV

22.3 MeV

Angles

32 - 32
43 - 34
27 - 18
35.3-35.3

Experiment
PWIA

0,13
0.14
0.12
0.11

Experiment
DWIA

no cutoff 2 fm
cutoff

0.26 0.25
0.36
0.30
0.6

2H(5He,dd)p

52.5 MeV 34 - 18.3
40 - 17.9

0.32
0.35

4.0
3.0

1.9

Note, that in these two cases the optical model is the same,
but that the target wave functions *He*dp and D«pn differ.

and TSQF processes, are important (97).
One can argue that the prominence of QF processes es-

tablished experimentally suggests that: a) understanding
these processes will help to< develop N>,4 models and theories
and b) if even an approximate validity of the factorization
is established, then the study of the process A(p,ab)s (with
A=f+s) can be used to: i) study the wave function of A (since
one can find reactions where FSI is weak), ii) distinguish
between the single composite particle (f) transfer vs a cor-
related group (f*) transfer using selection rules and differ-
ences in energy and angular dependence of b(a,p)f vs b(a,p)f*
(e.g. ia loB(n,oC6lii)n one can distinguish whether f.^Li or
Tii*), iii) measure f(p,a)b cross section if it cannot be
measured directly (e.g. 8Be(n,n)8Be and any excited state of
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8Be) and iv) estimate the size of the transferred cluster(2).
In view of this wide application, it seems worthwhile to
develop a better theoretical description of QF process.
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SCATTERING AND BREAKUP PROBABILITIES IN NUCLEAR FEW-BODY SYSTEMS

Arne Johansson

Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, Uppsala, Sweden.

1. Introduction

Few-nuc3eon systems have been very popular subjects for both

theoretical and experimental investigations during the last decades.

In the following, I vould like to take a look at a rt.ther small

subsection of the field, namely scattering states with three stror.gly-

interacting particles, nostly nucleons, at low energies, say below

about ho MeV. Polarisation has been discussed elsewhere in these

proceedings, so I will confine myself to treat spin-averaged

probabilities or cross sections only.

One probably should begin by contemplating somewhat over what one

wants to achieve. It is aremarkable fact that the interpretation of

two-mscleon scattering experiments has taken many physicists a very

long 'time indeed and that the work is not yet completed. From the

study of three-nucleon systems one wishes to learn such things about

the interaction which have not been possible to extract from two-

nucleon data. Often discussed such features are three-body forces,

the off-she.11 behaviour of the two-body t-matrix and neutron-neutron

paramet ers.
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By now we know fairly well, see e g Brayshaw (l), that the effects

we would like to isolate are likely to "be rather small, perhaps at

most of the order of ten percent. This means that we have to make

very accurate experiments and have very accurate methods to

analyse the data at our disposal. Progress in the three-nucleon case

may then be as slow and laborious as it has been for the two-

nucleon systems.

The low sensitivity of the three-nucleon system to three-body forces

or off-shell variations may be related to the lack of structure

of the observables and of excited states or resonances. It has,

therefore, been suggested that studies of the four-nucleon systems

could have a greater chance to succeed. This may very well be true,

but the calculations are probably so much more complicated for

four particles, compared to three, that, it will take a long time

before sufficiently detailed calculations can be carried out.

T̂ ius I will only discuss three-body scattering states. There are

only few such states, which have a practical importance: one

experimental requirement being that for the study of breakup

reactions there must exist a bound two-body state, a condition

which is not satisfied for two alpha particles, for instance. Thus,

in practice, two of the particles must form a deuteron in the

initial state. The third particle may then be a nucleon, an alpha

particle or perhaps a heavier nucleus such as 0, Ca, Ca

or 208Pb.
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Generally speaking, experiments on few-body systems have been

performed almost since the beginning of nuclear physics. The

more difficult experiments, such as the multidimensional breakup

reaction with complete determination of the kinematics, only began

when the necessary data handling equipment vere available and

for some time no great accuracy in the measurement of absolute

cross sections was attempted. This was probably due to the fact

that one did not anticipate the possibility of an extremely precise

theoretical analysis. For several years now, however, measurements

have been made where one has attempted to reach an accuracy

approachirg one or a few percent, which is probably the level

necessary in order to reveal new information.

In the past there has also been considerable discussion about the

possibilitit.es of finding certain energies or regions of phase space

which would be particularly sensitive to the physical properties

one vould like to study (2). Probably off-shell effects will be

significantly larger above 20 MeV then around 10 MeV, but the need

to include many more two-body partial waves in the analysis of the

data at the higher energy might make the extraction of the basic

information more difficult at the higher energies. Probably it will

turn out that, experiments and analyses will be needed at many

energies as well as in many regions of phase space.

The large interest in few-body systems in the past can, of course,

be directly related to the possibility of making so called exact

calculations of three-body scattering from a knowledge of two-body

forces.
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The theoretical developments, of course, started with Faddeev's

formalism (3), published in I960, and actual calculations for

the three-nucleon systems were pioneered by Aaron, Amado and Yam (M

in 1965. Nowadays, there exist a farily large number of generally

available computer programs which calculate three-body elastic

scattering and breakup from the assumption of s-wave two-body

potentials. Usually separable potentials are used. Also, a smaller

number of programs exist which consider raore complicated two-body

forces.

In comparison with experimental data one now usually obtains

qualitative agreement: discrepancies of more than 30 % are quite

rare. On the other hand, it does not seem to be possible to be a

priori sure that the agreement will be much better than that either.

All these calculations are dynamically exact, but nevertheless one

uses models of the physical reality. One assumes that one has

three particles, no more and no less at all times, and that these

particles are unchanged during the whole process. Between these

particles there are forces,which usually act only between particle

pairs. Ideally one would like to specify that the forces should

satisfy a set of rather severe requirements: They should

a) reproduce two-body phase parameters,

b) reproduce the energies of two-body bound states and possible

quadrupole moments,

c) incorporate as many partial waves as necessary (e g S, P

and D waves for Nd breakup at 10 MeV and perhaps several

other higher partial waves at larger energies),
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d) correctly take the Coulomb force into account, and

e) reproduce the bound-state three-body energies.

The calculations should also use relativistic kinematics in

initial and final states and have sufficiently good numerical

accuracy. I am aware that it is easy to list these requirements.

They are, however1) very difficult to meet all at the same time,

largely because of the enormous amount of computing tine that

would be needed. There are also fundamental problems connected with

the Coulomb force, which are discussed elsevhere in these

proceedings. In fact, all these requirements have not yet been

met by any calculations to my knowledge.

2 Scope of the present paper

In the following I will try to illustrate what has been achieved

to date in terras of accuracy in experiments and calculations and

what agreement or disagreement has been obtained. I will do this

by selecting somewhat arbitrarily certain pieces of data on

scattering and breakup probabilities. Only two systems will be

discussed: the nucleon-deuteron system and the alpha-deuteron

system. The special importance of the neutron-deuteron system,

°s the only system for which the Coulomb force, is absent, should

be emphasizpd but then instead the experimental difficulties

are much greater.
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The observables to be accounted for are the following, if

polarisation quantities are disregarded: the total cross section

a consisting of the sum of the total breakup or reaction cross

section o_ and the total elastic cross section, o , ., theR elast'

differential cross section for elastic scattering, -TQ, the cross

do
section ^ip for detection of one particle from breakup in a

cally

in a kinematically complete experiment.

kinematically incomplete experiment and the cross section ,„ Q ^

Comparisons will be made, often with calculations made in Uppsala

with the Doleschall programs (5) by him or by people from the

Uppsala group. In these calculations two-body s- and p-wave forces as

well as a two-term tensor force are included and also an approximate treat-

ment of the Coulomb force. It will be seen that even such an ambitious

undertaking is not sufficent to allow conclusions about the data

to be luade on the few-percent level.

For the two-nucleon forces Doleschall uses separable potentials

which yield the phase parameters shown in Figs 1-3. The P wave

is also included with a phase shift almost identical to that for

the P, wave. This set of potentials satisfies reasonably well

the above-mentioned requirements: (a) They produce phase parameters quite

well for the important partial waves up to rather high energies. Mote

that the "P_ is deliberately made slightly smaller that the

MacGregor phases around 10 MeV. (b) They reproduce the deuteron

binding energy and quadrupole moment., (c) D? and D_ are not

considered, (d) Coulomb forces are only taken into account in an

approximate manner, the correctness of which is not established.

(e) The triton binding energy is nearly reproduced when all D-

waves are considered.
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3 The nucleon-deuteron system

3.1 The total cross section

The situation for elastic nucleon-deuteron scattering has been

reviewed by Seagrave (7,8). The measurements of total neutron cross

sections are among the easier experiments when percent accuracies

are required. Fig.lt, which is taken from Seagrave's article (7)
i
l

shows the data together with his so called spline fit and

everything seems to be in very good shape. Statistically the

accuracy should be better than one percent. Seagrave (7) points out

that the total nd cross section multiplied by E +3.6 MeV is an

empirical constant between 1.5 and 22 MeV, so in Fig 5 a blowup

of the data is shown by plotting a . •(£ +3.656) in an energy
LO"& n

region around 10 MeV. The number of data points with large

deviations from the fits is somewhat too large and, in particular,

the points at 8.8 and 11.1 MeV determine the character of the spline

fit. Omission of one or the other of these points from the data

set would change the cross section at 10 MeV by roughly 5 percent!

So if we are looking for experimental results determined to a

one-percent accuracy we have to be careful already when we consider

the total neutron-deuteron cross section, at least in certain

energy regions. One might also notice that the spline fit decreases

relative to the very smooth curve represented by the constant in

Fig 5 in a region where the total inelastic cross section increases

sharply.

\ \
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The Doleschall value is 5 percent lower than the fits at 10 MeV,

which might be a result of the neglect of two-nucleon forces in

two d-waves. It is also known that the use of local s-wave

potentials instead of separable ones lead to higher total cross

sections as well as forward cross sections.

3.2 The total breakup cross section

Fig 6 shows the existing data at low energies for the total nucleon-

deuteron breakup cross section. The experimental points are Mainly

fi-ora neatron-deuteron measurements. Around 20 MeV there is some

•-.di cation that the proton cross section might be slightly

. ic ? that the neutron cross sections. However, the data cannot

'•"/ anything, of course, about the proton-neutron difference

obtained from the Doleschall calculations. On the whole, the

accuracy is not large enough to be of much help in the normalization

of breakup probabilities when precise results are desired. The

energy dependence of the Doleschall values is not known at present

and the deviation between the Kloet-Tjon curve and the experimental

data at low energies may have trivial reasons.

3.3 Elastic proton-deuteron scattering

Several accurate measurements of the differential cross section

for elastic proton-deuteron scattering exist at many energies.

Even if many polarisation quantities were measured, the data analysis

in terms of phase shifts would be very difficult due to the large
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number of adjustable parameters that should be considered; 12

real numbers for each J17 state. Thus it has not yet been possible

to carry out a full, unrestricted search for all complex phase

shifts and coupling parameters. Descriptions in terms of reduced

parameter sets exist though, but they are less useful in the

present context where we want to evaluate the accuracy of

experimental data and its relationship to three-body calculations.

Unfortunately, these calculations suffer from the present practical

difficulties of treating the Coulomb force exactly or in a good

approximation, a fact which will be illustrated below.

The general behaviour of nucleon-deuteron elastic scattering is

shown with the 10 MeV p-d data in Tig 7 as an example. Very roughly

the angular distribution night be characterized by cross section

values in the forward and backward directions and at the minimum

together with a specification of. the,angle at which this minimum

occurs.

At 10 MeV there are accurate data by Kocher and Clegg (15) and very

recent ones by the Zurich group (l6), whose data might not yet be

in the final form. There are also a few points from Uppsala,

both for pd and nd scattering. In Fig 8, the fractional differenc.

between the experimental pd data and the Doleschall pd calculations

have been plotted. The Kocher-Clegg data are supposed to be

accurate to better than one percent, and the Zurich data should

at least in their final form have similar precision. At the present
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time, it is seen that the agreement between the two data sets are

satisfactory only in certain angular regions. It is not immediately

clear that one can be perfectly sure of the cross section to a

precision of one percent anywhere considering all data. The three

Uppsala points happen to be in excellent agreement with the Zurich

data. (By the way, the point at 53.5 is the cross section used for

normalization purposes of breakup cross sections in Uppsala,

which appears to be quite safe.) It is obvious from Fig 8 that the

experiments establish a systematic deviation from the Doleschall

calculation. In fact, the curve drawn in the same figure represents

the Doleschall calculation for nd scattering. Even if the agreement

with the pd data is not perfect it is clear that the nd calculation

is a far better representation of the pd data than the pd

calculations is.

From this one might too hastily draw the conclusion that the attempt

to make an approximate treatment of the Coulomb force is a complete

failure. I would therefore like to show just, one polarisation

diagram. In Fig 9 the calculated pd deuteron vector polarisation is

seen to agree slightly better with the Zurich pd data than the

calculated nd values do.

3.U Elastic neutron-deuteron scattering

The difficulties with the Coulomb force tell us that it would be

very useful to have accurate neutron-deuteron data to analyse.

However, the experimental situation is far from satisfactory. To

illustrate this I have extracted available experimental information



on the cross section minimum for elastic neutron-deuteron scattering

in the energy region up to *tO MeV. A smooth energy dependence is

found if one plots ln(Ej^ ) as a function of energy as is shown
min

in Fig 10. The curve is an attempt to draw a best-fitting curve

by eye. It is clear that this "fi.." is not very well established.

Even at the "over-researched" energy of lU MeV we h«:ve •? freedom of

choice more than ± 10 %. The Uppsala point at 10 MeV (17) is clearly

below the curve. The precision of this point will be improved when the

data reduction from a recent experiment has been completed.

It is also of interest to compare the value of this minimum between

nd and pd data. At 10 MeV we find that the nd cross section is

13*^ % smaller than the pd cross section. At 35 MeV this difference

is approximately twice as large, but for intermediate or lower

energies the experimental situation is unclear. The Doleschall

calculations give 2 % larger nd than pd scattering at the minimum,

whereas a correct treatment (18) of the Coulomb force (but in a

calculation with other forces simplified) results in an 8 % larger

pd cross section at 10 MeV in reasonable agreement with experiment.

At the present time it is possible to extract 180 nd cross sections

only at the energies 8, 10 and lU.l MeV and the values appears to

be inverseley proportional to the neutron energy. At 10 MeV Amten

(17) found 187.O±2.6 mb/sr including scale errors. For pd scattering

an extrapolation of the Kocher-Clegg results leads to 186.0+2.7 mb/sr,
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i e the nd/pd ratio is 1.00i>±0.020. Dolesehall calculations yield

a ratio of 1.0^2 and the correct Coulomb treatment is in close agreement

with the experimental ratio (18).

3.5 Kinematically incomplete nd experiments

Kinematically incomplete breakup experiments have been made in the

past mainly to obtain the n-n scattering length by observing the

high energy proton spectrum at 0 from nd breakup. Recently an

elaborate measurement at 13.98 MeV has been published by Haight and

coworkers (19) together witn an analysis in terms of three-body

calculations based on two-body s-wave parts of the Reid and the

Malfliet-Tjon potentials. Normalization factors of the order of

1.3 are required and some indication of an extremely negative

scattering length is obtained.

Through Doleschall calculations at Uppsala we have tried to find

out what the effect of higher partial waves might be in this

kinematic situation. A normalization factor of 1.12 is found at

10 MeV but no change of the proton spectrum shape at all. The

conclusion in this situation has been stated before (20) and is •-•

that the spectrum shape is very insensitive to the scattering length,

and that both the shape and the absolute cross section carry the full

complication of the threebody problem.
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3.6 Kinematically complete breakup experiments

The proton-induced deuteron breakup has been studied in many

experiments for at least the last ten years (21,22). Comparisons

have been made with calculations based on the solution of Faddeev-

type equations with many different assumptions for the input two-

nucleon forces. It would be a very large undertaking to try to

make a unified analysis of the whole body of data, but perhaps this

will be necessary if one wants to UF.O the data fully. Such an

analysis will not be attempted here.

/

Comparisons between experiment and calculations generally show

qualitative agreement, almost independently of what special

assumptions have been made for the two-nucleon force as long as

a reasonable s-wave part is included and the calculations are

dynamically exact. In order to extract further information it is

thus necessary to work with accurate experimental data as well as

rather detailed assumptions about the input force, such as the ones

which were discussed in section 2 above. Special efforts to obtain

good experimental accuracy have been made by Kuhn and coworkers (23)

and by the Uppsala group among others. For instance, Kuhn claims a

maximal scale uncertainty of 2.7 percent and the Uppsala group

2 percent. *••£••'

To illustrate some of the experimental complications the electronics

diagram from Uppsala is shown in Fig 11. Six detectors are used

simultaneously, which makes it possible to measure 15 pair

combinations ol' coincidences at the same time and thus accumulate

enough counts that the statistical precision will be sufficiently
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good. Other experimental aspects that must be considered are

a) continuous monitoring of deadtime losses. This can be done by

simultaneously counting pulses from a pulser, as indicated in the

diagram of Fig 11 with the pulser and the pair-pulse sequencer.

b) detector efficiency checks. This control is usually made by

regular remeasurements of a standard cross section

c) angle determinations. Among other things, target deformations must

be kept under control. One way to do this is to calibrate the

angular scale by the use of particle kinematics of elastic and

inelastic scattering from a target containing carbon and hydrogen.

d) control of amplifier gain variations with counting rates.

e) means for accurate normalization. One or preferrably two

monitoring detectors are commonly used to relate the breakup cross

sections to the elastic fi-oss section.

f) small solid angles and good enery resolution. Otherwise data

analysis will be complicated and a Monte Carlo simulation may become

necessary.

Among the very large amount of experimental breakup spectra I will

limit myself to showing just one, because I think this illustrates

rather well the present status of the analysis of these experiments.

I apologize to the many people whose results I will not discuss at all.

In Fig 12 is shown a 10 MeV spectrum for one of the most frequently

studied kinematic conditions the so called quasifree scattering with

equal angles for the two detected particles. The experimental points

are from Uppsala and give a maximum cross section of 9»54*O«O9

mb/sr MeV with an additional scale uncertainty of 2 percent.
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Kiihn et al (23) have reported at exactly the same energy and angles

a maximum cross section of S'.'tOtO.l!) mb/sr MeV with the additional

scale uncertainty of 2.7 percent. For this particular case the

agreement between various experiments is thus quite good.

Unfortunately, one cannot make this last statement more general.

Again the Doleschall calculation for the nd case shows quite

good agreement with the pd data. This is shown as the dash-dotted

curve; the calculation includes two-body s- and p-wave and tensor

forces. If only s-wave forces had been considered the peak cross

section would have been 13 percent larger, in disagreement with

experimental data. There are now several different approximate

methods to try to take the Coulomb force into account. One way used

by Doleschall and illustrated above in connection with elastic pd

scattering is to use deformed potential form factors yielding phase

shifts as shown in Fig 2 and also to multiply the t-matrix element

with Coulomb phase factors. This results in a reduction of the

Doleschall nd values by 22 percent and is shown as the full curve

in Fig 12. Clearly we have a strong discrepancy with the

experimental results. An intermediate step consisting of not

multiplying by the Coulomb phase factors would have yield an

intermediate result: a reduction by 8 percent. On the ether hand

trying to correct for the Coulomb effect in the Ebenhoh way, i e

introducing Coulomb phases and penetration factors in the final

state only, leads to a correction of a 9 percent increase in the

cross section. If in this case nn forces are used to describe the

force between the equal nucleons one reaches a cross section 22

percent too high in the calculation with r.-waves only. Estimating
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that higher partial waves will act as before they would reduce the

cross section by 13 % , leaving a "final" discrepancy of 9 percent.

All this is confusing and it clearly shows that there is no good

way to deal approxiisatelyviththe Coulomb force • We seem to have a

really difficult problem here. The need to include both higher partial

waves and the Coulomb force exactly may make the computing time so long

that all realistic comparisons between calculations and experimental

data will be prohibited for some time to come. At present we clearly

have an arbitrariness in the approximate calculations of the order of

10 percent.

Assuming that this difficulty can be solved, it would be of interest

to know the numerical accuracy of various approaches to the Faddeev- .

type calculations. In Pig 13 is shown the result of such a check.

Care has been taken to feed exactly the same tuo-nucleon forces

into two different programs using different techniques for the

solution of the fundamental equations. One program is the Dolesehall

program, the results from which have been used several times before

in this article. The other program is due to Bruinsma and is also

expected to be quite accurate. Fig 13 shows numerical differences

of the order of h percent. The reason for this discrepancy is not

known.

The Coulomb difficulty is, of course, absent in the nd breakup

reaction and the above discussion gives a strong indication that

it is important to make accurate studies of this reaction.

Unfortunately, there are very large experimental difficulties both

to achieve accurate absolute cross sections because of uncertainties

in the efficiency for neutron detector:; and to accumulate enoiuf
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coincidences to reach a sufficiently good statistical accuracy.

Several publications (20,21*) have appeared and work is going on

at several places in this fieia (Heuchatel, Alberta) (25), but

I think it is too early to include the nd data in the accuracy

discussion.

n

h The a-d system

For the d-d system the fundamental questions to be answered

by experiments and three-body theory are different from those

in the three-nucleon case, at least they may appear to be

different. The problem is now mainly whether i t will be

possible at a l l to treat the six nucleons of the a- o systems as

three bodies or not. Exchange effects will be include^ in the-'

three-body model to a certain extent if one uses forces that

reproduce the experintntal a-n and a-p phase shif ts , so the main

structure effect will probably be the breakup of the a particle

i tse l f , f i rs t noticeable in the reaction o+d-* H + He.

h.l Total cross sections

Very little experimental information exists to my knowledge on total

a-d cross sections. Only a small number of experimental determinations

of the total breakup cross section has been published (26,27). There

are also some indirect results for the total breakup cross section

obtained as a spin-off result in the phase shift analysis of elastic

a-d scattering (28,29). The situation is illustrated in Fig lit, which

showr the three experimental points for the breakup cross section

together with phase shift, results. On top of the diagram the various break-jr
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channels are indicated. Eote that the H + He breakup only occurs

at the fairly high deuteron laboratory energy of 21.6 MeV. The

position of Li states and resonances and their quantum numbers

are also given in Fig lit. The curve represents the phase shift

analysis by Griiebler et al (28) and was made with the use of

only real coupling parameters. It is interesting that one found a

clear peak in the: inelastic cross section corresponding to the

1 resonance in Li. Using improved and more detailed experimental

data and allowing the coupling constant e^ to be complex, Hardekopf

et al (29) made a significantly better phase shift analysis in the

energy region between 5 and 7 MfV and arrived at results which

show no sign of the 1 resonance in the breakup cross section.

Obviously, experimental breakup data would have been valuable.

U.S The elastic a-d scattering

A fairly large amount of elastic a-d data exists, and it has been sub-

ject to phase shift analyses. For our discussion it is, however, more

interesting to note that a three-body model has been quite succeessful

in describing the elastic scattering. Assuming identical alpha-

nucleon forces for the oe-n w>& a-p interactions Charnomordic et

al (30) obtained results, some of which are shown in Figs 15 and 16.

For the nueleon-nucleon interaction s-wave and tensor forces were

taken into account. Recently, Koike (3l) has arrived at smilar

results without including the nucleon-nucleon .ensor force. It is

interesting to note that he even obtains the beh&riour of the 1

phase parameters indicated by the phase shift analysis showing the

resonance and the coupling between S, and D. states.
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Jt.3 The a-d breakup reaction

Several experiments exist on the a-d breakup reaction. With an

analysis in terms of the three-body model in mind, we have made

measurements at Uppsala at a rather low energy in order to keep

far away from the ~>H+ He energy. Alpha particles of 15 MeV have

teen used, corresponding to a deuteron laboratory energy of 7.5 MeV.

i

This energy is then rather close to the 1 resonance and effects

of it may be observable. In Figs 17 and 18 some of the Uppsala

results are shown together with an analysis in terms of the modified

impulse approximation (32). It is clear that this model has difficulties

and requires a fairly large number of somewhat arbitrary parameters.

y

One also has to assume that the triton exchange process is important

to explain the data. The need to include the H+ He channel is also

stressed Hackenbroich et al (33) and by Prescher et al (31*)

analysing elastic scattering and breakup atE*22.5 MeV, respectively.

Doleschall calculations are in progress in Uppsala including

s-wave and tensor forces in the nucleon-nucleon interaction and

different n-a and p-a forces. Only partial results are available

at this time. For instanee}the 1 matrix has been obtained, but

only after several attempts and after spending considerable

computing time for this case. Koike, however, has calculated (35)

theoC-d breakup at several energies with his set of forces and

claims to have obtained good agreement with experinental data. In

particular, no need was found to consider the H+ He channel.
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The further developments i,; the c i system are likely to be quite

interesting. For instance, neither Char"lomordic nor Koike was

able to produce vitli ;heir forcos a. T=l st,\te for the two nucleons.

This state will, hovever, appear automatically in the Doleschall

calculations arid shou. d be experimentally observable as a strong

final state effect at ti.e proper kinematic situation. Again a

good approximate treatment oT the O'llonib force would be highly

desireable.

5 Conclusions

To conclude, one can state that the three-body model calculations

based on the solution of Faddeev-type equations have been

succeessful in predicting scattering and breakup probabilities

for the three-nncleon case a* well as for the a-d system. However,

much remains to be done, such as more precision experiments and

the laborious critical evaluation of existing data. It vould

be extremely valuable to have a quick way to handle the Coulomb

problem. Experiments on d- 0 and d- Ca might aid in finding

a way to do this. It will still he quite some time before

ve can make any definite statements about the off-shell effects

or about three-body forces in the three-nucleon case, i e effects

which are not already contained in the knowledge of the triton

binding energy.
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Fig 1 Neutron-proton T=0 phase-shifts from the Doleschall

potentials (curves) compared wiiVi phase shifts obtained

from an analysis of nucleon-nueleon scattering data

(MaeOregor et al ref 6).
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et al ref 6).
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E£b(MeV)

Fig 5 The some cross section as in Fig !» multiplied by En+3.656

MeV and plotted in the energy region between It and l6 MeV.

The dashed curve shows Seagrave's spline fit to the data.

Roferencos to the experiwenta can be found in Seagrave's

article1.
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Pig 6 The total nucleon-deuteron breakup cross section up to 27

MeV. Experimental points are from various experiments (9-13)

and are shown as points with error bars. The calculated curve

has been obtained from an article by Kloet and Tjon (I1))

and the two theoretical points labelled Doleschall have been

calculated from the potentials mentioned above.
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Fig 9 Experimental pd data on the deuteron vector polarization

at 10 MeV from the ZGrich group (16) compared with

Doleschall nd (dashed curve) and pd (full curve) calculations.
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Fig 11 The electronics diagram for the Uppsala six-detector

setup for the otudy of breakup reactions.

P « test pulaer

PPG • poir-pulae sequencer

DET • detector

F(\ • prenmplifier

CHN " co inc idence matrix input s ; H « 1-6

MIX - mixer

SCA • RinRle-channel analyzer

MA • main amplifier

DA • delay aoplfier

ADC • analog-to-digit*! converter

ARC = amplitude and riaetime compensated time derivation unit SLCO • alov coincidence

D • nanosecond delay UMICO* universal coincidence

FO • fan-out SCTO • total nuaber of gate signals

FI • fui-in SCP • nuntier of test pulses

TAC - t ime-to-anpl i tude converter SCPO • t o t a l mimlier of gate s i gna l s 4ue t o t e s t pulses

OliS • gnte-and-delay generator SCHT • numlior of evento vhere more than one TAC i s triggered

SUM • pum-nnd-invert amplifier 5^5
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Doleschall nd calc. s-waves

EA(MeV)

Fig 13 The relative differenee(A, clashed line) between two s-wave

n-d breakup ealculatione for En=10 MeV; 62=9^=30.0°;

tp =KJ>> +1^0°. Tlie calculations were performed v'ith two

codas, using different numerical procedures. The inputs to

both calculations were the same i e Yamaguchi-type separable

two-body interactions fitted to the same set of low-eneVgy

parameters. A corresponds *.o {o(Bruinsma) - c(Poleschall)}/

o(Bruinsma).
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Fig 17 Spectrum from, the reaction d(a,pct)n at Ea= 15 MeV obtained

at Uppsalaj.1 The curve is an MIA calculation (36).
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Fig 18 Spectrum from the reaction d(a,pot)n at E„= 15 MeV obtained

at Uppsala. The curve is an MIA calculation (36).
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POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS IN FEW-BODY PHYSICS --

PAST AND FUTURE

W. Haeberli

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Examples from the recent literature are used to illustrate

the present state of the art in the study of polarization phenomena

in few-nucleon systems. The examples include nucleon-deuteron scat-

tering, the study of charge symmetry in the D(d,p) H and D(d,n) He

reactions, anJ various experiments which relate to the D-state in

the two- and three-nucleon system.
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1. Introduction

My talk at this workshop is not intended to provide a summary

of any particular part of the few-body problem, but rather I would like

to call to your attention recent developments in the art of experimentation

which will make it possible to carry out much more accurate and much more

complete polarization experiments than have been made in the past. I

should like to discuss some of these new possibilities in the context of

recent experiments on few-nudeon systems. Ihe choice of my example is

by necessity somewhat arbitrary and, as always, influenced by the in-

terests of the speaker,,

I am vary pleased to have been invited to speak to a group of

physicists whose main interest is in theory. It seems to me that, as the

study of few-nucleon systems increases in sophistication and complexity,

it is more and more important that theorists and experimentalists interact

to discover the specific areas of research which hold the most promise for

progress in this field. Even more than in the past, the experimentalist

is faced with a multitude of possible new, but often difficult, experi-

ments and the discussion with theorists is important in deciding which

possibilities to pursue, all the more so since in the area of few-body

physics the experimental results usually do not speak for themselves but

require detailed and laborious analysis.

Convenient summaries of the application of polarization experi-

ments to few-body problems can be found in the proceedings of the recent

few-nucleon conferences in Delhi [1] and Quebec [2]. In addition, the

papers in proceedings of the symposia on polarization phenomena in nuclear

reactions and scattering in Madison [3] and Zurich [4] give an excellent
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picture of the technical development of the field.

2. Polarization Experiments -- Why and How

It is well known that measurements of the cross section alone

are not sufficient to study the few-nucleon interaction in detail since

the spin-dependent forces in nuclear systems are strong. Thus it is es-

sential to provide measurements of some type of polarization parameters.

To illustrate the use of such measurements with a recent example [5], fig. 1

shows the cross section and neutron polarization for n-d scattering at

14.1 MeV. The polarization measurements actually are for p-d, but this

is not very important since Coulomb effects are small. The curves rep-

resent the result of exact three-body calculations by Stolk and Tjon [S],

using a Reid potential. What I wish to point out here is the great sen-

sitivity of the polarization to the details of the interaction. The change

from the double-dot-dash to the dot-dashed curve, for instance, results

entirely from the inclusion of the nucleon-nucleon tensor force. Since a

great multitude of other polarization observables can also be measured,

the theoretical treatment of the interaction can be tested with great

sensitivity. More importantly maybe, such measurements presumably will

permit a very specific test of the assumed interaction, because certain

observables have a very specific sensitivity to certain parts of the

interaction.

If you were to look up a nuclear physics text to see how one

measures the nucleon polarization P., in N-d scattering, you would find a

picture similar to fig. 2a. The idea is that the incident (unpolarized)

nucleon beam scatters from the deuterium target and the polarization of

the scattered beam is measured with a suitable analyzing reaction
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(polarization analyzer) which is characterized by a (known) polarization

analyzing power A. The relation between the number of counts n +, n_

and Pw is given in the figure. In actual fact, experiments like this

are done quite differently (fig. 2b): a polarized nucleon beam of known

polarization P is scattered from the target, and the left-right intensity

ratio of scattered particles is observed. Actually, one detector is

sufficient if the polarization vector of the incident nucleons can be

reversed. The quantity measured in this way is the nucleon analyzing

power Aj,, in N-d scattering, where A*, is numerically equal to P.,. The

relationship P=A also holds for reactions if we compare the analyzing

power with the polarization in the inverse reaction [6].

Why is the distinction between the two experiments in fig. 2 im-

portant? Because the second experiment is maybe three orders of magnitude

faster and thus can be done much more accurately. The reason is that

over the last decade striking progress has been made in the development

of devices (polarized ion-sources) which permit the acceleration of pol-

arized ions from all types of accelerators. Even if the intensity of the

polarized proton beam in fig. 2b were two orders of magnitude less than

that of the unpolarized beam in fig. 2a, the large loss in intensity in

the polarization-analyzer always makes the polarized-beam irethod more

desirable by far. If instead of charged particles we are dealing with

neutrons, the loss in the second scattering is not as large, because for

neutrons the second target can be much thicker than for protons where

energy loss considerations require a thin target. Nevertheless, measure-

ment of the analyzing power is much preferred here also because neutron-

producing reactions in general yield partially polarized neutrons (see
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below).

In the following, I will discuss examples of polarization ex-

periments of current interest. They are arranged more or less in order

of increasing complexity.

3. Analyzing Power

a) Analyzing Power of Spin -j Particles.

The easiest and therefore most accurate polarization measure-

ments are determinations of the analyzing power A for incident spin •=•

particles, provided these particles are available as a polarized beam

from an accelerator. Of the three possible components of the incident

polarization, only the component perpendicular to the reaction plane is

relevant (parity conservation), i.e., there is only one parameter of

interest, the (vector-) analyzing power. At present, a number of different

accelerators produce polarized proton beams of various energies up to

50 MeV. Also, three intermediate-energy and one high-energy facility

[TRIUMF, LAMPF, SIN, Argonne ZGS] are equipped for polarized beams. Ex-

cellent measurements of analyzing powers for proton elastic scattering

or proton-induced reactions on few-nucleon targets are now available.

Some of the older measurements (e.g. the polarization data in fig. 1)

could be improved substantially with newer techniques, often by an order

of magnitude or more, if necessary. To show the high accuracy that can

be achieved, fig. 3 shows measurements of the polarization in p-p scat-

tering at 10 MeV obtained at our laboratory two years ago [7]. These

measurements, which have an uncertainty of about ±2x10 , permitted the

first model-independent determination of all three p-wave phase shifts in
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p-p scattering at low energies. We are now constructing a new polarized

ion source which will permit us to improve the accuracy even further and

permit extension of the measurements to lower energies.

Beams of other spin- j particles are less commonly available.

A triton polarized beam up to 18 MeV is available at Los Alamos, and a

He beam of 30 MeV at the cyclotron in Birmingham. Both of these beams

have been used for measurements on few-body systems [4]. In the case of

reactions with "Tie, instead of using a polarized beam one has the option

of using a polarized target.

Neutrons from the common neutron-producing reactions [D(d,n) He,

T(p,n)Tfe, T(d,n) He etc.] are partially polarized, with polarization of

typically 301 at emission angles around 30°. Higher neutron polarization

is obtained if the incident charged particles are polarized. Accurate

nveasurements of the analyzing power can be made for neutron elastic scat-

tering, but in general not for neutron-induced charged-particle reactions.

The difference arises from the fact that the range of charged particles

is very much shorter than the mean free path of neutrons. Thus the thin

target required for charged-particle experiments causes low count rates.

For elastic neutron scattering, the most precise measurements are for

n-p and n-d scattering for which an accuracy of 0.21 has recently been

achieved [8].

b) Deuteron Analyzing Powers.

Naturally, deuterons are of interest as a projectile or as a

target for many few-body reactions. The density matrix of an ensemble
2

of particles with spin I contains (21+1) elements. However, if we observe
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the polarization of particle £ in a reaction A(b,c)D without worrying

about the polarization of all the other particles, parity conservation

restricts the number of parameter?1 needed to describe £. The same is

true for the number of analyzing powers in the inverse reaction D(c,b)A.

If particle c has spin-one (deuterons) there are four analyzing powers

(or polarizations): one vector analyzing power and three tensor an-

alyzing powers. According to the Madison Convention [9], these are labeled

in Cartesian notation as Ay, A z z, A x z arl (Ajx-Ayy),or as i T u , T 2 Q, T n

and T.- if we use spherical tensor moments. Cne can readily measure these

analyzing powers by using a polarized deuteron betm from an accelerator.

Tensor analyzing powers are measured by using a bean: of aligned deuterons,

where the term alignment refers to <S > ^ 0 along some a:i<? z. One :iiay,

for instance, prepare a deuteron beam with equal population in the

ITU = ±1 states and no population in the m-, = 0 state. Different beam

moments t ™ , t.,, t 2 2 are then produced by choosing different orientations

of this spin system with respect to the reaction plane [fig. 4]. The

principles of experiments with polarized and aligned deuterons are

summarized e.g. in ref. 10. As an example of recent deuteron polarization

measurements, let me mention the studies of all four deuteron analyzing

powers in the reactions D(d,n) He and D(d,p) H. A small sample of the

data [11] is shown in fig. 5. The point of interest is that there is a

large systematic difference in i T ^ between the two reactions, while from

charge symmetry we would expect them to be the same. Of course this simple

comparison does not take into account Coulomb effects which cause a dif-

_J

t In the expression for a nuclear reaction A(b,c)D an arrow placed over

a symbol denotes a particle which is initially in a polarized state or

whose state of polarization is measured [Madison Convention [9]].
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ference in Q-value between the two reactions of about 1.5 MeV. For this

reason the two reactions in fig. 5 are compared, not at the same incident

energy, but at the same energy of the outgoing particles. If the re-

actions instead are compared at the same incident energy the vector an-

alyzing powers are in close agreement but the tensor analyzing powers now

show a pronounced discrepancy [11]. The authors suggest that this may

indicate that the difference does not arise from simple Coulomb effects

but may arise from a violation of charge symmetry. Clearly no firm con-

clusion can be drawn until detailed reaction calculations which include

Coulomb effects are available. It is very encouraging that serious

attempts are being made to include Coulomb effects in exact few-body cal-

culations.

The use of polarized deuterons also offers the possibility to

add substantially to the knowledge of p-d scattering. To complement

the cross section and proton analyzing power measurements in p-d (fig. 1)

it is of interest to study the interaction between protons and polarized

deuterons. It may seem that the straightforward way to do this is to

bombard a polarized deuterium target with protons. But this is not so:

polarized hydrogen or deuterium targets require complex and expensive

equipment, the targets are subject to rapid deterioration by radiation-

damage when bombarded with MeV ion-beams, and the tensor polarization of

deuterium targets is small and difficult to measure accurately. Thus

in few-body experiments, if the interaction between an unpolarized and a

polarized particle is to be studied, one always prefers to use a polarized

beam and an unpolarized target. The only exception is He. In this case,

polarized gas targets are relatively easily made (optical pumping) but
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polarized beams are more difficult to prepare than for hydrogen.

Results of recent observations [12] on p-d scattering are

shown in fig. 6. The measurements on the left were made by scattering

10 MeV protons from a deuterium target. The three analyzing powers on

the right were measured by bombarding an unpolarized hydrogen target

with 20 NfeV polarized deuterons, since this corresponds to the same c m .

energy in the p-d system. The solid curves are polynomial fits, while

the dashed curve gives predictions of recent three body calculations by

Doleschall [12]. The agreement is quite remarkable. The experimental

errors are very small but one notices that the parameter T--, was not

measured. There is a good reason for this: the polarized-deuteron ex-

periments required a cyclotron to reach the necessary deuteron energy,

and by necessity the alignment of the spin has to be parallel to the

cyclotron's magnetic field, i.e., transverse to the momentum. Under

these conditions, the t^-, beam moment vanishes. Presently T,-i can be

measured only at lower energies, where electrostatic accelerators (e.g.

tandems) can be used. It is possible, in principle, to measure T2^ also

with a cyclotron beam, provided one constructs special equipment to pre-

cess the spin of the deuteTons by suitable magnetic fields. This is

feasible but has not yet been done, because the required magnets are ex-

pensive. We will need the help of theorists to resolve the question

whether T 2 1 has sufficient specific sensitivity not shared by other ob-

servables to justify the expense.

Another present limitation of the art in measuring tensor an-

alyzing powers is that no calibrated reactions are available to measure the

beam tensor moments accurately above 20 MeV" deuteron energy.
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4. Polarization Transfer

If we scatter polarized nucleons from an unpolarized target, and

observe the polarization of the scattered beam, we find in general that

the magnitude and direction of the polarization vector has changed. The

relationship between the outgoing and incident polarization involves

the so-called Wolfenstein parameters (depolarization parameter and spin-

Totation parameters). These parameters are also called triple-scattering

parameters because prior to the development of polarized beams from ac-

celerators one scattering (polarizerj had to precede the scattering of

interest in order to produce polarized particles, and one scattering

(polarization-analyzer) had to follow the scattering of interest in order

to determine the polarization of the scattered beam. The availability

of polarized beams from accelerators eliminates only the first of the

three scatterings. If we go from the special case of elastic scat-

tering of spin---- particles to the general case of a nuclear reaction

A(D*,C)D, where particles b and c can be of arbitrary spin (other than

zero), the Wolfenstein parameters are replaced by the so-called polarization-

transfer coefficients which are discussed in detail in a review paper by

Ohlsen [13]. Obviously measurements of polarization transfer coefficients

are more difficult than of analyzing powers because one additional

scattering (polarization-analyzer) is necessary. The experiments tend to

be easier at high energies because the loss of intensity in each scat-

tering is less at high energies, where thicker targets can be used.

Nevertheless, sufficiently intense beams are now available that even for

energies of a few MeV several good measurements of polarization-transfer

coefficients are available. Measurements have been made, for instance,
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of 14 different coefficients [14] for He(d,d) He. These measurements

were later used [15] as a test of the d-a phase shifts which had previously

been obtained from an analysis of cross sections and the four deuteron

analyzing powers. A measurement [16] of a polarization-transfer co-

efficient in p-d scattering is shown in fig. 7 in order to illustrate

the accuracy of a recent polarization-transfer measurement. In this case,

a hydrogen target was bombarded with 45.4 MeV vector-polarized deuterons,

and the polarization of the recoil protons was detected. The incident

polarization and the measured component of the out-going polarization were

normal to the reaction plane. Because of the large number of independent

polarization-transfer coefficients [17] a wealth of information can be

obtained.

Among experimenters who use polarized neutrons, the measurement

of polarization-transfer coefficients for neutron-producing reactions has

become popular during the last few years. The reason is that the measure-

ment of the neutron polarization from a reaction is not particularly

more difficult when the charged-particle beam is polarized, except for

a reduction in intensity of at most an order of magnitude. Besides the

interest in few-body problems, the motivation for such studies has been

the fact that much higher neutron polarization can be obtained from

polarization-transfer than from unpolaTized charged-particle beams.

Fig. 8 shows that the polarization-transfer, for instance, in the D(a,n) He

reaction [18] is very large at 0°. If one wishes to use such reactions as

a polarized neutron source the large cross section at 0° in fact makes

up for the loss in deuteron beam intensity which arises from the need to

use an incident polarized beam. The observation that K y (0°) is near 2/3
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indicates that the spin of the neutron in the transversely vector-polarized

deuteron remains essentially unchanged in the reaction, i.e., the neutron

acts as a spectator. A slight reduction from the value 2/3 would be

expected because in the D-state of the deuteron the neutron spin is

opposite to the deuteron polarization vector.

5. Spin Correlation Coefficients

Spin correlation measurements are experiments of the type

it(S,c)D or A(b,c)D, i.e., the polarization of both particles in either the

entrance or the exit channel is observed. Simonius [19] has shown that

this type of experiment is needed if one wishes to make a complete de-

termination of the scattering matrix. The observation of spin-correlation

in the exit channel is terribly difficult, at least at low energies,

because one has to use two polarimeters in coincidence. The observation

of spin-correlation in the entrance channel is of course quite easy by

comparison, except for the problem that one needs a polarized target in

addition to a polarized beam. The easiest type of polarized target to

use is He gas, which at a pressure of a few Torr can be polarized to

something like 201 by optical pumping. The measurement of a polarization

correlation coefficient in p- He was used at our laboratory [20] some

ten years ago to resolve an ambiguity in the p- He phase shift analysis,

as illustrated in fig. 9. In the meantime, the available intensity of

polarized protons has increased by a factor of several hundred so that

much smaller errors can be achieved now. Polarized hydrogen targets have

become quite common in high-energy physics, but, as mentioned already,

for experiments with low-energy charged particle beams the radiation

damage to the target is a problem. A polarized hydrogen target has been
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used successfully, for instance, for a recent measurement [21] of the

spin-correlation coefficient in neutron-proton scattering at SO MeV.

A very intriguing possibility is the use of a gas jet of polarized hydrogen

or deuterium atoms as a target for spin-correlation experiments.

6. The D-state of 2H, and 3He

As a special illustration of polarization experiments in few-

nucleon systems I should like to mention recent attempts and proposals

to determine the D-state amplitude in two- and three-nucleon systems by

means of polarization experiments. This special illustration is chosen

here entirely because of my personal interest in the subject.

A review of our state of knowledge --or lack of knowledge --

of the D-state amplitude in the deuteron internal wave function was

presented by Thomas [22] at the nucleon-nucleon conference in Vancouver

last year. We still know the D-state probability in the deuteron not

much better thin within a factor two. Certainly some of the observables

in nucleon-deuteron scattering or break-up are sensitive to the deuteron

D-state, but until now it has been difficult to isolate the effects.

Recently Amado et £LL [23] proposed that the D-state to S-state asymptotic

normalization, p.,, of the deuteron wave function can be determined

directly from experimental data by extrapolating the tensor polarization

in p-d scattering to the neutron exchange pole. Fig. 10 shows T-,/sin 6

plotted versus cos9 for E, = 10 MeV, extrapolated to the pole. The value

of p D which they found from different data sets between 6 MeV and 16 MeV

vary between -0.04 and 0.19, so that much more accurate experimental data
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is required before such an extrapolation procedure yields good results.

There is another way to investigate D-state effects which has

been of interest to us for some years. The idea [24] is to measure tensor

analyzing powers in a (d,p)-reaction. The target nucleus and the deuteron

energy is to be chosen such that the reaction proceeds as a sub-coulomb

stripping reaction, i.e., neither the deuteron nor the proton is likely

to penetrate the Coulomb barrier of the target nucleus. We thus have a

simple three-body problem. The target nucleus simply provides a re-

pulsive potential to keep the charged particles away, and an attractive

potential well for the neutron. Since the transfer of the neutron takes

place in the tail of the bound-neutron wave function one need not know

anything about the nucleus other than the binding energy of the transferred

neutron. In such sub-coulomb reactions the tensor analyzing power arises

entirely from the deuteron D-state [24]. Fig. 11 shows measurements on

uoPb(d,pr Pb at a deuteron energy of 9 MeV. The calculated curves

(solid lines) are based on the Reid wave function. Unfortunately these

are not exact calculations, but rather use the local-energy approximation

of Johnson and Santos [25]. Exact finite-range calculations and more

accurate measurements at yet lower energies are needed before we can

trust the results of such experiments. More detail can be found in

reviews by Knutson [26].

It is interesting to note that the same ideas can be used to

study D-state components in the three-nucleon system, H and "He. Ac-

cording to Khutson et al. [27], the tensor analyzing powers in a sub-

coulomb (d,t) reaction arise primarily from the overlap of the deuteron

S-state and the triton D-state. Measurements for Sn(d,t)117Sn and
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Pb(d,t) Pb are in good agreement with calculations based on the

local-energy approximation. The method seems a rather promising tool to

study D-state components in the three-nucleon system.

Other polarization experiments which have been proposed to

yield information about the deuteron D-state are measurements of the

alignment of recoil deuterons when an unpolarized deuterium target

is bombarded with either pions or electrons. The ir-d experiment is

presently being tried out with 140 MeV ir+ at SIN by Griiebler et al. ,

The tensor polarization t,0 of the recoil deuterons at 0° is measured by d-a

scattering. Not only is the experiment difficult because of the small

count rate, but the theoretical interpretation of the results, once

obtained, is open to question [20].

As far as the interpretation is concerned, the situation is

presumably more favorable for e-d scattering. A measurement of the

tensor polarization would permit the separate determination of the charge-

and quadrupole form factors. Fig. 12 shows the dependence of the deuteron

tensor polarization on momentum transfer. The figure is from ref. 28.

Curve A shows the impulse approximation using the Reid soft-core deuteron

wave function, curve B includes the effect of pair current contribution

and curve C results if one adds the recoil and renormalization contributions.

Unfortunately the cross section drops rapidly with increasing momentum
2 2

transfer so that in the vicinity of q =10 fnf the count rate presents

a problem unless a polarized deuterium target with reasonably large and

well known alignment can be constructed.

7. Outlook

Exciting developments in the art of producing polarized beams
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are continuing. It is almost certain that polarized beams of several

microamperes can be obtained from cyclotrons and tandem accelerators

by extending recently developed techniques. Thus, even the more com-

plicated polarization experiments will be possible with high precision.

The main problem is not to measure more parameters more accurately, but

to decide which experiments are worth the effort. This type of question

clearly requires discussion between experimentalists and theorists.

Obviously it is of tremendous help if theorists include in their calcu-

lations predictions for some of the more exotic parameters, because we

can then see which experiments are specifically sensitive to what type

of interaction.

In this lecture I have not been able to present an adequate

summary of the large number of polarization experiments that have been

described in the recent literature. Nevertheless I hope I have been able

to give you an impression of what types of experiments are possible and

where improvements can be expected.

This work was supported in part by the United States Depart-

ment of Energy.
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Fig. 1) Cross section and nucleon polarization in N-d scattering at

14 MeV [from ref. 5].

MEASUREMENT OF POLARIZATION P,

n++n_

MEASUREMENT OF ANALYZING POWER AN

OETECTOR

I ;ig. 2) Schematic representation of a measurement of the polarization

PN in N-d scattering (top) and the analyzing power AN in N-d

scattering (bottom).
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-0.3

Fig. 3) Polarization in p-p scattering at 10 MeV. The curves rep-

resent the results of phase shift analyses [see ref. 7].

DETECTOR

Fig. 4) Schematic representation of the measurement of the three

tensor analyzing powers T 2 Q, T 2 1 and T 2 2 > The double-ended

arrow represents an aligned deuteron beam.
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Fig. 5) Conparison of analyzing powers in D(d,n)"Tfe [solid dots] and

D(d,p) H [open circles] for a bombarding energy near 10 MeV

(see text) .
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Fig. 6) The cross section and analyzing power for scattering of 10 MeV

protons from deuterium is shown on the left. On the right

are shown three analyzing powers for scattering of 20 MeV

polarized deuterons from hydrogen.

60

'cm.

Fig. 7) Polarization transfer in p-d scattering. Hydrogen was bombarded

with transversely-polarized 45.4 MeV deuterons and the transverse

polarization of the recoil protons was measured.
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Fig. 9) Spin-correlation coefficient A x z in He(p,p) He for two

different phase-shift solutions [from ref. 20].
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Fig. 12) Predicted tensor polarization of recoil deuterons in e-d

scattering as a function of momentum transfer. The curves

are discussed in the text.
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The following conversion table is provided for the convenience of readers and to encourage the use ot SI units.

FACTORS FOR CONVERTING SOME OT THE MORE COMMON UNITS
TO INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI) EQUIVALENTS
NOTES
( I I Si bat* units are the metre (ml, kilogram [kg), second (si, ampere (A), kelvin (K>. candela led) and mole Imol)
<2I • indicates SI derived units and those accepted for use with SI;

O mdicatn additional umu accepted lot utt with SI for a limned time.
[For further information see The International System of Units ISII, 1977 ed.. published in English by HMSO.
London, and National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC, and International Standards ISO-tOOO and the
several parts of ISO-3t published by ISO, Gene>/a.\

(3) The correct abbreviation tor the unit m column 1 is given in column 2
(4) •* indicates conversion factors given exactly; other factors are given rounded, mostly lo 4 significant figures

indicates a definition of an SI derived unit- [ | m column 3+4 enclose factors given for the sake of completeness

Column 1
Multiply data given in:

Radiation units

^ becquerel
disintegrations per second (= dis/s)

> cur ie
f> f oemgen

• gray
>rad

ii evert (radiation protection only)
rem (radiation protection only)

Mass

• unified atomic mass unit ( & of the mass o f ' Z G
^ tonne ( = metric ton)

pound mass (avoirdupois)
ounce mass (avoirdupois)
ton (long) (- 2240 Ibml
ion (short) <= 2000 lbm>

Length

statute mile

nautical mile (international)
yard

toot
inch
mil (= 10"' >n)

Area

> hectare
> barn (effective cross-section, nuclear physics)

square mile, (statute mile)2

acre
square yard
square foot
square inch

Volume

• hue

cubic yard
cubic foot
cubic inch
gallon (imperial)
gallon (US liquid)

Velocity, acceleration

foot per second (= fps)
foot per minute

mile per hour {= mph)

> knot (international)
free fall, standard, g
foot per second squared

Thi* labla hai been prepared by E R A Qoch for U H by

Co'umn 2

1 Bq
1s' 1

1 Ci
1R 1

l G y 1
1 rad
I S V |
1 rem |

lu I
It t
I lbm
1 ozm
1 ton

1 short ton

1 mile
1 n mile

1 yd
1f t
1 in
1m.l

lha |

1b [

1 mile1

lacre
1yd :

1ft2

l i n 2

1 I or 1 Hr 1
1yd3

1ft1

l i n 3

1 gal (UK)
1 gal (US)

3 ft/5
1 ft/min

1 mile/h

1 knot

1 ft/s2

• he Division of Publications i

by: to obtain data in:

(has dimensions of s~l)
'- 1.00 X 10"
• 3.70 X 10"'
» 2.68 X I0 ' 4

:-= 1.00 X 10"
» 1.00 X 10":

= 1.00 X 10"
= 1.00 X 10":

- 1.66057 X 10"J

= 1.00 X 10'
• 4.536 X 10"'
= 2.835 X 10'
= 1.016 X 101

= 9.072 X 10:

= 1.609 X 10°
1.852X10"

= 9.144 X 10"'
- 3.048 X 10'1

= 2.54 X 10'
= 2.54 X 10"2

= 1.00 X 10*
= 1.00 X 10":"
= 2.590 X 10°
= 4.047 X 103

= 8.361 X 10'1

= 9.290 X 10"!

= 6.452 X 10:

= 1.00 X 10"'
= 7.646 X 10"'
= 2.832 X 10' !

• 1.639 X 10*
= 4.546 X 10"J

= 3.785 X 10"'

= 3.048 X 10"'
= 5.08 X 10"J

J4.470 X 10"'

11.609 X 10°
= 1.852X10"
-- 9.807 X 10*
= 3.048 X 10"'

Bq
Bq
C/kgl
j/kgl
Gv
J/kgl
J/kgl

*
#
*
#

*
*

7 kg.approx. |
kg I

kg
g
kg
kg

km
km

m
m

mm
mm

m=|

m ' |
k<n!

m2

rrr
m !

mm1

m J |
m3

m>
mmJ

mJ

m'

m/s

m/s
mis
km/h
km/h

m/s1

m/s1

Df ih« IAEA Whll* m i v «Horr

#

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*



Multiply data given in:

Colur

by: to obtain data in:

Density, volumetric rate

pound mass per cubic inch

pouitd mass per cubic foot

cubic feet per second

cubic feet per minute

Force

^ newton
dyne
kilogram force (= kilopond (kp))
poundai
pound force (avoirdupois!
ounce force (avoirdupois)

Pressure, stress

* pascal

• atmosphere5, standard
>bar

centimetres of mercury {G°C1
dyne per square centimetre
feet of water (4°C)
inches of mercury <0°C)
inches of water (4°C)
kilogram farce per square centimetre
pound force per square foot
pound force per square inch (= pst)b

torr (0°C) <- mmHg)

Energy, work, Quantity of heat

• joule (=W-s)
»> electronvolt

British thermal unit (International Table)
calorie (thermochemical)
calorie (International Table)
erg

foot-pound force
kilowatt-hour
kiioton explosive yield (PNE) i= 1O I : g-cal)

Power, radiant flux

• wan
British thermal unit (International Table) per second
caloric (International Table) per second
footpound force/second
horsepower (electric)
horsepower (metric) (= ns)
horsepower (550 ft Ibi.i)

Temperature

• temperature in degrees Celsius, t
where T is the thermodynamic temperature in keivin
andT0 is defined as 273.15 K

degree Fahrenheit
degree Rankine
degrees of temperature difference c

Thermal conductivity0

1 Btuin/ift2s-°F) (International Table Btuf
1 Btu/(fts°F) (International Table Btu)

1 Ibm/in* = i.768 X iff* kg/m3

1 Ibm/fi3 = 1.602 X 10' kg/m3

1 fi3/s = 2.832 X 10° mVs

1U3/mm = 4.719 X 10"4 mJ/s

1 N
1dyn

1 kgl
1 pdl
1 Ibf
lozf

1 Pa
1 aim

1 bar
1 cmHg

1 dyn/cnr
1 ftH.O
1inHg
1 inH.O
1 kgf/cm:

1 Ibf/ft1

1 Ibf/in2

1 torr

1 J
leV
1BIU

leal
1 calir
1 erg
1 f t lbf
1 kWh
1 kt yield

1 W
1 Btu/s

1 calrrfc
1 ftlbf/s
1 hp
I p s
1 hp

-

=

-

=

=

--

III

l =

=

=
=

\ =

-
=

=

1.00 X 10°
1.00 X 10"*
9.307 X to"

1.383 X 10"'
4.448 X 10°
2.780 X 10"'

1.00 X 10"
1.013 25 X 10*

1.00 X 10*
\ 333 X 10'
1.00 X 10"'
2.989 X 10'
3.386 X 10'
2.491 X 10'
9.807 X 104

4.788 X 10'
6.895 X 10'
1.333 X 10 :

1.00 X 10°
1.60219 X10"1'
1.055 X 10'
4.184 X 10°
4.187 X 10"
1.00 X 10"'
1.356X10°
3.60 X 10"
4.2 X 10"

1.00 X 10°
1.055 X 10'

4.187 X 10°
1.356 X 10°
7.46 X 10'
7.355 X 10'
7.457 X 10:

m kg s
N
N
N
N
N

N/m:l
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa

N m |

*
#
*

*

*
' J.approx.|

j

J
i
J
J
J
J

J/sl
W
W

w
IV

w
w

*

#

*

*

*

t . F - 3 2 .
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atmabs, ata: atmospheres absolute; b Ibf/in3 (g) (= psig): gauge pressure;

atm (g), atu: atmospheres gauge. Ibf/in3 abs (=psia): absolute pressure.

The abbreviation for temperature difference, deg (= degK ° degCI, is no longer acceptable as an SI unit.


